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The Journey to the Underworld: 




The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze the ways the Roman Underworld was visualized, 
outlining the possible mental maps of the chthonic realm that constituted the main reference for 
the literary works and funerary monuments that were created in Rome and Ostia between the end 
of the first century BCE and the end of the third century CE. 
While we have no preserved ancient map of Hades, the artists decorating Roman monuments 
with otherworldly images, mainly tombs or sarcophagi, repeatedly employed specific natural or 
architectural elements that were reminiscent of the written descriptions and inspired by the 
widespread cultural and religious tradition and that highlighted the relations between the human 
souls, the chthonic divinities, and the space they share.  
When visualizing the Underworld, the Romans performed an act of mental spatial construction 
where all landscapes and topographical elements were drawn from a pool of geographical 
entities that constituted an integral part of their spatial shared knowledge, and where the 
memorable features that comprised historical, mythological, or religious associations were 
transformed into primary landmarks of communal value. These chthonic landmarks constituted 
the backdrop for mythological scenes, guided the viewer in the unfolding of the narrative of the 
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“This Book it chalketh out before thine eyes The man that seeks the everlasting Prize: It shows 
you whence he comes, whither he goes; What he leaves undone: also what he does: It also shows 
you how he runs, and runs, Till he unto the Gate of Glory comes. … This Book will make a 
Traveller of thee; If by its Counsel thou wilt ruled be; It will direct thee to the Holy-Land, If thou 
wilt its directions understand” (John Bunyan).1  
 
 In a journey of redemption from the ‘City of Destruction’ to the ‘Celestial City’, 
Christian, the main character of the Pilgrim’s Progress, encounters various figures along a path 
that traverses fields, valleys, swamps, rivers, and mountains in a rural setting that, moving from a 
worldly city to an otherworldly one, is also punctuated by gates, inns, houses, and castles. 
 Studies on Bunyan’s work have demonstrated that the imaginary landscapes and their 
geographical and topographical landmarks were mostly inspired by the author’s surrounding 
environment.
2
 Since the late Eighteen century the book, originally published without images, has 
been accompanied by maps visualizing the trip. These maps, based on the various artists’ take on 
the written text, usually display a spiral path (fig.1) or a linear vertical itinerary developing over 
multiple pages (fig.2). Both map types provide the reader with a pictorial rendition of the major 
landmarks presented in the story, arranging them in a sequence that reflects the protagonist’s 
travel rather than their absolute location in space, even if a fictitious one. The transformation of 
acquired information into visual maps is far from unique to the Pilgrim’s Progress; on the 
contrary, it conveys the universal human predisposition to translate knowledge and data into 
                                                   
1
 John Bunyan, Pilgrim’s Progress from this World to that which is to come, London 1677, page 9. 
 
2
 Foster (1911) and Brittain (1949). 
 2 
organized mental sequences that constitute our primary references in understanding of the 
surrounding world. 
 The study of Roman texts and monuments describing and depicting the geography and 
topography of Hades relies on the same principles at play in the words and maps of Bunyan’s 
allegory. Indeed, ancient authors based chthonic geographic accounts on topographic elements 
reminiscent of familiar environments, the narration of the events influenced by the relative 
positions of such elements in relation to the characters’ journeys, as we have seen in Bunyan’s 
work. While we have no preserved ancient map illustrating the texts and outlining the contours 
of Hades, the artists decorating Roman monuments with otherworldly images, mainly tombs or 
sarcophagi, repeatedly employed specific natural or architectural elements reminiscent of the 
written descriptions and inspired by the widespread cultural and religious tradition that was 
behind those literary works. As in the maps illustrating Pilgrim’s Progress, these elements 
correspond to the main landmarks in the fantastic landscapes of Hades, and function as primary 
signifiers for the regions for which they stand. Consequently, their placement in the scenes is not 
dictated by their location in the imaginary map of the Underworld, but rather by their symbolic 
significance in the overall picture. Though we will probably never ascertain if the lack of infernal 
maps derives from issues of preservation or from their absence in antiquity, it is clear from the 
surviving evidence that both the writers and the artists draw upon information that were part of a 
mental map of Hades they shared with the audience. In an article on an elegy of Tibullus 
containing a brief description of the Underworld, Luke Houghton states that in the poet’s verses 
is recognizable a “setting that appeals to the Roman reader’s prior acquaintance with 
conventional ways of visualizing the Underworld”; in fact he argues for the existence of a 
 3 
conventional map of Hades.
 3
  It is precisely the purpose of this dissertation to analyze the ways 
the Roman Underworld was visualized, trying to complement the mental maps offered by the 
textual sources with the images on the extant funerary monuments. While I will not deal with the 
hopes and beliefs in the Afterlife from a religious perspective, a study that has been already 
conducted by scholars such as Franz Cumont, I will examine the principal natural and 




 One of the main problems in the historiography of the Roman Hades is precisely the lack 
of an investigation of its conventional geographical outline that could answer fundamental 
questions such as: What did Hades look like?, or, What are the elements constituting it?, or even, 
How do the souls interact with the surrounding space? Alain Ballabriga is the only scholar that 
has attempted a study of the infernal setting, its shadows and lights, vegetation, rivers, and 
landscapes, but he limited his research to the early Greek sources, ignoring completely the later 
Roman tradition.
5
 By answering the above questions from the prospective of Roman beliefs, this 
dissertation will try to outline the possible mental maps of the chthonic realm that constituted the 
main reference points for the literary works and funerary monuments, created in Rome between 
the end of the first century BCE and the end of the third century CE. In this way my study will fill 
a gap in modern scholarship that has instead focused on the technical aspects of Roman funerals 
and burial practices,
6
 the anthropological and philosophical approach to the development of 
                                                   
3
 Houghton (2007), 160. The scholar goes as far as to suggests that Tibullus departs from the ‘orthodoxy’ at play in 
conventional descriptions of Hades for his depiction of the scelerata sedes: ibid., 160. 
 
4
 Cumont (1922). 
 
5
 Ballabriga (1992). 
 
6
 Toynbee (1971), Hopkins (1983), Prieur (1986); De Filippis Cappai (1997), Harrison (2003). 
 4 
ancient notions of Underworld and expectations of the Hereafter,
7
 or on the comparison among 
different system of beliefs.
8
  
 Because of the general lack of interest in the topographical aspects of the Underworld, I 
am aware of the existence of only four post-antique maps of Roman Hades, each responding to 
very different agendas. The earliest one is a 1581 engraving by Virgil Solis accompanying the 
passage from the fourth book of Ovid’s Metamorphoses that narrates the arrival of Juno in 
Tartarus to summon the Fury Tisiphone (fig.3).
9
 Borrowing heavily from plates engraved by 
Bernard Salomon a few decades earlier, Solis crowded the scene with a large display of fantastic 
animals clearly derived from the tradition of the medieval bestiaries mediated through the work 
of Dutch painters such as Hieronymus Bosch. At the top left corner of Solis’ print, a group of 
souls appears standing by the Styx’s bank while the boat of Charon, right below it, is depicted in 
the act of crossing the infernal waters, carrying no others than Aeneas and the Sybil. Close to the 
center of the scene, Rhadamanthus sits and judges the souls of the damned, yet the whole right 
and lower half of the engraving is dominated by views of Tartarus. Various groups of the 
damned, among whom are Tityus and Tantalus, are shown enduring their punishments under the 
gaze of Tisiphone in a desolate landscape of rocks and fire. While Solis’s intent was clearly not 
to investigate Hades’ topography but to provide the text with an illustration, his knowledge of the 
sixth book of the Aeneid is well evident. Attention to the location of the infernal landmarks in the 
scene, though limited to the banks of the Styx and to Tartarus, reveals a careful translation of the 
                                                   
7
 Cumont (1949), Aries (1977), Humphreys, King (1981), Vernant (1982), Hinard (1987), Bernardi (1995), Hinard 
(1995), Dumoulin, Thelamon (2001). 
 
8
 Brandon (1967), Gnoli, Vernant (1982), Hansen (1987), Bonnet, Motte (1999). 
  
9
 O'Dell-Franke (1977). 
 5 
written texts into the engraving, interpreting the words of Ovid and Virgil adhering to a visual 
vocabulary to which his audience could better relate. 
 The study of Virgil has inspired at least two other maps of Hades. The first one, made in 
1823 by Andrea De Jorio, an antiquarian, ethnographer and archaeologist ante litteram interested 
in the antiquities of Naples and its surroundings, clearly reflects the widespread tendency in 
earlier but also more recent scholarship to find visual confirmation of Virgil’s text in the 
Cumaean landscape (fig.4).
10
 Every natural element, lake, swamp, mountain, or river is 
examined as possible counterpart for those described in the Aeneid, adjusting Virgil’s 
descriptions the better to fit the geographic conformation of the terrain. Virgil may have been 
inspired by his surroundings for his description of otherworldly landscapes; however he never 
intended Cumae to be perceived as the infernal region traversed by Aeneas. Indeed, Hades is 
primarily conceived, both by Virgil and other Latin authors, as a remote, mysterious, and 
removed location that has no contact with the world of the living, apart from the cave which 
functions as passageway between the two worlds. 
 Another map detailing Aeneas’s trip accompanies the 1940 book on the Gates of Ivory 
and of Horn by Ernest Highbarger (fig.5).
11
 The author was clearly not interested in capturing the 
various and complex natural and architectural features present in the Virgilian text. On the 
contrary, he selected and highlighted only the elements supporting his theory according to which 
the Gate of Ivory corresponded to the gate of the Vestibulum and the Gate of Horn to a 
passageway located between the Acheron and the crossing to the Styx, thus implying that the 
                                                   
10
 De Jorio (1823), plate I. 
 
11
 Highbarger (1940), chapter VII, pp.68-106, fig.9. 
 6 
hero traveled in a circle and concluded his trip where he began.
12
 As I will discuss in Chapter 
Four, Highbarger’s map is misleading in its nature and it is also excessively schematic in the 
selection of the elements represented, ultimately resulting in a depiction of Hades that is utterly 
distorted and incomplete.  
 In 1997, Carlos Parada, an expert on Greek mythology, published electronically a map 
that tries to reconcile Odysseus’ and Aeneas’ trips to Hades (fig.6). The tendency to assimilate 
the Roman Hades with the Greek one is certainly not new, and it had in Franz Cumont’s work its 
main champion, swiftly followed by the majority of his successors. Cumont’s view originates 
from a conviction that the Romans merely copied and adapted the Greek conceptions defining 
and shaping the Underworld, with little room for originality or for independent traditions or 
representation. Works of Plato as well as various scenes on Athenian vases, produced four 
hundred years before the Aeneid was written, are commonly treated as the immediate and 
primary inspirations for Roman authors or artists dealing with the Afterlife, thus overlooking 
particular Roman religious or artistic innovations. Parada’s approach is no different: the explicit 
comparison of the two mythical trips implicitly suggests that Virgil modeled Aeneas’ story after 
that of Odysseus. However, the Virgilian katabasis is profoundly different from that of the 
Odyssey, beginning with the fact that Aeneas actually travels through Hades while Odysseus 
experiences it through the words of the evoked souls. Moreover, Odysseus’ ritual takes place at 
the world’s edges, in a mythical and unknown location, whereas Aeneas finds an entrance to 
Orcus in a cave located in a well known region of Italy, familiar to most of the audience. Finally, 
contrary to the Homeric rather non-descriptive infernal landscapes, the Virgilian Hades is 
depicted in its most minute details, creating an impression meant to persuade the reader/listener 
                                                   
12
 Virgil does not mention any gates at this location. See, Virgil, Aeneid, VI.132 ff. The passage is discussed in this 
dissertation in Chapter Four, pp.114-115. 
 7 
that he was walking along with Aeneas. By disregarding these basic differences between the two 
chthonic journeys, Parada has produced a map that haphazardly groups together elements that 
cannot be reconciled, such as the location of the Virgilian cave and the shores where Odysseus 
disembarked. Consequently, not only is the distinct individuality of the two trips denied, but the 
peculiarities of the two settings are ignored in favor of a conflated vision that is not true to either. 
The specific geographic or topographic features characterizing the two texts are not taken into 
account, and the main landmarks are not accurately located either in relation with one another or 
in the larger setting. 
 Finally, a somewhat cartoonish map of Hades has been recently published by Kathrin 
Schade and Stefan Altekamp as part of the catalogue accompanying the 2007 exhibition at the 
Pergamum Museum of Berlin aptly entitled Zur Hölle! Eine Reise in die antike Unterwelt (fig.7). 
Admittedly displaying only a limited number of objects, the exhibition failed to move beyond the 
consolidated tradition which defines the geography of Roman Hades solely as a product of Greek 
derivation. Thus, not only have the artifacts of Roman imagination been interpreted exclusively 
in their assonances with their alleged Greek models, but the map illustrating the various locations 
of Hades has been drawn with a complete disregard for the natural or architectural elements 
introduced ex novo in the Latin sources and that clearly set the Roman Hades apart from the 
earlier tradition. 
 It appears as if the scholars’ excessive zeal in reconnecting the words of Virgil or of other 
Roman authors to the preexisting Greek beliefs has prevented them from analyzing Roman 
Hades as an original creation worth studying per se. This omission may be due to the old 
insistence on Roman cultural and religious dependence, but it has been also fueled by the 
conviction that both educated and uneducated Romans considered the idea of the Underworld as 
 8 
a child’s fable, ‘no more than ready-made formulas of poetical language, literary reminiscences, 
or traditional metaphors’.13 Passages from authors as Cicero, Seneca or Juvenal saying “those 
are only tales” are frequently used as proof that Romans did not think of the realm of Hades as 
worth special consideration. On the contrary, I consider the literary expression of skepticism 
toward the Afterlife to be evidence of the fact that Roman authors had a very detailed knowledge 
of the Underworld, and that their way of rebutting the contemporary beliefs only served to 
confirm their familiarity with current religious practices. As for their elite patrons, their own 
individual views of Hades cannot set aside the fact that the society as a whole shared a certain 
common awareness of the Underworld’s topography and of its main features.  
 Passages from the De Rerum Natura, where the Epicurean Lucretius addresses the fear of 
death, prove the existence of such shared topographical knowledge.
14
  
And, verily, those tortures said to be in Acheron, the deep, they all are ours here 
in this life. No Tantalus, benumbed with baseless terror, as the fables tell, fears 
the huge boulder hanging in the air: but, rather, in life an empty dread of Gods 
                                                   
13
 Cumont (1922), 83. 
 
14
 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, III.978-1023 
Atque ea ni mirum quae cumque Acherunte profundo / prodita sunt esse, in vita sunt omnia nobis. / nec miser 
inpendens magnum timet aëre saxum / Tantalus, ut famast, cassa formidine torpens; / sed magis in vita divom metus 
urget inanis / mortalis casumque timent quem cuique ferat fors. / nec Tityon volucres ineunt Acherunte iacentem / 
nec quod sub magno scrutentur pectore quicquam / perpetuam aetatem possunt reperire profecto. / quam libet 
immani proiectu corporis exstet, / qui non sola novem dispessis iugera membris / optineat, sed qui terrai totius 
orbem, / non tamen aeternum poterit perferre dolorem / nec praebere cibum proprio de corpore semper. / Sed Tityos 
nobis hic est, in amore iacentem / quem volucres lacerant atque exest anxius angor / ut alia quavis scindunt 
cuppedine curae. / Sisyphus in vita quoque nobis ante oculos est, / qui petere a populo fasces saevasque secures / 
imbibit et semper victus tristisque recedit. / nam petere imperium, quod inanest nec datur umquam, / atque in eo 
semper durum sufferre laborem, / hoc est adverso nixantem trudere monte / saxum, quod tamen [e] summo iam 
vertice rusum / volvitur et plani raptim petit aequora campi. / deinde animi ingratam naturam pascere simper / 
atque explere bonis rebus satiareque numquam, / quod faciunt nobis annorum tempora, circum / cum redeunt 
fetusque ferunt variosque lepores, / nec tamen explemur vitai fructibus umquam, / hoc, ut opinor, id est, aevo 
florente puellas / quod memorant laticem pertusum congerere in vas, / quod tamen expleri nulla ratione potestur. / 
Cerberus et Furiae iam vero et lucis egestas, / Tartarus horriferos eructans faucibus aestus! / qui neque sunt 
usquam nec possunt esse profecto; / sed metus in vita poenarum pro male factis / est insignibus insignis scelerisque 
luela, / carcer et horribilis de saxo iactus deorsum, / verbera carnifices robur pix lammina taedae; / quae tamen etsi 
absunt, at mens sibi conscia factis / praemetuens adhibet stimulos torretque flagellis, / nec videt interea qui 
terminus esse malorum / possit nec quae sit poenarum denique finis, / atque eadem metuit magis haec ne in morte 
gravescant. / hic Acherusia fit stultorum denique vita. 
Translation by W.E. Leonard, New York 1916. 
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urges mortality, and each one fears such fall of fortune as may chance to him. 
Nor eat the vultures into Tityus prostrate in Acheron, nor can they find, forsooth, 
throughout eternal ages, aught To pry around for in that mighty breast. However 
hugely he extend his bulk- who hath for outspread limbs not acres nine, but the 
whole earth- he shall not able be to bear eternal pain nor furnish food from his 
own frame forever. But for us a Tityus is he whom vultures rend prostrate in love, 
whom anxious anguish eats, whom troubles of any unappeased desires asunder 
rip. We have before our eyes here in this life also a Sisyphus In him who seeketh 
of the populace the rods, the axes fell, and evermore retires a beaten and a 
gloomy man. For to seek after power- an empty name, nor given at all- and ever 
in the search to endure a world of toil, o this it is to shove with shoulder up the 
hill a stone which yet comes rolling back from off the top, and headlong makes for 
levels of the plain. Then to be always feeding an ingrate mind, filling with good 
things, satisfying never- as do the seasons of the year for us, when they return and 
bring their progenies and varied charms, and we are never filled with the fruits of 
life- O this, I fancy, 'tis to pour, like those young virgins in the tale, waters into a 
sieve, unfilled forever. Cerberus and Furies, and that Lack of Light Tartarus, out-
belching from his mouth the surge of horrible heat- the which are nowhere, nor 
indeed can be: but in this life is fear of retributions just and expiations for evil 
acts: the dungeon and the leap from that dread rock of infamy, the stripes, the 
executioners, the oaken rack, the iron plates, bitumen, and the torch. And even 
though these are absent, yet the mind, with a fore-fearing conscience, plies its 
goads and burns beneath the lash, nor sees meanwhile what terminus of ills, what 
end of pine can ever be, and feareth lest the same but grow more heavy after 
death. Of truth, The life of fools is Acheron on earth. 
 
 
Lucretius has gone to great lengths to describe Tantalus, Tityus, and Sisyphus’ punishments, 
detailing the dark, firing, and squalid landscape of Tartarus. Interestingly, in articulating his 
rebuke of Hades, the author utilizes no other format than that of a katabasis, as Tobias Reinhardt 
has pointed out in a recent article.
15
 By symbolically walking the audience through the descent to 
and the ascent from Hades, Lucretius sought to convert them to deny its existence, in Reinhardt’s 
words, ‘exploding the Underworld from inside’. However, in order to do so he is forced to rely 
on the audience’s prior knowledge of the Underworld, a knowledge that he clearly takes for 
granted, and rejects.  
                                                   
15
 Reinhardt (2004), 32-33. See also: Wallach (1976), 84-91. 
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 In a desire to minimize the importance of the Roman view of the Afterlife, some scholars 
have made a questionable use of the ancient written sources. For instance, a passage from the 
Tusculanae Disputationes is most often referred to as the paramount example of how Roman 




M. Tell me, I beseech you, are you afraid of the three-headed Cerberus in the 
shades below, and the roaring waves of Cocytus, and the passage over Acheron, 
and Tantalus expiring with thirst, while the water touches his chin; and Sisyphus, 
‘Who sweats with arduous toil in vain The steepy summit of the mount to gain’? 
Perhaps, too, you dread the inexorable judges, Minos and Rhadamanthus; before 
whom neither L. Crassus nor M. Antonius can defend you; and where, since the 
cause lies before Grecian judges, you will not even be able to employ 
Demosthenes; but you must plead for yourself before a very great assembly. 
These things perhaps you dread, and therefore look on death as an eternal evil.   
A. Do you take me to be so imbecile as to give credit to such things?   M. What, 
do you not believe them?   A. Not in the least. 
 
 
Cicero, like Lucretius, was familiar with the main topographic and geographic elements 
constituting Hades. Indeed, not only did he precisely locate Cerberus by the river Acheron’s 
shores and the crossing into the Acherusian Plains, but he also names the most famous of the 
damned in Tartarus, and assigns different roles to the various infernal judges, proving his 
knowledge of both the different regions of Hades and of their particularities. As it stands, the 
quote seems to suggest Cicero’s disbelief in Hades. However, in a later passage, Cicero clearly 
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 Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, I.V.10 
Dic quaeso: num te illa terrent, triceps apud inferos Cerberus, Cocyti fremitus, travectio Acherontis, 'mento 
summam aquam attingens enectus siti' Tantalus? tum illud, quod 'Sisyphus versat saxum sudans nitendo neque 
proficit hilum?' fortasse etiam inexorabiles iudices, Minos et Rhadamanthus? apud quos nec te L.Crassus defendet 
nec M.Antonius nec, quoniam apud Graecos iudices res agetur, poteris adhibere Demosthenen; tibi ipsi pro te erit 
maxima corona causa dicenda. haec fortasse metuis et idcirco mortem censes esse sempiternum malum. Adeone me 
delirare censes, ut ista esse credam? An tu haec non credis? Minime vero.  
Translation C.D. Yonge, Harper Classical Library, New York 1877. 
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indicates that the dead are somewhere in another space, implicitly confirming his 
acknowledgement of an Afterlife.
17
  
M. I am sorry to hear that.   A. Why, I beg?   M. Because I could have been very 
eloquent in speaking against them.   A. And who could not on such a subject? or 
what trouble is it to refute these monstrous inventions of the poets and painters?   
M. And yet you have books of philosophers full of arguments against these.   A. A 
great waste of time, truly! for who is so weak as to be concerned about them?   M. 
If, then, there is no one miserable in the infernal regions, there can be no one 
there at all.   A. I am altogether of that opinion.   M. Where, then, are those you 
call miserable? or what place do they inhabit? For, if they exist at all, they must 
be somewhere.   A. I, indeed, am of opinion that they are nowhere.   M. Then they 
have no existence at all.   A. Even so, and yet they are miserable for this very 
reason, that they have no existence.   M. I had rather now have you afraid of 
Cerberus than speak thus inaccurately.   A. In what respect?   M. Because you 
admit him to exist whose existence you deny with the same breath. 
 
 
Moreover, early on in the same text, Cicero informs Brutus that he is sending him exempla of the 
conversations that are taking place at his villa.  
… I have already ventured to have a school like the Greeks. And lately when you 
left us, having many of my friends about me, I attempted at my Tusculan villa 
what I could do in that way; for as I formerly used to practice declaiming, which 
nobody continued longer than myself, so this is now to be the declamation of my 
old age. I desired any one to propose a question which he wished to have 
discussed, and then I argued that point either sitting or walking; and so I have 
compiled the scholæ, as the Greeks call them, of five days, in as many books. We 
proceeded in this manner: when he who had proposed the subject for discussion 
had said what he thought proper, I spoke against him; for this is, you know, the 
old and Socratic method of arguing against another’s opinion; for Socrates 
thought that thus the truth would more easily be arrived at. 
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 Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, I.VI.11-12. 
Male hercule narras. Cur? quaeso. Quia disertus esse possem, si contra ista dicerem.  Quis enim non in eius modi 
causa? aut quid negotii est haec poetarum et pictorum portenta convincere? Atqui pleni libri sunt contra ista ipsa 
disserentium philosophorum. Inepte sane. quis enim est tam excors, quem ista moveant? Si ergo apud inferos miseri 
non sunt, ne sunt quidem apud inferos ulli. Ita prorsus existimo. Ubi sunt ergo ii, quos miseros dicis, aut quem 
locum incolunt? si enim sunt, nusquam esse non possunt. Ego vero nusquam esse illos puto. Igitur ne esse quidem? 
Prorsus isto modo, et tamen miseros ob id ipsum quidem, quia nulli sint.  Iam mallem Cerberum metueres quam ista 
tam inconsiderate diceres. Quid tandem? Quem esse negas, eundem esse dicis. 
 
 12 
These conversations were meant to mimic the methods used in the Greek schools of philosophy, 
where selected topics were used as the basis for exercises in disputation. Therefore, Cicero is not 
actually notifying Brutus about his personal beliefs on death and Afterlife; rather, he is relating 
the process of the disputation that did not necessarily originate from or confirm the personal 
opinions of the rebutter.
18
  
 Nearly one hundred and fifty years later, Juvenal revived the concept of Hades as the 
favorite subject of folktales.
19
  
That there are such things as Manes, and kingdoms below ground, and punt-
poles, and Stygian pools black with frogs, and all those thousands crossing over 
in a single bark----these things not even boys believe, except such as have not yet 
had their penny bath. But just imagine them to be true----what would Curius and 
the two Scipios think? 
 
 
Like Cicero in his Disputations, Juvenal demonstrates a high degree of knowledge of the realm 
he is out to dismiss: he writes in great details of Orcus and its complex hydrography, and he 
precisely locates Charon’s boat by the banks of the Styx. Also in this case, the quote is part of a 
longer passage in which Juvenal talks about the shame illustrious dead heroes of the past would 
feel if forced to welcome the souls of the modern soldiers, once more suggesting that the author 
did believe that the dead would reach another spatial dimension at the time of their death. 
Juvenal describes Hades again in Satire XIII while talking of the age of Saturn, the golden age 
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 Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, I.IV.7-8 
… ut iam etiam scholas Graecorum more habere auderemus. ut nuper tuum post discessum in Tusculano cum essent 
complures mecum familiares, temptavi, quid in eo genere possem. ut enim antea declamitabam causas, quod nemo 
me diutius fecit, sic haec mihi nunc senilis est declamatio. ponere iubebam, de quo quis audire vellet; ad id aut 
sedens aut ambulans disputabam.  itaque dierum quinque scholas, ut Graeci appellant, in totidem libros contuli. 
fiebat autem ita ut, cum is qui audire vellet dixisset, quid sibi videretur, tum ego contra dicerem. haec est enim, ut 
scis, vetus et Socratica ratio contra alterius opinionem disserendi. nam ita facillime, quid veri simillimum esset, 
inveniri posse Socrates arbitrabatur. 
 
19
 Juvenal, Satires, II.149-154 
esse aliquos manes et subterranea regna, / Cocytum et Stygio ranas in gurgite nigras, / atque una transire uadum 
tot milia cumba / nec pueri credunt, nisi qui nondum aere lauantur. / sed tu uera puta: Curius quid sentit et ambo / 
Scipiadae, … 
Translation G.G. Ramsay, Juvenal and Persius. London 1918. 
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for mankind. He claims that in that period there were fewer divinities to appease, and the dead 
could enjoy an Afterlife of bliss in a ‘pristine’ Underworld not dominated by Pluto or by 
Tartarus.
20
 This description corresponds to other earlier and contemporary sources, which 
confirm the existence among Romans of a consistent mental image of Hades that placed the 
realm of the dead amidst the imaginary lands that writers of the period presented in their works. 
 Even Seneca, in writing to Licinus about the human fear of death, goes along with the 
contemporary descriptions of the damned in Tartarus, offering in detail the most recognizable 
landmarks of that region.
21
  
I am not so foolish to keep up here with Epicurus’ refrain and say that the fear of 
the Underworld is idle, or that Ixion does not whirl around the wheel, or that 
Sisyphus does not push uphill the stone with his shoulder, or that the entrails of a 
man cannot regrow everyday and be dismembered. Indeed, no one is so childish 
to fear Cerberus or the shadows or the ghosts keep together by the bare bones. 
 
 
As I will discuss in Chapter Four, while Seneca here tries to rationalize the fear of death by 
discarding the popular beliefs, in his tragedies he draws heavily upon the same characters and 
topographic features to outline an Underworld his audience would know.  
 From the passages of all authors writing during the Late Republic and the Imperial period 
it would seem that Roman society at large shared a common mental image of the chthonic realm, 
characterized by recurrent topographic features. More importantly, the author’s or the audience’s 
                                                   
20
 Juvenal, Satires, XIII.49-52. 
nondum imi sortitus triste profundi 
imperium Sicula toruos cum coniuge Pluton, 
nec rota nec Furiae nec saxum aut uolturis atri 
poena, sed infernis hilares sine regibus umbrae. 
No monarch had as yet had the gloomy realms below 
allotted to him; there was no grim Pluto with a Sicilian 
spouse; there was no wheel, no rock, no Furies, no black 
torturing Vulture; the shades led a merry life, with no kings 
over their nether world. 
 
21
 Seneca, Epistulae, III.XXIV.18 
Non sum tam ineptus ut Epicuream cantilenam hoc loco persequar et dicam vanos esse inferorum metus, nec 
Ixionem rota volvi nec saxum umeris Sisyphi trudi in adversum nec ullius viscera et renasci posse cotidie et carpi: 
nemo tam puer est ut Cerberum timeat et tenebras et larvalem habitum nudis ossibus cohaerentium.  
Translated by the author. 
A study of the philosophical and religious influences on Seneca’s vision of the Afterlife in Benoit (1948), 38-51. On 
death, immortality, and Seneca’s uncertainties and doubts see: Motto (1955), 188. 
 14 
personal religious or philosophic beliefs did not stand in the way of a mental visualization of 
Hades’ layout, evoked when decoding the written passages on death and its aftermath as well as 
its pictorial representations. 
Finally, scholars’ recurrent argument on the impossibility of identifying long-term 
behavioral patterns in Romans’ attitude toward death is yet another obstacle in the study of the 
topography of Hades. During the imperial period, the successive rise of different philosophical 
schools, such as the Epicureans or the Pythagoreans, and of different religions, Orphism, 
Mithraism, and Christianity, all caused profound changes in the very notion of the destiny of the 
soul after death. These changes have been considered as main factors impacting the very nature 
of the Afterlife and causing constant transformations to the topography of Hades. Consequently, 
studies on long-term aspects of the Roman Underworld have been generally discouraged.
22
 
However, when analyzing the imperial written sources and the funerary monuments, it is evident 
that the philosophical and religious innovations that impacted both the polytheistic pantheon and 
the rituals associated to it, did not obliterate the pre-existing beliefs on Hades’ layout. Rather, 
these innovations were incorporated into the traditional belief system, only minimally 
transforming the existing topographical perceptions of the Underworld. As a matter of fact, the 
main recurrent topographic and architectonic features and the primary landmarks of Hades 
endured. The differences characterizing the various texts describing the descent into the 
Underworld are, as argued by David Pike in his book on the medieval and modern versions of 
the descent to Hell, a natural consequence of the process of the continuous rewriting of the 
traditional narrative. Indeed, each subsequent descent is, at the same time, a repository for the 
past and a ‘crucible’, as Pike puts it, for melting and recasting the tradition with new elements 
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 As stated in Pascal (1985), Volume II, chapter XVIII. An overview of such doctrines in Cumont (1922), 
Historical Introduction, 1-43. 
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reflecting the present views of the authors.
23
 In the case of Roman Hades, alternative readings of 
the chthonic topography remained based on a set of recurring elements reiterated in time with 
only minor modifications. 
Consequently, this dissertation seeks to move beyond the consolidated arguments about 
the dependence of Roman Hades on the Greek tradition, the limited reading of the written 
sources, and the skepticism about the endurance of Roman polytheistic beliefs, to investigate the 
topographic nature of Hades per se. I use the sources and the monuments as primary evidence for 
the reconstruction of a possible, ancient mental map of the chthonic realm that takes into account 
both the natural and architectural elements characterizing the various regions of Hades, the 
relations between the human souls and the chthonic divinities, and the space they share.  
                                                   
23






Mapping the World 
 
 Throughout the history of the Roman Empire, the concept that the spirits embarked on a 
trip to reach their final abodes remained almost unchanged. Different religions and creeds 
affected the beliefs on the fate of the soul after death, but they all promoted the idea that the 
spirits had to travel to the Earth’s depths, to the aether, or to Eden, a garden at the furthest 
recesses of the world, in order to move from the spatial dimension of the living to the eternal 
dimension of the dead.
1
 This otherworldly space was characterized by topographic and 
architectural elements that created “taken altogether and in the large, a kingdom imagined as an 
imitation of the cities of our world”.
2
 Rather than cities of ‘our’ world, Romans shaped Hades 
mirroring their everyday world, both in its architectural and natural forms, to reduce the anxiety 
toward the unknown by giving it an appearance more familiar and less unsettling.
3
 As Theodorus 
Van Baaren suggested in his study on the Afterlife representations of different cultures, the 
Roman Hades responded to the ways the society conceptualized the structure of the cosmos and 
of the human life on Earth. Additionally, the actual economic and geographic conditions of the 
empire greatly influenced and determined the overall conception of the Hereafter.
4
 Although 
Hades was undeniably generated by the transposition of familiar features into an unknown 
dimension, it was also perceived as the antithesis to the world of the living, in a constant 
                                                   
1
 On the early debate on the nature of Paradise in the Church see: Scafi (2006), 36-41. On the early Christian 
literature on Hell see: Elliott (1986), chapter 2. 
 
2
 Cumont (1922), 75. 
 
3
 More recently in Pettenò (2004), XV. 
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dialectical relationship with it. Indeed, the fundamental rules of time and space that defined the 
oikoumene did not apply to the Underworld, a realm where nature was not affected by 
seasonality or decay, and where spatial relations defied basic laws of physics. Moreover, 
darkness and silence, two characteristics of the Hereafter often repeated in the written 
descriptions, contributed to the creation of a predominantly one-dimensional space, where the 




 In its complex relation with the world, Hades was perceived as remote and inaccessible 
but, at the same time, as reachable and permeable, the concept of ‘porous death’, to put it in the 
words of Alan Bernstein, constituting a long lasting belief throughout the history of the Empire.
6
 
The vicinity of the two worlds was not only highlighted by the openings in the oikoumene that 
granted selected heroes direct access to Orcus, but also by the Mundus with its Lapis Manalis, an 
underground pit on the Palatine Hill that allowed the souls back into the very center of the 
empire. In August, October, and November the pit was opened, and for a day the spirits were 
back among the living, in a constant, but controllable, flux between the two worlds.
7
 The social 
component of the belief in the Afterlife was also reinforced by religious festivals as the Lemuria 
in May and the Parentalia in February, both longstanding rituals that insisted on the assumption 
that the souls could provisionally migrate from their permanent households in Hades to the 
family’s domus.8 
                                                   
5
 On silence in Roman Hades see, for example, Borca (2000), 51. 
 
6
 Bernstein (1993), 84-106. 
 
7
 Fowler (1912), Cumont (1949), 59-60. 
 
8
 Banti (1929), 182-189, Cumont (1949), 396-398, Toynbee (1971), 61-64. 
A passage from the Saturnalia, written in the early years of the fifth century CE, details the popular belief about the 




 Thus, the geographic knowledge of the world and the Roman tendency of 
conceptualizing space according to the ways man experienced it by travel, both become the 
primary sources of inspiration in the creation of Hades, contributing to the translation of the 
topographic and architectural components of the Underworld into visual maps that, if not 
transcribed into proper pictorial images, were at least mental representations. 
 
2.1: Geographic conceptions in Antiquity 
 A study of the history of Greek and Roman geography is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation. However, some considerations of the ways Romans visualized geographical and 
topographical elements will elucidate the cultural framework of the literary and artistic works 
analyzed in later chapters. Additionally, it will shed some light on what Robert Moynihan has 
defined the Roman ‘geographical state of mind’, a geographic knowledge and awareness shared 
among the Romans that gave meaning to the picture of the world as they chose to represent it.
9
 
Indeed, written descriptions of landscapes or topographic features, as well as iconographic 
                                                                                                                                                                    
Macrobius, Saturnalia, I.16-18 
Nam cum Latiar, hoc est Latinarum sollemne, 
concipitur, item diebus Saturnaliorum, sed et cum 
Mundus patet, nefas est praelium sumere: quia 
nec Latinarum tempore, quo publice quondam 
induciae inter populum Romanum Latinosque 
firmatae sunt, inchoari bellum decebat, nec 
Saturni festo, qui sine ullo tumultu bellico creditur 
imperasse, nec patente Mundo, quod sacrum Diti 
patri et Proserpinae dicatum est: meliusque 
occlusa Plutonis fauce eundum ad praelium 
putaverunt.  Unde et Varro ita scribit: Mundus 
cum patet, deorum tristium atque inferum quasi 
ianua patet: propterea non modo praelium 
committi, verum etiam dilectum rei militaris causa 
habere, ac militem proficisci, navem solvere, 
uxorem liberum quaerendorum causa ducere, 
religiosum est. 
Now when the Latiar, that is, the celebration of the Latin 
Festival, is proclaimed, and during the days of the Saturnalia, 
and also when the entrance to the Underworld is open, religion 
forbids the joining of battle, and for the following reasons: 
during the Latin festival, because it was unfitting to begin a 
war at the time when a truce was publicly concluded of old 
between the Roman people and the Latins; during the festival 
of the Saturn, because his reign is believed to have been free 
from any tumult of war; and when the entrance to the 
Underworld is open, this being a sacred occasion dedicated to 
Father Dis and Proserpina, and men deemed it better to go out 
to battle when the jaws of Pluto are shut. And that is why 
Varro writes: "When the entrance to the Underworld is open, it 
is as if the door of the grim, infernal deities were open. A 
religious ban therefore forbids us not only to engage in battle 
but to levy troops and march to war, to weigh anchor, and to 
marry a wife for the raising of children". 
Translation: Davies P.V. The Saturnalia. Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius. New York 1969. 
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paradigms used to portray space, depend upon and rely on models of geographical knowledge 
shared by the society at large. 
Romans assumed Greek conceptions of the world, its nature, shape, and structure. 
Geography, a major subject of interest during the last century of the Republic and the Early 
Empire, seems to have been studied with the aid of three-dimensional globes and maps.
10
 A 
mosaic found in 1898 at the Villa of T. Siminius Stephanus in Pompeii, now at the 
Archaeological Museum of Naples and dating to the first century BCE - first century CE (fig. 8), 
might depict one such lesson in geography.
11
 The central seated figure is clearly indicating, with 
a teacher’s stick or radius, a globe placed over a low table or a small box supported on four legs. 
Four individuals in the background, two of whom hold book-rolls, are paying close attention to 
the central figure’s lecture that seems to involve the sphere itself. Two other men in the 
foreground are portrayed in active discussion, the seated one pointing at the globe which is 
covered by a net of crossing red stripes that most probably indicate the partitions of the world as 
divided by Greek geographers. 
Roman interest in geography was prompted both by the progressive extension of the 
empire over the known world as well as by the adoption, by Roman aristocrats, of a Greek-
oriented curriculum of education where the study of geography had played a predominant role 
since the Hellenistic period. It is commonly argued that the Greek-inspired iconography 
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 Textbooks on astronomy and geography are known, but only a very limited number of them survived. Examples 
of textbooks are the Sphaerica by Theodosius of Bithynia, dated to the first century BCE, and the Introduction to 
Phenomena by Geminos of Rhodes, most probably written around the middle of the first century BCE. The poem 
Periegesis by Dionysus Periegetes, composed in the first quarter of the second century CE was translated in Latin in 
the fourth century and continued to be widely read up to the twelfth century CE.  For the use of globes and maps as 
teaching implements see: Aujac (1987), 170-171. An introduction to terrestrial and celestial globes in Stevenson 
(1921), Vol. I, chapters 1 and 2. 
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 Inv. 124545. For the debate over the philosophic interpretation of the scene as Plato’s academy see: De Caro 
(1996), 187; Mattusch (2008), 214 with earlier bibliography. The alternative interpretation as the ‘Seven Sages’ 




characterizing the Stephanus mosaic is the result of the Roman practice of copying Greek 
originals, without major variations or reinterpretations, or even awareness of the subject matter. 
On the contrary, I think that the mosaic explicitly establishes a visual testimony as well as an 
intellectual homage to the predominance of the Greek school in the Roman world, and it attests 
to the existence of a geographic curriculum that contributed to the common understanding of 
both the known and the imaginary worlds and their representations.
 12
  
Strabo, a historian, geographer, and philosopher, born in Greek-speaking Pontus and 
active in Rome at the very end of the first century BCE, addressed his Geography specifically to 
this educated public, composed of men who have ‘taken the round of courses usual in the case of 
freemen or of students of philosophy’.13 After explaining and evaluating the different hypotheses 
formulated by his Greek predecessors, Strabo describes the division of the Earth into five zones, 
setting the basis for the Roman interpretation of the inhabited space: 
Thus we must take as an hypothesis that the heavens have five zones, and that the 
earth also has five zones, and that the terrestrial zones have the same names as 
the celestial zones (I have already stated the reasons for this division into 
zones).The limits of the zones can be defined by circles drawn on both sides of the 
equator and parallel to it, namely, by two circles which enclose the torrid zone, 
and by two others, following upon these, which form the two temperate zones next 
to the torrid zone and the two frigid zones next to the temperate zones. Beneath 
each of the celestial circles falls the corresponding terrestrial circle which bears 
the same name: and, in like manner, beneath the celestial zone, the terrestrial 
zone. Now they call "temperate" the zones that can be inhabited; the others they 
call uninhabitable, the one on account of the heat, and the other on account of the 
cold. 14 
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 An overview of astronomical and geographic surveys as textbooks in Antiquity in Evans, Berggren (2006), 9-12. 
On the influence of Greek knowledge on Roman education and the presence of Greek instructors in Rome during the 
Late Republic and early Principate see: Rawson (1985). On the structure of the Roman curriculum of studies: Sechi 
(1990), 165-166, 181, 198. 
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 Strabo, Geography, I.I.22. H.L. Jones Translation (Loeb Classical Library edition, Volume I, 1917). 
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In effect, Strabo appropriated and validated theories initiated by the philosopher 
Parmenides of Elea in the first half of the fifth century BCE, later implemented by Aristotle in the 
fourth century BCE,
15
 by Eratosthenes of Cyrene at the end of third century BCE, and by 
Hipparchus of Nicaea in the second half of the second century BCE.
16
 
If I, too, undertake to write upon a subject that has been treated by many others 
before me, I should not be blamed therefor, unless I prove to have discussed the 
subject in every respect as have my predecessors. Although various predecessors 
have done excellent work in various fields of geography, yet I assume that a large 
portion of the work still remains to be done; and if I shall be able to make even 
small additions to what they have said, that must be regarded as a sufficient 
excuse for my undertaking. Indeed, the spread of the empires of the Romans and 
of the Parthians has presented to geographers of to-day a considerable addition 
to our empirical knowledge of geography, just as did the campaign of Alexander 
to geographers of earlier times, as Eratosthenes points out. … I  therefore may 
have something more to say than my predecessors. This will become particularly 
apparent in what I shall have to say in criticism of my predecessors, but my 
criticism has less to do with the earliest geographers than with the successors of 
Eratosthenes and Eratosthenes himself. …  for it is not my purpose to contradict 
every individual geographer, but rather to leave the most of them out of 
consideration — men whose arguments it is unseemly even to follow — and to 
pass upon the opinion of those men whom we recognize to have been correct in 
most cases. Indeed, to engage in philosophical discussion with everybody is 
unseemly, but it is honorable to do so with Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, 
Poseidonius, Polybius, and others of their type.17 
 
In this scheme, the Earth was divided into five zones, extending around the planet in 
broad bands: two temperate, two frigid, and a torrid zone, with the Ocean, mostly interpreted as a 
river, encircling the lands.
18
 From north to south, Greek geographers identified: the Arctic Circle, 
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 His description of the five zones in Metereologica 2.5.362a.33. 
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 See: Van Paassen (1957), chapter II; Nicolet (1988), 74 ff.; Geus (2004), 14 ff. 
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 Strabo, Geography, I.2.1. 
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XXIV. Fourth century: Ambrosius Theodosius Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, 2.9.5. It was 




the temperate zone inhabited by the Greeks, the Tropic of the Cancer, another temperate 
habitable zone, and the South Pole.
19
 The Earth was also divided by parallels and meridians 
based on an arbitrary framework, and each of the two temperate zones into two oikumenai 
defined by a system of natural boundaries,
20
 simple geometric shapes, and arithmetic calculations 
(diaphragma, sphragides, etc.).
21
 Schematically, their world would look as follows (fig.9):
22
 




Torrid zone (Diakekaumene) 
Obliqui (Perioikoi) Adversi (Antipodes, Antichthones) 
Frigid zone (Kateptugmene) 
 
 Passages from Cicero and Virgil, both written around the time of Strabo’s Geography, 
prove that this division in zones was generally known and accepted among the Roman elites, that 
writers and readers shared a common geographic background, and that their conception of the 
world was based upon it. 
 You perceive also that this same earth is girded and surrounded by belts, 
two of which -- the farthest from each other, and each resting at one extremity on 
                                                                                                                                                                    
but also among writers and poets, as it is attested, for example, by Cicero (‘locus intra Oceanum iam nullus est …’ 
Verrines, III, 207) or Catullus (… Oceanusque, mari totum qui amplectitur orbem... Carmen, LXIV.30). 
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the very pole of the heavens -- you see entirely frost-bound; while the middle and 
largest of them burns under the sun's intensest heat. Two of them are habitable, of 
which the southern, whose inhabitants are your antipodes, bears no relation to 
your people; and see how small a part they occupy in this other northern zone, in 
which you dwell. For all of the earth with which you have any concern -- narrow 
at the north and south, broader in its central portion -- is a mere little island, 
surrounded by that sea which you on earth call the Atlantic, the Great Sea, the 
Ocean, while yet, with such a name, you see how small it is.23 
 
Five spheres make up the heavens, of which one, and only one, 
Is always blushing brightly and always flushed by his flaming fire. 
And all around, left and right, a cyanic realm stretches far as far can be, 
Hard frost and ice and gloomy spills. 
Between this and the middle sphere a pair of zones is given 
By godly grace to pitiful man, through both of which a way’s laid down 




The common assumption was that all four regions located in the temperate zones were inhabited, 
and that communications among widely separated civilizations were prevented by 
insurmountable natural borders. Cicero writes: 
You see that the inhabited places of the earth are scattered and of small extent, 
that in the spots -- so to speak -- where men dwell there are vast solitary tracts 
interposed, and that those who live on the earth are not only so separated that no 
communication can pass from place to place, but stand, in part at an oblique 
angle, in part at a right angle with you, in part even in an opposite direction and 
from these you certainly can anticipate no fame.25 
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 The secluded nature of each oikoumene facilitated the flourishing of a literature interested 
in the mirabilia, which characterizes cultures unreachable because they are located in the farthest 
zones of the world.
26
 Concepts of a ‘known world’ counterpoised to an ‘unknown world’, of 
‘habitable lands ’ versus ‘inaccessible spaces’, became the main influences in the 
conceptualization of a geography where the actual knowledge of the territory coexisted with 
hypothetical reconstructions of imaginary lands. According to Strabo: 
We may learn both from the evidence of our senses and from experience that the 
inhabited world is an island; for wherever it has been possible for man to reach 
the limits of the earth, sea has been found, and this sea we call "Oceanus." And 
wherever we have not been able to learn by the evidence of our sense, there 
reason points the way.27 
 
In investigating the location of the Underworld in relation to the five zones, one has to 
keep into account its intrinsic nature of unknown land. For the Greeks, the Isle of the Blessed 
was just one of the numerous lands placed beyond the natural barriers closing off the oikoumene. 
It was imagined as located to the furthest East, outside the inhabitable zones, in an unexplored 
region that was unreachable either by land or through navigation because of its proximity to the 
course of Oceanus. Conversely, the Romans believed that Hades spread in the depths of the 
Earth. Considering that several openings, well hidden inside caves and scattered throughout the 
                                                                                                                                                                    
 … Vides habitari in terra raris et angustis in locis et in ipsis quasi maculis, ubi habitatur, vastas solitudines 
interiectas eosque, qui incolunt terram, non modo interruptos ita esse, ut nihil inter ipsos ab aliis ad alios manare 
possit, sed partim obliquos, partim transversos, partim etiam adversos stare vobis; a quibus exspectare gloriam 
certe nullam potestis.  
Lucian, in his imaginary trip described in the True History, claims that he reached the shores of Antipodes but he 
does not describe the region. An analysis of Lucian’s work in Chapter Three, section 3.3, 68 ff. 
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 Strabo, Geography I.1.8. Translation, H.L. Jones, Loeb Classical Library edition, Volume I, 1917. 
Strabo asserts that geographic knowledge of unexplored lands can be inferred by comparison with explored 
territories. Similarly, Polybius associates and relates unknown places with others that are familiar and known 
through personal experience. See Clarke (1999), 101. The existence and remoteness of the Antipodes were first 




oikoumene, allowed for a direct connection between the two worlds, I would argue that the 
chthonic realm was in fact believed to be directly below the known world and in the same 
geographical zone. This hypothesis is confirmed by the credence that some rivers flowed both in 
the Underworld and in the upper world. This is the case for the Styx, located by Strabo, Pliny, 
and Pausanias in Arcadia or in Achaia, close to the site of Pheneos, and the Acheron that, as it is 
attested both by the written sources and by the archeological evidence, ran in the vicinity of 
Thesprotia in the Epirus.
28
 The continuity of the river’s course between the two worlds is even 
more explicit in the passage from the Aeneid regarding the Eridanus. Indeed, Virgil clearly states 
that this river, by many scholars identified as the Po, flows upward through the forest in Elysium 
to reach the outside world where it then proceeds uninterrupted in the land of the living.
29
 
As I have already mentioned, Hades mirrored the above world. The oikoumene was 
encircled by the Ocean, with internal seas and rivers contributing to the structure of the world by 
articulating it in a group of neighboring lands. Similarly, the infernal rivers encircled the 
Underworld and partitioned it into various contiguous but self-contained regions. This recurrence 
of the concept of rivers as natural boundaries, clearly well ingrained in the conceptualization of 
both the actual and the fantastic geographic space, remained unaltered throughout the history of 
the Empire, and the ‘boundaries were redolent of rivers and rivers of boundaries at the centre 
and periphery alike’.30  
The discrepancies in the location of Hades between the Greek and the Roman tradition 
observed above are reflective of a more general Roman attitude toward geography that resulted 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.656-659. See Chapter Four, 143-144. 
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in depictions and descriptions of places profoundly different from the Greek ones.
31
 In fact, the 
Greeks were interested in ί: physiologoi, philosophers and cosmologists of the Ionian 
school, and the Eleatics were the initiators of the first actual studies of the Earth.
32
 Such studies 
were but one component in the search for the nature of things.
33
 Physiologoi were interested in 
geographic regions in their entirety, in their unity, and respective distances, with a general 
disregard for descriptive details and verisimilitude. They sought to identify and explain the 
phenomena that regulated the external world: mathematic calculations to define the Earth’s size 
as well as the understanding of the relations between the celestial and terrestrial globes were 
tools to grasp the very essence of the kosmos. Their viewpoint, mostly ethnocentric rather than 
ethnographic, set the Greek oikoumene as the center of their inquest: all the other known zones 
were studied in relation to this fulcrum and therefore measured in comparison and contrast to it. 
Ethnographic details were not part of their research, mostly because they were considered of 
little consequence: they provided information on limited aspects of the world but they did not 
broaden the overall knowledge of it. As Ptolemy of Alexandria stated in the first half of the 
second century CE: 
Chorography has as its aim the treatment of the subject piece by piece, as if one 
were to depict an ear or an eye by itself; but geography aims at the general 
survey, in the same way as one would depict the entire head.34 
  
On the other hand, Roman geographers were attracted by ethnographic and topographic 
accounts, as demonstrated by the works of Strabo and Pomponius Mela. In practice, they 
developed ίas exemplified by Ptolemy, who defined world cartography as: 
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… an imitation through drawing of the entire known part of the world together 
with the things that are, broadly speaking, connected with it. It differs from 
regional cartography in that regional cartography, as an independent discipline, 
sets out the individual localities, each one independently and by itself, registering 
practically everything down to the least thing therein (for example, harbors, 
towns, districts, branches of principal rivers, and so on), while the essence of 
world cartography is to show the known world as a single and continuous entity, 
its nature and how it is situated, [taking account] only of the things that are 
associated with it in its broader, general outlines (such as gulfs, great cities, the 
more notable peoples and rivers, and the more noteworthy things of each kind). 35 
 
 
Descriptions of individual phenomena and of selected geographic areas in their details 
become subjects of long digressions, while the relations of single sites with the larger contexts or 
their astronomic relative locations played a minimal role.
36
 While the Greeks applied 
mathematics to the study of the territory, Roman preferred topography, intended as the science of 
recording the surface of the terrain through drawings. Ptolemy’s passage on the differences 
between regional and world cartography clearly spells out the two different approaches to the 
study of the world: 
Regional cartography deals above all with the qualities rather than the quantities 
of the things that it sets down; it attends everywhere to likeness and not so much 
to proportional placements. World cartography, on the other hand, [deals] with 
the quantities more than the qualities, since it gives consideration to the 
proportionality of distances for all things, but to likeness only as far as the 
coarser outlines [of the features], and only with respect to mere shape. 
Consequently, regional cartography requires landscape drawings, and no one but 
a man skilled in drawing would do regional cartography. But world cartography 
does not [require this] at all, since it enables one to show the positions and 
general configurations [of features] purely by means of lines and labels. For 
these reasons, [regional cartography] has no need of mathematical methods, but 
here [in world cartography] this element takes absolute precedence.37 
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By the second century CE geographers like Ptolemy or Marinus of Tyre integrated the 
empirical data from ethnography with the calculations of distances and systems of coordinates, 
recuperated from the earlier Greek investigations.
38
 The merging of these two different 
geographic approaches resulted in a unique geographic literature that promoted a conception of 
the world where known and unknown lands were mostly undifferentiated because they were 
described in similar terms.
 
2.2: Mapping the Roman oikoumene: ideology and actuality 
 In his account of the Gallic wars, Caesar introduces the reader to the ways Romans 
conceptualized space, not only in its pure geographic elements, but also in terms of strategy and 
tactics.
39
 Indeed, the progressive expansion of the forming Empire forced the Romans to 
constantly revaluate their geographic awareness, and to move the physical and ideological 
boundaries between the known and unknown worlds along with the military conquests. As 
Andrew Feldherr has argued in his article on Dido in the Underworld, these ideological 
components in the geographic descriptions of the late Republic and of the imperial period are at 
play also in the descriptions of the chthonic realm, thus proving the existence of a direct 
derivation of the topographic characteristics of Hades from the formats used in the creation of 
the space of the empire.
40
 
Since the late Republic, propaganda insisted that Rome had no horizon other than that of 
the world.
41
 Pompey in 61 BCE announced that he ‘had rolled back the boundaries of the Roman 
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Empire to the very limits of the Earth’,
42
 and Augustus proclaimed that he had ‘subjected the 
world to the empire of Rome’.43 Contemporary writers emphasized this dimension of 
universality: according to Ovid the limits of the city of Rome and those of the world coincided,
44
 
while for Virgil universality of space corresponded to universality of time.
45
 By promoting the 
eternal status of their capital, Romans bended the concept of time: they expanded it to create the 
illusion of an everlasting moment of glory and, at the same time, they froze it to perpetuate the 
immutable primacy of the rising empire. Also the concept of space underwent similar 
manipulations: with the progressive expansion of the limes the whole oikoumene, the entirety of 
the inhabitable world, was ideologically transformed into a single oikos, in a word the property 
of a single grand household, that of Rome and Augustus.
46
 
In effect, the boundaries of the Augustan Empire were not defined by visible and fortified 
borders but rather by a system of roads that, by carrying the troops to their conquests, dictated 
the ways space was perceived and experienced. The political explanation for this general absence 
of fortified barriers was that the limits of the empire were ever expanding, ultimately to coincide 
with the world at large. The archaeological evidence suggests that minor fortifications, primarily 
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military outposts in strategic locations at river valleys and mountain passes, were the most 
common defense measures of the period.
47
 
The propaganda initiated by Caesar and promoted by Augustus and his entourage was 
clearly reflected in the contemporary descriptions of Hades. Virgil, for example, adopts a 
narrative technique very similar to that of Caesar, as he purportedly avoids describing the entire 
extent of the Underworld in the abstract to concentrate on what is visible from the road leading 
Aeneas through Hades. In this way, the reader discovers the terrain through the protagonist’s 
eyes, and while the ‘strategic’ landmarks are all depicted in details (i.e.: the entrance, the 
Vestibule, the crossing, etc.) the background is left mostly to the reader’s imagination. Also time 
and space undergo modifications that are reminiscent of the contemporary ideology. In 
describing Hades, Roman authors exploit the ambiguity of a landscape that is physically and 
conceptually removed from the known world but whose access is potentially within human 
reach. The components of such landscapes, while combined in unique and unfamiliar ways, are 
part of the common visual and literary repertory, most of them contained within the domestic 
space and ultimately familiar.
48
 Moreover, the various zones assume moral connotations that are 
emphasized by a deliberate association of certain geographic elements with specific human 
values (i.e.: fire and damnation, in Tartarus, and light and reward, in Elysium). Also the rules of 
time are completely bent: Hades’ reign exists from the beginning of time, lives unchanged in the 
present, and is destined to survive time itself, the souls living within it suspended into a perennial 
limbo. However, the traveling of the heroes in and out of its domains break the time continuum, 
forcing the Underworld and its inhabitants to partake the time flow of the world of the living at 
least for the duration of the journey. The path through Hades is comparable to the imperial roads 
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forming the limes: it defines the outline of the whole realm, it constitutes the main boundary in 
between the different zones, and it affects the mobility of the souls and of the divinities 
according to their physical location.
49
  
The ideological conception of the limes was bound to change during the empire, when the 
concept of a border assumed a much different role in Roman thought and planning according to 
the different policies adopted by the succeeding emperors. Alternating periods of expansion or 
consolidation and defense, the boundaries of the empire responded to changing military and 
strategic requirements. Fortified frontiers alternated with open areas that functioned as buffers 
between Roman territory and the unknown regions that extended beyond them.
50
 
Sources on the Underworld dating from the later part of first century to the fourth century 
CE (i.e.: Silius Italicus, Apuleius, and Claudian) seem to be receptive to this new take on the 
ideological function of the limes. In fact, in the later descriptions is notable a renewed interest, 
for the great part minimal in Virgil, for the presence of fortifications protecting the entrance to 
Orcus and, most notably, for the architectural details of the palace of Hades that characterize it as 
a fortified citadel.
51
 Thus, the shift in the political propaganda toward the fortifications as means 
of defining the space of the empire elicited a direct response in the architectural settings of 
Hades, where references to manmade structures became progressively more evident and 
substantial. 
The expansion and contraction of boundaries during the first four centuries of the empire 
increasingly affected the perception of the Roman oikoumene, as well as of foreign or distant 
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lands. The ideological and propagandistic elements, both shaping and shaped by the Roman 
conquests, contrasted with reality. The widespread use of the globe as a symbol of terrestrial 
control offers an example of this delusion.
52
 Considering Strabo’s description of the five world’s 
zones, one can argue that the Greeks as well as the Romans were aware of the fact that the 
inhabited oikoumene constituted only a fourth of the inhabitable lands, and roughly one seventh 
of the whole surface of the Earth.
53
 Even when controlling the oikoumene in its entirety, Romans 
were far from controlling the world. Still, the global sphere became the privileged symbol to 
convey the extent of the Roman political and military presence.
54
 Contrary to Gwyn Morgan’s 
argument claiming that the use of the globe, especially on coins, was a sign of the Roman 
ignorance and indifference to geography, I believe that this iconography reflected a deliberate 
ideological choice defying geographic reality.
55
 Four coins, dated from the reign of Augustus to 
that of Antoninus Pius, clearly illustrate such ideological choice: three denarii, one of Augustus 
(still Octavian at this point in his career, fig.10), one of the deified Vespasian (fig.11), and one of 
Domitian (fig.12), as well as a sestertius of Antoninus Pius (fig.13) show on their reverses 
terrestrial globes, the nets of crisscrossing lines very similar to that on the globe of Stephanus’ 
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 Augustus’ coin was minted right after the victory of Actium: a Nike stands on the 
globe holding out the wreath of victory to the hero who ended internal struggles and thereby 
widened Roman control over the Mediterranean. Titus legitimizes his succession through the 
deification of the father: the symbolic presence of Vespasian as a divinity conveys the message 
that the new emperor will administer the empire following the father’s lead, and that the 
deceased emperor will keep protecting the empire from the skies. Domitian’s progeny sits on the 
world ready to control and command his reign under the stars’ auspices, while on Antoninus 
Pius’ sestertius, Italy herself sits on the world. Antoninus Pius never left Italy during his reign 
and conducted his administrative as well as military affairs from within its boundaries. It is thus 
not surprising to see the personification of Italia sitting ‘caput mundi’. The four coins 
demonstrate how the adoption of the globe as a symbol of power originated from an act of 
‘imaginative geography’, typical for the Roman period, when it contributed to the constitution of 
social, ethnic, political, and cultural boundaries.
57
 
If Roman rulers consciously deformed the shape, size, and nature of their empire, 
mensores, working for administrators and generals whose main goal was to control and exploit 
the expanse of lands, introduced Romans to the concept of measurable and measured space, and 
the visualization of it through lines of demarcation.
58
 The dichotomy between the ideologically 
affected measurements or the politically informed representations of Roman territories, and the 
practical work of measuring and mapping the lands is staggering. In Roman literary and artistic 
works dealing with space this tension between ideology and actuality was not resolved, 
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demonstrating that the profoundly different ways the world was shaped by the ruling elite and by 
the practicing mensores became intertwined in the imagination of Roman society. 
It is still uncertain whether the Romans used maps, at least in our modern understanding 
of the term, or if they represented space in different ways.
59
 Scholars are highly divided on this 
issue: some like Oswald Dilke assert the existence of maps in the Greek and Roman world, often 
inflating the evidence to magnify the extent of ancient mapping practices.
60
 Others, such as Kai 
Brodersen, have a minimalist approach to this problem and deny any map consciousness in the 
Roman world.
 61
 Richard Talbert tried to find a middle ground between the two opposing 
factions. Recently, he has suggested that both the Greeks and the Romans had a widespread 
rudimentary limited cartographic sense of one kind or another and that the failure to develop it 
further to map the space outside the oikoumene is indeed remarkable. Additionally, he has argued 
that the modern incapability to explain the phenomenon is most probably derived from our 
dependence on the projection of space onto measured and measurable visual representations 
which predominantly assume the format of cartographic maps.
62
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Greek astronomers and geographers seemed to be more concerned with complex 
astronomic calculations and with the measurement of the Earth, than dealing with basic 
principles related to representing territorial space, particular places, and natural features. In the 
sources the terms pinax (πίναξ) and gēs periodos (γῆς περίοδος) have both been translated with 
‘map’, even when their primary meaning was, respectively, ‘painting’ and ‘circuit of the 
Earth’.
63
 The argument that these two terms acquired also the figurative sense of geographical 
representations in the shape of a map or a globe is not supported by the evidence.  
Modern knowledge of Roman cartography relies almost exclusively on written sources 
which describe, often in vague terms, a wide array of monuments variously interpreted as maps 
or painted landscapes, or a combination of the two, illustrating how the term ‘map’ only loosely 
exemplifies the complex and variegated nature of Roman representations of space.  
Maps, or what we understand as such, landscapes as well as topographic representations, 
both interpretable as topographical records and close to maps in character, were the main visual 
means through which Romans developed ostentatious public depictions of space displayed either 
during triumphal processions or on buildings, monuments, and temples.
64
 Similarly, landscape 
images and architectural motifs articulated the walls of private houses, extended their illusory 
spaciality, and were so read and decoded by practiced viewers. 
In Latin, several terms have been translated as ‘map’. One of these is itinerarium. It is 
undeniable that the term can be accompanied by the adjectival participle pictum, as it is the case 
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of the Itineraria picta or Peutinger Map.
65
 On the other hand, itineraria more often refer to 
written lists of city names, roads, and localities usually not accompanied by visual 
representations, as is the case for the Vicarello goblets and the Itinerarium Antonini.
66
 Even 
when assuming that these lists could have had a visual counterpart, the nature of the itinerarium 
itself suggests that they were most probably presented in the form of lines connecting the names 
of two stages on the way. Considering the unsystematic choice of the cities in the lists, it is 
doubtful that the connecting lines precisely corresponded to real geographical locations in 
orientation or scale. The term pictus is often used as evidence for the presence of maps in the 
Roman world; for example, when accompanying the word orbis, scholars have suggested that 
Latin writers used the two terms to refer to a map of the world. This is the case of the world map 
allegedly displayed on the walls of the porticus of Agrippa (Porticus Vipsania) the so-called 
Orbis Pictus.67 Nothing of this map survives and the passage from Pliny speaking of it, when 
carefully translated, does not substantiate the existence of a proper map.
68
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Other terms refer to visual depictions of space, such as tabella, probably a wooden or 
wax tablet with an illustration of an area or a city.
69
 Forma, tabula, pertica, and typon were part 
of the terminology mensores used for drawing parcels of land.
70
 These nouns are found in several 
Latin sources not explicitly geographical in nature, nevertheless prompting modern scholars to 
argue that Romans were familiar with maps.
71
 
The few examples here presented will demonstrate how maps throughout Roman history 
had primarily a political meaning, and predominantly functioned as records of journeys rather 
than as abstract representations of places. As such, they presented the viewer with a distorted and 
schematized version of geographic and topographic elements, transforming the represented 
regions both on a conceptual and on a physical level.
72
 While we have no preserved maps of 
Hades, its descriptions and depictions are in most respects equivalent to maps: in illustrating the 
infernal settings and, more importantly, in providing the ‘here’s how you get there’ they function 
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as maps, though not representational ones.
73
 The extant evidence examined in later chapters 
indicate that the Romans shared a mental map of the Underworld that was built following the 
same conceptual elements characterizing the extant representations of actual places that thus can 
provide keys of interpretation for the images of world of the dead as well.  
The tablet (forma) depicting Sardinia at the temple of Mater Matuta in the Forum 
Boarium dedicated by Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus in 174 BCE to celebrate his victories is 
often interpreted as a map of the region.
74
 However, Livy clearly mentions that the forma 
displayed also representations of the battles. This suggests that the tablet did not depict a map 
with cartographic details but rather a pictorial view of the area and the events. 
Scholars have tried to prove the existence of Roman maps by comparing them with the 
tablets originated by the agrimensores. However, none of the records created for the Tabularium, 
instituted in 78 BCE on the slopes of the Capitoline hill and later completely destroyed and 
obliterated, has been uncovered, and the surviving stone cadastres commissioned by local 
governments for taxation purposes do not correspond to proper maps. Indeed, they tend to reduce 
space into pre-ordered grided systems with relatively little interest in the real conformation of the 
landscape.
75
 Furthermore, there is no evidence that each individual tablet was ever consolidated 
into large scale survey maps; thus none of the single elements was ever envisioned as part of a 
larger context.
76
 The bronze tablet, put up in the Atrium Libertatis near the Curia by Publius 
Cornelius Lentulus in 165 BCE after claiming ager publicus in Campania, probably has to be 
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ascribed to this cadastral tradition rather to a proper mapping of the area. Indeed, it served for the 
division and redistribution of parcels of land, without particular interest in cartographic details.
77
 
In the so-called Forma Urbis the cadastral inspiration and the propagandistic nature fused 
to create an interesting combination of verisimilar proportions and unprecedented symbols, 
setting it apart from cadastral representations, tabulae pictae, but also proper maps.
78
 Located 
inside the Templum Pacis high on the wall, the Forma with its commanding size (18x13 meters) 
imposed major constraints on visibility to such a degree that it was impossible to consult it in any 
straightforward way.
79
 The plan did not present a single snapshot of a specific moment in the life 
of the city, as we would expect from a traditional map, but rather it visually conveyed data 
collected from different times, once more demonstrating the Roman tendency to deform space 
and to disregard time as a discriminant in the representation of places.
80
 
Difficulty in reading the images as well as conflation of different moments into a single 
picture are two aspects usually discussed in relation with the Column of Trajan, completed in 
113 CE.
81
 On this monument the artists reproduced geographical details that evocated the settings 
of events happening over a period of roughly seven years. As for the Forma Urbis, temporal 
distinctions are not clearly laid out: battles from the early years are side by side with scenes of 
camp constructions and sacrifices that took place years later or that are even impossible to locate 
temporally. Additionally, geographical verisimilitude was not the main concern of the artists, 
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who used ‘typical’ settings rather than actual representations of the battlefields or of the Dacian 
terrain, counting on the ability of the viewer to decode contexts and events.
82
 While the column 
was clearly not conceived as a map, its succession of scenes and treatment of topographic details 
are not different from any other tabula picta described previously. In this sense, the column 
could be interpreted as a complex, three-dimensional forma where topographic elements 
distinctive of traditional mapping techniques were combined with pictorial details typical of 
painted landscapes. Moreover, the spiral arrangement of the scenes along the column is 
suggestive of a movement, both in time and in space, taking place from a departure point at the 
base of the shaft to an arrival point at its top. 
The elements characterizing the described pictorial representations of places, maps if we 
prefer to define them as such, are also present in the views of Roman Hades derived from the 
written sources and extant monuments. The adoption of this set of conventions in the depictions 
of Hades is certainly due to the fact that the Underworld was perceived as an actual, though 
unattainable, place and, consequently, its complex topographic nature, with specific natural and 
architectural features characterizing each of the different regions, responded to the same rules of 
cartographic construction applied in the visualization of real localities.  
As in the Forma at the Forum Boarium, chthonic space is never described in the abstract, 
and each minute cartographic detail is introduced not for its value per se, but rather in its 
interaction with the narrated events. This is particularly evident in Virgil’s description of the 
region of Orcus, where only selected elements of the landscape are part of the story because of 
their pertinence to Aeneas’ journey.
83
 Nowhere in his work, or in any other extant description of 
Hades is the chthonic realm described in its entirety or all its topographic elements listed out. 
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Additionally, geographic observations are always accompanied by pictorial views of the events 
that take place at each specific locality, the selected topographic elements functioning as keys of 
interpretation as well as signifiers for the rest of the geographic setting left out from the 
narration. Similarly, on the monuments the presence of entrances into Hades or into one of its 
regions, like the gates to the palace of Pluto, is always functional to the decoding of the events 
that are taking place close by or directly in relation to them. Thus, the cartographic details 
function both as the main means through which one locates the scene, and as tools for 
understanding the conveyed message.
84
 
As in the cadastral tradition, each region is described in itself, as a separate entity, in fact 
as if one of the parcels of Hades, and not as one element in the larger topographic context in 
which is set. The abstract conformation of the terrain and its cartographic details assume 
secondary importance, and the depicted features and landscapes function primarily as spatial 
indicators or as spatial nodes. Consequently, in the written sources each of the four regions is 
treated separately and its spatial relations are mostly left undiscussed. In the funerary 
monuments, the absence of an abstract map of Hades is probably the consequence of this 
approach to the depiction of space, and the spatial relations of each topographical or architectural 
element are left to the viewer’s interpretation based on his preexistent geographic knowledge.  
 As in the Forma Urbis, the deformations in space and the manipulation of time do not 
prevent from the overall comprehension of the scene. In the paintings of the Hypogeum of the 
Aurelii, for example, the often irrational arrangements of spatial details, the adoption of different 
perspective points in the same scene, and the variations in proportions, all are elements that, 
rather than confusing the viewer, properly direct him in the reading of the unfolding events.
85
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Moreover, the juxtaposition of episodes taking place at different moments in time, like the 
succession of the journey into Hades, with others that are immutable for eternity, like the 
everlasting banquets of the blessed, or the eternal condition of the souls in the Lugentes Campi, 
disrupts the time continuum. However, as in the Forma the viewer does not question either the 
haphazard visual association of buildings long gone from the cityscape with others newly built, 
or the oversimplification of some architectonic symbols in the name of clarity, the Aurelii must 
have looked at the tomb’s paintings by actively understanding what are for us spatial and 
temporal oddities as key elements in the narration of the events. 
 Finally, as in the Column of Trajan, chthonic depictions and descriptions rely heavily on 
the ability of the viewer to decode both the context and the events. The generic and mostly 
undescriptive settings where Pluto is shown as welcoming Laodamia, or Charon as crossing the 
souls, require the viewer to tap into his preexisting knowledge of both the story and its 
geographical setting in order to extrapolate the single depicted episode and properly locate it in 
the succession of the events and its spatial connotations.
86
 While the spiral arrangement of the 
war episodes on the column’s shaft is not repeated in any of the extant monuments, also on 
tombs and sarcophagi the movement of the characters in time and space seem to be one of the 
main discriminant in the composition of the scenes. Indeed, in complex pictorial programs, like 
the Tomb of the Nasonii or the Arcosolium of Vibia, the arrangement of the characters and of the 
elements composing the setting relies on a highly conceptualized rendition of the events in time 
and space. On the other hand, in single scene decorations, as in the majority of the cinerary 
altars’ fronts, the conflation of different moments and different localities in one snapshot still 
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2.3: Moving in the space: travels and ancient geographic knowledge 
 From what we have examined so far, it is evident that while the modern attitude toward 
the depiction of space is to abstract a cartographic image directly from the terrain, in Antiquity 
the geographer approached the problem by identifying himself with a traveler and by ideally 
following him along the journey.
88
 This is what we can define as an ‘egocentric’ approach to the 
definition of space, since the movement of the individual along a certain way (a road as well as a 
nautical route) constitutes the primary factor around which all spatial relations are built.
89
 
In talking about Roman space, Katherine Clarke and Pietro Janni have introduced the 
concepts of ‘experienced space’ and ‘hodological space’.
90
  ‘Hodological space’ is the space as it 
is perceived by an individual moving between two points, the person’s physical, social, and 
psychological conditions affecting the perception. ‘Experienced space’ is created by means of 
the relations between the individual as body-subject and the things the subject runs into. Both 
concepts imply that the perception an individual has of the space he lives in is very different 
form the effectual geometric transcription of space, constituting the world around him. For 
Clarke and Janni, the key point is that space is known through experience and that, therefore, the 
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same space can be perceived differently by two people or even by the same person, if internal or 
external conditions are different. However, this also means that in learning of a previously 
unknown space from another person or from a book, one is bound to perceive it according to the 
other person’s experience of it. 
When applied to the Roman way of learning about space, geographic treatises and 
descriptions were commonly modeled on itineraria and periploi, in fact catalogues that referred 
to specific locations and ordered them according to sorts of narrative maps. Both formats 
promoted a linear perception of space,
91
 where distances had the priority over orientation, and 
the succession of locations over their spatial reconstruction.
92
 Space was experienced and 
subsequently described and depicted by means of lines rather than shapes. Paths of movement 
became dominant topographical items, the main ordering and shaping principles of space. The 
linear successions of stops on the way minimized the continuity of the terrain to privilege the 
contiguity of the stops.
93
 The stops themselves were not determined in a homogenous and 
isotropic way: they did not identify the shortest path but rather they defined the path of least 
effort given the attractive and repulsive valences of the regions making up the space.
94
 This is an 
example of what Kurt Koffka called ‘behavioral space’, where every chosen location and 
direction reflects different properties and priorities.
95
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However, both itineraria and periploi allowed also for a certain degree of geographic 
description: often the list of localities was interrupted by excurses on specific topographic 
features encountered along the route that created self-contained units inside the larger structure 
of the literary work where natural and architectural elements were depicted in wealth of details.
96
 
In some cases, these written treatises were accompanied by visual aids, tabulae and sketches that 
helped the viewers and the reader in orienting themselves.
97
 The images must have ultimately 
affected the learning and memorization processes of the previously unknown regions, so that a 
specific site was remembered not for its absolute location but rather in its spatial relations with 
the items in the list immediately preceding and following it. Thus, the written and graphic 
aspects of Roman geography (or chorographia and topographia, to use Ptolemy’s terminology) 
could clearly not be dissociated, and it was through their combination that a coherent image of 
the world was created, reproduced, and passed on.
98
 
The locations encountered on a list in an itinerarium or periplous, but also seen on scenes 
representing remote locations on public monuments, were no longer abstract entities but the 
‘experienced or hodological spaces’ passed along to the readers or viewers from writers and 
artists. The shared knowledge transmitted through these highly maneuvered viewpoints, either 
because they were expressing the personal experience or theory of a writer or the politic agenda 
of a ruler, facilitated the emerging of a communal geographic standpoint that subsumed spatial 
differences and promoted geographic standardization. 
The same process is at play in the creation of the literary or pictorial infernal landscapes 
that derive not from the artist’s physical but mental perception of space. As I will demonstrate in 
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Chapter Four, all the extant descriptions of Roman Hades originated from the journeys of a hero 
or a deceased traveling through space.
99
 As in an itinerarium, the chthonic localities are 
presented as successive stops along the road, with occasional excurses describing in more 
accurate details the topographic nature of specific areas. Similarly, most of the decorative scenes 
on the funerary monuments are inspired by the narration of the travel of the soul to its final 
abodes, as examined in Chapter Five, or by the selection of one moment of such trip, such as the 
entrance in Hades examined in Chapter Six. The resulting views of the surrounding landscapes 
are therefore strongly dictated by the paths on to which the hero walks, in the case of the written 
descriptions, or by the traveler’s field of vision, in the case of tombs and sarcophagi.
100
 
In both media, the travelers to Hades are caught in what can be called a ‘horizontal 
perspective’, where the path is determined in relation to the next location to be visited or the 
most accessible site, rather than to the overall geography and topography of the infernal realm. 
This unidimensionality is constant in most of the Roman sources dealing with geographies and 
topographies: not only is it the favorite format in geographic treatises as well in sources dealing 
with travel to the Underworld, but more generally, as I will describe in detail in the following 
chapters, it is the most recognizable element in public and private landscape paintings and reliefs 
as well as in the topographic backgrounds of most of the extant Roman funerary art. 
In conclusion, this examination of the Roman geographic and topographic understanding 
of the world, the ideological and practical representation of it, as well as the fundamental role of 
traveling in the visualization of space, has demonstrated how the conception of Hades as a 
geographic reality is profoundly rooted in the more general geographic awareness of the period. 
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Indeed, the Roman Underworld was constructed from natural and architectural elements derived 
from the observation of the contemporary oikoumene in its forms and representations, and 
consequently its literary and artistic depictions were ultimately influenced by the sets of 






 “Things not seen and not lying in the field of visual discernment are marked by a sort of outline 
and image and shape so that we keep hold of, as it were by an act of sight, things that we can 
scarcely embrace by an act of thought”. (Cicero, On the Orator, II.87.357)1 
 
 In the previous chapter I have discussed the Underworld according to the conventions at 
play in the description of geographic places and in the depiction of map-like formats. In this 
chapter I will instead analyze Hades as the result of a mediation between elements of reality and 
of fantasy. This process corresponds to the creation of mental images of unknown places or, 
according to Servius’s definition, topothesia, a rhetorical figure of description that is in fact the 
antithesis of topographia.2 
 As Eleanor Leach has suggested in her book on the rhetoric of space, since the Augustan 
period Romans based the representations of places on the narrative components of the images.
3
 
Therefore, the contents of the story affected which elements of the described space were visually 
rendered in the pictures, and encouraged the repetition of specific portions of space to follow a 
system of continuous narration that promoted the juxtaposition of subsequent scenes on a 
horizontal strip-like plane. Narrations were often inserted in a context of architectures rendered 
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 Leach (1988), 82-84. 
 49 
in a bird’s-eye perspective,
4
 a technique that allowed expressing both simultaneity and 
continuity, and that portrayed enclosed spaces as open to the viewer’s gaze. However, the 
pictorial component of the representations was not completely forfeited for the sake of the 
narration. Rather, the two aspects complemented each other: indeed, in landscapes’ 
representations, bird’s-eye perspective is accompanied by or alternated with vignette scenes, 
where self-contained smaller units are juxtaposed, sometimes randomly, to create an overall 
effect of continuous panorama.
5
 Both the narrative and the pictorial components favored a 
rhetorical interpretation of the scene that responded to the society’s conventions in both aesthetic 
and cultural history.
6
 In order to fully grasp the underlying meaning of the image, the viewer was 
requested to implement it with his imagination as well as with his preexisting knowledge of the 
events and their profound implications or, as Franz Wickhoff wrote, to ‘take the final 
psychological step by which the perceived object is shaped into a reality’7. 
 The same process was implemented by the Roman audience when trying to give shape to 
the Underworld in ways that could originate a spatially acceptable, though imaginary, reality. 
Indeed, in the understanding of the literary and artistic chthonic landscapes, the individual was 
engaged both in the decoding of the events and in the identification of the topographical 
elements, according to a system of cultural, religious, but also geographical coordinates. This 
process of identification was based, first and foremost, on the universal human predisposition to 
create mental spatial images by drawing upon familiar topographical and geographical elements 
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that characterize both actual and imaginary localities. In the Roman educated audience this 
general predisposition was amplified by the mnemonic techniques learnt during the rhetorical 
training, when each individual was taught to visualize imaginary objects and places and to 
associate the memory of events with different locations in space. Finally, the flourishing 
literature on utopian lands and its artistic counterpart in the form of the idyllic landscapes will be 
analyzed as yet another dimension that adds to our understanding of the cultural sources 
affecting the articulation of the fantastic topography of Hades. 
  
 3.1: The Concept of Mental Space 
In order to understand and reconstruct the Roman metal maps constituting the main frame 
of reference for the Roman Underworld, we need to investigate the ways human beings create 
mental spatial representations.
8
 The concept of evoking a mental image by drawing on elements 
already existing in the memory is not alien to ancient thought. As Ruth Webb has demonstrated 
in her recent work on ekphrasis and rhetoric, the Greeks and the Romans were familiar with the 
idea that mental images were the result of a combination of preexisting memories rearranged to 
accommodate specific needs.
9
 However, the identification of the mechanisms regulating the 
creation of such images has been at forefront of the research in the last fifty years. It is now clear 
that the process, identical for both real and fictitious localities, involves the retrieving, the 
manipulating, and the representing of preexisting spatial information. 
As Barkowsky has proven with his work on the implementation of the model MIRAGE, 
representations in the human mind of geographical knowledge are not stored in a ready-made 
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form. Rather, they are constructed on demand on the basis of the individual’s underdetermined 
geographical knowledge, or declarative knowledge, which is present in the long-term memory in 
a fragmentary and hierarchically structured form.
10
 Scholars are still debating on the principles 
that oversee such hierarchical structure: Hart and Moore have argued that people acquire 
knowledge about the environment based on dimensionality, and that spatial knowledge can be 
classified into landmark, route, and survey knowledge.11 According to their theory, our spatial 
knowledge of an unknown environment is initially based on a couple of landmarks that provide 
rudimentary orientation and navigation assistance. In refining the mental representation of such 
environment, we connect the landmarks by means of routes used to navigate among them. The 
most elaborate form of spatial knowledge, survey or configurational knowledge, is achieved 
when the information on all the distinct routes are combined in the form of a single and coherent 
representation. Contrary to Hart and Moore’s theory, Lynch has suggested that spatial mental 
representations do not correspond to precise miniaturized models of reality, since people encode 
and store complex environments by dividing them into sets of small and basic two-dimensional 
components.
12
 Kuipers has followed into Lynch’s footsteps by defining mental representations as 
cognitive atlases. In the person’s mental storage, geographical knowledge is divided into 
multiple partial representations that are loosely linked to each other like the pages of an atlas.
13
 
Therefore, in retrieving information about a specific location we are often required to consult 
more than one ‘page’ of our cognitive atlas, and the resulting representation consists in a 
combination of the separated fragments taken from the existing declarative knowledge. 
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Elaborating on Kuipers’ theory, Tversky has suggested the cognitive collage metaphor, 
according to which mental representations are collage-like conglomerates derived from 
heterogeneous pieces of spatial information pasted together.
14
 
Once the various and separate fragments of geographical facts are retrieved, they are 
initially manipulated in terms of spatial thoughts through the use of procedural knowledge, and 
then linked into a single mental image.15 The mental image corresponds to an invention or 
recreation of a spatial experience and it at least partially resembles the actual perception of the 
conjured experienced space.
16
 After the mental image is created, it is refined by providing the 
still missing spatial information by means of the default knowledge, defined by Wright as the 
‘knowledge derived by reasonable inference from observed facts’.17 A common characteristic of 
all mental representations of spatial knowledge, of both real and fantastic places, is that they are 
not coherent, veridical, and complete but rather fragmentary, distorted, and incomplete. 
Therefore, spatial relations are far from being true to reality: even in the representations of 
familiar places, distances and orientations are systematically distorted, shapes and angles are 
modified to fit ideal forms, and objects are displaced and rotated to achieve more schematic 
configurations.
18
 Deformations due to simplification or to erroneous spatial relations merely add 
on the already inherent limits of the human mind, such as the incapability of absorbing or 
retaining the virtually infinite amount of information acquired on a daily basis. To face this 
overabundance, only a small portion of the sensory impressions from the surrounding 
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environment are selected and retained, and it is upon them that the views of the world, the 
people, and the places are formed.
19
 Among the most commonly omitted geographical facts are 
the conflicting ones, either because they are consciously or unconsciously perceived as less 
reliable, or for the sake of a straightforward and less problematic visualization.
20
 
After the spatial information is assembled into a coherent spatial thought, the mind is 
finally ready to produce an external representation that can take the form of a bi- or three-
dimensional model, a map, or even a written description. In order to visualize such 
representations, the evoked geographical and topographical entities are assigned specific metric 
values and mapped.
21
 Complex construction strategies are developed to represent 
underdetermined spatial information in a quasi-pictorial representation, their degree of detailing, 
or granularity, dictated by the need for solving the specific given spatial problem. Innovations or 
dissimilarities in different individuals’ representations constituted from the society’s shared 
knowledge of a site do originate from the unique way each individual combines the information 
about that specific locality. This uniqueness in the combination of spatial information is what 
Downs and Stea call a cognitive map, a person's organized representation of part of the spatial 
environment, and a cross section representing the world at one instant in time as the person 
believes it to be.
22
 The two scholars have also suggested that, similarly to the way information is 
hierarchically stored in the mind, cognitive maps are organized around landmarks and routes. As 
Mark Blades rightly pointed out, the term ‘landmark’ used in the context of cognitive maps 
corresponds to the beginning, to the end, and to the intersections of a route, but also to 
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recognizable features along the route that confirm to the individual that he is following the 
intended path.
 23
 Landmarks are also places: they can be remembered in isolation from others, 
thus functioning as prompters for the viewer to initiate a set of actions associated with them, or 
they can be remembered in context. In this second case, they function, together with the other 
landmarks present on the map, as essential tools in locating the viewer in space. As an ensemble, 
the landmarks are to all effects and purposes guides facilitating wayfinding: they each point the 
individual to the next landmark on the way and they ultimately become inseparable from and 
integrated with the route that connects them all. 
 In visualizing the Underworld, the Romans performed a mental act of spatial construction 
whose aspects are consistent with those just described. Indeed, all landscapes and topographical 
elements were drawn from a pool of geographical entities that constituted an integral part of the 
spatial shared knowledge. Of these landscapes, the memorable features that comprised historical, 
mythological, or religious associations were transformed into primary landmarks, and their 
resulting representations were adjusted according to the limits of the visual or written media for 
which they were intended.
24
 
But how did Romans manage to describe a non-existing place or, rather, a place they had 
never visited? As it has been demonstrated in recent studies, the human mind has the ability of 
exhibiting properties about entities that can be mentally visualized but that are not otherwise 
encoded in memory, according to the so-called implicit encoding principle.25 Implicit encoding is 
complemented by the ability to transfer and adapt successful problem solving strategies from a 
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known task to a novel one, also known as metacognition.
 26
 Both intervene in the construction of 
mental maps of imaginary locations that are, to all effects, complementary with those of real 
geographies. These two processes were not unfamiliar to the Romans: according to the rhetorical 
treatises of the first century CE, things that one has never seen are constructed by applying to 
existing mental images processes of resemblance, analogy, synthesis, and transposition. In a 
word, images deriving from experience (phantasiai) form the raw material for new composites 
(phantasmata).27 The Roman authors would agree with modern scholars arguing that we are able 
to accommodate the worlds of fantasy and imagination by synthesizing past and present 
experiences of the spatial environment with beliefs and expectations about places yet unvisited 
or never to be visited.
28
 This is also true for the terminology adopted in the description of such 
imaginary localities. In the case of Roman Hades, the geographic vocabulary is inextricably 
dependent upon that of real geographies. The result is a commixture of reality and fantasy that 
the authors emphasize to heighten the mysterious and elusive quality of the landscapes described, 
and to play with images of places that are distorted mirrors of the everyday world. 
Both for the descriptions and the images of Hades, we can trace the authors’ and artists’ 
cognitive maps by utilizing the theoretical tools described above. I will select here only two 
examples from the corpus of sources and monuments that will be analyzed in later chapters. In 
the case of the Sixth Book of the Aeneid, the arrangement of the topographical elements in the 
narration clearly follows the way Virgil mentally constructed the image of the Underworld.
29
 As 
I have already mentioned, Virgil inferred most of the chthonic natural and architectonical 
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features from his observed reality, thus creating a landscape reminiscent of the cities and 
countryside of Italy. Indeed, the entrance to the Vestibule was shaped after the monumental gates 
of any Italian contemporary city, and most of the flora, such as the elm in the Vestibule, the ulva 
on the shores of the Styx, the myrtles in the Lugentes Campi, or the laurels in Elysium, was 
familiar to any reader living in the peninsula.
30
 The overall description of the chthonic realm is 
fragmentary and incomplete, and the spatial relations among the four main zones are distorted 
and ultimately unrealistic. This is mostly due to the fact that the narration is based on a 
succession of landmarks that signal the beginning, the end, and the main intersections of the path 
traversed by Aeneas. Thus, the prospective on the infernal setting is determined by the course of 
its main road, and the consecutive stops at the entrance into Orcus, at the Vestibule, at the 
crossing of the Styx, at the cave of Cerberus, at the fork in the road between Tartarus and 
Elysium, and finally at the Gates of Horn and Ivory guide the hero through the landscape. Each 
landmark confirms Aeneas that he is following the intended path and points him in the direction 
of the next one. 
The decoration of several funerary monuments in Rome, such as the images on the 
Loculus of Atimetus, can be easily dismissed as modest or oversimplified. On the contrary, they 
epitomize the complexity of the chthonic landscapes’ representations and exemplify the highly 
conceptualized rendering of the depiction.
31
 As for Virgil’s cognitive map of Hades, the 
topographic setting in the scenes on the Loculus’ slab is built upon a few strategic landmarks that 
orient the viewer in relation to the complex map of the Underworld. The map is not included in 
the representation; however, its preexisting knowledge on the part of the viewer was fundamental 
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in the understanding of the narrative. Therefore, the artist composed the two scenes counting on 
the familiarity of the tomb’s visitors with the topographic entities shown in the representation. 
The landmarks, namely the elm and the gates to Orcus, and the three passageways that 
progressively lead the soul of the deceased to Elysium, all are arranged along a path that in fact 
is the main feature around which the whole composition is built. Once again, the space is 
rendered in a fragmentary and incomplete fashion, and the spatial relations among the different 
landmarks are highly distorted. Nevertheless, the overall representation must have been 
intelligible to a Roman viewer informed of the contemporary beliefs in the Afterlife, his 
topographic awareness of Hades filling in the blanks of the highly schematic rendering of the 
scenes. 
In both media the landmarks and the routes are essential to the definition of the 
topographical background and the unfolding of the events. However, this is true not only for 
Roman Hades but, more generally, for the creation of all cognitive maps. Studies on older 
children by Piaget and by Hart and Moore have proven that in the description of a geographic 
location, the children used predominantly the format of a cognitive map, organizing the narrative 
around a main route along which landmarks were placed in discrete sub-groups.
32
 Obviously, 
this comparison does not imply that Virgil or the artist at work at the Loculus had the cognitive 
development of a ten-year-old child. Rather, Hart and Moore have proven that the adult mind 
functions similarly to that of older children when confronted with the task of learning about a 
space never before encountered, or never to be encountered, and of which there is no information 
available among the stored memories. The problems Roman writers and artists faced while 
describing the chthonic environment are similar to those encountered by the children during the 
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testing. Specifically, the limitations of topological spatial relationships, resolved relying almost 
exclusively on notions of proximity, and the highly subjective criteria that characterized the 
author’s descriptions, are the results of the absence of personal experience of the described 
space. Consequently, the whole map of Roman Hades revolves on a path, or route, on which the 
hero or the deceased walks. It is through this route that the audience discovers the various areas, 
in Piaget’s words subgroups, that shape the Underworld. Often, only a sudden turn in the path, or 
the hero’s impromptu changes of direction, signal the transition from a subgroup to another, 
without much detailing of the spatial relations between the two. Moreover, the setting does not 
convey the overall outline of Hades, but only geographical or topographical pairs that are 
described one after the other as the soul is imagined to encounter them during the journey. 
In analyzing the relations between cognitive maps and infernal descriptions, one more 
dimension needs to be taken in consideration. I have so far analyzed the author’s process of 
creating a geographical description as a reflection of a mental image without putting into the 
equation the role of the audience. Indeed, the reader or the viewer, in order to decode and 
understand the elements comprising the written or the visual descriptions and to experience the 
conjured space indirectly, needs to formulate a spatial cognitive map of his own. However, since 
spatial representations are based on mechanisms that are unique to the cultural milieu of each 
society, both the audience and the artist need to share generally understood and accepted 
geographical facts. Societies construct representations of actual spaces basing them on the area 
they occupy and on its specific connotations. It is through the shared knowledge of these spaces 
that some locations become symbolically prominent through their high cultural, social, and 
religious value, in a process that Zerubavel defines as sociomental topography.33 The symbolic 
locations can correspond to actual sites or, as is the case for the Roman Underworld, they are 
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imaginary settings whose existence responds to the society’s specific cultural needs. Sociomental 
topography involves a process of mnemonic socialization: by means of collective mnemonic 
traditions each society consolidates and justifies its very essence as deeply rooted in the 
existence of such symbolic locations. Therefore, the degree of verisimilitude of a certain 
geographic feature or location is completely unrelated to the symbolic importance it holds, and it 
does not affect the actual act of describing or reproducing it. 
The reader, in order to decode the written information on these unvisited localities, 
undergoes a process of mental visualization, the first step toward the perception of significance.
34
 
In understanding Virgil’s words, the ancient reader had both to infer the meaning from the 
specific choice of terms, and the syntax, but he also had to shape his mental image after the 
author’s model.
35
  When he turned to look at images on tombs, their profound meaning was 
similarly provided both by the artist’s mental model and by the use of specific visual and artistic 
conventions that were understood by the audience at large. 
Modern scholars have generally disregarded this use of spatial theories in the decoding of 
Hades’ depictions. On the contrary, their traditional response to written and visual evidence has 
been to find specific geographic correspondences to the elements present in the representations. 
A clear example of this approach is recognizable in the numerous studies dedicated to the 
entrances to the Roman Underworld. Especially when dealing with the ancient texts, scholars 
have tried to locate Hades’ each and every entrance on a modern map, painstakingly looking for 
what have been interpreted as mistakes by the Roman authors when a precise correspondence 
could not be found. 
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As a matter of fact, the great majority of the described entrances are not precisely 
mappable. Consequently, Virgil and the other writers have been accused of geographical 
incompetence or of altering topographical details and landscapes to respond to specific political 
agendas.
36
 The argument has often been, “poets, after all, are not cartographers”.
37
 On the 
contrary, such deformations or alterations should be considered not the result of ignorance or of 
ideological manipulation, but as natural components of the external representation of unknown 
localities, transposed onto real geographical contexts, with which the writers might have been 
familiar. Furthermore, on a more general level, the very attempt to plot the geographic locations 
mentioned in the various written sources can easily become a futile task.
38
 The amount of 
articles, arguments, and speculations dedicated to the mapping of ancient geographic 
descriptions is astounding.
39
 Modern scholarship seems not to be able to deal with the 
incomplete or vague nature of most of the Roman geographical descriptions that are not 
definable in terms of measured systems. However, as Horsfall rightly pointed out, “the desire for 
accuracy did not exist in the absence of the means to achieve it” .
40
  Vagueness in imaginary 
geographies is but the result of the impossibility of translating the desire for accuracy into 
precise measurements, in a world that is, by definition, mysterious, complex, and ultimately 
never to be directly recounted by any living human being. While looking for “logical 
interpretations of the events” in reference, for example, to the presence of Aeneas in Cuma, or to 
locations that “fit realistically into the topographical frame”, we let modern conventions get 
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irremediably in the way of properly understanding the ancient texts.
41
 After all, Virgil did not 
hold a map in his hands while describing the adventures of Aeneas in order to recreate the 
geographic setting for the narrated episodes!
42
 
This modern attempt at plotting each landmark in Virgil’s description of Hades has 
resulted in extreme arguments.
43
 When faced with the impossibility of identifying the narrated 
topographic entities with actual locations on a modern map of Cumae, John Mackail suggested 
that Virgil must have constructed his description of the Underworld basing it on the ground plan 
of a Minoan palace. In his opinion, the palace must have stood near Cumae as a relic of the early 
Greek conquest, but there is no archaeological or textual evidence to support his hypothesis.
44
 In 
Mackail’s argument, Book Six would present Aeneas as walking through the rooms of the palace 
where the various locations in Hades correspond to images decorated on the walls, and the 
heroes listed by Anchises are portrait statues displayed along a gallery that Aeneas and the Sybil 
traverse before reaching the exit. A decade later Highbarger suggested that while Virgil could 
scarcely have seen a Minoan palace in the area of Cumae, he would have had plenty of 
opportunity to visit the local Roman villas, especially the largest ones built in and around 
Pompeii.
45
 The direct observation of these one-block mansions and their maze-like ground-plans 
would have then inspired Virgil in the articulation of the locations of Hades. According to 
Highbarger’s theory, the Vestibule resembles the entrance to a Roman house, with vestibulum, 
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limen, and fauces, while Elysium was modeled after a peristyle with a hortus, fountains, and 
statuary.
 46
 Interestingly, Highbarger could not find an apt comparison between any room of a 
Roman house and the Virgilian description of Tartarus and, rather than admitting this glitch in 
his reconstruction, he preferred to leave the subject undiscussed. 
These two examples clearly demonstrate the difficulty in decoding the Romans’ mental 
image of Hades when relying exclusively on strict comparisons between the described chthonic 
elements and actual geographical localities. To return to the problem of the location of the 
entrances to the Underworld, it was part of Roman society’s shared knowledge that they were 
hidden to mortals’ eyes, and that only the deceased and a few initiated individuals, instructed in 
their whereabouts by divinities or their emissaries, could find them. Their existence somewhere 
on Earth was perceived as certain, their precise location unknown. By trying to assign a specific 
location to these accesses while ignoring the issues raised by the study of cognitive maps in 
relation to mental images and imaginary places, scholars have yet to provide satisfactory answers 
to a wide array of unsolved questions on the topography of Hades, a limit in the research that I 
will try to reassess in the following chapters.  
 
3.2: Space and mind in Antiquity: the example of rhetoric 
Chthonic descriptions are in fact ekphrases: trained in the rhetorical schools, all authors 
writing on the Underworld were familiar with the role and principles regulating this figure of 
speech that, as Menander of Laodicea wrote in the third century CE, allowed the reader to create 
a mental picture of what was described on the basis of his prior knowledge.
47
 In fact, functioning 
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as introductions, digressions, or commentaries to an argument, ekphrases guided the listener to 
the visualization and focused interpretation of what has been heard or read; they ‘bring the 
subject matter vividly before the eyes’.
48
  
Mapping and rhetoric share similar principles, the process of constructed speech being 
regarded as a mapping of thoughts onto language.
49
 Both a map and an oration are based on the 
mutual knowledge of sets of information, shared by the composer and the recipient, that are 
presented according to a linear scheme that depends on establishing connectivity between one 
element and the next. I have already discussed the route/landmark format in mapping; in the case 
of rhetoric, the linear scheme is expressed in the connection between one part of the oration and 
another, and in the association among the different arguments composing the narratio or the 
refutatio. Both media require the viewer, the listener, or the reader to assimilate the acquired 
information by creating in their minds a comprehensive patterning or organization of the subject, 
which could take the form of an image. 
In his Institutio Oratoria, Quintilian repeatedly emphasized that the orator needed to 
shape his speech so that it stimulated the ‘eyes of the mind’ (oculis mentis) of his listeners. The 
orator has also to learn how to master the creation of visiones, images of absent things that need 
to be transmitted to the audience as if in front of their eyes.
50
 Such listeners would become 
‘spectators’ to the events described: the rhetor incites with his words a visual response in the 
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addressees who thereby were more emotionally involved in the content of the speech and could 
respond accordingly to the narrated events.
51
 As Quintilian pointed out, the next automatic and 
normative step in the audience’s reception would be the imaginative elaboration of the scenes 
described.
52
 It is quite evident that the same principles are at play both in the construction and 
reception of carefully crafted orations and in the descriptions of the Underworld. Indeed, Virgil 
and the other authors created visiones of Hades in their works and their audience had to picture 
this landscape in their minds. Moreover, the audience was also required to fill in the missing 
details by supplementing their conventional body of information about the Underworld or similar 
topographical environments. 
One more aspect illustrates the close ties between Roman rhetorical techniques and 
chthonic cognitive maps: the importance of loci. ‘Places’ are fundamental in the creation of an 
oration, since they constitute the basis for memorization techniques. However, they also play an 
essential role in the delivery of an oration, their subjective and objective qualities being 
indispensable in crafting the oration’s narrative and arguments, and in rousing emotional 
response in the audience. As Cicero wrote in his De Finibus: ‘such a power of suggestion resides 
in places that it is no wonder the art of memory is based on them’.53 In the handbook entitled 
Rhetorica ad Herennium, as well as in Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria, the system of loci is 
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 For our purposes, it is noteworthy to mention that the loci can be 
imaginary, and that the orator is encouraged to organize them as stops (identical in nature to the 
landmarks of spatial cognitive maps) along an imaginary route along which he takes his 
audience. 
In a recent monograph on the use of mnemotechnics in Virgil’s works, Elizabeth Scarth 
argued that Virgil consciously brought in elements of language that are reminiscent of the theory 
of loci and, more generally, of well known rhetorical techniques.55 Particularly in the Aeneid, his 
descriptions of monuments and buildings aid the listener in the process of remembrance, and 
facilitate connectivity between different parts of the discourse. In Scarth’s analysis, the 
sequential order in which Virgil describes visual images, their distinctiveness, and their 
discriminability reproduce the very foundations of the architectural memory system of rhetoric. 
Scarth pushes her argument even further by suggesting that in fact the very episode of the 
journey to the Underworld is constructed according to such system. In her reading of the Sixth 
Book of the Aeneid, she claims that Virgil directs Aeneas along the several loci on the road to 
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Elysium as if he were closely following the instructions from the Rhetorica ad Herennium. 
Indeed, each locality is directly associated with an imago that corresponds to a complete and a 
conspicuous scene built around memories and pre-existing knowledge. Each imago is presented 
in its individuality, set off from the preceding and following loci.56 For instance, the Vestibule is 
associated with a parade of personifications of the human sins, the Lugentes Campi with Dido 
and, more generally, with tragic and forbidden love, and Elysium with the glorious future of 
Rome in the guise of the reincarnating souls. While moving from a locus to the next, the reader 
not only reacquaints himself with the topographic elements characteristic of each area, but he 
also indissolubly links them to specific concepts and symbols that will be ingrained in his 
memory and will resurface every time that locality will be evoked. Thus, the influence of 
rhetoric in the creation of a conventional format used in the descriptions of places, especially the 
imaginary ones, as well as in place-symbol associations, is well evident. Furthermore, such 
influence constitutes a fundamental aspect in the study of iconic places, such as the Underworld, 
that has been so far overlooked and underplayed and that would benefit from renewed 
investigations that are beyond the scope of this dissertation.   
 
3.3: Being in a nowhere land: fictitious spaces in Antiquity 
 As chthonic descriptions can be understood in their broader connections with rhetoric, so 
images of Hades can be compared to the imaginary landscapes broadly present in both Roman 
literature and art, proving that the creation of fantastic localities was by no means limited to the 
Underworld. Indeed, the topographic settings of Hades are reminiscent of and influenced by the 
natural and architectural elements recurrent in the literature of utopia where mental worlds, 
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resulting from a compromise between fantasy and reality, play on the reader’s familiarity with 
specific repertoires of images and concepts.
57
 
As I have argued in the previous chapter, the images and the descriptions of terra 
incognita responded to the need for identifying and mapping lands that were impossible to reach 
and explore. Strabo asserts that man is informed of the nature and content of his world by 
'perception and experience alike'. Consequently, the representations of unexplored areas 
extending beyond the oikoumene were created by transposing elements characteristic of well 
known regions that were used as exempla for 'those places which our senses have not been 
permitted to survey'.58 Geographical lore from the familiar world became one of the primary 
sources in the creation of images of unfamiliar and unknown territories, in a process of rational 




 Fictitious sceneries, created by combining elements from the surrounding nature with 
features invented by the minds of the writers, constituted a recurrent topic for both the Greek and 
the Roman literature. Most of the Roman imaginary kingdoms were clearly inspired by the 
fourth century BCE descriptions of Atlantis by Plato,
60
 of the island of Meropis and its two cities 
of Machìmos and Eusebès by Theopompus of Chios
61
, and that of Panchaia with the city of 
Panara by Euhemerus of Messene.
62
 All these realms were located on islands, set off to the far 
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edges of the known oikoumene. The islands housed perfect societies that lived in idyllic 
environments where a luxuriant nature, the main source of everlasting wealth, constituted the 
perfect backdrop for such idealized civilizations.
63
 The extant descriptions of the islands, cities, 
and their inhabitants are very thorough. Of the islands, we are given the shape, the size, the 
geographic conformation, the climate, and their locations in relation with the known world, as 
well as comprehensive accounts of plants and animals there to be found. The cities are portrayed 
even more meticulously. The outline of the city walls, the number and orientation of the main 
roads, the public buildings, gardens, temples, the building materials in their colors and 
decorations are all part of the information the reader is provided with. Inhabitants are depicted in 
their physical appearance as well as in their moral demeanor.  
 These earlier writers had an immense impact on later authors: quotations from their 
works are in Ennius, Diodorus Siculus, Lucretius, Pliny, Strabo, and Aelian, just to name a few. 
This attests to the popularity of Utopian kingdoms among the Roman writers active between the 
first and the third century CE, as well as among the larger educated Roman audience. 
Geographers like Strabo were fully aware, and even judgmental, of the fantastic nature of these 
remote locations.
64
 Nevertheless, the writers promulgated their existence, creating an interesting 
pastiche where implausible geographic elements appeared in the landscape’s descriptions side by 
side with real geographic and topographic data collected from various sources, creating what 
Lewis Mumford would define as a “reconstructive utopia”, where “the facts of everyday world 
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are brought together and assorted and sifted, and a new sort of reality is projected back again 
upon the external world”.
65
  
 The Roman geographers and writers of Utopian lands selected relatively few of the 
Greeks prototypes that became objects of renewed speculations. While islands such as Panchaia 
were mentioned as mere curiosities of the past,
66
 the Land of the Hyperboreans and the Fortunate 
Isles (or Islands of the Blessed) developed into full-fledged imaginary realms.
67
 Both 
unreachable and inaccessible to travelers because of their location beyond insurmountable 
barriers, they ideally marked, respectively, the furthest northern and eastern extents of the known 
world. The striking balance between reality, verisimilitude, and fantasy that was initiated by the 
fourth century Greek writers and maintained by later Roman geographers, became one of the 
trademarks of authors such as Lucian of Samosata, active during the second half of the second 
century CE.  
 Lucian, who incidentally also wrote of a journey into the Underworld, set his novels and 
histories of travels in imaginary lands, in the parodistic intent of emulating the works of 
Iambulus, a merchant and writer of the third century BCE known from the Bibliotheca Historica 
of Diodorus Siculus, and Antonius Diogenes, active sometime in the first century CE and known 
from an outline of his work in the Bibliotheca by Photius dating to the ninth century CE. Both 
Iambulus and Diogenes set their works in imaginary lands, but the geographic descriptions and 
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the itineraries to reach them were based on the authors’ actual knowledge of maritime routes and 
of the topography of the oikoumene, the scientific aspect of the description becoming an integral 
part of the composition. Despite the fact that Lucian admitted, in the introduction to the True 
History, that everything he wrote was based on lies, he still constructed long and detailed 
excurses of lands according to the models used for real localities.
68
 As was the case for his Greek 
and Roman predecessors, Lucian’s settings were located in regions that were solely the fruit of 
his imagination. The inhabitants of such regions were described as completely alien to any 
known populations, adding to the narration’s fantastic aura. However, most of the described 
landscapes have elements that are taken directly from the writer’s own experience, proving that 
the line between imaginary localities, remote unknown lands, and familiar sceneries continued to 
be indeed blurred. 
 His description of the Island of the Blessed reflects this tendency of recuperating the 
format of earlier utopian literature as inspiration in the creation of chthonic environments.
69
 In 
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 See Lucian’s introduction to his Ἀληθῶν Διηγημάτωv (True History), I.1-4: 
… For they [the students] will be attracted not only by the exotic subject-matter and the charm of the enterprise, and 
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 Lucian, Ἀληθῶν Διηγημάτωv (True History), II.5-29 
Further off and more to the right were five very large and tall islands with fires blazing up extensively from them. 
Straight ahead was a flat low-lying one, not less than fifty-seven miles off. When we got near it, a marvelously sweet 
and fragrant breeze blew around us, like the one the historian Herodotus tells us breathes from Arabia the blessed. 
The sweetness we experienced was like the scent from roses and narcissi and hyacinths and lilies and violets, yes 
and myrrh and bay and vine-flowers. Enjoying the fragrance and hoping for a successful outcome of our wearisome 
troubles, we gradually approached the island. There we saw many large harbors all around it, sheltered from the 
waves, and clear rivers flowing gently into the sea; and meadows too and woods and tuneful birds, some singing on 
 71 
her study of Lucian’s work on fantastic lands, Chiara Carsana suggested that the Isle’s 
description is based on a series of constants that are recurrent in all imaginary worlds. The 
location on a island, the temporal deformation, in this case a continuous time-still, the journey of 
the hero, and the moral and political dimension of the Utopia, here reflected in the separation of 
the souls according to the current moral standards, all are aspects that return time and again as 
topoi of this literary genre.70 These four topoi correspond also to the main formative elements 
recognized in the study of reconstructionist utopias, where time is recursive and antihistorical, 
borders are strictly maintained to ensure isolation from exogenous sources of contamination, and 
                                                                                                                                                                    
the shores, and many of them in the branches. The air which bathed the place was pure and fresh, and sweetly 
blowing breezes stirred the woods gently, so that the swaying branches gave out a constant delightful whistling, like 
flutes in a lonely place. We could also hear a continuous mingled sound, not clamorous, but like the sort you hear at 
a party, when some are playing the pipe, others praising the pipers, and others beating time to pipe or lyre. 
Charmed by all this we put in, moored our boat and disembarked, leaving Scintharus and two companions on 
board. Making our way through a flowering meadow we met guards on patrol, who bound us with rose-garlands 
(this being their strongest fetter), and took us to their chief. On the way we learnt from them that this was called the 
Isle of the Blest, and its ruler was the Cretan Rhadamanthus. When we were brought to him we found ourselves 
standing fourth in a queue awaiting judgment. … At that point our garlands fell off of their own accord, and we 
were freed and taken into the city and to the hall of the Blessed. The city a true history in itself is made entirely of 
gold, and there is an emerald wall surrounding it. There are seven gates, all made of single cinnamon-trunks. The 
foundations of the city and the ground area within the walls are ivory. Then there are temples of all the gods built of 
beryl, which contain huge monolithic altars of amethyst on which they offer sacrifices. Around the city flows a river 
of the finest myrrh, a hundred royal cubits wide and five deep, so you can easily swim in it. They have large 
bathhouses of glass, heated by burning cinnamon; but instead of water in the tubs there is hot dew. Their clothes 
consist of fine purple spider’s webs. … No one grows old, but stays the same age he was when he arrived there. 
Furthermore, there is no night there, nor is day very bright; but the country is covered with a light which is like the 
greyness towards dawn before the sun has risen. Again, they know only one season of the year; for they have an 
eternal spring, and the only wind that blows there is the west wind. The country is blooming with all sorts of flowers 
and cultivated plants, which also give them shade. Their vines give them twelve vintages, yielding a harvest every 
month; while they said their pomegranates, apples, and other fruit-trees produced thirteen times annually, as they 
bear twice in one month which is called Minoan. Instead of wheat the corn-stalks produce ready-baked loaves at 
their tips, which look like mushrooms. Around the city there are three hundred and sixty-five springs of water, as 
many again of honey, five hundred of myrrh, though these are smaller, seven rivers of milk and eight of wine. Their 
dining area is prepared outside the city in the so-called Elysian Plain, which is a lovely meadow, surrounded by 
dense trees of all sorts to give shade to the diners. Their couches are made of flowers, and winds wait on them and 
serve them, except for pouring the wine. … Instead of garlands, nightingales and other song-birds pick flowers with 
their beaks from the neighbouring meadows and drop them like snow on the party, as they fly overhead singing. 
Moreover, perfume is supplied by thick clouds, which draw up myrrh from the springs and the river, and hanging 
over the table produce a light rain like dew under gentle pressure from the winds. While eating they indulge 
themselves with music and songs, especially singing the epics of Homer. … But the biggest contribution to their 
good cheer is provided by two springs near the table, one of laughter and one of delight. 
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Travel to and from these distant localities was an integral part of the narration that 
expressed the author’s wish to evade reality and his desire to get acquainted with new and 
different realities. However, it constituted also the easiest expedient to describe unknown places, 
imaginary settings, or never visited localities.
72
 As I have discussed above in relation with the 
construction of mental maps, the Roman writers and readers organized spatial descriptions 
according to the imaginary trajectory they followed while mentally exploring them. In doing so, 
they combined the periploi and itineraria tradition, the system of loci from their rhetorical 
training, but also, at a more basic level, the way human beings conceive, organize, and represent 
space. To select just two among numerous examples from the elegiac and the satirical tradition, 
Catullus describes a fictitious trip to Bithynia, while Juvenal recounts a friend’s trip, ending in a 
shipwreck, in the Tyrrhenian Sea.
73
 Neither of the two authors visited the locations described; 
therefore, the minute details of the route and of the landscape they both provided rest solely on 
the authors’ imagination fueled by their preexistent knowledge of the places as derived from 
external sources and supplemented by means of the implicit encoding and metacognition 
processes I have discussed above. Despite the fact that the two places discussed by Catullus and 
Juvenal are real, the whole experience is for them imaginary: in this sense, it is equivalent to that 
of other authors recounting their travels in fantastic lands. Lucian, for instance, constructs his 
spatial and travel descriptions basing them both on his personal nautical knowledge and on 
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poetic inventions that were well-rooted topoi in Latin literature.
74
 When confronted with the 
spatial descriptions of these three authors, the reader would have reacted similarly, since his 
primary concern would have not been to test the truthfulness of the contents.
75
 
Catullus, Juvenal, and Lucian’s works are reflective of a more general Roman taste for 
the written and visual representation of landscapes that were comprised of elements taken from 
real environments but assembled into completely imaginative settings. The so-called ‘pastoral 
landscapes’ and the ‘sacral idyllic landscapes’ exemplify this trend. As Rhiannon Evans has 
argued, these imaginary worlds “negotiate a nexus of contradictions”, and their nature of remote 
but real lands draws a direct parallel with the main traits of Hades.
76
 
The composite nature of such landscapes is characteristic not only of the written 
descriptions but also of their visual counterparts, views of which are still visible today mainly in 
the extant wall paintings from Roman private houses. While this dissertation does not intend to 
address the very complex problem of the meaning and function of these landscapes in both their 
written and pictorial forms, it is interesting to notice how several of their comprising elements 
and underlying aspects find close comparisons in the representations of Hades. This reinforces 
my argument that the descriptions of the Underworld are not oddities that responded solely to a 
single author’s imagination or religious beliefs. Rather, they constituted part of a larger tradition 
whose codified canons were dictated and affected by literary and artistic topoi reflective of 
contemporary Roman taste. It is along these lines that we have to analyze Virgil’s description of 
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 74 
Hades in the Aeneid as well as those of pastoral landscapes present in much of his Eclogues. 
Indeed, most of the components of the imaginary localities described in both works are identical, 
and the comparisons between the two cannot be dismissed as mere coincidences. 
Pastoral landscapes are described and depicted as complex scenes of pastures, caverns, 
roads, vineyards, and groves, where time refuses to submit to the cosmic laws of the seasons.
77
 
The same elements are at play in the so-called sacro-idyllic landscapes. I find some difficulties in 
recognizing the distinctions between sacro-idyllic and pastoral landscapes, since the presence of 
a shrine with offers and worshippers against a background of groves, which seems to constitute 
the main element of former category, is often also present in the latter.
78
 All these landscapes – 
imaginative constructs all -  are characterized by a general absence of human activities, balanced 
by an increased interest in architectural elements that become the main focus of the 
representation, a shift that is also mirrored in the contemporary tradition of the elegiac and lyric 
poems.
79
 When present, the architectural elements do not add a component of realism to the 
representation. Usually at the center of the scene, they exist in isolation from the surrounding 
topographical context, defying common laws of space and time. A general lack of systematic 
internal perspectives and the pale colors used both in the backgrounds and foregrounds help the 
viewer to understand that the scenes are not to be read as trompe d’oeil or as imaginative 
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Similar to the scenes decorating the funerary monuments analyzed in later chapters, these 
painted landscapes present a combination of different pictorial techniques that convey depth and 
define spatial relations according to a system of conventions reflecting Roman conceptions and 
understanding of their surroundings. Rather than illustrating space through linear perspective 
constructed on a singular vanishing point, a development of the Renaissance that originated as a 
response to new conceptions in urban and gardens’ design, Romans favored foreshortening or the 
juxtaposition of discrete units, such as single buildings or vignettes, over solid or generic 
backgrounds. Additionally, Romans adopted the so-called bird’s-eye perspective, a unique 
approach to the visualization of space that conveyed an elevated view of a series of natural or 
architectural elements that derived either from a direct observation from high locations or from 
the mental construction of an imagined aerial viewpoint.
81
 The resulting panoramas look over 
large expanses of cityscape or of terrain ignoring the rational succession of spatial planes. 
Indeed, the colonnades enclosing most of the city’s public spaces are depicted adopting exploded 
view drawings, while mountains and other elevated terrains are reduced in size and moved to the 
top of the scene to open the view on features that are in fact behind them. Thus, the bird’s eye 
view technique conveys in one single image a wide array of features that are not depicted 
according to their scale, orientation, internal proportions, or coherent spatial relations. 
Nevertheless, the overall impression is that of a clear, precise, even detailed rendition of each 
comprising element that is therefore understood and deciphered by the audience at large. The 
construction of a three-dimensional space and its realistic depiction are thus dismissed in favor of 
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the development of a set of highly symbolic visual conventions. The urban and rural worlds are 
characterized by recognizable and stereotyped landmarks whose size and placement in the scene 
give them prominence over the remaining visible elements. In the pastoral or idyllic landscapes 
those landmarks are mainly groves or small tholos-like temples, while in the representations of 
the Underworld natural elements, as the Styx or Cerberus’ cave, or architectural features, as 
gates or palaces’ interiors, become primary visual references in the scenes’ composition. While 
both traditions of landscapes are clearly not intended to be perceived as depictions of real 
geographic spaces, they still present quite precise topographical references, suggesting that the 
conventions and canons dictating written descriptions of both real and imaginary localities are 
also at play in their visual counterparts.
82
 
I will discuss here only one example of such painted landscapes: the frescos, dated to the 
last decades of the first century BCE and now in the National Museum of Palazzo Massimo alle 
Terme in Rome, originally decorating the walls of a hypogeum summer triclinium of the Villa of 
Livia ad Gallinas Albas, also known as Villa of Livia of Prima Porta.
83
 In her very recent work 
on Roman Utopias, Rhiannon Evans discusses this cycle of frescos decorating the entire room, 
suggesting interesting parallels between the visible iconographic motifs and the descriptions of 
utopian landscapes.
84
 Indeed, the painted fantastic garden defies, in the simultaneous presence of 
fruits and flowers blooming at different seasons, and of trees and birds typical of different 
regions, the rules of nature in the same ways the descriptions of utopian hyperfertility are 
suggestive of the everlasting nature of the imaginary kingdoms. The scarce interest for spatial 
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perspective and for immediacy of place signals the absence of any specific reference to real 
landscapes, while the arrangement of the space in discontinuous and contradictory points of view 
enhance the general atmosphere of spatial ambiguity.
85
 However, the elements of the flora and 
the fauna comprising the scene are clearly chosen from a well-known repertory, most of them 
commonly found in the gardens of the Roman villas or in the nearby countryside. It is not the 
single element that conveys the fantastic nature of the scene, but rather their unusual 
combination. The viewer reads and understands each element of the scene by tapping into his 
preexistent knowledge of the natural world, their unusual combination not detracting him from 
enjoying or accepting the representation, rather allowing him to enter in a world of fantasy. 
When analyzing the frescos from the perspective of the theories of cognitive mapping, we 
can recognize how the scene is constructed according to a route/landmark format. The two 
parallel enclosures in the foreground form a visual path that guides the viewer through the scene 
as much as it must have guided the artist during the composition. Entering from a door open in 
the eastern wall, the viewer is confronted on the opposite wall by the two continuous fences that 
invite him to turn about and search for an access or gate to the imaginary garden. The fence 
closer to the viewer runs uninterrupted along the eastern and western longer walls, but it has two 
openings at the shorter northern and southern walls in fact constituting the ideal entrances and 
exits to the scene (fig.14). The back enclosure has no openings: while it does not obstruct the 
view to what lies beyond, it guides the viewer in following its perimeter around the room and 
along the walls. Therefore, the two fences create a straight path through the vegetation, a path 
along which the taller trees function as landmarks, punctuating the route (fig.15). The viewer is 
aware of the complex landscape in the back but he is visually compelled and prompt into moving 
along from one tree to another along the fences. The vegetal elements and fauna are visible 
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throughout the scene, but they are clearly concentrated in higher number around the trees, 
creating distinct visual entities. The major intersections in this path are constituted by the very 
corners of the room, that force the viewer to take abrupt turns in order to keep following the path 
(fig.16). The literally and visual conventions at play in the depiction of this fresco and of Hades 
are identical, as I will examine in detail in the next chapters. This demonstrates that both the 
written texts and the images were set within commonly accepted canons that affected primarily, 
and in a very dramatic way, the representation of time and space.  
In the previous chapter I have demonstrated how the topographic elements used in the 
representations of the Underworld derived from a corpus of geographic knowledge that played a 
fundamental role in the Roman understanding of the physical qualities of their environment as 
well as in the manipulation of the perception of space according to ideological and 
propagandistic rationales. In this chapter I have instead analyzed the aspects that contributed to 
the shaping of such elements in highly conceptualized visual and written forms. While part of the 
process is determined by factors that are inherent to the human mind, as the construction of 
mental space according to the cognitive map format, others are specific to the time period and 
cultural environment here examined. Thus, the specificity of the Roman Hades is to be ascribed 
both to the influence of rhetoric and to the inclusion of the Underworld among a series of well 
developed fantastic realms and landscapes. The mnemonic techniques based on the association 
of places and symbols, and the practice of visualizing space in the minds of the rhetorician and of 
his audience, both contributed to the development of a complex chthonic scenography where 
specific landmarks became topographic symbols for the regions they represented while carrying 
transcendent connotations. On the other hand, the inspiration of the utopian literature favored the 
creation of an imaginary realm based on stereotyped features such as the remote location, the 
 79 
atemporality and aseasonality, and the ethical division of the society. Ultimately, all these 
aspects merged to define a fantastic land that also conformed to the multifaceted religious beliefs 
of the society, an additional and more complex layer of interpretation that will only be 




Mapping the Underworld 
 
 “the dead man does not stay confined in the narrow dwelling in which he rests; he goes down 
into vast caverns which extend beneath the crust of the soil we tread. These immense hollows are 
peopled by a multitude of shades who left the tombs.” (Cumont)1 
 
 This chapter is dedicated to the study of the geographic and architectural elements 
present in the Underworld’s descriptions by several Latin texts written between the second half 
of the first century BCE and the end of the second century CE.
2
 As mentioned in Chapter One, the 
selection in the written sources is driven by the intent of establishing a homogeneous corpus that 
highlights the specificities of the Roman views on the topographic nature of the Afterlife and the 
elements of continuity throughout the founding and the consolidation of the Empire. 
 The katabasis of a hero or an act of necromancy are the two scenarios that usually prompt 
Roman authors to construct a mental image of Hades, the two different settings affecting greatly 
the ways the infernal geography is depicted. Indeed, in the katabases the author and the reader 
follow the hero in his trip from one location in the Underworld to the next, observing the 
landscape through the eyes of the protagonist. The gaze cannot be diverted from the journey’s 
path, or expanded beyond the landmarks the hero notices. As Deremertz rightly pointed out, 
Roman katabases do not respond to time constraints but obey laws dictated either by spatial 
connections or by theme. Indeed, katabases can be topographic in nature, following the 
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unfolding of the journey, or serving as the outline of the infernal geographies appearing along the 
path. However, katabases can also be taxonomical, with temporal, ethnic, ethical, or other 
narratological elements determining the divisions of the deceased into different groups, and 
constituting the criteria dictating the order in which the various infernal zones are described.
3
 
 Conversely, the landscapes recurring in the necromancies are presented directly by the 
evoked souls that limit the number of infernal landmarks not according to their respective 
locations or position on the road, but rather to their relevance to the souls’ stories or to their 
responses to direct questions from their interlocutors. The shift from one topographic marker to 
the next is often abrupt, and the elements in the landscape separating the two are mostly left out 
of the narration. In both formats, the use of landmarks, nodes, and routes, discussed in Chapter 
Three as the milestones in the theories of wayfinding and environmental cognition, strongly 
influences the narration. This confirms our hypothesis that the Roman approach to infernal 
geographic descriptions corresponds to the creation of a mental image. 
 Despite the presence of variants which characterize the works of the different Roman 
authors here studied, it is quite evident that they refer to a common cultural and religious 
background, translated into a relatively standardized vision of the Underworld. Hades is 
described first and foremost as a real and actual place punctuated by recognizable geographic 
features. Located below the Earth’s surface, it is reachable via remote and hidden accesses that 
are opened exclusively for the souls of the deceased, the chthonic divinities allowed to cross 
between the two worlds, and a few initiated individuals. From the extant descriptions we can 
infer that the realm of Ditis was imagined as divided into four main regions: Orcus, the 
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Acherusian Plains, Tartarus, and Elysium (fig.17).
4 
Each of the four regions is separated from its 
neighbors and is closed off from the rest of Hades by turns and intersections in the paths 
traversing them, or by natural or architectonic obstacles and borders. Moreover, each region is 
internally articulated into separate and clearly demarcated sub-areas that are each inhabited by 
specific categories of souls overseen by one or sets of chthonic divinities. Gerion and other 
personifications administer Orcus, Minos sits in the Plains, while Rhadamanthus is in Tartarus, 
and Persephone, accompanied or not by her husband Hades and the judge Aeacus, rules over 
Elysium from a palace located at the entrance of this area. 
 Orcus is the first region encountered by any living or dead soul, de facto the vestibule to 
Hades. It extends, with some variations due to the different lectiones, from one of the entrances 
on the Earth’s surface to the banks of the Styx or to one of the other infernal rivers. The 
Acherusian Plains are an intermediary region located right next to Orcus and before Tartarus and 
Elysium. Rarely described by the Roman writers, the Plains host the souls of those neither 
damned nor blessed, separating them in different fields according to their way of death (suicide, 
crib death, death in war, etc.). Once past this region, a cross in the path divides Tartarus, a 
confined and walled area where the damned souls atone for their sins, from the Elysian Fields, 
where the souls of the blessed enjoy their Afterlife in a state of eternal bliss. 
 Some of the shortest descriptions present the reader with a bird’s eye view of the infernal 
realm. The ancient authors imagine the main characters looking down through a vast hole opened 
                                                   
4
 While Elysium and Tartarus are names that are often assigned to the regions by the Roman authors themselves, the 
other two regions are not always clearly ‘labeled’. As I will explain later in this chapter, I believe that Orcus was 
used in the written sources only to define the vestibule to Hades, and therefore I think it is proper to use this term to 
define the entire region. As for the Acherusian Plains, I have adopted a terminology already used by Lucian of 
Samosata (see infra, footnote 6). 
The map presented here is not intended to represent a faithful reproduction of what a Roman map of Hades could 
have looked like. Rather, it is meant to be used by the reader as a tool that visually conveys in one image the various 
descriptions from the written sources analyzed in this chapter. I would like to thank Valentina Liuzzi for her 
invaluable help in drawing the map. 
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on the Earth’s surface by an act of necromancy, the expanses of Hades exposed to the viewer’s 
gaze as if it were at the bottom of a crater. An example of these descriptions is the necromancy 
of Tiresias and his daughter Manto, narrated by Statius in the Thebaid, written around 90 CE. 
“You are heard, Father! Here comes the bloodless horde! Elysium’s gulf springs 
apart, and the cavernous dark of opened Earth is flung wide, woods and black 
rivers stand revealed, and Acheron spewing its livid sands. Smoky Phlegethon 
rolls its torrent of murky fire, and Styx with rushing current obstructs ghosts left 
marooned. I make out the Pale Lord on His throne, and all around Eumenidês, 
dread ministers of His deadly works! and Stygian Juno’s repellent chamber and 
gloomy bed. High in a watchtower, black Death squats and tallies the silent tribes 
for Her master; most of the file stretches out of sight. The Gortynian Judge, giving 
for each a shake of His dour urn, bullies the dead for the truth and makes them 
reveal their lives right the way back, confessing at last their lucrative sins. Why 
tell you of the monsters of Erebus— Scyllas, and Centaurs fuming in impotent 
rage, Giants chained with links of solid adamant, hundredhanded Aegaeon’s 
shade confined?”5 
 
As the Earth opens to allow the evoked spirits to come up and drink the blood from the sacrificed 
animals, Manto looks down at Hades and describes the scene to her blind father. The four 
regions are outlined through clear geographic landmarks and by the presence of infernal 
inhabitants. The river Acheron symbolizes the region of Orcus, the Styx, a physical and visual 
barrier between Orcus and the Acherusian Plains signifies both, while the judge Minos, sitting at 
the entrance of the Acherusian Plains, reminds the reader of that whole region. Tartarus is here 
called to mind by the river Phlegethon which encircles it, by one of the towers articulating the 
fortification walls that close Tartarus off from the Underworld, and by the mention of some of 
                                                   
5
 Statius, Thebaid, IV.519-535 
'audiris, genitor, uulgusque exangue propinquat. / panditur Elysium chaos, et telluris opertae / dissilit umbra capax, 
siluaeque et nigra patescunt / flumina: liuentes Acheron eiectat harenas, / fumidus atra uadis Phlegethon incendia 
uoluit, / et Styx discretis interflua manibus obstat. / ipsum pallentem solio circumque ministras / funestorum operum 
Eumenidas Stygiaeque seueros /  Iunonis thalamos et torua cubilia cerno. / in speculis Mors atra sedet dominoque 
silentes / adnumerat populos; maior superinminet ordo. / arbiter hos dura uersat Gortynius urna / uera minis 
poscens adigitque expromere uitas / usque retro et tandem poenarum lucra fateri. / quid tibi monstra Erebi, Scyllas 
et inane furentes / Centauros solidoque intorta adamante Gigantum / uincula et angustam centeni Aegaeonis 
umbram?' 
Translations from the Thebaid are from: Joyce J.W. Thebaid: a song of Thebes. Ithaca 2008. 
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the damned that are constrained there. Finally, the throne of Hades is clearly associated with 
Hades’ palace, thereby alluding to the entrance to Elysium.  
 The same dynamics are at play in the dialogue between the Cynic philosopher Menippus 
and his friend Philonides, written by Lucian of Samosata in the second half of the second century 
CE. Once we move beyond the author’s satiric tone, we can recognize the same four infernal 
regions. Menippus, eager to visit the Underworld to ask Tiresias about true philosophy, travels to 
Babylon where a Persian magus, on the banks of the river Euphrates, evokes Hades as if in a 
necromantic ritual. The ‘earth was burst open … almost all was now unveiled to us’. Menippus 
sees three regions ‘the lake, and Phlegethon, and the abode of Pluto’, and after walking with his 
companion through them ‘we reached a great meadow of asphodel’. As in the Thebaid, the lake 
represents the limit between Orcus and the Acherusian Plains, the Phlegethon is the river of 
Tartarus, and the palace of Pluto is the architectonic feature defining the border between the 
‘Acherusian Plains’, as Lucian himself calls them, where Minos sits in judgment, and the 
Elysian Fields represented by the meadow of asphodel, a recurrent literary topos in the depiction 
of the Elysium since Homeric times.
6
  
 Also in the Punica, written by Silius Italicus in the last quarter of the first century CE, 
Scipio, on a quest to meet his newly deceased father and uncle, is instructed by the Sybil about 
the Underworld’s most prominent landmarks, among which are numerous rivers:  
Raging Phlegethon burns the banks with overflowing waters and, resounding with 
a wheezy swirl of flames, rolls along flaming rocks. On the other side, fierce 
Cocytus runs wild with whirlpools of black blood and flows in foaming waves. 
But, the marsh worth of the vows of the high gods and of the king of the gods, 
dreadful in its stream of pitch, Styx mixes the steaming mud into the sulphur.  
Acheron, gloomier that those three, seethes with thick and bloody poison and, 
                                                   
6
 Lucian, Μένιππος ἢ Νεκυομαντεία (Menippus).  
Translation of the Menippus and of all other passages from Lucian, unless otherwise specified are from: Fowler 
H.W., Fowler F.G. Works of Lucian of Samosata. Voll.1-4, Oxford 1905. 
For the meadow of asphodel in the Odyssey see: Odyssey XI.539, 573 and XXIV.14. 
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belching frozen sand with a roar, flows slowly to the marsh through the black 
pools. Cerberus drinks this venom with his many mouths, these are also the drinks 
of Tisiphone, and the black Megaera is thirsty for these, but no swig can limit her 
fury. The farthest of the rivers bursts forth with waters of tears in front of the 





 The Acheron meets and intercepts the Cocytus before it flows into the Styx, thus making visible 
both Orcus and the Acherusian Plains. The Phlegethon encircles Tartarus, while another 
unnamed river of tears, possibly Lethe, flows close to the palace of Hades and Elysium. 
 A few short passages suffice in orienting both the author and his audience in the Roman 
Underworld. Six verses are all Statius needs to describe Mercury’s exit from Hades, and they 
permit the reader to follow the god in a journey whose path is demarcated by few but highly 
recognizable landmarks.
8
 The Styx encircles the Acherusian fields, a geographic detail present 
also in the Aeneid; the ‘fiery torrents’ flow in Tartarus, and the solitary woods extending right 
before the gates to the world of the living constitute the primary element in the landscape 
through which the god walks out of Hades.  
                                                   
7
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.563-578 
… large exundantibus urit / ripas saevus aquis Phlegethon et, turbine anhelo / flammarum resonans, saxosa 
incendia torquet. / parte alia torrens Cocytos sanguinis atri / vorticibus furit et spumanti gurgite fertur. / at, magnis 
semper divis regique deorum / iurari dignata palus, picis horrida rivo, / fumiferum volvit Styx inter sulphura limum. 
tristior his Acheron sanie crassoque veneno / aestuat et, gelidam eructans cum murmure harenam, / descendit nigra 
lentus per stagna palude. / hanc potat saniem non uno Cerberus ore, / haec et Tisiphones sunt pocula, et atra 
Megaera / hanc sitit, at nullo rabies restinguitur haustu. / ultimus erumpit lacrimarum fontibus amnis / ante aulam 
atque aditus et inexorabile limen. 
Translations from the Punica are by the author and they are loosely based on: Duff J.D. Silius Italicus: Punica, 
Vol.2. Loeb Classical Library. Cambridge (Mass.) 1961.  A study of Silius’ Underworld in: Ramaglia (1954). 
 
8
 Statius, Thebaid, II.4-6; 12-14 
nec Zephyri rapuere gradum, sed foeda silentis 
aura poli. Styx inde nouem circumflua campis, 
hinc obiecta uias torrentum incendia claudunt. 
 
tum steriles luci possessaque manibus arua 
et ferrugineum nemus astupet, ipsaque Tellus 
miratur patuisse retro, …  
Not a breeze, but the Silent World’s dank breath quickens his 
pace. On this side, the Styx, flowing round nine fields; on that, 
fiery torrents block him and close off his road. … 
 
Barren woods, and pastures thronged with ghosts, and the grove 
dull and dark— all are astounded; even Earth herself is amazed 
that the way back lies open. 
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 In a longer passage from one of Horace’s Carmina, written in the last quarter of the first 
century BCE, most of Hades’ locations are alluded to by the characters living there: 
I almost saw Proserpina’s dark kingdom and lord Aeacus dispensing judgment 
and the seats assigned the blest and with Aeólic lyre Sappho complaining of the 
girls of Lesbos, and, more richly with your golden plectrum, you Alcaéus, singing 
of your ship stormtossed and ills of war and exile. The shades in reverent silence 
are in wonder at the words of both, but, moving close the crowd prefers to drink 
in tales of battle and of tyrants banished. Why wonder, when bedazzled by those 
songs, one-hundred-headed Cerberus relaxes his black ears and serpents twined 
in hair of Furies find refreshment? Yes, even Pelops’s father and Prometheus to 
the lovely sound distract their suffering and Oríon does not care to harry lions or 
shy lynxes.9 
 
 Proserpina, Sappho, and Aeacus are located in the Elysium, Tantalus, Prometheus, and Orion in 
Tartarus, and the anonymous crowd of souls in the Acherusian Plains. These few examples 
clearly demonstrate how some selected and recurrent natural or architectonic features, such as 
gates, palaces, rivers, and woods come to define the whole infernal landscape. They become 
primary and essential landmarks without which Romans could not conjure Hades, nor could they 
follow the trail through its topography. 
 The four regions of Hades and their most prominent features following Aeneas’s trip as 
described by Virgil in the Sixth Book of the Aeneid, ca. 19 BCE, can be considered as the ‘ideal’ 
trip to the Underworld, mainly because of its completeness and of Virgil’s authority.
10
 The 
                                                   
9
 Horace, Carmina, II.13.21-40 
Quam paene furuae regna Proserpinae / et iudicantem uidimus Aeacum / sedesque discriptas piorum et / Aeoliis 
fidibus querentem / Sappho puellis de popularibus / et te sonantem plenius aureo, / Alcaee, plectro dura nauis, / 
dura fugae mala, dura belli. / Vtrumque sacro digna silentio / mirantur umbrae dicere, sed magis / pugnas et 
exactos tyrannos / densum umeris bibit aure uolgus. / Quid mirum, ubi illis carminibus stupens / demittit atras belua 
centiceps / auris et intorti capillis / Eumenidum recreantur angues? / Quin et Prometheus et Pelopis parens / dulci 
laborum decipitur sono / nec curat Orion leones / aut timidos agitare lyncas.  
Translations of the Carmina are from: The Odes of Horace. Transl. J.H. Kaimowitz, R. Ancona, Baltimore 2008. 
On Horace’s conception of the Underworld see Sullivan (1942), and, more recently, Setaioli (1995). 
 
10
 Scholars tend to limit their investigation to the work of Virgil, making of Aeneas’ journey to the Underworld the 
‘canon’ on which most of the discussion on the subject is based. This approach has generally relegated the works of 
other contemporaneous writers almost exclusively to philological investigations, as in the articles of Curran (1968) 
or of Carbone (1977). 
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number, complexity, and cohesiveness of the details, describing both the natural and 
architectonic elements and the infernal inhabitants, create a coherent and inclusive picture of the 
overall layout of the Underworld.
11
 While employing the descriptive techniques earlier 
consolidated in the Eclogues, in the Aeneid Virgil depicts Hades as a self-contained space mostly 
by means of perspectival illusions. By constantly moving the focus of his descriptions from the 
foreground to the background, Virgil places his characters in a definite spatial relationship to the 
surroundings, thereby creating the impression of a landscape unfolding on successive planes.
12
 
The sequences based on the illusion of depth are often combined with others where the 
constituting scenes are spread out in succession along the path traversed by the hero, similar to a 
horizontally composed frieze. The absence of an ordered perspective enhances the fantastic 
nature of the world described. These ‘horizontal’ sequences are not as random as they might 
appear: rather, they are constructed to guide the reader through a series of associative leaps in 
space that ultimately reveal the author’s underpinning representational logic.
13
 Interestingly, it is 
through the combination of these two techniques that we perceive the infernal landscape both as 
existing outside our realm of interaction and generally outside the realm of nature, and, at the 
same time, as an actual space where the protagonist actively interacts with the inhabitants and the 
landscape. The otherworldly nature of the landscape is further enhanced by the deliberate 
vagueness of the description, as argued by Richard Jenkyns.
14
 The vividness of the details is 
entrusted to the power of evocation rather than to mechanical descriptions, so that Virgil evokes 
                                                   
11
 I strongly disagree with Tracy’s argument that Virgil does not offer any topographical description of the Descent 
and that the Underworld is described solely by using ‘a montage of abstract figures who people the way down’: 
Tracy (1954), 140. 
 
12
 For the use of such techniques in the Eclogues see Leach (1974), 108-109. 
 
13
 Poetry of associations in Turchi (2004), 55. 
 
14
 Jenkyns (1998), 448 and 456. 
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a state of mind, a territory lying between the experience of the senses and the experience of the 
mind. This Virgilian ‘telescoped’ style, a term coined by Emily Gowers, reveals and at the same 
time conceals the actual nature of Hades, creating alternating glimpses of the infernal regions 
and blocked vistas that effectively keep both Aeneas and Virgil’s audience from being able to 





 Dating from the beginning of the fourth century BCE to the second century CE, twenty-one 
golden sheets discovered in burials in Crete, Thessaly, and Magna Graecia were found placed on 
the bodies of the deceased, often by their mouths or on the necks. On the lamellae, several lines 
of inscribed Greek text functioned as instructions to guide the soul of the deceased in its journey 
through Orcus, attesting to the existence of a mystery cult involving groups of initiated, possibly 
associated with Orphism or the Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter and Persephone.
16
 While we 
cannot speculate on the extent of the diffusion of this set of beliefs in the Roman Empire, at least 
one lamina, now in the British Museum and dated to the second century CE, was found in Rome, 
in the burial of Cecilia Secundina on the Via Ostiense.
17
 The lamella per se has only few lines of 
text that are undoubtedly based on a set of stereotyped messages reaching back to the earliest 
evidence of the cult. 
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 Gowers (2005), 176. 
 
16
 For an analysis of the relations between the lamellae and the chthonic cults see: Pugliese Carratelli (2001), 17-25. 
 
17
 Tablet from Rome: 
She comes from among the pure, pure, queen of the subterranean beings,  
Eucles and Eubouleus, son of Zeus. Accept, therefore,  
this gift of Mnemosyne, celebrated by men.  
“Come, Caecilia Secundina, legitimately transformed into a goddess”. 
Translation from: Bernabé A., Jiménez San Cristóbal A.I. eds. Instructions for the Netherworld: The Orphic Gold 
Tablets. Boston 2008, 133. 
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 It is commonly argued that the gold tablets provided the deceased with detailed 
instructions for the trip to Hades. On the contrary, I believe that they are specifically directing 
the initiated on how to travel through Orcus. The difference is not trivial: as the first region 
encountered by any creature or soul traveling to the Underworld, Orcus constitutes a bridge 
between the worlds of the living and of the dead, and it is mainly characterized by its nature as a 
zone of transition. Modern scholarship fails to recognize this area as a proper and autonomous 
region of the Underworld, or dismisses it as a negligible feature in Hades’ larger layout. 
However, as both the gold tablets and the majority of the Roman sources attest, Orcus was 
perceived and portrayed as a self-contained region marked by clear borders; its very noun refers 
to a chthonic divinity still inadequately understood, and it is used exclusively to identify the 
Vestibule and never associated with other areas in the Underworld. The heroes on a mission pass 
through Orcus to reach the souls they are meant to encounter, while the newly dead strive to 
leave it to get to their final, eternal destination. In the evident anxiety of the souls massed by the 
Styx’s shores and struggling to board Charon’s ferry, we perceive the Roman need for self 
identification, public recognition, and social membership. Ironically, it seems as if Romans 
found it more acceptable and proper to be assigned, as sinners, to Tartarus and suffer eternal 
punishment, rather than to linger indefinitely in Orcus, in a suspended state without belonging to 
any category or class of souls. 
 The texts inscribed on the tablets depict a quite clear image of this region, whose breadth 
of details finds close correspondences in later Roman sources. Like any other unknown territory 
through which people traveled in life, Orcus required visual or written tools (maps or itineraries) 
to help the souls to find their way. Indeed, in this first part of the journey the dead travel alone 
without guidance: deprived of the instructions contained in the tablets, the soul is left to find the 
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way on its own. However, after the chthonic judges reach a verdict, each spirit is assigned to a 
group of similarly judged souls and sent to a specific area in one of the regions of Hades where 
they must remain forever. Therefore, details in the tablets on how to reach Tartarus or Elysium 
would be irrelevant, since the souls would arrive in groups along a single and clearly marked 
path without any chance of delay or detour. On the other hand, all the information obtained 
before death on how to reach Minos during the first solitary leg of the trip would have expedited 
the final judgment and shortened the time each soul had to hang around in Orcus awaiting its 
disposition and the determination of its final destination. 
This is the work of Mnemosyne. When he is on the point of dying 
toward the well-built abode of Hades, on the right there is a fountain 
 and near it, erect, a white cypress tree.  
There the souls, when they go down, refresh themselves. 
 Don’t come anywhere near this fountain!  
But further on you will find, from the lake of Mnemosyne,  
water freshly flowing. On its banks there are guardians.  
They will ask you, with sagacious discernment, 
 why you are investigating the darkness of gloomy Hades.  
Say: “I am the son of Earth and starry Heaven;  
I am dry with thirst and dying. Give me, then, right away,  
fresh water to drink from the lake of Mnemosyne”.  
And to be sure, they will consult with the subterranean queen,  
and they will give you water to drink from the lake of Mnemosyne, 
So that, once you have drunk, you too will go along the sacred way 
by which the other mystai and bacchoi advance, glorious.18 
 
The lamella depicts a landscape of water and trees mostly covered in darkness. The deceased 
walks on a sloping path that becomes a larger ‘sacred way’ after passing through the entrance 
gates. The ‘House of Hades’ (that will become ‘domos Ditis uacuas’ in the Aeneid) and a spring 
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 Tablet from Hipponion (c. 400 B.C.), Museo Archeologico Statale di Vibo. Bernabé, Jiménez San Cristóbal 
(2008), translation: 10, commentary: 12-59. 
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with a white cypress to their right are the first features the souls walk into.
19
 Further along, a lake 
named Mnemosyne and a group of guardians grant access to a way leading to the final abodes. 
All the elements at play, the darkness, the houses, the waters, the tree, and the guardians 
constitute also the main features in the depiction of the Roman Orcus. At the very beginning of 
the first century CE Ovid in just four verses, while describing the descent of Juno to the 
Underworld to summon the Furies, creates a landscape shrouded in silence, its main features 
being a sloping path, trees, and waters.
20
 Also Lucian’s description of the Vestibule shows 
interesting similarities with the texts of the lamellae. The references to the guardians, the Lake, 
and the river of forgetfulness seem to derive from the same cultural and religious repertoire.
21
 
Nonetheless, the Roman Orcus also manifests distinctive aspects which derive from an 
autochthonous tradition. The opening onto the world of the living with a series of hidden 
accesses, the ending by the banks of the Styx, and the numerous gates spread along the way that 
are always depicted as opened and mostly unguarded, all together constitute elements of 
development independent from earlier Greek sources. The open gates contribute in creating an 
image of Orcus as an easily traversable area, with one single path leading all the way through the 
desolation, emptiness, silence, and solitude characterizing the region. The living cannot stray 
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 Lamella of Hipponion, of Pharsalos, of Entella, of Mylopotamos, of Tessalia, and four from Eleutherna. The 
spring to the left is in the tablet from Petelia. 
 
20
 Ovid, Metamorphoses, IV.432-436 
Est via declivis funesta nubila taxo: 
ducit ad infernas per muta silentia sedes; 
Styx nebulas exhalat iners, umbraeque recentes 
descendunt illac simulacraque functa sepulcris: 
There is a downward path, gloomy with fatal yew trees: it 
leads through dumb silence to the infernal regions. The 
sluggish Styx exhales vapor, and, by that way, the shadows of 
the newly dead descend, entombed with full rites. 
Translations for the Metamorphoses are from the author and loosely based Miller F.J., Goold J.P. Ovid 
Metamorphoses Books I-VIII. Loeb Classical Library no.42, London 1921. 
 
21
 Lucian, Περὶ Πένθους (On Mourning), IV 
At the very beginning of the descent is a gate of adamant: here Aeacus, a nephew of the king, stands on guard. By 
his side is a three-headed dog, a grim brute; to new arrivals, however, he is friendly enough, reserving his bark, and 
the yawning horror of his jaws, for the would-be runaway. On the inner shore of the lake is a meadow, wherein 
grows asphodel; here, too, is the fountain that makes war on memory, and is hence called Lethe. 
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from such a path: they walk in a landscape of woods and rivers, hardly visible because of the 
denseness of the trees and the almost complete darkness. As for the dead, Roman authors do not 
provide us with descriptions on the nature, length, or trajectory of the itinerary from the tomb to 
the Styx, mostly because their texts adopt the perspective of a still living hero. However, we can 
assume that at least part of Roman society imagined the travel of the dead souls in Orcus 
following the way described in the various gold tablets, laid on their bodies. 
 
The Entrance 
 Differently from the early Greek tradition, where in order to reach the Underworld heroes 
had to travel to the furthest western or eastern lands or even beyond the Ocean, Romans believed 
that the entrances to Hades were located in reachable if secluded and hidden areas scattered 
throughout their oikoumene.22 These accesses are described in stereotyped topographical and 
geographical details: open in remote mountainous peaks or on top of high and rocky cliffs, they 
are usually placed in the back of deep caves. 
There’s a place in Italy, at the foot of high mountains, 
famous, and mentioned by tradition, in many lands, 
the valley of Amsanctus: woods thick with leaves hem it in, 
darkly, on both sides, and in the centre a roaring torrent 
makes the rocks echo, and coils in whirlpools. 
There a fearful cavern, a breathing-hole for cruel Dis, 
is shown, and a vast abyss, out of which Acheron bursts, 
holds open its baleful jaws, into which the Fury,  
that hated goddess, plunged, freeing earth and sky.23 
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 See, for example, Odyssey X.503-512. An overview on the location of the entrances to the Greek Underworld in 
Cohen (2007), 318-321. 
 
23
 Virgil, Aeneid, VII.563-571 
est locus Italiae medio sub montibus altis, / nobilis et fama multis memoratus in oris, / Amsancti ualles; densis hunc 
frondibus atrum / urget utrimque latus nemoris, medioque fragosus / dat sonitum saxis et torto uertice torrens. / hic 
specus horrendum et saeui spiracula Ditis / monstrantur, ruptoque ingens Acheronte uorago / pestiferas aperit 
fauces, quis condita Erinys. / inuisum numen, terras caelumque leuabat. 
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As we can see in this passage from the Aeneid, the caves are protected from human sight by 
lakes and woods surrounding them and making them inaccessible. The entrances are not 
described as actual gates or doors with thresholds or panels, but as wide openings into the caves 
often identified as Orcus’ open jaws. Orcus itself is envisioned in a quasi-human form, the 
immense mouth swallowing up, in an eternal hunger for human souls, those daring to approach 
it. Orcus’ open mouth does not grant immediate access to the recessed regions of Hades; rather it 
constitutes the antechamber to the Vestibule of the first region of the Underworld. The openings 
on Earth are limited to the initiated humans and to the chthonic divinities crossing between the 
two worlds. No deceased is allowed through, either during the first trip to reach the final resting 
place, or for the yearly festivities to the dead, such as the Lemuria or Parentalia, when the 
borders between the two worlds become ephemeral. The only instance when spirits appear 
through these openings is when expressly called forward by acts of necromancy. For example, in 
a passage from Lucan’s Pharsalia, written soon before his death in 65 CE, Erichtho invokes the 
soul of a dead soldier to elicit a prophecy from him. In the poem, the witch affirms that the spirit 
can exit from that gateway only because of its recent death: indeed, the soul has not yet reached 
its final destination and it is still waiting for the judgment by Orcus’ Vestibule.
24
 
 In Roman literature, the most famous entrance to Orcus opens on Italian soil, inside the 
‘Spelunca’, a cave near the ancient site of Cumae (fig.18). In the Aeneid, Aeneas meets the Sybil 
at the entrance of this cave partially hidden by the woods that surround the shores of Lake 
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 Lucan, Pharsalia, VI.712-715 
non in Tartareo latitantem poscimus antro 
adsuetamque diu tenebris, modo luce fugata 
descendentem animam; primo pallentis hiatu 
haeret adhuc Orci, …  
We are not requesting a soul hiding in the Tartarian cave 
and long used to the darkness, but for a descending soul that 
has just abandoned the light, still standing by the shabby 
opening of Orcus, …  
All translations from the Pharsalia are by the author. 
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Avernus. After a sacrifice of heifers and lambs the two enter inside the cave to find the opening 
into Orcus. 
A deep cave there was, yawning wide and vast, of jagged rock, and sheltered by 
dark lake and woodland gloom, over which no flying creatures could safely wing 
their way; such a vapour from those black jaws was wafted to the vaulted sky 
whence the Greeks spoke of Avernus, the Birdless Place. … So much she said, and 





The Sybil tells Aeneas that the doors to Hades are always open both during the day and in the 
night. This confirms the belief that once an initiated individual was informed of the cave’s 
location he would have not encountered any additional barrier to his proceeding on the journey.
26
 
It is important to emphasize that the cave where the Sybil give prophecies and the entrance to the 
Underworld are not the same, nor are they in close proximity, as it is proposed by some modern 
scholars.
27
 Indeed, while the Sybil’s cave is located on the slopes of the Cumean promontory, the 
                                                   
25
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI,  237-241; 262 
spelunca alta fuit uastoque immanis hiatus, / scrupea, tuta lacu nigro nemorumque tenebris, / quam super haud 
ullae poterant impune uolantes / tendere iter pennis: talis sese halitus atris / faucibus effundens supera ad conuexa 
ferebat. …  /…  Tantum effata furens antro se immisit aperto 
All translations of the Aeneid are from: Goold G.P., Rushton Fairclough H.  Eclogues, Georgics, Aeneid: Books 1-6. 
Loeb Classical Library, 1916.  
The author’s adaptations to the English translation are signaled in the footnotes by use of the Italic font, and when 
presented in the main body of the text, by the use of an Underline font. 
In the study of the sixth book of the Aeneid the following commentaries have been used: Butler (1920), Austin 
(1977), and Maclennan (2003). 
A thorough study of the geography of the Lacus Avernus, Cumae, and the Cumean region in Della Corte (1972), 
103-119 and Schoder (1972), 97-109. 
 
26
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI, 126-127 
facilis descensus Auerno: 
noctes atque dies patet atri ianua Ditis; 
easy is the descent to Avernus: night and day the door of gloomy 
Dis stands open; 
 
27
 Archaeologists and historians have been searching in vain for this cave in the area of the modern Lake Avernus, as 
attested also by Austin’s commentary (see page 108). The common tendency to look for evidence proving the close 
correlation between Virgil’s words and the actual landscape, as in Clark (1977), 482-495, or in Monti (1991), 39-59 
and again in Monti (1994), 19-34, has been so far unsurprisingly unsuccessful. In Butler (1920), 134 it is suggested 
that the so-called Grotta della Sibilla on the south shores of Lake Avernus was indeed the location chosen by Virgil 
to set his story. However, recent studies on the transformations of the tunnel from the Late Republican period to the 
fifteen century seem to exclude this possibility, see: Clark (1996b). On the possible modern location of the entrance 
to the Underworld, see: Clark (1991), 63-64 and 67-68. On the longevity of Virgil’s passage well into the sixth 
century CE see: Clark (1996a). 
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entrance to the Underworld lies down by the lake’s shores.
28
 The same cave is described by 




 Virgil suggests the presence of additional and alternative openings into Orcus. In the 
Seventh Book of the Aeneid the Fury Allecto, after having instigated the war between the 
Trojans and the Latins, returns to Hades. In this instance, she enters through the ‘Spiracula Ditis’ 
situated close to the Amsanctus Valley, in the current district of Campania and not far away from 
Cumae.
30
 The cave can be placed somewhere in the vicinity of the modern village of Ariano 
Irpino, originally a Samnite town, still characterized today by the presence, as in Cumae, of a 
volcanic lake known as the ‘Sorgente Mefitica’.31 One cannot ascertain if the ancient reader 
would have identified this opening as restricted to chthonian divinities, like Allecto, and 
therefore prohibited to humans, as it seems from the reading of Virgil’s passage. If so, it is 
possible to postulate the existence of different accesses to the Underworld (according to the 
nature of the visitor: human, divine, and spirit) which shared comparable topographic and 
geographic characteristics such as dark woods, waters, whirlpools, and lakes, all natural elements 
meant to guard the rocky open jaws leading into Hades. 
                                                   
28
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI. 42-44 
Excisum Euboicae latus ingens rupis in antrum, 
quo lati ducunt aditus centum, ostia centum, 
unde ruunt totidem uoces, responsa Sibyllae. 
The huge side of the Euboean rock is hew into a cavern, into 
which lead a hundred wide mouths, a hundred gateways, from 
which rush as many voices, the answers of the Sibyl. 
 
29
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.421-423 
consurgit stratis pergitque ad turbida portae 
ostia Tartareae, penitus quis abdita uates 
promissa implerat Stygioque sedebat in antro. 
he rose from his bed and went to the stormy entrance of the gate 
to Tartarus, where the priestess, faithful to her word, was sitting 
in the deep recess of the Stygian grotto. 
 
30
 Virgil, Aeneid, VII.563-571. See supra, footnote 22. 
 
31
 Interestingly, the Italian term ‘mefitico’ derives from the Oscan name ‘Mefitis’, a divinity, associated to volcanic 
water springs, with powers of interceding between the world of the living and that of the dead, proving the existence 
of a long-lasting tradition in the association of this location with an opening into the Underworld. 
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 Virgil introduces in his Fourth Book of the Georgics, ca. 29 BCE, another gateway to 
Orcus located at the Cape Taenarus, or Cape Matapan, in the Laconian region of the 
Peloponnese.  
He risked even the gorge of Taenarus, the towering portals of the Underworld, 
and the abode spirits where darkness realms like a dismal fog; there he passed 
through to approach the shades and their scaresome lord, those hearts that don’t 
know how to be swayed by human pleas for prayers. But, unsettled by his singing, 
from the nether reach of Hell, came insubstantial phantoms,…32 
 
 
In a dialogue between Aristaeus and Proteus, Virgil narrates the story of Orpheus and Eurydice, 
and Orpheus’ attempt to rescue his wife from Hades. The entrance to Orcus, though not 
described in great detail, is once more depicted as a deep narrow passage with steep rocky sides 
protected, in this case, by darkness and fog. Cape Taenarus often appears in other Roman 
writers’ works. Seneca, writing in the middle of the first century CE, places one of the entrances 
to the Underworld there. In the Hercules Furens, Theseus recounts to Amphitryon his and 
Heracles’ trip to the Underworld.
 
 
The Spartan land uplifts a famous peak where Taenarus with its dense forests 
presses upon the sea. Here the home of hateful Pluto unbars its mouth; a high 
cliff cracks asunder, and a huge chasm, a bottomless abyss, spreads its vast jaws 
wide and opens for all peoples a broad path. Not in utter darkness does the way 
first begin; a slender gleam of the light left behind and a doubtful glow as of the 
sun in eclipse falls there and cheats the vision. Such light the day mingled with 
night is wont to give, at early dawn or at late twilight.33 
                                                   
32
 Virgil, Georgics, IV.467-472 
Taenarias etiam fauces, alta ostia Ditis, / et caligantem nigra formidine lucum / ingressus manesque adiit regemque 
tremendum / nesciaque humanis precibus mansuescere corda. / At cantu commotae Erebi de sedibus imis / umbrae 
ibant tenues … 




 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 662-672 
Spartana tellus nobile attollit iugum, / densis ubi aequor Taenarus silvis premit; / hie ora solvit Ditis invisi domus / 
hiatque rupes alta et immense specu / ingens vorago faucibus vastis patet / latumque pandit omnibus populis iter. / 
non caeca tenebris incipit primo via; / tenuis relictae lucis a tergo nitor / fulgorque dubius solis adflicti cadit / et 
ludit aciem. Nocte sic mixta solet / praebere lumen primus aut serus dies. 
All translations from Senecan tragedies are adapted versions of: Miller F.J. Seneca’s Tragedies, Vol.1. Loeb 
Classical Library, London 1953. 
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 The landscape is already familiar: the entrance to Orcus is again described as an open mouth 
located in a cave on a high cliff partially hidden by dense woods, and the furious waters of the 
sea protect it. In the Hercules Oetaeus, Seneca imagines Orpheus using the same entrance as the 
starting point to his journey to rescue Eurydice.
34
 Cape Taenarus also reappears in Statius’ 
Thebaid, where it is described as the exit through which Mercury brings out the shade of Laius in 
fulfillment of Jove’s command.
35
 
 The same entrance is utilized also in the Metamorphoses of Apuleius, ca.150-175 CE, to 
narrate the journey and misadventures of Lucius, a man from Madaurus transformed into an ass 
by an incantation. On a journey to regain his human form, Lucius encounters a series of 
characters who tell him various stories, among which is the love and marriage of Cupid and 
Psyche. In the Sixth Book, Psyche is forced by an angered Venus to go to the Underworld to 
retrieve a box containing some of Persephone’s beauty, the eternal sleep (VI.16.2-5). Thinking 
suicide to be the only way to get to Hades, Psyche climbs on top of a tower to throw herself off 
it. Before she can carry out her intent, the tower starts magically speaking, giving her directions 
on how to accomplish the mission. As in the Punica, where we learn of Hades’ topography not 
                                                                                                                                                                    
A study of the vegetation in Seneca’s Underworld in: Maggiulli (2007), chapter III, 54-66. 
34
 Seneca, Hercules Oetaeus, 1061. 
 
35
 Statius, Thebaid, II.32-40; 48-50. 
est locus (Inachiae dixerunt Taenara gentes) 
qua formidatum Maleae spumantis in auras 
it caput et nullos admittit culmine uisus. 
stat sublimis apex uentosque imbresque serenus 
despicit et tantum fessis insiditur astris. 
[illic exhausti posuere cubilia uenti, 
fulminibusque iter est; medium caua nubila montis 
insumpsere latus, summos nec praepetis alae 
plausus adit colles, nec rauca tonitrua pulsant.] 
 
hoc, ut fama, loco pallentes deuius umbras 
trames agit nigrique Iouis uacua atria ditat 
mortibus. …  
There’s a place— Inachian tribesmen call it Taenaros— where 
foaming Malea’s muchdreaded headland rises up in air, 
granting never a glimpse of its topmost point. The soaring 
peak looks down, serene, on wind and rain, and off ers a 
resting place only to weary stars. Here, exhausted winds have 
arranged their sleeping quarters and lightning bolts beat a 
path. Hollow clouds have claimed the mountain’s midsection. 
No bird on the wing reaches this highest of hilltops, no 
booming thunder pounds it. 
 
Now here, so rumor has it, a secret path conducts pallid 
shades below to enrich Black Jove’s echoing halls with dead. 
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from Scipio’s journey but from the words of the Sybil before it, in the Metamorphoses we are not 
following Psyche in her trip, rather we catch a glimpse of Hades through the tower’s instructions 
on how to get there, pass through it, and come back alive. We are not privy to what Psyche really 
sees in Hades once she travels there, but to the tower’s mental image.
36
 When instructed about 
the entrance to Orcus, Psyche is told to look for a ‘spiraculum’, once again an open mouth that is 
hidden away in the countryside near Cape Taenarus.
37
 Other writers, like Pausanias, not dealing 
with mythological stories but with dispassionate geographic and ethnographic accounts, confirm 
the widespread knowledge of the existence of an entrance to Hades at the Peloponnesian 
promontory, even if casting doubts on the validity of the tradition.
38
 
 In the Pharsalia, Lucan describes the witch Erichtho reviving the soul of a dead soldier 
inside a cave in Thessaly at the request of Pompey’s son Sextus who is looking for a prophecy on 
the outcome of the war against Caesar. The cave connects Earth with the Underworld, and it 
opens on the side of a rocky mountain hidden from sight by a dense wood and a tall tree casting a 
                                                   
36
 In this sense, there are some difficulties in accepting Finkelpearl’s reading of this episode as a mirror image of 
Aeneas’ journey, especially when he argues that the narration is the result of Apuleius’ conscious and deliberate 
allusion to Virgil. Considering the very different approach to the narration of the story, and the differences in the 
infernal images created by the two authors, I would rather argue that they are both, and independently, basing the 
narrative onto a common background of shared information on the geographic nature of the Underworld. See: 
Finkelpearl (1990), 334-336. 
 
37
 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.18.1-2 
Lacedaemo Achaiae nobilis civitas non longe sita est: 
huius conterminam deviis abditam locis quaere 
Taenarum. Inibi spiraculum Ditis … 
Not far from here is Sparta, a famous city of Greece. Near 
to it, hidden in a trackless countryside, you must find 
Taenarum. There is to be seen the breathing-hole of Ditis,  
Translations of all passages from the Metamorphoses are from: Kenney E.J. ed. Apuleius. Cupid and Psyche. 
Cambridge University Press 1990. 
 
38
 Pausanias, Description of Greece, III.25.5: Some of the Greek poets state that Heracles brought up the hound of 
Hades here, though there is no road that leads underground through the cave, and it is not easy to believe that the 
gods possess any underground dwelling where the souls collect. But Hecataeus of Miletus gave a plausible 
explanation, stating that a terrible serpent lived on Taenarum, and was called the hound of Hades, because any one 
bitten was bound to die of the poison at once, and it was this snake, he said, that was brought by Heracles to 
Eurystheus 
All translations for Pausanias are from Jones W.H.S., Litt. D. ,Ormerod H.A. Pausanias. Pausanias Description of 
Greece. Cambridge, MA, 1918. 
On the entrances to the Underworld and the Oracles of the dead see: Ustinova (2009), 68-89. 
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deep shade right at its entrance.
 39
 The unusual location of Thessaly is probably dictated by the 
storyline: Lucan sets Sextus up to receive a prophecy foretelling his defeat in a battle that will 
take place the following morning; therefore he needed to invent an entrance into Hades that was 
closer to the battlefield. This entrance mimics the geographic and topographic clichés recurrent 
in the descriptions of the entrance located in the Peloponnese. Still, Lucan needs to justify his 
invention by stating that the entrance in Thessaly is only a secondary opening into the 
Underworld created ex abrupto by the magical powers of Erichtho, while the primary and 
‘original’ gateway is still that at the Taenarus Cape.
40
 
 Ovid places another entrance to Orcus in Scythia, on the Northern shores of the Black 
Sea. More than an entrance the opening is described as an exit used by Hercules to drag 
Cerberus, the infernal dog, out of Hades to fulfill one of his twelve labors. Once again, it seems 
that the storyline, Medea conjuring dark magic to prepare a poison for Theseus, influences the 
location of the cave, the mythological antecedents adding to the credibility of the otherwise 
previously unknown infernal location.
41
 
                                                   
39
 Lucan, Pharsalia, VI.642-645 
haud procul a Ditis caecis depressa cauernis 
in praeceps subsedit humus, quam pallida pronis 
urguet silua comis et nullo uertice caelum 
suspiciens Phoebo non peruia taxus opacat. 
Not far form the dark caves of the depths of Ditis 
the land sinks headlong; an ashen wood encloses it with its 
bending fronds and an impenetrable yew casts shade over the 
sun at its apex. 
 
40
 Lucan, Pharsalia, VI.648-653 
non Taenariis sic faucibus aer 
sedit iners, maestum mundi confine latentis 
ac nostri, quo non metuant admittere manes 
Tartarei reges. 
Not this way the sluggish air hangs by the Taenerian jaws, 
where is hidden the border between the gloomy world and ours, 
through which the nether kings do not dread to let the dead go. 
A complete and recent study on book VI in Danese (1992), especially pages 232-242 where the whole episode of 
necromancy is examined in detail. 
 
41
 Ovid, Metamorphoses, VII.409-413 
… specus est tenebroso caecus hiatu, 
est via declivis, per quam Tirynthius heros 
restantem contraque diem radiosque micantes 
obliquantem oculos nexis adamante catenis 
Cerberon abstraxit,. … 
There is a dark cavern with a gaping mouth, and a path into the 
depths, up which Hercules, hero of Tiryns, dragged the dog, tied 
with steel chains, resisting and twisting its eyes away from the 
daylight and the shining rays. 
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 Other gates to Hades are described in the literature of the Roman Empire. For example, in 
the work of Pausanias on Greece, we read of such openings in Attica at Eleusis,
42
 in the 
Peloponnese at Lerna, Troezen, and Corinth (Hermione),
43
 and at Mount Laphystius in Beothia.
44
 
The existence in the sources of all these different entryways to Orcus should not be read as a sign 
of contradiction or of the presence of different cultural or religious traditions. On the contrary, 
the different authors introduce similar topographic and geographic characteristics and the 
location of the entrances, all in the geographic zone of the oikoumene, supports the theory, 
presented in Chapter Two, that Hades extended directly below the cities and the countryside of 





                                                   
42
 Eleusi: Pausanias, Description of Greece, I.38.5: At Eleusis flows a Cephisus which is more violent than the 
Cephisus I mentioned above, and by the side of it is the place they call Erineus, saying that Pluto descended there to 
the lower world after carrying off the Maid. 
 
43
 Lerna: II.36.7: On returning to the straight road, you will cross the Erasinus and reach the river Cheimarrus. 
Near it is a circuit of stones, and they say that Pluto, after carrying off, according to the story, Core, the daughter of 
Demeter, descended here to his fabled kingdom underground. Lerna is, I have already stated, by the sea, and here 
they celebrate mysteries in honor of Lernaean Demeter. 
 
Troezen: II.31.2: In this temple are altars to the gods said to rule under the earth. It is here that they say Semele was 
brought out of Hell by Dionysus, and that Heracles dragged up the Hound of Hell.  But I cannot bring myself to 
believe even that Semele died at all, seeing that she was the wife of Zeus; while, as for the so-called Hound of Hell, I 
will give my views in another place. 
 
Hermione: II.35.10: Beside this temple is another; it is of Ares, and has an image of the god, while to the right of the 
sanctuary of Chthonia is a portico, called by the natives the Portico of Echo. It is such that if a man speaks it 
reverberates at least three times. Behind the temple of Chthonia are three places which the Hermionians call that of 
Clymenus, that of Pluto, and the Acherusian Lake. All are surrounded by fences of stones, while in the place of 
Clymenus there is also a chasm in the earth. Through this, according to the legend of the Hermionians, Heracles 
brought up the Hound of Hell. 
 
44
 Pausanias, Description of Greece, IX.34.5: The distance from Coroneia to Mount Laphystius and the precinct of 
Laphystian Zeus is about twenty stades. … Here, say the Boeotians, Heracles ascended with the hound of Hades. On 
the way down from Mount Laphystius to the sanctuary of Itonian Athena is the river Phalarus, which runs into the 
Cephisian lake. 
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 The Path to the Vestibule 
 Roman written sources usually describe the Underworld as located in the depths of the 
Earth rather than in the lower hemisphere, beyond the Ocean, or even in the sky.
45
 The path, 
originating from wide openings located at the back of the described caves, and sloping 
progressively downward, directs Aeneas to the Styx’s shores through Orcus’ Gates, an 
architectural barrier dividing the trail into two distinctive halves. While the first half of the trail 
runs straight but mostly in darkness, the second half is more tortuous and wanders through 
woods and waters, a clear change in the landscape that signifies what is outside the gate and what 
spreads inside it.  
 Once Aeneas and the Sybil start walking on the straight path stretching from inside the 
Cumean cave, they notice that the sun, dawning on Earth, has vanished, and only a dim light 
allows them to see the shades of the objects they run into. ‘Empty dwellings’ flank the path to 
Orcus’ gates (fig.18).
46
 It is difficult to interpret what Virgil meant by using the adjective vacuas: 
are these houses empty of people or of furniture, or are they open and accessible to the 
passerby?
47
 Assuming that the houses are presently uninhabited, what people or spirits could be 
                                                   
45
 Virgil, Aeneid VI.267 
Pandere res alta terra et caligine mersas. Unfold secrets buried in the depths and darkness of the earth 
 
Cumont has argued that the Roman Underworld is located somewhere in the lower hemisphere and not below the 
Earth’s surface. However, when looking at the Greek and Roman division of the inhabited lands into four 
oikumenai, two of which located in the lower hemisphere (see Chapter Two, 21-23), it becomes clear that the 
Cumont’s argument is not supported by definite evidence and therefore it is not convincing. See: Cumont (1942), 
35-63. More recently, Burgess has studied the Greek katabasis of Odysseus in its vertical and horizontal 
components. By comparing it to the journey of Gilgamesh, he has revisited the trajectories of the imaginary travel 
across the Ocean to reach the openings into the Underworld: Burgess (1999), esp.184-190. While this study is 
stimulating in its implications for the journeys of Greek traditions, it proves once more that there is no correlation 
with the later Roman tradition. 
 
46
 Virgil, Aeneid VI.268-269 
Ibant obscure sola sub nocte per umbram 
perque domos Ditis uacuas et inania regna: 
On they went dimly, beneath the lonely night amid the gloom, 
through the empty dwellings of Dis and his phantom realm: 
 
47
 The translation with ‘open’ is derived from the use of the term in this specific sense by Horace, Epistulae II.2.94: 
vacua Romanis vatibus aedes. On the use of the term vacuus in Virgil see: Thomas (1981), 145. 
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imagined as once living in them? Clearly not the deceased, since this area is not part of the 
chthonic realm, and the dead do not walk on this section of the path to reach Hades. However, 
the empty houses do not belong to the living either, as Virgil, insisting on their otherworldly 
nature, calls them ‘Ditis’ dwellings’. Considering that only the initiated could walk through 
Orcus’ open mouth but were forbidden from stopping or straying from the main road, none of the 
visiting mortals would have been able to gain access to such shelters. If we read ‘vacuas’ as 
empty of objects, we might wonder what use could furniture have had in the antechamber of 
Hades. It is possible that these houses were imagined by the Roman audience as open and 
potentially accessible, as all other infernal regions, except Tartarus, are. Nonetheless, we are 
probably closer to Virgil’s intended meaning when we consider that the adjective’s inherent 
ambiguity corresponds to the deliberate vagueness which characterizes most of the Virgilian 
descriptions of the Underworld, as suggested by Jenkyns.
48
 ‘Vacuas’ does not provide any real 
detailed depiction of the houses; rather, it reinforces the feeling of emptiness and solitude 
permeating the whole surrounding landscape. In drawing the reader’s attention to the natural and 
architectural features comprising the infernal environment, Virgil does not follow with the 
traditional constituent details; rather, he insists exclusively on the blurry outlines, shrouded in a 
dream-like atmosphere which interferes with any possible perception of an actual architectural 
feature, or the vegetation, or fauna. 
 The vast expanses of fields characterizing the Virgilian Orcus, covered in darkness and 
traversed by an unwavering road, are also present in other Latin texts. Horace and Apuleius 
define the path as easy to follow but also as inevitable and unidirectional, as only the road to 
Death can be. Seneca describes a landscape of large fields, scantly visible in the darkness of the 
perennial night, extending widely in the empty and desolate surroundings: 
                                                   
48
 See supra, note no.14. 
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From here ample spaces are spread out in the empty regions, where everyone 
from the human race hastens to. Going it is not toilsome: the road itself leads you 
down. 49 
 
Thus, all authors agree in presenting this first stretch in the road as clouded in a gloom, almost 




 The path that Aeneas and Sybil follow leads them in front of the Vestibule, an open area 
or forecourt facing Orcus’ gates (fig.19). Here, a series of personifications divided into four main 
groups waits for any accidental passerby. 
Just in front of the forecourt, and before the very jaws of Hell, Grief and avenging 
Sorrow have set their bed; there pale Diseases dwell, sad Age, and Fear, and 
Hunger, temptress to sin, and loathly Poverty, shapes terrible to view; and Ruin 
and Misfortune; beyond, Death’s own brother Sleep, and the soul’s Guilty 
Pleasures, and, on the threshold opposite, the death-dealing War, and the Furies’ 
iron beds, and maddening Strife, her snaky locks entwined with bloody ribbons. In 
the midst an elm, shadowy and vast, spreads her boughs and aged arms, the 
whome which, men say, false Dreams hold, clinging under every leaf. And many 
monstrous forms besides of various beasts are stalled at the doors, Centaurs and 
double-shaped Scyllas, and he hundredfold Briareus, and the beast of Lerna, 
                                                   
49
 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 673-675 
hinc ampla vacuis spatia laxantur locis, / in quae omne versum properat humanum genus, / nec ire labor est; ipsa 
deducit via. 
 
Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.18.4 
Iamque confecta bona parte mortiferae viae 
continaberis claudum asinum lignorum gerulum cum 
agasone simili, …  
When you have gone good part of the infernal road you 
will meet a lame donkey loaded with wood with a lame 
driver; … 
 
Horace, Carmina, I.28.15-16 
… Sed omnis una manet nox 
et calcanda semel uia leti. 
… But just one night and road to trod but once await all. 
 
A in-depth study of this ode in Kilpatrick (1968), 201-206. 
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hissing horribly, and the Chimaera armed with flame, Gorgons and Harpies, and 
the shape of the three-bodied shade [Geryon].50 
 
 
Grief, Sorrow, Disease, Age, Fear, Hunger, Poverty, Ruin, and Misfortune, the main causes of 
death, grimly welcome Aeneas in a clearing before the doors. By the gate’s right jamb are Sleep 
and Guilty Pleasure, while War and Strife stand by the left jamb together with the Furies, the 
empty iron beds being the only sign that they reside at this location. A third group, the false 
Dreams, nestles on an elm that spreads its branches by the fauces and near the threshold, and that 
is partially blocking the entrance. The last group stands inside the threshold: the Centaurs, 
Scyllas, Briareus, Lerna, Chimaera, Gorgons, Harpies, and Geryon act as frightening caretakers 
and protect the road that departs from the gates on its way to Orcus’ farthest expanses.
51
 Aeneas 
meets the personifications and monsters one at a time as he progresses towards and through the 
gates; every one of them prepares the hero, in an unsettling crescendo, for the next and more 
terrifying encounter. This carefully studied succession builds up tension, ultimately forcing 
Aeneas to give in to fear and to grasp his sword.
52
 The tension of the scene is craftily achieved 
by the use of adverbs and prepositions: the sequence ante ipsum, tum, in adverso, in medio, 
                                                   
50
 Virgil, Aeneid VI.273-289  
Uestibulum ante ipsum primisque in faucibus Orci / Luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae, / pallentesque habitant 
Morbi tristisque Senectus, / et Metus et malesuada Fames ac turpis Egestas, / terribiles uisu formae, Letumque 
Labosque; / tum consanguineus Leti Sopor et mala mentis / Gaudia, mortiferumque aduerso in limine Bellum, / 
ferreique Eumenidum thalami et Discordia demens / uipereum crinem uittis innexa cruentis. / in medio ramos 
annosaque bracchia pandit / ulmus opaca, ingens, quam sedem Somnia uulgo / uana tenere ferunt, foliisque sub 
omnibus haerent. / multaque praeterea uariarum monstra ferarum, / Centauri in foribus stabulant Scyllaeque 
biformes / et centumgeminus Briareus ac belua Lernae / horrendum stridens, flammisque armata Chimaera, / 
Gorgones Harpyiaeque et forma tricorporis umbrae. 
 
51
 I find problematic the translation of in foribus as ‘stables’ for the Centaurs because it does not reflect the usual 
partition of a house or of a city gate in the early imperial period. According to Clark, this term has to be interpreted 
as the outer door that leads the visitor outside from the opposite direction he has approached the gate from, even if 
he assumes that such door is located at the back of the house (not possible from an architectural perspective, since 
Roman houses did not have a back door): Clark (2001), 115-116. 
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 Virgil, Aeneid VI.290-291 
corripit hic subita trepidus formidine ferrum 
Aeneas strictamque aciem uenientibus offert, 
Here on a sudden, in trembling terror, Aeneas grasps his sword, 
and turns the naked edge against their coming; 
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preterea, and hic allows the events to be arranged according to the surrounding architectural 
setting, and associates each of Aeneas’ encounters with one of the architectural elements 
comprising the forecourt and the gates.
53
 Looking at the scene directly through the eyes of the 
protagonist, Virgil walks the reader on the road which dictates the journey from one group of 
personifications to the other, first approaching the clearance before the doors, then the gate, and 
finally walking through it. 
 In the Punica, the Hercules Furens, and, at the very end of the fourth century CE, in 
Claudian’s In Rufinum the depictions of the Vestibule follow similar formats. In these three texts, 
the spatial organization of the scene and the number and typology of characters stationed by the 
gates are either identical or analogous to what is described in the Aeneid. In the Punica, even 
though the Vestibule is moved from the antechamber of Orcus to that of Hades’ palace to 
accommodate Silius Italicus’ theory of the ten gates opening into the Underworld,
54
 the 
arrangement of the groups of monsters and personifications is very similar to that of the Aeneid. 
Nine of the personifications (in bold in the Latin texts below) correspond to those mentioned by 
Virgil, and the prominent placing of the gates and of a yew tree in the forecourt creates a 
comparably complex scenography functioning as an architectural and natural backdrop to the 
whole scene.  
What a crowd, all monsters encamped in the vestibule, keeps watch and frightens 
the dead with mingled roars. Consuming Grief and Leanness, waiting upon sore 
disease, and Mourning feeding on tears, and bloodless Pallor and Sorrow and 
Treachery and on this side querulous Age, and on that side Jealousy stranglin 
with both hands its troath, and, Poverty, foul plague prone to crime, and Error, 
with staggering pace and Strife, enjoying to mingling the sea with the sky. 
Briareus sits by the gates of Ditis used to open them with his hundred hands, and 
the Sphinx, the maiden mouth stained in blood, and Scylla and the savage 
Centauri and the shades of the Giants. Here Cerberus, his chains broken, 
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 A study of the use of these adverbs as conveyers of spatial location in: Janni (1984), 108. 
 
54
 See below at page 110. 
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wanders in Tartarus, not even Alecto and not Megaera filled with rage dare to 
approach the beast while barking, snapped the thousand chains, it wraps around 
the loins the serpertine tail. To the right, a yew tree spreads the vast foliage and 
the leafy arms, its shoots watered by the waves of the Cocytus. Here ill omened 
birds, vultures feeding on corpses, many owls and screech-owls their feathers 
stained in blood, and Harpies keeps their nests warm and cling in clusters to 
every leaf; the tree  resounding of their screams.55 
 
 
As in the passage from the Aeneid, both the use of adverbs of place (hinc, hic, dextra) and of 
other spatial clues (as atria, ostia Ditis, etc.) set the tone for the narration, the presence of each 
character inextricably dependent on its actual location in space. Also in the Vestibule of the 
Senecan tragedy clusters of personifications are either on the branches of the centrally placed 




 While both Seneca and Silius Italicus wrote their works within a century of the Aeneid, 
Claudianus composed his In Rufinum four centuries later. Nevertheless, Claudian’s Vestibule 
shows interesting similarities with the three earlier ones, and proves that a basic layout for the 
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 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.579-600 
"Quanta cohors, omni stabulante per atria monstro, / excubat et manes permixto murmure terret! / Luctus edax 
Maciesque, malis comes addita morbis, / et Maeror pastus fletu et sine sanguine Pallor / Curaeque lnsidiaeque 
atque hinc queribunda Senectus, / hinc angens utraque manu sua guttura Livor, / et, deforme malum ac sceleri 
proclivis, Egestas / Errorque infido gressu et Discordia gaudens / permiscere fretum caelo. sedet ostia Ditis / 
centenis suetus Briareus recludere palmis / et Sphinx, virgineos rictus infecta cruore, / Scyllaque Centaurique 
truces umbraeque Gigantum. / Cerberus hic ruptis peragrat cum Tartara vinclis / non ipsa Alecto, non feta furore 
Megaera / audet adire ferum, dum fractis mille catenis / viperea latrans circumligat ilia cauda. / " Dextra vasta 
comas nemorosaque brachia fundit / taxus, Cocyti rigua frondosior unda. / hic dirae volucres pastusque cadavere 
vulture / et multus bubo ac sparsis strix sanguine pennis / Harpyiaeque fovent nidos atque omnibus haerent /  
condensae foliis; saevit stridoribus arbor. 
 
56
 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 689-696 
horrent opaca fronde nigrantes comae,  
taxum imminentem qua tenet segnis Sopor  
Famesque maesta tabido rictu iacet 
Pudorque serus conscios vultus tegit.  
Metus Pavorque furvus et frendens Dolor  
aterque Luctus sequitur et Morbus tremens  
et cincta ferro Bella; in extremo abdita 
iners Senectus adiuvat baculo gradum. 
The leaves shudder, black with gloomy  
foliage where sluggish Sleep clings to the overhang-  
ing yew, where sad Hunger lies with wasted jaws, and  
Shame, too late, hides her guilt-burdened face. Dread  
stalks there, gloomy Fear and gnashing Pain, sable  
Grief, tottering Disease and iron-girt War; and last  
Of all slow Age supports his steps upon a staff. 
A study of the Virgilian echoes in Seneca’s tragedies in Petrone (1987), 131-143. For this passage from the Hercules 
Furens see pp.133-134. 
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spatial setting of the pagan Underworld persisted in the common knowledge and imagination 
quite late in the history of the Roman Empire. 
Dire Allecto once kindled with jealous wrath on seeing widespread peace among 
the cities of men. Straightway she summons the hideous council of the nether-
world sisters to her foul palace gates. Hell's numberless monsters are gathered 
together, Night's children of ill-omened birth. Discord, mother of war, imperious 
Hunger, Age, near neighbour to Death; Disease, whose life is a burden to 
himself; Envy that brooks not another's prosperity, woeful Sorrow with rent 
garments; Fear and foolhardy rashness with sightless eyes; Luxury, destroyer of 
wealth, to whose side ever clings unhappy Want with humble tread, and the long 
company of sleepless Cares, hanging round the foul neck of their mother Avarice. 
The iron seats are filled with all this rout and the grim chamber is thronged with 
the monstrous crowd. Allecto stood in their midst and called for silence, thrusting 




 Eight of Claudianus’ personifications come straight from the earlier traditions, and the presence 
of a large tree in the infernal forecourt is confirmed in his unfinished epic, the De Raptu 
Proserpinae.58 As far as I am aware, scholars could not establish to what degree the Vestibule 
presented in the Aeneid functioned as a prototype for the works of Seneca and Silius Italicus. 
Moreover, while it is uncertain whether Claudian was familiar with the Vestibules of Seneca and 
Silius Italicus, there is no doubt that he was aware of the one described in the Aeneid, as Virgil’s 
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 Claudianus, In Rufinum, I.25-43 
Invidiae quondam stimulis incanduit atrox / Allecto, placidas late cum cerneret urbes. / protinus infernas ad limina 
taetra sorores / concilium deforme vocat. glomerantur in unum / innumerae pestes Erebi, quascumque sinistro / Nox 
genuit fetu: nutrix Discordia belli, / imperiosa Fames, leto vicina Senectus  / impatiensque sui Morbus Livorque 
secundis / anxius et scisso maerens velamine Luctus / et Timor et caeco praeceps Audacia vultu / et Luxus populator 
opum, quem semper adhaerens / infelix humili gressu comitatur Egestas, / foedaque Avaritiae complexae pectora 
matris / insomnes longo veniunt examine Curae. / complentur vario ferrata sedilia coetu / torvaque collectis stipatur 
curia monstris. / Allecto stetit in mediis vulgusque tacere / iussit et obstantes in tergum reppulit angues / perque 
umeros errare dedit. 
 
58
 Claudianus, De Raptu Proserpinae, II.290-293 
est etiam lucis arbor praedives opacis  
fulgentes viridi ramos curvata metallo:  
haec tibi sacra datur fortunatumque tenebis  
autumnum et fulvis semper ditabere pomis 
There is, moreover a precious tree in the leafy groves 
whose curving branches gleam with living ore – a tree 
consecrated to thee. Thou shalt be queen of blessed 
autumn and ever enriched with golden fruit. 
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cultural saliency in the Late Antique society is undeniable.
59
 From the perspective of this 
dissertation, any answer to such questions will support the fact that a common vision of the 
Underworld among the Romans was dictated not by the literary reiteration of the topos, but 
rather by the survival of a set of consolidated beliefs that allows the readers to understand the 
references to Hades and its landscapes. By highlighting the numerous recurrences present in the 
four examined works, whether the reiterations were directly borrowed from Virgil or even from 
an earlier source, it is possible to infer the long-lasting presence of a set of conventions that 
continued to play an essential role in the construction of mental images of Hades shared by these 
authors and their audiences. Claudianus’ readers were probably aware that the Vestibule in his 
work was so close to Virgil’s, but, most importantly, they were also capable of recognizing the 
main features of Hades’ landscape because these still corresponded to their knowledge of the 
Underworld. This system of beliefs transcended the realm of literature and permeated every 
aspect of Roman life directly associated with death and Afterlife. Indeed, as I will demonstrate in 
the next chapter, the same settings and conventions defining literary Hades both in its layout and 
in the nature of its inhabitants reappear in reliefs and paintings. There, they are translated into a 
visual schema with variant iconographies that become the preferential vehicles for the 
transmission of chthonic motifs.  
 To return to the interpretation of the passage from the Aeneid, it is generally assumed that 
Virgil constructed the layout of the scene of Orcus’ gates to resemble the vestibulum of a Roman 
villa divided by a pair of fauces, with Aeneas walking through the house’s entrance and the 
rooms overlooking the atrium.
60 The correlation between the entrance into the realm of Hades 
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 A study of Virgil’s influence on Late Antique culture in Cameron (2010), esp. chapter 16 
 
60
 This comparison has been alluded to Butler (1922), 142; Austin (1977), 118; Leonotti (1999), 77, in footnote 217. 
Maclennan (2003), 110 translates vestibulum as porch. 
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and the entrance into the house of Hades was formulated early on in the history of Virgilian 
studies and has gained momentum ever since.
61
 Erik Wistrand is one of most ardent advocates 
for this theory: in his reconstruction each personification is placed in a different room of an 
atrium house modeled after Vitruvius’ description of a Greek gynaeconitis (fig.20).
62
 However, 
the secluded nature of a gynaeceum does not reflect the way Romans articulated inhabited space, 
and Vitruvius’s treatise did not function as blueprint in the construction of actual Late 
Republican houses, whose innovative plans and elevations markedly differentiated them from 
any earlier and contemporaneous Greek types.
63
 Additionally, Romans understood the term 
vestibulum as referring to an open space that was placed before the entrance to the house proper 
and not as an atrium around which a series of rooms were arranged. This is clearly stated in the 
late second century CE by Aulius Gellus in his commentary of the Virgilian passage.
64
 
 Assuming that Virgil was indeed trying to visualize the plan of a house in which to place 
the various personifications, it is difficult to explain why he would have adopted as a model the 
women’s quarters of a Greek house, possibly quite unknown to the majority of his readers, when 
he could have used the plan of a contemporaneous Roman villa. Indeed, his audience would have 
easily located the events taking place at the Vestibule in a domestic space identical to the one 
they were moving through in their everyday activities.  
 Furthermore, the educated Roman could have drawn on his rhetorical studies to follow in 
Aeneas’ footsteps. By reverting to the mental mapping exercises we discussed in the previous 
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 The translation with ‘vestibule’ appears in English translations as early as 1811 with Joab Goldsmith Cooper, 
while the full identification of the description with the layout of a Roman villa originated, as far as I could ascertain, 
in Van Essen’s article: Van Essen (1939), 231. 
 
62
 Wistrand (1960), 146-150. 
 
63
 A recent and complete study on the subject in Gross (2006). 
 
64
 Aulus Gellius, Attic Nights, XVI.5. 
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chapter, every individual trained in rhetoric could easily pictured himself walking with Aeneas 
from one room to the next using the plan of a Roman villa as the basic mental spatial unit and 
assigning each event to a specific room to remember them in succession. While Wistrand’s 
hypothesis is certainly stimulating, his argument that Aeneas enters into the house, circulates 
around the atrium counterclockwise, and exits by passing close to the stables, cannot be 
substantiated. More recently, Clark has revisited Wistrand’s interpretation to suggest that Aeneas 
enters Orcus’ house, circles around the various rooms and not only around the atrium, and finally 
leaves by the same door he entered.
65
 Both theories fail to give an accurate reading of the Latin 
text: Virgil does not mention a peristyle, triclinia, or cubicula, all elements that would have been 
essential in evoking the mental image of a Roman house. Conversely, the whole description is 
arranged around the architectural elements comprising the gates: its forecourt, the jambs, and the 
fauces. The thresholds (limina) constitute both the main feature of the doors and the visual 
divider in the articulation in space of the various groups of personifications. Each group is placed 
before, by, or beyond the threshold that is also the main reference point in defining the straight 
trajectory of Aeneas’ path. When looking at the events taking place at the Vestibule from the 
perspective of their architectural background, we come to the realization that Virgil did not 
envisioned Aeneas entering a house but walking through a complex gate. This gate does not lead 
into a series of rooms or enclosed gardens, as it would have if constituting the main access to a 
villa. Rather, the open landscape of water and woods extends immediately beyond the threshold; 
this combination of natural elements presents striking similarities with the largest horti located 
near urban fortification walls, familiar to Romans approaching major cities, and especially 
Rome.
66
 Both the architectural details and the surrounding setting suggest that Orcus’ door is 
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 Clark (2003), 308-309. 
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strongly reminiscent of a city gate, a passage cut into a fortification wall enclosing the region and 
constituting the main defensive circuit of Hades. One could argue that Romans had no reason to 
imagine Hades as a fortified realm since neither humans nor the celestial gods would have dared 
to attack the Underworld. However, this argument tries to respond rationally to a question 
involving the construction of unreal worlds. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, in creating 
the mental image of an unknown location we are strongly influenced by the experience of 
familiar places related to those invoked by the texts, and whose topographical and architectural 
features fit to the imagined scene. In the case of the Vestibule, Virgil must have looked, 
consciously or not, at urban patterns in Italy to find the inspiration for the creation of an 
appropriately monumental entrance to Hades.  
 During the last years of the Republic and the first two centuries of the Empire most of the 
Roman cities in Italy were provided with imposing defensive walls that were built, for the most 
part, not to respond to actual threats but to function as visual signs of power and prestige.
67
 
Fortifications were thus an integral part of the cityscape, and the Roman travelers, Virgil 
included, were used to identifying a city by its surrounding walls, an association that Virgil must 
have had clearly in mind when writing this passage.
68
 The gates described in the Punica seem to 
confirm this argument: as in the Aeneid, Silius Italicus describes the entrance to Orcus not as a 
door into a house or villa, but rather as a series of ten doorways opening into a circuit of walls 
surrounding Hades.
69
 Each door is entered by a specific category of spirits according to their 
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 A complete overview on the Horti in Rome in Cima, la Rocca (1998). 
 
67
 See, recently, Quilici, Quilici Gigli (2001). 
 
68
 On ‘tourism’ and traveling through Italy at the time of Virgil, see: André, Baslez (1993), 348-352. 
 
69
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.531, 562-563 
cingunt regna decem portae: …  Ten doors enclose the realm: …  
The description of how the souls are divided according to the ten doors is at verses 531-559. 
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status or final destination. Warriors enter Hades through the first door, men of law through the 
second, while country-folks use the third, artists the fourth, and shipwreck victims the fifth. The 
sixth door is reserved to the guilty, the seventh to the women, and the eighth to the children. The 
ninth gate leads to Elysium, while the last, built out of gold, grants an exit from the Underworld 
to the souls ready to reincarnate. Therefore, the souls are separated according to their status even 
before entering Hades, and while all the gates ultimately lead inside the infernal realm, each is 
associated with a different road so that every class of spirits walked through the Underworld and 
its various regions along different paths. Apuleius in the Metamorphoses depicts the entrance to 
Orcus as an open city gate: the path arrives by, traverses, and continues on the other side of the 
doors’ thresholds. Psyche, like Aeneas, is bound to follow the road that ultimately brings her, in 




The Path to the Crossing 
 After Aeneas and Sybil have crossed the threshold of Orcus’ gates, they continue onto the 
path that leads them to the shores of the Styx where Charon ferries the souls (fig.19). The 
landscape of this area is mostly characterized by dense forests partially obscuring the path, and 
by a series of rivers and marshes flowing into the Styx and creating muddy pools of stagnant 
waters where reeds and marsh grass are ubiquitous.
71
 The complex and rather confusing 
                                                                                                                                                                    
A study of the location of the doors in Maubert (1928), 147-149. 
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 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.18.2 
… et per portas hiantes monstratur iter invium, cui te 
limine transmeato simul commiseris iam canale 
directo perges ad ipsam Orci regiam. 
and through its gasping portals the forbidden road; once 
you have passed the threshold and entrusted yourself to it 
you will fare by a direct track to the very palace of Orcus. 
 
71
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.526 
“Tum iacet in spatium sine corpore pigra vorago 
limosique lacus; … 
Next lie far and wide a lifeless and stagnat chams and 
muddy lakes; … 
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hydrography of Orcus is described in a passage from Plutarch, dated to the very beginning of the 
second century CE, in the context of the near-death experience of Thespesius of Soli. 
At length, after he had been carried as far another way as when he was 
transported to the yawning overture, he thought he beheld a prodigious standing 
goblet, into which several rivers discharged themselves; among which there was 
one whiter than snow or the foam of the sea, another resembled the purple color 
of the rainbow. The tinctures of the rest were various; besides that, they had their 
several lustres at a distance. But when he drew nearer, the ambient air became 
more subtile and rarefied, and the colors vanished, so the goblet retained no more 
of its flourishing beauty except the white. At the same time he saw three Daemons 
sitting together in a triangular aspect, and blending and mixing the rivers 
together with certain measures. Thus far, said the guide of Thespesius's soul, did 
Orpheus come, when he sought after the soul of his wife.72 
 
 
 Despite the dreamlike quality of the narration, Plutarch clearly indicates that the rivers are set 
apart by different colors reflecting their specific nature and course. The reference to Orpheus sets 
the scene in Orcus, as the Thracian hero was not allowed to re-cross the Styx after disobeying 
Hades’ dictat. In most of the written sources, the description of infernal rivers follows 
consolidated conventions that are unique for each river and inspired by their location in the 
Underworld. While Phlegethon, the river of fire in Tartarus, is always described as violent, in 
Elysium Lethe flows placid with clear and fresh waters, whereas the meandering streams in 
Orcus (Cocytus, Acheron, and Styx) are sluggish, slow, and stagnant from silt and mud. Roman 
authors agree also in depicting all rivers in Hades, regardless from their benign or unfriendly 
nature, as insurmountable barriers that enclose each of the four regions they flow into and block 
the souls off, to prevent them from circulating in areas to which they had not been assigned.  
Within the abyss, Lethe, measureless in sweep, glides smoothly on with placid 
stream, and takes away our cares; and, that there may be no power to retrace the 
path, with windings manifold it takes its sluggish way, even as the vagrant 
Maeander with its inconstant waters plays along, now retreats upon itself, now 
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 Plutarch, On the Delays of Divine Vengeance, section 22.  
All translations from Plutarch are from: Goodwin W.W. Plutarch's Morals. Cambridge 1874. 
A study on the chthonic hydrography in Terpening (1985), esp. 72-75. 
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presses on, in doubt whether to seek the seashore or its source. The foul pool of 
Cocy tus' sluggish stream lies here; here the vulture, there the dole-bringing owl 
utters its cry, and the sad omen of the gruesome screech- owl sounds.73 
 
 
This picture is transmitted almost unchanged all the way to the late antique period, when 




 At the exit from Orcus’ gate Aeneas first encounters the quicksand of the Cocytus that 
encircles a forest stretching all the way to the Styx’s shores.
75
 The water, turned into a dark and 
sluggish current by the mud, moves tortuously in a looped course that effectively prevents him 
and the souls nearby from wandering in the forest or looking for another way to the neighboring 
regions as an alternative to Charon’s crossing. Horace depicts a very similar scene: the infernal 
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 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 679-688 
… intus immensi sinus / placido quieta labitur Lethe vado / demitque curas, neve remeandi amplius / pateat facultas, 
flexibus multis gravem / involvit amnem, qualis incertis vagus, / Maeander undis ludit et cedit sibi / instatque dubius 
litus an fontem petat. / palus inertis foeda Cocyti iacet; / hic vultur, illic luctifer bubo gemit / omenque triste resonat 
infaustae strigis. 
 
Virgil, Georgics, IV.478-480 
Quos circum limus niger et deformis harundo 
Cocyti tardaque palus inamabilis unda 
alligat et noviens Styx interfusa coercet. 
Around them lay the clabber, and disfigured reed beds by 
Cocytus, that kept them locked in, among stagnant polls and 
murky marshes, and the Styx’ nine coils that kept them prisoner.  
 
74
 Claudianus, De Raptu Proserpinae, I.22-24; 86-88 
quos Styx liventibus ambit 
interfusa vadis et quos fumantia torquens 
aequora gurgitibus Phlegethon perlustrat anhelis; 
 
et presso lacrimarum fonte resedit  
Cocytos tacitisque acheron obmutuit undis  
et Phlegethonteae requierunt murmura ripae 
Whose fields the pale streams of intertwining Styx 
surround, while Phlegethon, his rapids tossed in spray, 
flows through them with steaming eddies. 
 
and Cocytus sinks back repressing his fount of tears; 
Acheron is dumb with silent awe, and the banks of 
Phlegethon cease their murmuring. 
Translation M. Platnauer, Loeb Classical Library, Vol.2, London 1922. 
 
75
 Virgil, Aeneid VI.132: 
… Tenent media omnia silvae, 
Cocytusque sinu labens circumuenit atro 
In between there lies a forest and pitch-black Cocytus flowing 
and coiling its way around. 
 
I follow here Clark’s reading and translation of the passage, rather than Austin’s, according to whom the Cocytus 
surrounds the entire Underworld and not only this portion. I think Clark’s argument, derived from the 1884 
translation and commentary of Conington, makes more sense. However, I do slightly change his interpretation in 
that Clark argues that the forest extends from the entrance to the Underworld on Earth to the Styx, while I think that 
the forest begins right after Orcus’ gates. In this sense, Cocytus constitutes an additional natural barrier inside Orcus. 
See Clark (1992), 168-169. 
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‘unda’ constrains Tityos in Tartarus but also Geryon, the infernal caretakers, by Hades’ entrance, 
the dark and muggy waters creating a marshy and insalubrious landscape whose primary 
function is to restrict the mobility of every dead or living passerby. 
[Pluto] binds three-bodied Géryon and Títyos with the gloomy waters of the 
Underworld we all must travel that enjoy the bounty of the earth. … 





 The banks of the Styx, the limits to Orcus’ region, are already visible from the gates: 
once again the numerous adverbs of place like hic and huc position the protagonist and the 
unfolding scene firmly in space. Still standing by the quicksand of the Cocytus, Aeneas looks 
further ahead at the Styx’s shores looming at the end of the path.  
From here a road leads to the waters of Tartarean Acheron. Here, thick with mire 
and of fathomless flood, a whirlpool seethes and belches into Cocytus all its sand. 
A grim ferry man guards these waters and streams, terrible in his squalor – 
Charon, … Hither rushed all the throng, streaming to the banks, …77 
 
 
The hero stops for awhile to ask the Sybil about the fate of the unburied souls who are crammed 
into this area and that are trying to find the way to their final abodes. After a dialogue with his 
dead companion Palinurus, Aeneas continues on the road and through the woods, turning slightly 
away from the path once he reaches the shores in order to meet Charon.
78
 The Styx, like the other 
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 Horace, Carmina, II.14.7-11; 17-20 
…, qui ter amplum / Geryonen Tityonque tristi / compescit unda, scilicet omnibus / quicumque terrae munere 
uescimur / enauiganda … / … uisendus ater flumine languido / Cocytos errans … 
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 Virgil, Aeneid VI.295-299, 305 
Hinc uia Tartarei quae fert Acherontis ad undas. / turbidus hic caeno uastaque uoragine gurges / aestuat atque 
omnem Cocyto eructat harenam. / portitor has horrendus aquas et flumina seruat / terribili squalore Charon, … / … 
huc omnis turba ad ripas effusa ruebat, 
  




 Virgil, Aeneid VI.384-387  
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rivers in Orcus, is imagined as a sluggish stream, a river of death instilling fear and awe in the 
dead and in the living alike. 
Directly after that you will come to the river of death. Its harbour-master is 
Charon, who ferries wayfarers to the other bank in his boat of skins only on 
payment of the fee which he immediately demands. … Likewise while you are 
crossing the sluggish stream, …79 
 
 Some ancient authors introduce minor variations that slightly differ from Virgil’s vision: 
Acheron, for example, is transformed by Lucian from a minor stream flowing in Cocytus into a 
lake where Charon sails his boat.
80
 This adaptation does not affect the overall layout of the 
crossing. Rather, it illustrates the range of variables present in different sources and attests to the 
fluidity in the creation of imaginary worlds that reflects issues of personal creed, evolution of 
ideas in time, and more simply, of individual imaginations at play with the unknown. 
 The path, resuming on the other side of the Styx, guides the souls through the Acherusian 
Plains, and it is already visible from Orcus’ side of the marshes. In the Pharsalia, the soul of the 
soldier recounts standing on the Orcus’ banks and looking at the other shore where ranks of 
Roman leaders were sent both to the Elysian Fields and to Tartarus. The soldier is on a ‘aggere 
                                                                                                                                                                    
Ergo iter inceptum peragunt fluuioque propinquant. 
nauita quos iam inde ut Stygia prospexit ab unda 
per tacitum nemus ire pedemque aduertere ripae, 
 
So they pursue the journey begun, and draw near to the 
river. But when, even from the Stygian wave, the boatman 
saw them passing through the silent wood and turning their 
feet towards the bank, … 
On Charon in Antiquity see: Lincoln (1980), 41-59. 
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 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.18.5, 8 
Nec mora, cum ad flumen mortuum venies, cui praefectus Charon protenus expetens portorium sic ad ripam 
ulteriorem sutili cumba deducit commeantes. … Nec setius tibi pigrum fluentum transmeanti quidam supernatans … 
 
Seneca, Hercules Furens, 762-765 
Ferale tardis imminet saxum vadis,  
stupent ubi undae, segne torpescit fretum.  
hunc servat amnem cultu et aspectu horridus  
pavidosque manes squalidus vectat senex. 
A rock funereal o'erhangs the slothful shoals, where the waves 
are sluggish and the dull mere is numbed. This stream an old 
man tends, clad in foul garb and to the sight abhorrent, and 
ferries over the quaking shades. 
 
80
 Lucian, Περὶ Πένθους (On Mourning) 
Most formidable of all, and first to arrest the progress of the new-comer, is Acheron, that lake which none may pass 
save by the ferryman's boat; it is too deep to be waded, too broad for the swimmer, and even defies the flight of birds 
deceased. 
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ripae’, an embankment that elevates the area of the crossing from the surroundings and makes it 
into a recognizable landmark for the souls looking to be ferried over, as well as a panoramic 
viewpoint on what lies on the other side. 
The soldier said:” As for me, despite I did not see the deadly threads of the 
Parcae when recalled from the bank of the silvent river shores, I have still 
realized that among all the souls a vicious discord is upsetting the Roman Manes, 
and the impious war is disrupting the infernal peace. The chieftains are 




As in Virgil, also in Lucan and in other Roman authors this use of vistas on distant areas allows 
the reader to gaze farther into Hades and to visualize regions that are effectively blocked off by 
physical barriers. The story of Orpheus and Eurydice, as narrated in the Georgics, reinforces this 
hypothesis. Anticipating most of the elements at play in the Aeneid, Virgil describes the Styx as a 
marshy pool dividing the souls of the unburied and Orpheus from those on the other side who are 
conducted to their final destinations. Orpheus’ gaze roams almost to the horizon in search of 
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 Lucan, Pharsalia, VI.777-783 
'tristia non equidem Parcarum stamina' dixit / 'aspexi tacitae reuocatus ab aggere ripae; / quod tamen e cunctis 
mihi noscere contigit umbris / effera Romanos agitat discordia manes / inpiaque infernam ruperunt arma quietem; 
Elysias Latii sedes ac Tartara maesta / diuersi liquere duces.  
 
82
 Virgil, Georgics, IV.500-506 
… fugit diversa, neque illum 
prensantem nequiquam umbras et multa volentem 
dicere, praeterea vidit, nec portitor Orci 
amplius obiectam passus transire paludem. 
Quid faceret? Quo se rapta bis coniuge ferret? 
Quo fletu Manis, quae numina voce moveret? 
Illa quidem Stygia nabat iam frigida cumba. 
She watched him for the final time, while he, with so much still 
to say, attempted to cling on to shadows. No longer would the 
ferryman permit him cross the marshy poll that lay between 
them. What was left for him to do? Where could he turn, his 
wife now taken twice from him? Would any wailing move the 
shades, or please the gods? Already she was making her way 
across the Styx in the cold boat. 
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4.2: The Acherusian Plains 
 The second region Aeneas encounters during his journey extends from the shores of the 
Styx to a fork in the road that divides the path into two separate ways, one leading to Tartarus 
and the other to the Elysian Fields (fig.21). The written sources describing the Acherusian Plains 
are less abundant and thorough, possibly because of the area’s rather unremarkable nature and of 
the minor relevance of the deceased residing in it. Indeed, the souls assigned to the various 
Acherusian Sedes are usually described not in their individuality but as part of a vast and mostly 
anonymous crowd. Neither damned, because their sins were not grave enough to outrage or 
affect the public morality and ethic, nor blessed, they are ordinary people who do not rank 
among those worth remembering for posterity. 
 The Sedes, connected by a single and straight path traversing them, are kept separated by 
means of natural barriers: the deceased move freely inside each area but they are not allowed to 
leave it. Seneca provides us with a short but comprehensive description of the region. Darkness, 
ubiquitous here as it was in Orcus, shrouds a landscape of barren fields, similar to a large estate 
of which Hades is the patronus but where no fruit, animal, or even breeze animate the 
surroundings.  
No meadows bud, joyous with verdant view, no ripened corn waves in the gentle 
breeze; not any grove has fruit-producing boughs; the barren desert of the 
abysmal fields lies all untilled, and the foul land lies torpid in endless sloth - sad 
end of things, the world's last estate. The air hangs motionless and black night 
broods over a sluggish world. All things are with grief disheveled, and worse than 
death itself is the abode of death.83 
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 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 698-706 
Non prata viridi laeta facie germinant / nec adulta leni fluctuat Zephyro seges; / non ulla ramos silva pomiferos 
habet: / sterilis profundi vastitas squalet soli / et foeda tellus torpet aeterno situ, / rerumque maestus finis et mundi 




Stillness is ceaseless and eternal. Virgil’s landscape is based upon very similar features, even if 
the scenery is more variegated; it gradually changes as Aeneas walks through the different areas. 
The First Regions, closer to the Styx, are still characterized by marshes, the Lugentes Campi are 
set into a dry plane punctuated by groves and woods, whereas the Arva Ultima are spread out 
into large and empty fields. 
 
Cerberus’ cave and Minos’ seat 
 As soon as the Sybil and Aeneas disembark from Charon’s ferry, on the opposite bank of 
the Styx they are confronted with Cerberus’ cave (fig.21). The whole area by the shores and 
around the cave is covered in silt deposited by the swampy waters and overgrown by ulva, a 
seaweed found also in the marshes. The ulva’s glaucous appearance, accentuated by the gray-
blue waxy coating completely covering it, adds to the gloominess of the surroundings, and to the 
dampness that exudes both from the soil and the air.
84
 The road, resuming at the banks, leads 
directly to Cerberus’s cave, passes straight through it, as in a tunnel, and continues on the other 
side. The two protagonists cannot avoid entering it and facing the infernal dog.
85
 The Sybil drugs 
Cerberus with a soporific bait: the dog’s huge body lies on the bare ground across the whole cave 
and Aeneas has to leap over it to re-emerge from the back and proceed along the path.
86
 The 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.416 (Translated by the author) 
Informi limo glaucaque exponit in ulua. He disembarks them on the disgusting silt and the glaucous ulva 
 
85
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.400-401 
… licet ingens ianitor antro 
aeternum latrans exsanguis terreat umbras 
the huge doorkeeper may from his cave with endless howl 
affright the bloodless shades 
 
86
 Virgil, Aeneid VI.417-425 
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location of this cave by the Styx’s shores is quite unusual and possibly dictated by the narration 
of the events. More commonly, as in the Hercules Furens, Cerberus stands by Hades’ palace, 
sometimes directly at the gates, sometimes in a grotto close to the entrance or inside the throne 
room.
87
 The discrepancies in Virgil’s version are not critical, since in all sources the dog’s cave 
opens at the entrance to one of the infernal region and forces the visitors to pass by or inside it 
and obtain, legitimately or by deceit, Cerberus’ permission to carry on. 
 Minos, the judge, sits somewhere close to Cerberus’ cave. There, he separates the souls 
according to his verdict and assigns them to different groups. Conventionally the Virgilian Minos 
is identified as the judge of the souls of the First regions (infants, unjustly condemned, and 
suicides) but not of all the deceased who cross the Styx. However, Virgil’s placement of his seat 
by Cerberus’ cave is, in my opinion, a clear indication that Minos was in fact considered the 
judge of all the souls who, ferried over by Charon, had to stop at this location to be assigned to 
one of the infernal regions, as confirmed, for example, in a Carmen by Horace.  
We all are gathered to the selfsame place, for soon or late the lot of each of us is 
shaken from the urn, and we must cross to everlasting exile.88 
                                                                                                                                                                    
Cerberus haec ingens latratu regna trifauci 
personat aduerso recubans immanis in antro. 
cui uates horrere uidens iam colla colubris 
melle soporatam et medicatis frugibus offam 
obicit. ille fame rabida tria guttura pandens 
corripit obiectam, atque immania terga resoluit 
fusus humi totoque ingens extenditur antro. 
occupat Aeneas aditum custode sepulto 
euaditque celer ripam inremeabilis undae.   
These realms huge Cerberus makes ring with his triple-throated 
baying, his monstrous bulk crouching in a cavern facing them. 
To him, seeing the snakes now bristling on his necks, the seer 
flung a morsel drowsy with honey and drugged meal. He, 
opening his triple throat in ravenous hunger, catches it when 
thrown and, with monstrous frame relaxed, sinks to earth and 
stretches his bulk over all the den. The warder buried in sleep, 
Aeneas wins the entrance, and swiftly leaves the bank of that 
stream whence none return. 
 
87
 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 782-83; 792-794 
Post haec avari Ditis apparet domus:  
hic saevus umbras territat Stygius canis, 
 
… antro sedit incertus canis  
leviterque timuit - ecce latratu gravi  
loca muta terret; … 
Next after this there appears the palace of greedy Dis. Here the 
savage Stygian dog frightens the shades. 
 
within his cave the dog crouches hesitant and feels a touch of fear. 
Then suddenly, with deep bayings, he terrifies the silent places. 
 
88
 Horace, Carmina, II.3.25-28 
omnes eodem cogimur, omnium / uersatur urna serius ocius / sors exitura et nos in aeternum / exilium impositura 
cumbae. 
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The appearance, in Virgil and other sources, of two other judges in the Underworld, Aeacus and 
Rhadamanthus, is not exceptional, as a passage from the Hercules Furens clearly illustrates.89 
The damned meet Rhadamanthus at Tartarus’s gates: his judgment does not alter Minos’, so 
much as it implements it by assigning specific punishments fitting each soul’s faults and sins and 
by determining to which sub-areas of Tartarus every damned soul belong. As for Aeacus, 
Seneca’s words taken together with a passage from a Horatian Carmen (already quoted at the 
beginning of the chapter), seem to suggest that he is assigned to Elysium, his role mirroring 
Rhadamanthus’ in distributing the souls among the various sub-zones of the Fields according to 
their worthiness and status in life.
90
 If we interpret the roles of Aeacus and Rhadamanthus as 
cooperation and support to Minos and we recognize in the latter the judge of all souls, we can 
solve the impasse Butler found himself into when trying to address the apparently inexplicable 




 Virgil offers meager details about the location of Minos’ seat. However, in other sources 
he is usually portrayed as a formal judge operating in a tribunal. Cornelia, a Roman matron 
protagonist of Propertius’ Elegies dated to the last quarter of the first century BCE, stands waiting 
for her lot and looking at Minos seated in a tribunal court most probably located in an open 
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 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 731-734 
Non unus alta sede quaesitor sedens  
iudicia trepidis sera sortitur reis.  
aditur illo Cnosius Minos foro,  
Rhadamanthus illo, Thetidis hoc audit socer. 
Not one inquisitor alone sits on the high judgment-seat and 
allots his tardy sentences to trembling culprits. In yonder 
court they pass to Cretan Minos' presence, in that to 
Rhadamanthus', here Aeacus gives audience. 
 
90
 Horace, Carmina, II.13.21-23 
Quam paene furuae regna Proserpinae 
et iudicantem uidimus Aeacum 
sedesque discriptas piorum … 
I almost saw Prosérpina’s dark kingdom and lord 




 Butler (1922), 173-175 tries to explain and justify the apparent minor role played by Minos in Virgil suggesting 
that he has to be interpreted as just the judge of those died untimely; however his argument is not persuasive. 
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square, or in a reserved area of a forum, as in Rome.
92
 This prominent location confirms the 
centrality of Minos’ role in the judgment of all souls, whether they are kept in the Acherusian 
Plains under his direct supervision, or sent to Tartarus or Elysium, where the other two judges 
refine his verdicts and directly oversee the dynamics of their regions. Apuleius adds the Parcae to 
the picture, as the divinities controlling each individual’s thread of life and their destiny in death, 
but this lectio is not common in other written sources. 
 When you are across and have gone a little way, some old women weavers will 
ask you to lend a hand for a moment to set up their loom; but here too it is 
forbidden for you to become involved.93 
 
The First Regions 
 Extending beyond Cerberus’ cave and Minos’ seat, the First Regions, a series of three 
distinct locations, are described by Virgil according to their sequence on the way (fig.21). Their 
proximity to the path and to one another, as well as their succession in space, is once again 
underscored by the use of adverbs and adjectives of place. Continuo indicates the first area, 
situated right next to the exit of the cave, where the souls of the infants abide. Iuxta, or ‘right 
after’, are the unjustly condemned, adjacent to the infants but separated from them by a branch of 
the Styx. Enclosed by a different branch of the Styx is the area of the suicides, proxima, next on 
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 Propertius, Elegiae, IV.11.15-22 
Damnatae noctes et uos, uada lenta, paludes, 
et quaecumque meos implicat unda pedes, 
immatura licet, tamen huc non noxia ueni: 
det Pater hic umbrae mollia iura meae. 
aut si quis posita iudex sedet Aeacus urna, 
in mea sortita uindicet ossa pila: 
assideant fratres, iuxta et Minoida sellam 
Eumenidum intento turba seuera foro: 
Wretched night, and you, shallow sluggish marshes, and 
whatever waters surround my feet, I came here before my 
time, yet I’m not guilty. Father, make sweet your judgement 
on my soul. Or if some Aeacus sits as judge by his urn, let 
him protect my bones when the lot is drawn. Let the two 
brothers sit by, and near to Minos’s seat let the stern band of 
Furies stand, in the hushed court 
All translations from Propertius’ Elegies are by the author. 




 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.19.1 
Transito fluvio modicum te progressam textrices orabunt anus telam struentes manus paulisper accommodes, nec id 




 Due to their closeness to the Styx, these three sub-regions are typified by swampy 
waters and marshes that isolate them from anything around, both the path passing nearby and the 
previous or following areas. In this region the Styx is depicted as a muddy river whose course 
draws a series of concentric circles. 
Fate withstands; the unlovely mere with its dreary water enchains them 
and Styx imprisons with his ninefold circles.95 
 
 
The largest circle sets the whole First Regions apart from the rest of the Acherusian Plains, while 
the smaller ones subdivide each of the three sub-regions from the others and confine the souls 
inside their own respective locations. Aeneas himself is granted limited mobility: he cannot gain 
direct access to any of the sub-regions but can only look beyond the waters as he passes on the 
path bordering them.  
 
The Lugentes Campi 
 Once the path reaches the Mourning Fields Aeneas can for the first time part from the 
road, explore this portion of the infernal regions, and be in direct contact with the souls living 
there, most notably Dido. The Campi are not far from the First Regions but the landscape has 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.426-437 
Continuo auditae uoces uagitus et ingens 
infantumque animae flentes, in limine primo 
quos dulcis uitae exsortis et ab ubere raptos 
abstulit atra dies et funere mersit acerbo; 
hos iuxta falso damnati crimine mortis. 
nec uero hae sine sorte datae, sine iudice, sedes: 
quaesitor Minos urnam mouet; ille silentum 
consiliumque uocat uitasque et crimina discit. 
proxima deinde tenent maesti loca, qui sibi letum 
insontes peperere manu lucemque perosi 
proiecere animas. quam uellent aethere in alto 
nunc et pauperiem et duros perferre labores! 
At once are heard voices and wailing sore – the souls of 
infants weeping, whom, on the very threshold of the sweet 
life they shared not, torn from the breast, the black day 
swept off and plunged in bitter death. Near them were those 
on false charge condemned to die. Yet not without lot, not 
without a judge, are these places given: Minos, presiding, 
shakes the urn; he it is who calls a conclave of the silent, 
and learns men’s lives and misdeeds. The region thereafter 
is held by those sad souls who in innocence wrought their 
own death and, loathing the light, flung away their lives. 
How gladly now, in the air above, would they bear both 
want and harsh distress!. 
 
95
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.438-439 
fas obstat, tristisque palus inamabilis undae / alligat et nouies Styx interfusa coercet. 
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undergone a dramatic change (fig.21). The Styx has disappeared and no physical boundaries are 
visible to enclose the Fields on both sides (VI.440: in omnem partem fusi) of the path. Smaller 
trails originating from the main road articulate the area, and allow an easy walk on the grounds. 
Aeneas has finally moved out of the marshes that have characterized most of the infernal setting 
to run into a series of dry planes (campi) where groves of myrtles define recessed and partially 
secluded sub-areas.  
Here those whom stern Love has consumed with cruel wasting are hidden in 




Myrtles are evergreen small trees or shrubs with white flowers and black berries, a common sight 
on the coastal areas of the Mediterranean. Considered sacred to Venus, they were largely used in 
Rome for their medicinal qualities and in the production of perfumed oils. Considering the strong 
links of Virgil with the bay of Naples, we can assume that he was familiar with their looks and 
with the impact their bright colors and their intense fragrance had on the surrounding landscape. 
Indeed, they constitute the very first reference to vibrant colors in Hades. Even if the reader 
imagines them as fruitless, a better fit in a scenario of barren lands, their intensely green leaves 
suggest the markedly different quality of the setting. Moreover, the reference to the leaves would 
also have evoked, by association, their well known fragrance, thus adding one additional sense to 
the full appreciation of the scene. Some of the groves are probably to be imagined as small 
patches of vegetation covering the ground and allowing a full view of what lies ahead. Others 
partially covering the trails extend over larger areas. Finally, some are deformed into oversized 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.442-444 
Hic quos durus amor crudeli tabe peredit / secreti celant calles et myrtea circum / silua tegit; curae non ipsa in 
morte relinquunt. 
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clusters forming forests, like the ‘silva magna’ (VI.451) Dido walks through, the height of the 
trees offering protection from the infernal darkness in a ‘nemus umbriferum’ (VI.473). 
 The only other extant description of the Lugentes Campi is found in the Cupid Crucified, 
written by Ausonius around 380 CE. This short poem was allegedly inspired by a painting 
hanging in the banquet hall of one of Ausonius’ friends in Trier and showing Cupid crucified by 
a series of heroines of the past. Some of them explicitly reminded the poet of the Virgilian 
description of infernal heroines and prompted him to compose the verses of an imaginary trip of 
Cupid into the Campi. Therefore, the landscape is mostly reminiscent of Virgil’s, the myrtles 
being the most recurrent element.
97
 Thickly growing one next to the other, they fill large fields 
where lovers find shade and intimacy, while crammed in a forest they block off most of the 
infernal light that is described, like in Seneca, as dark and malignant. Tightly tied up, Cupid 
hangs suspended from the tallest myrtle, which shares interesting similarities with the elm in the 
Virgilian Vestibule. Streams of waters and red poppies add to the definition of an idyllic 
landscape that is for the most part absent from the Aeneid. 
 
The Arva Ultima 
 After a detour to meet Dido, Aeneas returns to the path and approaches the farthest 
regions of the Acherusian Plains (fig.21). 
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 Ausonius, Cupido Cruciator, 1-10 
Aeris in campis, memorat quos musa Maronis,  
myrteus amentes ubi lucus opacat amantes,  
orgia ducebant heroides et sua quaeque,  
ut quondam occiderant, leti argumenta gerebant,  
errantes silva in magna et sub luce maligna  
inter harundineasque comas gravidumque papaver 
et tacitos sine labe lacus, sine murmure rivos.  
Quorum per ripas nebuloso lumine marcent  
fleti, olim regum et puerorum nomina, flores: 
Virgil’s muse remembered a distant heaven— 
a field of myrtle trees, frustrated lovers in the shade. 
This is where the heroines had their orgy of revenge. 
Each one brought the paraphernalia that destroyed her, 
wandering in a great forest under a malignant light 
over bristly reeds and soft, round poppies, 
past the clean secret wells and the silent rivulets 
where a bank of flowers droops to the crevice 
below, tracing on the swift water 
the names of ancient kings and boys: 
 
All translation from: Glaser B. Ausonius: Cupid Crucified. Literary Imagination, 5, no.2, Spring 2003, 209-212. 
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Thence he toils along the way that offered itself. And now they gained the farthest 
fields, where the renowned in war dwell apart.98 
 
 
 As in Orcus, the hero is once more confined to the road that he follows all the way to the 
crossroad, before which he encounters the souls of the warriors. They reside in the ‘Arva’, a term 
that generally designates flat terrains and agricultural fields and that evokes a more tamed 
environment than the hostile atmosphere predominant in the areas closer to the Styx. The Arva 
extend, like the Campi, on both sides of the path and grant some freedom of movement to the 
spirits who approach Aeneas on both sides as he walks through.  
Round about, on right and left, stand the souls in throngs.99 
 
Virgil does not describe this region in detail, and we are left to wonder if in the words of 
Deiphobus we can read an allusion to built houses (domos) where the soldiers dwell.100 This 
crowd is very different from the warriors Aeneas will encounter in Elysium. Though mostly 
positive figures, there are no memorable heroes in the Arva, and none is busy in tasks that were 
part of their everyday routine in life. A general sense of restlessness and uneasiness is reflected 
by the adjective ‘tristis’ that, though directly associated with the houses, most certainly refers to 
the people living in them. This crowd is ‘turbida’, distressed, confused, and potentially even 
violent, carrying on aimlessly under a dark sky without any hope of changing or improving its 
condition.  
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.477-478 
Inde datum molitur iter. iamque arua tenebant / ultima, quae bello clari secreta frequentant. 
 
99
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.486 
circumstant animae dextra laeuaque frequentes, 
 
100
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.533-534 
… an quae te fortuna fatigat, 
ut tristis sine sole domos, loca turbida, adires?' 
Or what doom compels you to visit these sad, sunless 
dwellings, this land of disorder? 
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 At this point in the narration Virgil inserts a note hinting at the passing of time. 
Everything and everybody has been so far enshrouded in eternity and stillness: the poet reminds 
us that Aeneas and Sybil do not abide by the infernal rules and that their lives are still set on the 
time of the living. The timeless atmosphere of Hades collides here with the inexorable passing of 
time on Earth embodied by Aeneas. As on Earth is midday, in the Underworld is the middle of 
the night, a notion that is irrelevant to the souls in the four regions but that is vital for Aeneas to 




The Fork in the Road 
 Once Aeneas leaves the Arva he finds himself at the first cross in the road (fig.21). The 
path is divided into two: to the right it leads to the Elysian Fields, to the left toward Tartarus.  
 Here is the place, where the road parts: there to the right, as it runs under the 
walls of great Dis, is our way to Elysium, but the left wreaks the punishment of the 
wicked, and send them on to pitiless Tartarus.” 102 
 
 
 What is by most commentators interpreted as a bivium, is really a trivium, the crossing of three 
roads, one coming from the Arva Ultima and leading all the way back to the Styx’ shores and 
ending at the entrance to Orcus, a second one directed to Tartarus, and the third one to the 
Elysian Fields. The trivia are believed to be presided over by Hecate, a divinity that is also 
linked to the chthonic world and that plays in the Aeneid a fundamental role as the Sybil’s guide 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.535-539 
Hac uice sermonum roseis Aurora quadrigis 
iam medium aetherio cursu traiecerat axem; 
et fors omne datum traherent per talia tempus, 
sed comes admonuit breuiterque adfata Sibylla est: 
'nox ruit, Aenea; nos flendo ducimus horas. 
During this interchange of talk, Dawn, with roseate car, had 
now crossed mid-heaven in her skyey course, and perchance 
in such wise they would have spent all the allotted time, but 
the Sibyl beside him gave warning with brief words: “Night 
is running away, Aeneas; we waste the hours in weeping. 
 
102
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.540-543 
Hic locus est, parties ubi se uia findit in ambas: / dextera quae Ditis magni sub moenia tendit, / hac iter Elysium 
nobis; at laeua malorum / exercet poenas et ad impia Tartara mittit.' 
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to Tartarus (VI.564-565). In their nature as crossroads and in their association with Hecate, trivia 
had been invested with magical meanings in the tradition and the religion since the early 
Republican period.
103
 All the souls, apart from those assigned to one of the fields in the 
Acherusian Plains, arrive at this crossroad having followed the same itinerary. From here 
onward, the verdict of their judgments determines the last portion of their travels. Whether they 
are sent to the right or to the left, they are all forbidden to ever visit or see what lies on the 
opposite side, the fork becoming the visible barrier between the two ultimate regions as much as 
the gates and the rivers have been in the previous ones. 
 The concept of a fork in the way is present in most of the written sources, even if in some 
of them it identifies a separation in the branches of a river or stream rather than in a road. In one 
of the Elegies mourning the death of Cynthia, Propertius describes two streams that flow beyond 
the Styx at the end of the Acherusian Plains. The damned and the blessed reach Tartarus or 
Elysium not by walking there, but by rowing boats along the two streams. While the damned 
struggle to overcome the opposing current, the blessed enjoy the trip, relaxing at the sound of 
music and choirs and going with the current on a boat adorned in flowers. The two channels are 
the only ways to reach the furthest infernal regions, and they create a barrier between Tartarus 
and Elysium that blocks them off also from the rest of Hades.  
For there are two abodes allotted beyond the foul river, and the whole crowd 
rows on opposing waters. One stream carries Clytemnestra’s adultery and brings 
along the wooden monster of a fake Cretan cow. Here the other group is carried 
along in a garlanded boat where sweet air grazes the Elysian roses, where 
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 A study of Hecate, the trivium, and the entrance to the Underworld in Brown (1966), esp. 127-129. 
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 Propertius, Elegiae, IV.7.60-67 
nam gemina est sedes turpem sortita per amnem, / turbaque diuersa remigat omnis aqua. / unda Clytaemestrae 
stuprum uehit altera, Cressae / portat mentitae lignea monstra bouis. / ecce coronato pars altera rapta phaselo, / 
mulcet ubi Elysias aura beata rosas, / qua numerosa fides, quaque aera rotunda Cybebes / mitratisque sonant Lydia 
plectra choris. 
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Similarly, in the Hercules Furens two streams off the Styx, Acheron and possibly Lethe, carry 
the souls to their final destinations. The interpretation of the second river as the Lethe is 
supported by a passage from the Culex. Heavily dependent upon Virgil, the author of the Culex 
was active sometime during Tiberius’ realm. The ghost of the Gnat, appearing in a shepherd’s 
dreams to accuse him of its unjust death, recounts crossing the Lethe, most probably after being 
assigned to the throngs of the blessed.
105
 While the Senecan Acheron is impetuous, carrying 
away large rocks whose sound stuns the dead and the living alike, the Lethe is placid and silent. 
Their opposite nature mirrors the conditions and landscapes of the regions to which the souls are 
taken. 
There is a place in a dark recess of Tartarus which with a heavy pall dense mists 
enshroud. Hence flow from a single source two streams, unlike: one, a placid 
river (by this do the gods swear), with silent current bears on the sacred Styx; the 
other with mighty roar rushes fiercely on, rolling down rocks in its flood, 
Acheron, that cannot be recrossed.106 
 
4.3: Tartarus 
 Tartarus, the land of the damned, is usually described from the standpoint of the deceased 
residing in it, rather then by its topographic details.
107
 The most notorious damned are 
                                                                                                                                                                    
A study of this passage in Foulon (1996), 165-166. 
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 Culex, 214-215 
at mea manes  
viscera Lethaeas cogunt transnare per undas 
But my remains the gods below compel to pass over Lethe’s 
waters. 
Fairclough H.R., Goold G.P. Virgil, Volume II: Aeneid Books 7-12, Appendix Vergiliana, Loeb Classical Library, 
London 1922 
My interpretation departs from the more traditional one according to which Lethe is the river of Orcus. However, 
Lethe is mostly associated with the Elysium, and the Gnat appears in the shepherd’s dream after receiving his lot, 
therefore from Elysium. 
 
106
 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 709-716 
Est in recessu Tartari obscuro locus, / quem  gravibus umbris spissa caligo alligat. / a fonte discors manat hinc uno 
latex, / alter quieto similis (hunc iurant dei) / tacente sacram devehens fluvio Styga; / at hic tumultu rapitur ingenti 
ferox / et saxa fluctu volvit Acheron invitus / renavigari. 
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mythological characters, eternally occupied in the fulfillment of their punishments. Sisyphus 
rolls a stone, Ixion is chained to a turning wheel, Tityus is stretched, his entrails eaten by birds, 
the Danaids incessantly carry leaking water jars, Tantalus suffers from eternal thirst, and the 
enchained Prometheus is tormented by an eagle. They are all generically referred to as living in a 
dark and bottomless pit situated in the deepest recess of Hades. The other anonymous souls 
undergo punishments that are reminiscent of those inflicted to the criminals condemned in 
Rome: they are bound in chains, struck with whips, flogged, and their bodies are thrown to the 
beasts. Thus, the custom of retaliation continues to be followed also in the Afterlife, and the 
pains inflicted are each associated to a specific kind of fault.
108
 
 Aeneas takes the right fork in the path to proceed toward the Elysium but suddenly he 
turns back and looks down to the left toward Tartarus. Curiosity stops him in his tracks. The 
Sybil reminds him that he is prohibited from visiting this region and that time is pressing. All he 
can do is gaze at what lies down below his vantage point, a sort of a cliff, created by the drastic 
sloping of Tartarus’ path (fig.22).  
Suddenly Aeneas looks back, and under a cliff on the left sees a broad city, girt 
with triple wall and encircled with a rushing flood of torrent flames – Tartarean 
Phlegethon, that rolls along thundering rocks. In front stands a huge gate, and 
pillars of solid adamant, that no might of man, nay, not even the sons of heaven, 
could uproot in war; there stands an iron tower, soaring high, and Tisiphone, 
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 This is the case for: First century BCE: Cicero, Tuscolanae Disputationes, I.V; Horace, Epodes, XVII.65-69; 
Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, 978-1023; Propertius, Elegiae, IV.11.23-26, Tibullus, Elegiae, I.III.73-80; Virgil, 
Georgics, IV.482-484. First century CE: Appendix Vergiliana, Culex, 232-240; Martial, Epigrammaton, X.5.14-19; 
Ovid, Ibis, 175-184; Amores, III.12.25-34; Metamorphoses, IV.457-463 and X.41-44; Seneca, Agamennon, 15-21; 
Apocolocyntosis, 14; Hercules Furens, 750-759; Hercules Oetaeus, 1068-1078; Medea, 744-749; Octavia, 619-623; 
Phaedra, 1229-1237; Thyestes, 1-12; Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.609-611; Statius, Thebaid, IV.537-540 and 
VIII.50-51. Second century CE: Lucian, Μένιππος ἢ Νεκυομαντεία (Menippus); Περὶ Πένθους (On Mourning). The 
tradition of the damned and their punishements stretched, virtually unchanged, to the Late Antiquity and survived 
the collapse of the Western Roman Empire, as attested by descriptions of the Fourth century CE: Claudianus, De 
Raptu Proserpinae, II.335-342, and In Rufinum, II.515-519; Paulinus of Nola, Carmina, XXI.475-484, and the Sixth 
century CE: Boethius, Consolatio Philosophiae, III. Metrum.12.34-39. 
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 Cumont (1922), 173. 
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Aeneas sees a large city protected by three concentric rows of fortification walls encircled by the 
river Phlegethon, a pitchy river of fire carrying large rocks downstream. Claudianus describes 
the banks as an agger, elevated from the surroundings as are the Styx’s shores in Orcus. Pine 
trees grow by the banks, adding a hint of color and variety to an otherwise grey and still 
setting.
110
 Where the path meets the walls a large gate framed by columns cast in metal, or 
another unbreakable material, opens into the region. The gate is protected by a high iron tower 
on top of which sits Tisiphone, the Fury, keeper to the main entrance.
111
 Ovid’s description 
matches Virgil’s, apart from the fact that Tartarus is imagined as a prison (carcer) rather than a 
fortified town. 
She called out for the dread, implacable daugthers of Night. They sat in front of 
the prison gates, closed with steel, combing out their hair, of black snakes.112 
 
 
 Aeneas cannot see past the closed gate, but he can clearly discern the loud groans of the 
condemned and the frightening clatter of the iron chains and the other tortures.
113
 The Sybil 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.548-556 
Respicit Aeneas subito et sub rupe sinistra / moenia lata uidet triplici circumdata muro, / quae rapidus flammis 
ambit torrentibus amnis, / Tartareus Phlegethon, torquetque sonantia saxa. / porta aduersa ingens solidoque 
adamante columnae, / uis ut nulla uirum, non ipsi exscindere bello / caelicolae ualeant; stat ferrea turris ad auras, / 
Tisiphoneque sedens palla succincta cruenta / uestibulum exsomnis seruat noctesque diesque. 
 
110
 Claudianus, In Rufinum, I.117-122 
illa ubi caeruleo vestes conexuit angue  
nodavitque adamante comas, Phlegethonta sonorum  
poscit et ambusto flagrantis ab aggere ripae  
ingentem piceo succendit gurgite pinum  
pigraque veloces per Tartara concutit alas. 
When Megaera had gathered together her dress with the 
black serpent that girdled her, and bound her hair with 
combs of steel, she approached the sounding stream of 
Phlegethon, and seizing a tall pine-tree from the scorched 
summit of the flaming bank kindled it in the pitchy flood, 
then plied her swift wings o'er sluggish Tartarus. 
Translation M. Platnauer, Loeb Classical Library, Vol.2, London 1922. 
 
111
 A study of the presence of the Fury and the Dirae in the Aeneid in: Edgeworth (1986), 133-143. 
 
112
 Ovid, Metamorphoses, IV.452-454 
Nocte vocat genitas, grave et inplacabile numen: / carceris ante fores clausas adamante sedebant / deque suis atros 
pectebant crinibus angues. 
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describes what lies ahead: once a soul reaches the gate, he is first whipped by Tisiphone and her 
sisters, then the gate is opened and he is sent into the city. Here the Hydra, sentry to the internal 
side of the gate, continues to torture the soul until it is finally sent to Rhadamanthus who, sitting 
in a square or plaza near the gates, determines the soul’s eternal punishments.  
Cretan Rhadamanthus holds here his iron sway; he chastises, and hears the tale 
of guilt, exacting confession of crimes, whenever in the world above any man, 
rejoicing in vain deceit, has put off atonement for sin until death’s late hour. 
Straightway avenging Tisiphone, girt with the lash, leaps on the guilty to scourge 
them, and with left hand brandishing her grim snakes, calls on her savage sister 
band. Then at last, grating on harsh, jarring hinge, the infernal gates open. Do 
you see what sentry [Tisiphone] sits in the doorway? what shape guards the 




The realm of Tartarus does not extend in length, and Aeneas can easily see from his higher 
standpoint the extent of the circuit outlined by the fortification walls. Quite the opposite: it sinks 
to almost infinite depth, creating an enormous and dark pit.  
Then Tartarus itself yawns sheer down, stretching into the gloom twice as far as 
is the upward view of the sky toward heavenly Olympus. 115  
 
 
While it is difficult to assign a definite shape to the pit, Andrew Feldherr’s assertion that “where 
you are reveals who you are” is applicable to the spatial setting of Tartarus in that the seat of the 
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 On the silence and the gloominess characterizing Roman Hades see: Borca (2001), esp. 866-869. Thomas argues 
that Virgil uses silence as recurrent backdrop for scenes where the abnormal and the supernatural are the main 
protagonists. However, this scene in Tartarus demonstrates that Virgil’s infernal settings are more variageted and 
less uniform than what both Borca and Thomas might have envisioned. See: Thomas (1981), 86 and, on the images 
of solitude in the Aeneid, pp. 143-160. 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.566-577 
Cnosius haec Rhadamanthus habet durissima regna / castigatque auditque dolos subigitque fateri / quae quis apud 
superos furto laetatus inani / distulit in seram commissa piacula mortem. / continuo sontis ultrix accincta flagello / 
Tisiphone quatit insultans, toruosque sinistra / intentans anguis uocat agmina saeua sororum./ tum demum 
horrisono stridentes cardine sacrae / panduntur portae. cernis custodia qualis / uestibulo sedeat, facies quae limina 
seruet / quinquaginta atris immanis hiatibus Hydra / saeuior intus habet sedem. … 
 
115
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI. 577-579 
… tum Tartarus ipse / bis patet in praeceps tantum tenditque sub umbras / quantus ad aetherium caeli suspectus 
Olympum. 
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damned is clearly organized according to ethical and social categories.
116
 Indeed, the list of the 
condemned souls given by Sibyl follows an order that from the bottom of the pit progressively 
moves upward. If we accept this argument, then we can at least grasp the succession of various 
levels dividing the pit’s walls. The Titans, the first to be described, are undoubtedly placed at the 
bottom of the pit and every step upward in the description of the following groups of damned is 
signaled in the text, according to the typical Virgilian use of adverb of place, by the recurrence of 
hic. 
Here the ancient sons of Earth, the Titan’s brood, hurled down by the 
thunderbolt, writhe in lowest abyss.117 
 
 
Virgil most probably imagined the pit as articulated into successive terraces obtained by tapering 
the pit’s walls to create projecting surfaces that increase the space available to accommodate the 
long strings of souls. The fact that the Sybil names the damned according to an inverse order 
based on the gravity of their faults and punishments suggests that the higher terraces, closer to 
the infernal sky, are reserved for minor sinners, while the most vicious are relegated to the 
darkest recesses of Earth. The Titans are indeed the worst sinners, since they dared to challenge 
Zeus. Afterwards, the Sybil lists those who attempted to revolt against Zeus or to copy his skills 
(Salmoneus and Tityus, for example), then those guilty of sins against the family, therefore 
against pietas, and finally others who sinned for personal economic gain. A path probably allows 
circulation from one level to the next, as is suggested by the fact that during her visit the Sybil 
was able to reach the bottom of the pit. 
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 Feldherr (1999), 85-86. 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.580-581. 
hic genus antiquum Terrae, Titania pubes, / fulmine deiecti fundo uoluuntur in imo. 
The description continues up to verse 627. 
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 While the topography of Tartarus is not described in any detail, Virgil mentions the 
presence in the pit of some furniture, namely couches and tables that are instrumental in the 
punishments of the souls.
118
 The ghost of Tantalus in the Thyestes describes the prison he is 
living in and the pallet he sleeps on. Close to him a tree, loaded with fruits, is obviously not a 
spontaneous product of otherwise sterile Nature, but an artificial prop, and it may even be visible 
only to the condemned soul, meant to eternally torment him. 
Back to the marshes, the streams, and the secluded water, and back to the laden 
tree shunning my very lips. Let me return to mournful pallet of my prison, Let me 
switch banks, if  I don’t look miserable enough; Phlegethon, let me stay in the 
middle of your bed surrounded by waves of fire. … From both sides a tree, the 
brenches heavy with fruits, leans over and in bending and shaking its loaded 
limbs plays with his wide jaws.119 
 
 
 Later Greek sources present some innovations in the description of Tartarus, mostly due 
to their specific contexts. Plutarch imagines it as an area with three lakes, of gold, silver, and 
iron, where the condemned are plunged in or taken out in ceaseless punishment. 
Moreover, he said, there were certain lakes that lay parallel and equidistant one 
from the other, the one of boiling gold, another of lead, exceeding cold, and the 
third of iron, which was very scaly and rugged. By the sides of these lakes stood 
certain Daemons, that with their instruments, like smiths or founders, put in or 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.601-607 
quid memorem Lapithas, Ixiona Pirithoumque? 
quos super atra silex iam iam lapsura cadentique 
imminet adsimilis; lucent genialibus altis 
aurea fulcra toris, epulaeque ante ora paratae 
regifico luxu; Furiarum maxima iuxta 
accubat et manibus prohibet contingere mensas, 
exsurgitque facem attollens atque intonat ore. 
Why tell of the Lapiths, Ixion and Pirithoüs, over whom 
hangs a black crag that seems ready to slip and fall at any 
moment? High festal couches gleam with backs of gold, and 
before their eyes is spread a banquet in royal splendour. 
Reclining hard by, the eldest Fury stays their hands from 




 Seneca, Thyestes, 68-73 
Ad stagna et amnes et recedentes aquas / labrisque ab ipsis arboris plenae fugas. / abire in atrum carceris liceat 
mei / cubile, liceat, si parum videor miser, / mutare ripas ; alveo medius tuo, / Phlegethon, relinquar igneo cinctus 
freto. … / … hinc illinc gravidis frondibus incubat / et curvata suis fetibus ac tremens / alludit patulis arbor 
hiatibus. 
This translation was adapted by the author from Miller F.J. Seneca’s Tragedies, Vol.2. Loeb Classical Library, 
London 1953. 
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drew out the souls of such as had transgressed either through avarice or an eager 
desire of other men's goods.120 
 
 
 Lucian recounts of an imaginary visit to the island of Tartarus shortly after leaving the island of 
the Blessed, episode described in the previous chapter. Most of Lucian’s settings are affected by 
his satiric deformation of the periploi, making his work unlike those of any other contemporary 
writers. Nonetheless, the numerous similarities with Virgil’s description allow us to identify a 
common traditional background. The island of the damned is in a remote location and difficult to 
reach, as also is the Virgilian Tartarus. Lucian describes the air around the island as smelling of 
pitch and burning, an odor that we can easily associated to the area around the Phlegethon which 
is also characterized by pitch and flames. The land in Lucian is sterile and rugged, and thorny 
bushes constitute the only vegetation visible, a picture very similar to what is described by 
Virgil. Finally, in the True History the area destined for punishments is enclosed by a river of 
fire, like the Phlegethon, and in both infernal settings the sounds of the torments and the cries of 
the damned dramatically fill the air. 
When we had progressed beyond the sweet-smelling air, we were suddenly 
greeted by a foul odour, as of asphalt and brimstone and pitch all burning 
together, and vile and intolerable fumes as of roasting human flesh. The air was 
thick and murky, and a pitchy dew dripped out of it; and we could hear the crack 
of whips and the wailing of many people. We did not put in to the other islands, 
but the one we landed on was surrounded by sheer cliffs; the ground was hard, 
rugged and stony; and there were no trees nor water. Still, we managed to crawl 
up the cliffs, and went along a path full of brambles and sharp stakes, the whole 
being hideous to look at. Then we came to the enclosure and the place of 
punishment, and the thing that astonished us was the nature of the spot. The 
ground itself was bristling with swords and sharp stakes, and three rivers flowed 
around it, one of mud, the second of blood, and the innermost one of fire. This last 
was very wide and impassable; it ran like water and had billows like the sea, and 
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 Plutarch, On the Delays of Divine Vengeance, section 22, 187. 
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it was full of fish, some resembling torches, and others, which were smaller, like 
live coals: they were called lampfish.121 
 
4.4: The Elysian Fields 
 The fourth region of Hades extends from the Palace of Ditis, situated at its entrance, to 
the exit from the Underworld. In between, Virgil outlines two main sub-regions, the Sedes 
Beatae and the Nitentes Campi, both hosting the souls of the blessed who are portrayed as busy 
in various activities carried out in full harmony with the surrounding nature (fig.23).
 122
 
 The region’s luxuriant landscape is described by Virgil in the most imaginative tones: 
lawns, plains, valleys, hills, and even a mountain create a complex scenography animated by 
vibrant hues of greens for the grasses, groves, and forests, yellows for the sand, and reds mostly 
from the light radiating from the Elysian sun. Two large rivers, the Eridanus and Lethe, and 
numerous smaller streams add a touch of blue to this already multicolored palette. All other 
sources confirm this vivid picture: Plutarch insists on the variety in the vegetation and flowers 
and on their plethora of colors, their sweet perfumes floating in the gentle breeze. 
Now this same cleft withinside resembled the dens of Bacchus, fringed about with 
the pleasing verdure of various herbs and plants, that yielded a more delightful 
prospect still of all sorts of flowers, enamelling the green so with a wonderful 
diversity of colors, and breathing forth at the same time a soft and gentle breeze, 
which perfumed all the ambient air with odors most surprising, as grateful to the 
smell as the sweet flavor of wine to those that love it. Insomuch that the souls 
banqueting upon these fragrancies were almost all dissolved in raptures of mirth 
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 Lucian, Ἀληθῶν Διηγημάτωv (True History), II.29-32. Translation from: Costa C.D.N. Lucian: Selected 
Dialogues. Oxford 2008. 
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 A study on the different zones of the Elysium is in Molyviati-Toptis (1994), esp.35-37. I do not agree with 
Norwood’s argument [Norwood (1954), 19-20] that identifies three separate Underworlds constituted, respectively, 
by Tartarus, the Sedes Beatae, and the Nitentes Campi. According to his theory Orcus and the Acherusian Plains are 
assimilated to Tartarus, while Elysium is divided into two completely separate regions. Molyviati-Toptis has 
partially rejected his argument, suggesting that Elysium is to be considered as one region subdivided into two loci. I 
consider Norwood’s suggested separation as not based on geographic or topographic grounds but rather on his 
tendency of trying to interpret Virgil’s account at the light of the Greek and Roman religion and philosophy. Indeed, 
he refers to these regions as, respectively, the ‘mythological’, the ‘moral’, and the ‘philosophical’ Underworlds. A 
refute of this argument in Solmsen (1972), 31-41. When reconstructing  Virgil’s Underworld from the internal 
geographic and topographic details it is clear that Norwood’s thesis does not have enough supporting evidence. 
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and caresses one among another, there being nothing to be heard for some fair 
distance round about the place, but jollity and laughter, and all the cheerful 
sounds of joy and harmony, which are usual among people that pass their time in 
sport and merriment.123 
 
 
 Lucian returns to the Homeric tradition by coloring the fields with the perennial pink and white 
flowers of the asphodels,
124
 while in the elegy on the fear of death, Tibullus describes them as 
covered in the yellow flowers of the senna, or the cassia, and multicolored roses. 
But I will lead Venus herself through the Elysian Fields, since I have always been 
keen on tender Love. Here dances and songs thrive, and everywhere wandering 
birds sing sweet songs from their slender throats, the fallow fields bear senna, 
and in all the lands the fruitful earth blooms with perfumed roses: and a group of 
young men mixed with graceful girls plays, and Love stirs fights endlessly. There 




 White and green myrtle’s wreaths adorn the hair of the blessed, and the air is filled with the 
songs of birds. Swans, phoenixes, peacocks, and parrots welcome the dead parrot of Ovid’s lover 
in Elysium; the birds, divided in groups according to their species, mirror the souls of the blessed 
who are usually divided according to their condition. 
A grove of dark holm oaks leafs beneath an Elysian slope, the damp earth green 
with everlasting grass. If you can believe it, they say there’s a place there for 
pious birds, from which ominous ones are barred. There innocuous swans browse 
far and wide and the phoenix lives there, unique immortal bird: There Juno’s 
peacock displays his tail-feathers, and the dove lovingly bills and coos. Parrot 
gaining a place among those trees translates the pious birds in his own words.126 
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 Plutarch, On the Delays of Divine Vengeance, section 22. 
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 Lucian, Μένιππος ἢ Νεκυομαντεία (Menippus). 
 
125
 Tibullus, Elegiae, I.III.57-61 
Sed me, quod facilis tenero sum semper Amori, / Ipsa Venus campos ducet in Elysios. / Hic choreae cantusque 
vigent, passimque vagantes / Dulce sonant tenui gutture carmen aves, / Fert casiam non culta seges, totosque per 
agros / Floret odoratis terra benigna rosis; / Ac iuvenum series teneris inmixta puellis / Ludit, et adsidue proelia 
miscet Amor. / Illic est, cuicumque rapax mors venit amanti, / Et gerit insigni myrtea serta coma. 
Translated by the author. 
 
126
 Ovid, Amores, II.VI.49-58 
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 Despite the idyllic scenery, Elysium is not intrinsically different from the other infernal 
regions; while the souls enjoy relative freedom inside the areas to which they are assigned, they 
are still kept confined and divided in groups reflecting their status and worthiness in life. 
Interestingly, this landscape is the least affected by human interventions, when compared with 
what we have seen in the other three regions. Indeed, while in Orcus, in the Acherusian Plains, or 
in Tartarus there are houses, gates, walls and towers, and even furniture, in Elysium the souls 
live in a pristine nature that protects them and gives them sustenance, the only built architecture, 
the palace of Hades, far from sight. 
None has a fixed home. We dwell in shady groves, and live on cushioned 
riverbanks and in meadows fresh with streams.127 
 
Hades’ Palace: 
So spoke the aged priestess of Phoebus; then adds: “But come now, hasten your 
step and fulfil the task in hand. Let us hasten. I descry the ramparts reared by 
Cyclopean forges and the gates with fronting arch, where they bid us lay the 
appointed gifts.” She ended, and, advancing side by side along the dusky way, 
they haste over the mid-space and draw near the doors. Aeneas wins the entrance, 
sprinkles his body with fresh water, and plants the bough full on the threshold.128 
 
 
Sybil concludes her description of Tartarus and invites Aeneas to turn back on the path toward 
the Elysian Fields. They first come to Hades’ palace, located at the entrance to the region. 
                                                                                                                                                                    
Colle sub Elysio nigra nemus ilice frondet, / udaque perpetuo gramine terra viret. / siqua fides dubiis, volucrum 
locus ille piarum / dicitur, obscenae quo prohibentur aves. / illic innocui late pascuntur olores / et vivax phoenix, 
unica semper avis; / explicat ipsa suas ales Iunonia pinnas, / oscula dat cupido blanda columba mari. / psittacus 
has inter nemorali sede receptus / convertit volucres in sua verba pias. 
 
127
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.673-675 
nulli certa domus; lucis habitamus opacis, / riparumque toros et prata recentia riuis / incolimus. 
 
128
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.628-636 
Haec ubi dicta dedit Phoebi longaeua sacerdos, / 'sed iam age, carpe uiam et susceptum perfice munus / 
acceleremus' ait; 'Cyclopum educta caminis / moenia conspicio atque aduerso fornice portas, / haec ubi nos 
praecepta iubent deponere dona.' / dixerat et pariter gressi per opaca uiarum / corripiunt spatium medium 
foribusque propinquant. / occupat Aeneas aditum corpusque recenti / spargit aqua ramumque aduerso in limine 
figit. 
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Seneca imagines the palace as standing opposite the city of Tartarus, protected and separated 
from the surroundings by a double moat and woods. The door to the palace is also the gate to 
Elysium, and all the souls are meant to enter through it.  
The royal hall of Dis stands opposite, girt by a double moat, and the huge house 
is hid by an o'ershadowing grove. Here in a spacious cavern the tyrant's doors 
overhang; this is the road for spirits, this is the kingdom's gate. A plain lies round 
about this where sits the god, where with haughty mien his awful majesty assorts 
the new-arriving souls.129 
 
 
 The path to the palace runs mostly in the dark, and Aeneas does not proceed beyond the 
threshold of the main gate where he leaves the golden bough. These two conditions prevent him 
from seeing the palace firsthand, and they are also the two main reasons why we learn of some of 
the palace’s features not directly through Aeneas’ eyes, as is the case for the Vestibule, but by 
inferring them from the words of other protagonists. The Sybil reports that the palace is 
surrounded by fortification walls (moenia) made out of metal, opening onto the path with an 
arched triumphal gate. Tibullus, in an elegy where he imagines dying and arriving in Hades 
accompanied by Venus, describes the gate, and possibly also the walls, as in bronze.
130
 Houghton 
has recently pointed out that the infernal elements in Tibullus have a “distinctive amatory twist 
that does not detract from the fact that all of them are consistent with other artistic and literary 
treatment of the theme”, an observation that reinforces my argument that minor individual 
variations in the sources do not negate the existence of a common infernal layout drawn from a 
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 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 716-722 
… cingitur duplici vado / adversa Ditis regia, atque ingens domus / umbrante luco tegitur. hic vasto specu / pendent 
tyranni limina, hoc umbris iter, / haec porta regni. campus hanc circa iacet / in quo superbo digerit vultu sedens / 
animas recentes dira maiestas dei. 
 
130
 Tibullus, Elegiae, I.III.71-72 
Tum niger in porta serpentum Cerberus ore 
Stridet et aeratas excubat ante fores. 
Then the black Cerberus bellows by the door with a snake in its 
mouth and keeps watch in front of the bronze gates. 
Translated by the author. 
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set of consolidated and widespread beliefs.
131
 Silius Italicus describes the entrance to the palace, 
reachable via the river Lethe, as composed of a gate with thresholds preceded by a vestibule and 
followed by an atrium, according to a scheme common to most Roman villas. 
The farthest of the rivers bursts forth with waters of tears in front of the vestibule, 
the entrance, and the unrelenting threshold. What a great crowd of monsters stay 





 Charon tells Aeneas about the escapades of Hercules and Theseus. In this context he talks 
of a throne, from where Hercules took Cerberus away, and of a nuptial chamber where Theseus 
kidnapped Proserpina.
133
 That the throne is imagined as standing in a room or in a courtyard to 
the back of the palace is confirmed by Statius,
 
 
Seated by chance in the high, walled heart of his unhappy realm, the Lord of 
Erebus made souls tell him their life’s misdeeds.134 
 
 
as well as by Silius Italicus, according to whom Hades is ‘suggestu residens’, sitting on a 
rostrum or a podium.
135
 Claudianus offers more details about Proserpina’s chamber on the day of 
her wedding: partially hidden by a set of curtains, the doorway is adorned by garlands and the 
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 Houghton (2007), esp.155. 
 
132
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.577-579 
ultimus erumpit lacrimarum fontibus amnis / ante aulam atque aditus et inexorabile limen. / Quanta cohors omni 
stabulante per atria monstro 
 
133
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.392-397 
nec uero Alciden me sum laetatus euntem 
accepisse lacu, nec Thesea Pirithoumque, 
dis quamquam geniti atque inuicti uiribus essent. 
Tartareum ille manu custodem in uincla petiuit 
ipsius a solio regis traxitque trementem; 
hi dominam Ditis thalamo deducere adorti. 
And in truth it brought me no joy that I took Heracles on his 
journey over the lake, or Theseus and Pirithoüs, though sons 
of gods and invincible in valour. The one by force sought to 
drag into chains, even from the monarch’s throne, the 
warder of Tartarus, and tore him off trembling; these 
essayed to carry off our queen from the chamber of Dis. 
 
134
 Statius, Thebaid, VIII.21-22 
forte sedens media regni infelicis in arce / dux Erebi populos poscebat crimina uitae, 
 
135
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII, 602. 
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room’s décor enhanced by fine carpets.
136
 Proserpina is the matron of the house: she welcomes 
the guests and treats them to a banquet. Cerberus is often portrayed as lying by the throne near 
her, or standing at the gates to keep watch on the incomers. 
For a huge dog with three enormous heads, a monstrous and fearsome brute, 
barking thunderously and with empty menace at the dead, whom he can no longer 
harm, is on perpetual guard before the threshold and dark halls of Proserpina, 
and watches over the empty houses of Ditis. Him you can muzzle by letting him 
have one of your cakes; passing him easily by you will come directly to 
Proserpina, who will receive you kindly and courteously, urging you to take a soft 
seat and join her in a rich repast. But you must sit on the ground and ask for some 
coarse bread; …137 
 
 
 Ovid conflates the Elysian region into one area and creates an opposite but mirroring 
image of Tartarus. Elysium is transformed into a city around Hades’ palace, cruel and harsh as its 
owner, in a picture that is far from the idyllic countryside common in the other authors. The city 
walls are opened by thousands of gates on all sides and the souls congregate in the forum or in 
the street, engaged not in heroic or idealized diversions, but in mundane business and trades that 
imitate the everyday life of all classes of Roman society. 
The wide, thorny waste is cold and pallid, and the newly arrived shades are 
ignorant of the road that leads to the Stygian city, where black Dis has his cruel 
palace. The roomy city has a thousand entrances, and open gates on every side, 
and as the ocean accepts the rivers of all the world, so this place accepts all the 
souls, and is never too small for any populace, nor notices the crowds that come. 
There the bloodless shadows wander without flesh or bone. Some crowd the 
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 Claudianus, De Raptu Proserpinae, II.320-321 
pars aulaea tenent; alii praetexere ramis  
limina et in thalamum cultas extollere vestes.  
Some hold back the curtains, others decorate the doorway with 
branches and adorn the bridal chamber with refined carpets. 
 
137
 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.19.3-5 
Canis namque praegrandis teriugo et satis amplo capite praeditus immanis et formidabilis tonantibus oblatrans 
faucibus mortuos, quibus iam nil mali potest facere, frustra territando ante ipsum limen et atra atria Proserpinae 
semper excubans servat vacuam Ditis domum. Hunc offrenatum unius offulae praeda facile praeteribis ad ipsamque 
protinus Proserpinam introibis, quae te comiter excipiet ac benigne, ut et molliter assidere et prandium opipare 
suadeat sumere. Sed tu et humi reside et panem sordidum petitum esto, … 
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forum, some the house of the ruler of the depths, others follow their trades, 
imitating their previous lives.138 
 
 
The Sedes Beatae 
 Aeneas proceeds on the path that is still the only trajectory leading through the region. 
Upon reaching the Sedes Beatae he notices the sudden change in the overall atmosphere: a 
lustrous bright sun and a series of stars break the darkness that has followed him since the 
entrance to Orcus, the woods and green lawns contributing to the creation of an amiable 
landscape.
139
 Claudian conveys a similar picture where a sun and the stars, different from those 
shining on Earth, bring unexpected light to soft meadows, flowers, and gentle breezes.
140
 In 
Virgil the description of the natural elements and of the souls follows yet again their location in 
space. The adverb of space hic gives a rhythm to each movement of Aeneas’ eyes from one 
group to the next, their respective positions along the path becoming once again the main drive 
to the narration. The blessed are divided into two groups, both busy in activities taken from an 
                                                   
138
 Ovid, Metamorphoses, IV.436-445 
 pallor hiemsque tenent late loca senta, novique, / qua sit iter, manes, Stygiam quod ducat ad urbem, / ignorant, ubi 
sit nigri fera regia Ditis. / mille capax aditus et apertas undique portas / urbs habet, utque fretum de tota flumina 
terra, / sic omnes animas locus accipit ille nec ulli / exiguus populo est turbamve accedere sentit. / errant exsangues 




 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.637-641 
His demum exactis, perfecto munere diuae, 
deuenere locos laetos et amoena uirecta 
fortunatorum nemorum sedesque beatas. 
largior hic campos aether et lumine uestit 
purpureo, solemque suum, sua sidera norunt. 
This at length performed and the task of the goddess 
fulfilled, they came to a land of joy, the pleasant lawns and 
happy seats of the Blissful Groves. Here an ampler ether 
clothes the meads with lustrous light, and they know their 
own sun, and stars of their own. 
 
140
 Claudian, De Raptu Proserpinae, II.282-289 
… sunt altera nobis  
sidera, sunt orbes alii, lumenque videbis  
purius Elysiumque magis mirabere solem  
cultoresque pios; illic pretiosior aetas,  
aurea progenies habitat, semperque tenemus  
quod superi meruere semel. nec mollia desunt  
prata tibi; Zephyris illic melioribus halant  
perpetui flores, quos nec tua protulit Henna.  
Think not thou hast lost the light of day; other stars are 
mine and other courses; a purer light shalt thou see and 
wonder rather at Elysium’s sun and blessed habitants. There 
are richer age, a golden race has its home, and we possess 
for ever what men win but once. Soft meads shall fail thee 
not, and ever-blooming flowers, such as they Henna ne’er 
produced, breathe to gentle zephyrs. 
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idealized repertoire that an elite Roman citizen would have imagined as fitting pastimes for 
heroes of mythical times. The first group trains and competes in a sandy clearing worth of a 
gymnasium, while the second group sings and dances accompanied by Orpheus’ music.
141
 A bit 
farther away other two groups of souls spend time according to even more traditional clichés. 
The warriors keep training in the art of war, their chariots, horses, spears, and armor ready for a 
battle that will never come.
142
 The banqueters, separated into smaller groups on either sides of 
the path, sing and celebrate their fortunate status in a perpetual and ideal symposium. 
Others he sees, to right and left, feasting on the sward, and chanting in chorus a 
joyous paean within a fragrant laurel grove, from where the full flood of the 
Eridanus rolls upward through the forest.143 
 
 
Even farther on the way, a large group of priests and heroes welcomes Aeneas and directs him to 
his father. All the souls are clearly divided in ranks: though there are no insurmountable barriers 
between them, their natures and roles keep them apart. The landscape changes dramatically from 
one group to the other, as if mirroring their activities: sandy plains allow for the athletes’ 
exercises, while large lawns assure enough empty space for the dancers to enact complex group 
choreographies. The path traverses these two open areas where the eyes can roam almost 
indefinitely and, after an intermediate area of deserted plains, it is once more constrained by 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.642-644 
pars in gramineis exercent membra palaestris, 
contendunt ludo et fulua luctantur harena; 
pars pedibus plaudunt choreas et Carmina dicunt. 
Some disport their limbs on the grassy wrestling ground, vie 
in sports, and grapple on the yellow sand; some tread the 
rhythm of a dance and chant songs. 
 
142
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.651-655 
arma procul currusque uirum miratur inanis; 
stant terra defixae hastae passimque soluti 
per campum pascuntur equi. quae gratia currum 
armorumque fuit uiuis, quae cura nitentis 
pascere equos, eadem sequitur tellure repostos.   
From afar he marvels at their phantom arms and chariots. Their 
lances stand fixed in the ground, and their unyoked steeds 
browse freely over the plain. The same pride in chariot and 
arms that was theirs in life, the same care in keeping sleek 
steeds, attends them now that they are hidden beneath the earth 
 
143
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.656-659 
conspicit, ecce, alios dextra laeuaque per herbam  / uescentis laetumque choro paeana canentis / inter odoratum 
lauris nemus, unde superne / plurimus Eridani per siluam uoluitur amnis. 
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natural barriers and it turns into a tunnel across the laurel groves. These groves give shade to the 
grassy lawns where the banqueters recline, but they are also obstacles impenetrable to the gaze 
and obstructing the view of anything beyond or around them. The road cuts through the trees, 
and Aeneas is forced to enter from one side and leave from the other. Also in Elysium the path is 
mortifera and does not allow for wandering. In Anchises’ words, moving through Elysium is an 
‘iter durum’ (VI.688): even the greenest of the valleys is still placed in an implacable infernal 
setting. The river Eridanus flows at the groves’ exit and reaches, through the woodlands, up to 
the world above to create a visible and physical connection between the world of the living and 
the world of the dead.
144
 Aeneas cannot follow the river’s course and keeps to the road that 
brings him to the top of a tall mountain that is, de facto, the natural divider between the Sedes 
and the Campi.  
 
The Nitentes Campi 
 Down on the other side of the mountain Anchises rests in a green and grassy valley 
beyond which are wide plains.  
But if the wish in your heart so inclines, surmount this ridge, and soon I will set 
you on an easy path.” He spoke and stepped on before, and from above points out 
the shining fields. Then they leave the mountaintops. But deep in a green vale 
father Anchises was surveying with earnest thought the imprisoned souls that 
were to pass to the light above.145 
 
 
                                                   
144
 According to Antoinette Novara, in the description of the Elysian Fields, and especially in the identification of 
the river Erudanus as the Po, Virgil taps into the hilly landscape of Italy rather than in the more stereotyped 
landscapes from Homer or Pindar. Novara (1987), 331. 
 
145
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.675-681 
sed uos, si fert ita corde uoluntas / hoc superate iugum, et facili iam tramite sistam.' / dixit, et ante tulit gressum 
camposque nitentis / desuper ostentat; dehinc summa cacumina linquunt. / At pater Anchises penitus conualle 
uirenti / inclusas animas superumque ad lumen ituras / lustrabat studio recolens, 
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Once Aeneas and the Sybil reach him, Anchises accompanies them to a small hill, a vantage 
point from which they can easily see countless souls gathering in another valley spreading in 
front of them, adversos.
146 
The valley is inaccessible: isolated and secluded, it is traversed by the 
river Lethe that flows through its length and passes a wood and a forest. The souls bustle around 
in a spurt of activity and purpose absent from any group of blessed assigned to the Sedes.
 
 
Meanwhile, in a retired vale, Aeneas sees a sequestered grove and rustling forest 
thickets, and the river Lethe drifting past those peaceful homes. About it hovered 
peoples and tribes unnumbered.147 
 
 
 The ninth door in the Punica leads to a very similar setting: the blessed souls reach the secluded 
course of the Lethe via a path that goes from darkness to a sudden radiant atmosphere.  
Next, in a secluded location radiant and freeed from the night, the door bolts 
shine, leading to the Elysian Fields through the shade of a secret path. Here the 
throng of the righteouses, located neither in the realm of the Styx nor under the 
skies but rather beyond the Ocean and close to a sacred spring, drinks the water 
of the Lethe, …148 
 
 
Despite the length of the passage set in the Campi, Virgil does not provide additional details 
about their layout, mostly because his main objective for this last part of the book is to explain 
the origins of Earth, the meaning of the infernal punishments, and to list the souls of the heroes 
who will be the protagonists in his contemporaneous history (VI.724-892). Considering this 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.752-755 
Dixerat Anchises natumque unaque Sibyllam 
conuentus trahit in medios turbamque sonantem, 
et tumulum capit unde omnis longo ordine posset 
aduersos legere et uenientum discere uultus. 
Anchises paused, and drew his son and with him the Sibyl 
into the heart of the assembly and buzzing throng, then 
chose a mound whence he might scan face to face the whole 
of the long procession and note their faces as they came 
 
147
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.703-706 
Interea uidet Aeneas in ualle reducta / seclusum nemus et uirgulta sonantia siluae, / Lethaeumque domos placidas 
qui praenatat amnem. / hunc circum innumerae gentes populique uolabant: 
On this passage and the valley of the Lethe see Clark (1975), esp. 132-133. 
 
148
 Silius Italicus, Punica, XIII.560-565 
tum, seducta loco et laxata lucida nocte, / claustra nitent, quae secreti per limitis umbram / Elysios ducunt campos; 
hic turba piorum, / nec Stygio in regno, caeli nec posta sub axe, / verum, ultra Oceanum sacro contermina fonti, / 
Lethaeos potat latices, …  
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special attention toward current events, the Campi are adapted and reinterpreted to fit Virgil’s 
vision and therefore do not find specific comparisons in other sources that follow a more 
traditional view of the chthonic realm.  
 
The Geminae Portae 
 After his speech, Anchises escorts Aeneas and Sybil toward the exit, a gate opened for 
the dreams and possibly for the occasional visitor but that does not serve as the ultimate escape 
for the souls for whom there is no permanent way out of Hades. The description is short and the 
development of the scene abrupt, an approach quite different from the longer passages dedicated 
to the layout of other infernal regions.  
Two gates of Sleep there are, whereof the one, they say, is horn and offers a ready 
exit to true shades, the other shining with the sheen of polished ivory, but delusive 
dreams issue upward through it from the world below. Thither Anchises, 
discoursing thus, escorts his son and with him the Sibyl, and sends them forth by 
the ivory gate: Aeneas speeds his way to the ships and rejoins his comrades.149 
 
 
While Virgil has been generally consistent in precisely locating the various regions of Hades, he 
is rather vague when dealing with this final gate to Earth. In fact, it is not easy task to place the 
two doors in relation to either the general infernal layout or the Elysian Fields. Possibly, they 
open at the end of the path Aeneas has been walking since his entrance in Orcus, somewhere at 
the outskirts of the Elysian Fields. The double door is made of ivory and of dark horn; this 
provides an interesting chromatic contrast constantly alluded to throughout the book where the 
contraposition of dark areas, as Tartarus, to bright ones, as Elysium, constitutes an essential 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.893-899 
Sunt geminae Somni portae, quarum altera fertur / cornea, qua ueris facilis datur exitus umbris, / altera candenti 
perfecta nitens elephanto, / sed falsa ad caelum mittunt insomnia Manes. / his ibi tum natum Anchises unaque 
Sibyllam / prosequitur dictis portaque emittit eburna, / ille uiam secat ad nauis sociosque reuisit.  
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feature in the definition of the space.
150
 The two materials’ distinct textures add yet another 
dimension in the appreciation of the gate and aptly conclude the series of scenes by alternating 
views of the farthest expanses to others where the field of vision is dramatically blocked off. 
Indeed, while the transparency in the horn offers tantalizing glimpses of what lays ahead, the 




 The presence of this exit from Hades constitutes a unicum certainly inspired by the 
storyline. More commonly, Roman sources envision the living visitors exiting the Underworld 
from the same opening through which they have entered. The only other exception is the ivory 
gate described by Ausonius in the Cupido Cruciatus, its very appearance consciously retracing 
Virgil’s verses, and demonstrating the high resonance the earlier author had among the Late 
Antique audience.
152
 Even when recounting the same trip Aeneas and the Sybil took in the 
Underworld, Ovid does not suggest the presence of the Virgilian double door. Rather, he 
complies with the general tradition and he has the two protagonists returning to Earth on the 
same path they traveled on the way to the Elysium. 
                                                   
150
 A study of the tradition of gates of Sleep, Ivory, Horns, and Sun in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Greece in 
Highbarger (1940), chapters II-VI. I do not agree with his argument (71-72) that the Gate of Ivory is the same gate 
that allowed Aeneas in at the beginning of his trip in the area of the Vestibulum. I also do not agree with the 
argument (page 84) that the Gate of Horns, the plural being absent in Virgil, is where Cerberus keeps sentry. That 
Cerberus is inside a cave and not by a gate is clearly evincible by the text. Amory rebuts most of Highbarger’s 
theory that is highly dependent upon a Homeric passage from the Odissey: Amory (1966), 7-12. An interesting 
caveat on the interpretative problems of this passage is in Bray (1966), esp. p.60. See also Brignoli (1954), Domink 
(1996), and Mayer (1993). 
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 Ausonius, Cupido Cruciatus, 102-104 
Quae postquam multa perpessus nocte Cupido 
effugit, pulsa tandem caligine somni 
evolat ad superos portaque evadit eburna. 
Then after he has spent a night enduring these pictures, 
he opens his wings out of the fog that surrounds him, 
slips out the ivory gate, and strains for the heavens 
 
A study of the resonance of Virgil’s gate of Ivory among late-antique writers in Gregson Davis (1994). 
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Then taking the return path, with weary paces, he eased the labour by talking with 




 Virgil himself in the Georgics imagines Orpheus and Eurydice as exiting Hades from the cave 
by the Taenareus.
154
 The same format is also used by Ovid in the description of this episode: the 
doomed couple climbs back on the sloping path leading to the same cave Orpheus used to enter.  
… that he must not turn his eyes behind him, until he emerged from the valley of 
Avernus, or the gift would be null and void. They took the upward path, through 
the still silence, steep and dark, shadowy with dense fog, drawing near to the 
threshold of the upper world.155 
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 Ovid, Metamorphoses, XIV.120-122 
inde ferens lassos averso tramite passus / cum duce Cumaea mollit sermone laborem. / dumque iter horrendum per 
opaca crepuscula carpit, 
 
154
 Virgi, Georgics, IV.485-486 
Iamque pedem referens casus evaserat omnes; 
redditaque Eurydice superas veniebat ad auras, 
And now, going backward, he had avoided every pitfall, 




 Ovid, Metamorphoses, X.51-55 
ne flectat retro sua lumina, donec Avernas / exierit valles; aut inrita dona futura. / carpitur adclivis per muta 
silentia trames, / arduus, obscurus, caligine densus opaca, / nec procul afuerunt telluris margine summae: … 
 
A in-depth article on the katabasis of Orpheus in Ovid in: Stephens (1958), 177-183. 
 
156
 Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.19.6 
… Ccanis saevitiam offula reliqua redime ac deinde 
avaro navitae data quam reservaveris stipe 
transitoque eius fluvio recalcans priora vestigia ad 
istum caelestium siderum redies chorum. 
Buy off the fierce dog with your other cake, and then 
giving the greedy ferryman the coin you have kept you 
will cross the river and retrace your earlier path until you 
return to the light of heaven above. 
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 The episode of the Geminae Portae well summarizes the issues at play in the literary 
constructions of infernal settings. Indeed, numerous elements recurring in the Roman texts 
undoubtedly prove the existence, from the late Republican period to the end of the second 
century CE, and possibly as late as the end of the fourth century CE, of a widespread set of beliefs 
that affected and shaped the ways the infernal layout was conceived and described. The 
consistent division of Hades into four regions, the use of identical features, such as rivers with 
their individual names, as well as the repeated presence of specific natural or architectonic 
elements in particular contexts (i.e. the marshy landscapes for the Styx or the woods in Orcus) 
demonstrate the familiarity of the writers and their audiences with a series of codified scenes 
illustrating the main areas of Hades. 
 On the other hand, the evident disparities, anomalies, and inventions present in the 
examined passages attest to alternative views of the Underworld. Whether these originated from 
different religious beliefs it is difficult to say. However, by looking at the nature of the variations 
from the codified vision, it is mostly the author’s need to create a coherent backdrop to the story 
that prompts the changes, as is the case for the various displacements of the earthly openings into 
Orcus. In other instances the adaptations from the traditional model are a better fit for the 
message that the author wants to convey, as in the Virgilian description of the Nitentes Campi. 
Finally, the minor discrepancies are most probably to be interpreted as products of the single 
author’s creativity and imagination, two elements that, with the lack of sure evidence, remain 




Travelling through Hades 
 
“All must still go there, high or low of station: though evil, this road’s frequented by all: the 
triple-headed baying hound, Cerberus, must be entreated, the grim old boatman Charon’s 
common ferry must be boarded”. (Propertius, Elegiae, III.18.21-24)1 
 
 
 In the early years of the second century BCE Tyndarus, one of the slaves in Plautus’s 
Captivi, talks of images, possibly paintings, depicting the torments of the Afterlife:  
Vidi ego multa saepe picta, quae Acherunti fierent cruciamenta2 
 
Fictional characters are difficult to contextualize within the life and culture of the society for 
which they were created. However, Plautus had certainly his audience in mind when composing 
the dialogues, and the Roman theatergoers must have been familiar with depictions similar to 
those described. None of these paintings has survived, and the written sources do not provide 
enough evidence on their diffusion, popularity, or even use. Consequently, in investigating the 
elements composing the mental map of Roman Hades we need to turn to other extant 
monuments. In order to work in a context as homogeneous as possible, both from a 
chronological and a geographical perspective, I will limit my inquiry to painted and sculpted 
images found in tombs, on sarcophagi, and on cinerary urns that were commissioned for the 
                                                   
1
 sed tamen huc omnes, huc primus et ultimus ordo: / est mala, sed cunctis ista terenda viast. / exoranda canis tria 
sunt latrantia colla, / scandendast torvi publica cumba senis. 
A study of this elegy in: Falkner (1977), 11-18. 
 
2
 Plautus, Captivi, V.4.998: I have often seen many paintings depicting the torments of Acheron. 
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necropoleis of Rome and Ostia between the end of the first century BCE and the third century CE.
3
 
These monuments were erected at the same time Virgil, Statius, or Apuleius composed the 
descriptions of Hades analyzed in the previous chapter. While the images on tombs were not 
conceived as illustrations of literary works, and they will not be treated as such in this study, the 
motifs and iconographies adopted in their decorations originated in the same cultural milieu 
inspiring the Roman writers, and stemmed from the same sets of religious and philosophical 
beliefs. Words and images, each within its own medium of expression, substantiated the concept 
of death and of the Afterlife, and their interaction provides some tentative answers to questions 
about the patterns and expressions of such beliefs. 
 Unsurprisingly, most of the chthonic topographic elements recurring in the written 
sources are also visible on the funerary monuments, both as decorative elements and as passages 
within longer epitaphs, like the one inscribed on Lucceius Nepos’ tombstone, found outside the 
Porta Portuensis and dating to 70-80 CE:  
Non ego Tartareas penetrabo tristis ad undas, 
Non Acheronteis transvehar umbra vadis, 
Non ego caeruleam remo pulsabo carinam, 
Nec te terribilem fronte timebo Charon, 
Nec Minos mihi iura dabit grandaevus et atris 
Non errabo locis nec cohibebor aquis.4 
 
Poetic epitaphs describing the nature of the Underworld amount to just the 2% of the overall 
corpus of funerary inscriptions from the city of Rome. Their words, however, evoke an image of 
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 Several tombs and decorations are quickly but satisfactorily analyzed in the various short articles edited by Blanc 
in occasion of a large exhibition on funerary paintings held in Vienne in 1998. Blanc (1998), esp. pp. 40-47, 76-95, 
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 Bücheler, Carmina Epigraphica 1109 (CIL VI.21521), v. 19-24: 
I will not reach the terrible Tartarean waters and I will not ford the Acheron as a ghost. Neither will I push with the 
oar the gloomy keel, nor will I fear you, Charon terrible to be seen, or the ancient Minos will judge me. I will not 
wander over the dark regions or be restrained by the waters.  
Translated by the author. 
See: Courtney (1995), no. 183, text and translation: 170-173; commentary: 381-384; Erasmo (2008), 201-203. 
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Hades that corresponds closely to that of the contemporary tragedies and epic poems previously 
examined.
5
 Nepos’ defiant words betray his awareness of the inevitability of death: while 
denying that he will ultimately have to experience the Underworld, Nepos is also reconstructing 
a complete image of it. His soul will indeed travel to Orcus and reach the marshy waters of the 
Acheron; it will cross over to the Acherusian plains into Charon’s boat, and it will be judged by 
Minos. Nepos will walk as a spirit through fields and waters to reach the final abodes where, 
according to his lot, he will be restrained indefinitely by the Styx in the Acherusian plains, or by 
the Phlegethon in Tartarus, or by the Lethe in the Elysian Fields. All the geographic and 
topographic elements present in the landscape traversed by Aeneas in his trip through Hades 
recur in this epitaph, as well as on numerous painted and sculpted decorations discussed below. 
 Like funerary inscriptions, images on funerary monuments portraying identifiable 
geographic or topographic elements of Hades constitute a minority in the corpus of funerary art. 
The study of the complex processes involving the commission, execution, and purchase of a 
tomb or a sarcophagus is not within the scope of this dissertation; yet it is evident that the 
decorative programs must have responded to these circumstances. The prevalence of certain 
motifs and scenes over others is largely attributable to the fact that most monuments were 
purchased in the workshops already or quasi-finished, leaving the purchaser with little, if any, 
control over the choices in the visual repertoire. Though the purchaser’s choices were limited by 
a series of predetermined subjects and forms, the workshops created and inserted in these 
repertoires, which were influenced by their marketability, selected motifs that appealed to the 
largest audience possible, both in their subject matter and in their composition. Despite the fact 
that motifs were reproduced in large numbers they were not mass produced: it is sometime 
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possible to detect variations reflecting the artist or the customer’s personal interpretation of the 
presented scenes. On sarcophagi, these variations take the form of small but unique details 
inserted in otherwise standardized compositions. On tombs, especially the private underground 
chambers or the columbaria, diversity among the painted decorative programs implied a greater 
involvement of the client in the choice and arrangement of the scenes on the walls or the vaults, 
often resulting in more radical and original variations in the most popular scenes. 
 Among both painted and sculpted funerary monuments, the images presented responded 
to aesthetic canons, to the interactions between the living and the dead, as well as to the ways 
Roman society conceptualized death and the dynamic of memory. Memory involved not only the 
remembrance of the single deceased and his ties with the community of the living, but, more 
widely, the collective memory of the dead based on common traditions, rituals, and imagery that 
consolidated in the living their feelings of belonging.
6
  
 Iconography and motifs evolved over time, conforming to the changing needs of society. 
In the Republican period, funerary monuments were primarily built by the most affluent families 
in Rome, like the Scipiones, and the leitmotifs in the decorative apparatus were used to 
emphasize the celebration of the gens and the civic role of the deceased. The monumental tombs 
built along the main roads talked to the passerby via complex external decorations that used 
architectural details, sculptures, and inscriptions as carriers of symbolic and celebrative messages 
aiming at the recognition of the deceased and his family. With the affirmation of new categories 
of citizens during the Principate, more notably the highly successful imperial liberti, a larger 
pool of clients could afford monumental burials. Their decoration emphasized the deceased’s 
personal achievements, mostly the result of successful entrepreneurships, in a visual format 
attempting to reproduce the Republican models that instead insisted on the value of the 
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individual as an active member of the political scene. The deceased libertus, and the living 
family by proxy, emulated the glorious figures of senators and consuls of the past to achieve 




 During the Flavian and the Trajanic periods funerary motifs tackled different themes that 
were more closely related to the event of death and to the concerns for the deceased’s destiny in 
the Afterlife.
8
 According to Paul Zanker, this culminated in the Antonine and Severan periods 
with the adoption of motifs hinting at the happiness and bliss of the deceased in their final 




 Throughout three centuries of evolution in funerary decoration, depictions of chthonic 
landscapes remained largely exceptional. Their rarity did not originate either from the lack of 
interest on the part of the deceased or his family in their ultimate destiny or from the lack of 
beliefs about an otherworldly realm articulated into complex landscapes and regions. Moreover, 
at this early date the progressive spread of new beliefs, like Christianity, contributed only in 
minimal part to the obliteration of the more traditional views of the Underworld. Therefore, I 
consider the general absence of chthonic landscapes as a proof of their enduring presence in the 
society’s culture: this topos was so interwoven in the common understanding of the Hereafter 
and in the personal credos of most of the Romans that its visual reiteration was superfluous. 
When chthonic elements appeared on Roman funerary art of the imperial period, they were 
seldom manifested as full-fledged landscapes because they were most commonly abbreviated 
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into single scenes, characters, or even selected architectural details. This highly reductive 
imagery constituted a ‘visual synecdoche’ of Hades, the pars pro toto that evoked the whole 
image of the Underworld and that resulted from a movement toward codification that became 
very common in later Roman art. 
 
5.1:  The Hypogeum of the Aurelii 
 Found in Viale Manzoni in 1919 during construction works, the Hypogeum of the Aurelii 
was built around 230-250 CE on the Esquiline hill just outside the Porta Esquilina and next to the 
fork in the Via Praenestina and the Via Labicana.
10
 It comprises three chambers, one on street 
level, built in bricks, and two underground cubicula (A and B) dug into the natural bedrock of 
tufa to contain altogether thirty-two inhumations (fig.24). In a later phase of construction, the 
original nucleus was expanded by new galleries. Additional space for burials was also cut into 
the three previously existing chambers: in order to implement a more intensive use of the space, 
portions of the wall paintings were destroyed thereby compromising the original decorative 
program. The mausoleum went out of use in 270 CE when the structure was incorporated in the 
circuit of the Aurelian Walls. 
 The Hypogeum of the Aurelii is known for the painted scenes covering the walls and 
vaults of the three rooms. Scanty traces of the subdial chamber’s decoration are left, mostly 
patches of the side walls’ lower registers with porticoes and other buildings. Cubiculum B and its 
vestibule display mainly rows of figures, whereas in Cubiculum A large vistas animate the upper 
half of the walls, suggesting that each room was meant to be perceived as a separate unity. The 
various images have been subjects of contrasting readings: while most scholarship has generally 
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 The first description of the Hypogeum is in Bendinelli (1920) and the first comprehensive description of the 
paintings in the Cubiculum A in Bendinelli (1922a), 343-370. 
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agreed on a possible Christian commission, some scholars have interpreted the paintings as 
heretic, Gnostic, or even pagan in nature.
 11
 Ultimately, all modern studies have approached the 
monument with an a priori conviction that the painted scenes must have reflected the Aurelii’s 
religious beliefs and thus the iconographic motifs have been mostly or solely treated as visual 
indications of the deceased’s purported credo.
12
 Pointedly, Agnese Pergola, in her thorough 
study on the tomb’s historiography, acknowledged that all religious interpretations are primarily 
responding to the scholars’ different agendas rather than to the actual meaning of the overall 
decorative program.
13
 Indeed, when considering the scenes, the apparent absence of an overall 
iconographic framework becomes evident. Fabrizio Bisconti, in his latest publication on the 
Hypogeum, admitted that the long-standing Christian interpretation of the ensemble has failed, 
and that the iconography of Cubiculum A reflects instead the enduring Roman tradition of self-
representational scenes. As such, it was meant to boost the cursus of the Aurelii, particularly of 
Felicissimus, by emphasizing the virtues of a life of otium set in an idyllic landscape.14 Still, 
none of these interpretations have provided, in my opinion, a satisfactory reading of the 
Cubiculum’s overall visual program. As it is often the case when dealing with ancient 
monuments, the apparently cryptic nature of the Hypogeum and of its painted motifs most 
probably depends on our inability to decode the visual clues and their underlying meanings that 
were instead familiar to the tomb’s owner. While the ultimate resolution to this dilemma is 
probably beyond us, I suggest that the paintings in Cubiculum A were meant to display various 
stages of the trip that the Aurelii undertook after their death throughout different chthonic 
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landscapes. Such landscapes are but vistas of Hades that are presented to the tomb’s visitor 
according to the succession in which the deceased transverse them in the travel to their final 
abodes. 
 The Cubiculum A, a room of 4.50 by 5 meters (fig.25), contained the sarcophagi of 
Aurelius Onesimus, Aurelius Papirius, and Aurelia Prima, all mentioned by Aurelius 
Felicissimus in the dedicatory inscription set in a mosaic embedded in the floor at the center of 
the room.
15
 The left, rear, and right walls display a row of eleven togati decorating the central 
register, all shown standing frontally, almost life size.
16
 At the level of the vault’s springs, a 
smaller frieze runs around the room counterclockwise. The South wall, the entrance to the 
Cubiculum, has no extant decoration, partly because the door, elevated from the floor by a 
staircase, occupied most of the space, and partly because the original plaster around it is now 
lost. The other door, opening into the opposite North wall, was built at the time of the second 
phase of construction (fig.28), damaging part of the frieze and somewhat disturbing the original 
conception of the room. Indeed, while the two facing doors now emphasize the South/North 
axiality of the room, interfering with a full appreciation of the side walls, in the original setting 
the viewer was led to experience the room in its entirety, and to follow the outline of the 
paintings by moving counterclockwise from the west wall toward the eastern one. The 
uninterrupted row of togati reinforced the visual unity of the three walls and suggested a 
continuous reading throughout space (fig.26 and fig.27). 
 The upper frieze runs as a strip of juxtaposed scenes moving from the West wall, to the 
North wall, and finally to the East one, so that the narration of the depicted events develops in 
space as well as in time from one visual unit to the next. The cycle begins at the West wall with 
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an adventus scene (fig.29 and fig.33). At the left end, eight male figures are portrayed as 
wayfarers dressed in multicolored tunicae and pallia moving as a group toward the center. There, 
a man on a horse, interpreted by Bisconti as Aurelius Felicissimus, proceeds toward the right 
(fig.31). Behind him, in the background, a structure framing the scene is usually interpreted 
either as a temple or as a tomb. Branconi has recently identified it as a semi-open door 
comparable with similar iconographic motifs appearing on contemporary sarcophagi.
17
 While I 
agree with Branconi that the structure is meant to represent a door, the triangular pediment on the 
top and the two feline acroteria at the two corners evoke not just any house door, but rather of a 
monumental gate. The horse walks over a carpet of red roses, commonly associated with the 
dead and with festivals like the Rosalia, leading toward a gate where a group of ten male figures 
are awaiting (fig.32). Another man is depicted as walking through the gate, while other three are 
standing inside the fortification walls. The buildings inside the walls are rendered in a 
combination of frontal and bird’s-eye views, with a series of colonnades in the foreground, an 
open area toward the center, and smaller buildings in the background. The cluster of buildings, 
too small to be identified as a city, is enclosed by the fortifications that are clearly visible behind 
the front gate, to the left, and at the back of the buildings where at least three fortification towers 
are easily recognizable. To the right, next to the point where the painting’s semicircular frame 
meets the straight red border line, an open door constitutes the only point where the fortifications 
allow access to a river, a natural barrier that flows by the colonnades and reaches down to the 
front gate and to the road on which the men are walking. Beyond the fortification walls, both to 
the left and to the back of the buildings, a series of long lines rendered in thick blue-greenish 
strokes, invoke a natural landscape of swampy lands or woods. On the other side of the river 
other structures are visible, mostly colonnades and small buildings. 
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 The second scene occupies the whole upper register of the North wall and it is divided 
into two halves: to the left is a large open square while to the right is an open area, possibly a 
hortus, enclosed by walls (fig.30 and fig.34). The two spaces are contiguous: separated by a 
stretch of empty fields, they are visually connected by means of a circuit of fortifications that 
encloses them both. The painted fortification walls run on the foreground, where they are 
recognizable at the lower left corner of the scene, they turn and reach into the background 
running parallel to the longer left colonnade of the open square, they encompass the empty 
fields, and they enclose the hortus to its back, right side, and front. The door opened into the 
Cubiculum’s wall during the second phase of construction broke off a large section of the 
scene’s lower portion. However, it is reasonable to assume that the fortifications were painted in 
the foreground as uninterrupted, thus creating the impression of a large enclosed space. In the 
foreground, a river flows in front of the walls, constituting an additional barrier that closes off 
the whole area. Inside the square that is painted as a Roman forum, a large crowd of auditores 
arranged in a semicircle is attending to a judgment (Fig.35). The judge holds a virga and sits on a 
podium placed close to the right wall. To his left, a woman and two men (possibly Onesimus, 
Papirius, and Prima), depicted frontally and slightly larger that the other figures, wait for their 
verdict. To the right of the forum a path develops into the empty fields and connects the square 
with the hortus. Two thick blue lines, of the same hue of the river visible in the foreground, run 
parallel to the path, suggesting that the road cuts through an area of marshes or swamps. At the 
other end of the path an open door gives access to the hortus. A man is walking through it 
(fig.36), while other four characters, one of whom is a woman, are standing inside. Shrubs and 
small trees are spread throughout the hortus and two concentric rows of marshy vegetation, 
marked by the same blue lines used elsewhere for the water, create internal partitions. At the 
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right lower corner of the scene, in front of the fortification walls, a man is shown in the act of 
exiting through an arch in the wall. He is gesturing to someone still inside the walls and, at the 
same time, he is walking forward along a road that continues to the right and runs parallel to the 
line of the walls and the riverbanks. 
 Three different scenes run along the Eastern wall: at the left end of the wall twelve men 
are depicted as dining al fresco on a stibadium with a woman in the background and three male 
slaves on the foreground. Next to this scene, a second panel shows a row of eleven men depicted 
frontally and interacting with one another (fig.37 and fig.38). The rest of the wall is filled by a 
large panel articulated into two registers that are usually interpreted as separated and independent 
one from the other (fig.39 and fig.41).
18
 However, a string of blue water running to the front, to 
the right, and above the male figure seated at the lower right corner, continues uninterrupted all 
the way to the left side of the scene. This line identifies a stream that divides the open garden 
painted in the foreground from the monumental gate and the series of buildings visible in the 
background. Therefore, the top register is not separated from the bottom one but just recessed in 
space, a visual convention common in later imperial art. This convention was largely used in 
private and official monuments from the second half of the second century CE onward, as 
demonstrated by the column base of Antoninus Pius in Rome. In the decursio scene, the larger 
soldiers on horseback placed toward the bottom of the panel are meant to be perceived as closer 
to the viewer, while those at the top, smaller in scale, are further away in space. 
  In the Cubiculum (fig.41), the lower register shows, to the left, three naked men 
advancing toward the center where a woman stands at the side of a vertical loom. At the far right, 
a seated man observes the scene and gestures back to the men. A recent preliminary report on 
ongoing restorations has confirmed the presence of two additional figures to the left of the three 
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men, also naked and advancing in the same direction. They are exiting from a semicircular 
feature, most probably an arched door, that is crowded by other characters of which only the 
heads are visible. Unfortunately, the full report of the restoration with images of this newly 
cleaned area is not available at present.
19
 On the upper register is a great meadow populated by 
heterogeneous animals — cows and oxen, goats, a seated dromedary, a braying ass, and two 
horses. Behind the animals a monumental gate is flanked by two houses. To the left, a woman 
stands by a house and looks over toward two men that lie down by the entrance. The detail of the 
two men is also the result of the recent restorations, as the poor conditions of the paintings have 
always misled the scholars in seeing the woman as standing by a fountain. According to 
Bisconti, the men, pale and with their eyes closed, are wrapped in linens and placed on funerary 
beds inside a funerary enclosure (fig.18).
20
 Bisconti is convinced that they depict Onesimus and 
Papirius after their death or of their passage into the Underworld, while Prima is looking at the 
unfolding events.  
 I think that this rediscovered fragment of the scene supports my interpretation of the 
paintings in the whole room as views of the trip of the deceased into the Underworld. Starting at 
the West wall, Aurelius Felicissimus, the last one to die, as indicated by the mosaic’s inscription, 
is shown on the horse. He has recently died and he is starting his trip into Hades by symbolically 
stepping over the roses that had probably been brought for his funeral. He is about to reach the 
very threshold into Orcus, depicted here not as a dark cavern, but as a monumental gate, possibly 
even one of the ten doors described by Silius Italicus in the Punica.21 The presence of a gate 
rather than a cavern is not surprising: the written sources clearly state that the caverns connecting 
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Hades with the oikoumene were interdicted to the deceased and reserved only to the chthonic 
divinities and selected living heroes. The characters to the left represent Felicissimus’ family and 
friends, still alive in the world of the living. They are depicted in the act of bidding him farewell 
but they also are getting ready, as their traveling clothes suggest, to follow him shortly on the 
same path. At the entrance to Orcus proper a group of souls, possibly other family members and 
friends recently deceased, are waiting for Felicissimus. Orcus is encircled by water as well as by 
fortified walls, elements that are also present in the written descriptions previously examined. As 
I have argued for the passage in the Aeneid where Virgil illustrates the Vestibule, in the 
Cubiculum’s painted scene the entrance to Orcus does not grant access to a villa, but to a series 
of buildings, mostly open and accessible colonnades, that could possibly be identified as the very 
domos vacuas mentioned in the Virgilian test.22 The arrangement of the buildings in space 
visually emphasizes the trajectory of the route that brings the deceased, and the viewer, to the 
only exit from the fortifications that opens to the banks of an infernal river, either the Styx or the 
Acheron. The landscape, as in the Virgilian passage, is bare before approaching Orcus, but it is 
characterized by water and woods after entering into it. The right end of the scene offers a 
glimpse of what the soul will come across once ferried over the Styx: the quickly outlined 
colonnades evoke the fully articulated Roman forum that is depicted on the North wall. These 
visual links between the left and the right half of the panel, as well as between the preceding and 
the following scenes on successive walls, are recurrent features of the whole decorative program. 
They are visual clues setting the tone for the next picture and, at the same time, they function as 
reminders of what already seen, creating a continuous loop and inviting the viewer to read 
uninterruptedly the various episodes of the story by turning around the room.  
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 The North wall (fig.34 and fig.35) presents the judgment of the souls and the Acherusian 
Plains. To the left is the forum where Minos judges each deceased and assigns them to their final 
abodes. Once again, only one exit is opened in the colonnades. Located at the forum’s upper 
right corner, the door’s position forces the souls to follow a predetermined path that leads 
through a swampy landscape into the Plains. As in the previous scene, the images flow from the 
left to the right. The characters inside the square, the one along the path, the other accessing the 
Plains, those inside the Campi, and finally the man at the lower right corner exiting the Plains 
and continuing his trip further inside Hades, all reinforce the sense of movement in, across, and 
outside the region. The viewer is directed to follow the scene that reminds him what already 
shown in the previous panel, while inviting him to continue reading the story unfolding onto the 
East wall. The location of the various doors, the perimeter of the fortification walls, as well as 
the elements of the landscape such as the paths and the river’ course, contribute to creating a 
continuous flow within this scene, while alluding to both the preceding and the successive ones. 
 The first two scenes on the Eastern wall can be associated with Elysium: the various 
written sources all agree in describing it as a place of banqueting, conversation, and dancing, as 
depicted in the two paintings. Because of the prominent presence of a vertical loom, the larger 
scene on this wall (fig.42) has been generally interpreted as an episode taken from the Odyssey.
23
 
Considering the importance of the loom in both the episodes of Odysseus returning to Ithaca and 
of Odysseus’ stay on the island of Aeaea, the female figure painted by the loom has been 
interpreted either as Penelope or as Circe. In the first instance, the seated man would be 
Odysseus meeting the wife in their palace, while the three naked men would represent 
Penelope’s suitors. In the second, the seated Odysseus would be pleading with Circe, standing by 
her loom, to undo her spell on his companions, who, at the left, are shown as already freed from 
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the enchantment. Bisconti has argued that the Aurelii chose this reference to the Odyssey to 
boast their knowledge and their classical education, insisting on the concept of otium as suitable 
for model citizens. An alternative reading has interpreted the three men as Augures, initiates 
advancing naked towards their new life, the female weaver allegorically weaving the destiny of 
those buried in the tomb.
24
 Both readings are, however, inconsistent with the rest of the painted 
program, and several aspects of the representation, as to why the artist would have depicted 
Penelope’s suitors as naked, are unaccounted for. As I have demonstrated above, the scene 
comes as the final episode in a story that spreads along the cubiculum’s three decorated walls. As 
such, this panel has to continue and conclude the narration rather than coming to an anticlimactic 
and unrelated ending. If the previous panels depict the entrance into Orcus, the judgment into the 
Acherusian Plains, and the blissful life in Elysium, then this scene should illustrate the very 
palace of Hades and the welcoming of the souls into it. The presence of the loom, so far 
interpreted as a quote from the Odyssey, can instead being read as a defining attribute for 
Persephone. In Claudian’s version of De Raptu Proserpinae, we learn that at the time of her 
abduction by Pluto, Persephone was weaving a mantle or a tapestry with the image of the world 
and of its five zones.
25
 In the Cubiculum, the goddess is then represented as the queen of the 
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Proserpina herself, soothing the house with sweet song, was sewing all in vain a gift against her mother's return. In 
this cloth she embroidered with her needle the concourse of atoms and the dwelling of the Father of the gods and 
pictured how mother Nature ordered elemental chaos, and how the first principles of things sprang apart, each to 
his proper place — those that were light being born aloft, the heavier ones falling to the centre. The air grew bright 
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employed, tricking the stars with gold and flowing the sea with purple. The shore she embossed with precious stones 
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zones she added; indicating it with red yarn: its desert confines are parched and the thread she used was dried by 
the sun's unfailing heat. On either side lay the two habitable zones, blessed with mild climate fit for the life of man. 
At the top and bottom she set the two frozen zones, portraying eternal winter's horror in her weaving and the gloom 
of never-ceasing cold. Further she embroidered the accursed seat of her uncle, Dis, and the nether gods, her 
destined fellows. Nor did the omen pass unmarked, for prophetic of the future her cheeks grew wet with sudden 
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Underworld standing by her loom and welcoming, together with a seated Hades, the souls of the 
newly deceased that are entering inside of the palace’s garden through a doorway located to the 
left.
26
 The monumental entrance to the whole palace complex is depicted on the top register, with 
a gateway and a series of annexes framing an idyllic landscape of meadows, trees, and animals.  
 
5.2: The Arcosolium of Vibia 
 While quite unusual, the iconographic motifs of the Hypogeum of the Aurelii do not 
constitute a unicum in the history of late Roman funerary art. Indeed, a similar set of images, 
tough smaller in size, articulate in separate episodes the arrival of the deceased in the 
Underworld in the Arcosolium of Vibia, opened around 300-350 CE in one of the galleries of the 
Praetextatus Catacomb. The complex, located along the Via Appia Antica at the Villa dei Casali, 
was described for the first time by Giovanni Bottari in 1754, rediscovered by Giuseppe Marchi in 
1847, and excavated by Antonio Ferrua in 1951-1952 (fig.43).
 27
 The Arcosolium was the burial 
of Vibia and of her husband Vincentius, identified by the remaining inscription as a priest to the 
Phrygian divinity Sabazios. 
 The painted images have been generally studied separately; however when examining 
them as an ensemble (fig.44), it is evident that each of the Arcosolium’s walls was meant to 
evoke one portion of Vibia’s final trip. As it is the case for the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, the story 
of Vibia’s descent proceeds from the left to the right. On the East wall Vibia begins her trip by 
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 For an Orphic interpretation of the scene see: Bernab ,  im ne  San Crist bal (   8),  1 -319. 
 
27
 An overview of all funerary monuments along the Via Appia from Porta Capena to the seventh mile in Cecchelli 
(1944), Pavia (1998), and Pisani Sartorio (2003). A history of the studies in Ferrua (1971), 7—27.  The results of the 
1951 excavations are at pp. 27 and ff. 
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entering Orcus in the guise of a Persephone abducted by Hades. A painted label helps the viewer 
in contextualizing the story: Abreptio Vibies et discensio. Vibia has been snatched from life and 
carried away on a chariot driven by the king of the Underworld and led by a Mercury 
psychopompos. The group is about to enter Orcus through a dark cavern, painted at the far right. 
The judgment of Vibia’s soul (Fig.46) is depicted on the Arcosolium’s ceiling: the Bonorum 
Iudicio is carried out by two characters seated on a high podium in a pose that is usually 
associated with Hades and Proserpina. Here they are instead labeled as Dis Pater and Aeracura, 
chthonic divinities unknown in the Greek world and attested predominantly in Raetia and 
Noricum and most probably of Gallic or even Celtic descent.
28
 The judgment does not take place 
in Minos’ court but in the palace of Hades where the souls of the blessed, as we have said in 
Chapter Four, undergo a second judgment. The viewer is thus made aware that Vibia has already 
passed Orcus and the Acherusian Plains and that she has been already judged by Minos and 
deemed worthy of Elysium. To the right of the podium, Mercurius Nuntius observes the scene; 
the presence of this divinity in Elysium is not uncommon in the written sources, as demonstrated 
by a passage from Horace’s Carmina where Mercury guides the souls of the blessed to their final 
abodes.
29
 Behind him are Vibia and Alcestis, the prototype of the faithful wife who, as such, 
deserves a place in Elysium, and whose visual association with the deceased suggests Vibia’s 
virtues. The three Fata Divina appear to the left of the podium, their nature invoking the Moirai 
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 Jufer, Luginbühl (2001), 40-45. 
 
29
 Horace, Carmina, I.10.17-20 
Tu pias laetis animas reponis 
sedibus uirgaque leuem coerces 
aurea turbam, superis deorum 
gratus et imis. 
You establish righteous souls in blissful habitation and 
with golden wand control the throng of shades, to gods 
on high and gods below welcome. 
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or Parcae in Rome since the Augustan period.
30
 On the North wall, prominently located on the 
Arcosolium’s back wall, Vibia enters Elysium (Fig.45). Guided by the Angelus Bonus (Inductio), 
she passes through a triumphal arch that leads her into the region that Virgil has called Sedes 
Beatae. In the lower right half of the scene three men play on the grass, while on the upper half 
the bonorum iudicio iudicati, five characters among which is also Vibia, are banqueting al fresco. 
The reduplication of the main character is clearly the result of the conflation in one scene of two 
moments taking place at different times. To the left, the deceased arrives in the Sedes Beatae, 
after which she finds, to the right, her place among the banqueting souls, according to the same 
visual convention at play in the Hypogeum of the Aurelii as well as in the vast majority of Roman 
funerary art. A second banqueting scene is portrayed on the West wall: Vibia is not present 
among the septem pii sacerdotes, who are instead led by her husband Vincentius depicted with a 
Phrygian hat. This last scene has been often seen as redundant and disjointed from the rest of the 
decoration, mostly because of the absence of the deceased. However, I think that this panel 
reflects the use of the Arcosolium in different moments in time. Added at a later date, after the 
completion of the other panels, it was probably commissioned by Vincentius himself or by his 
heirs after his death when his body was added in the burial, to illustrate the husband’s outcome 
that, as for Vibia, brought him into Elysium and into an Afterlife of eternal success. The 
architectural and landscape details of all scenes are reduced to their essentials: we see the outline 
of the cavern granting access into Orcus, the arched entrance into Elysium, the podium in Hades’ 
palace, and the mensa of the blessed, the grass around the podium being the only elements 
suggestive of the natural topography. Nevertheless, the general atmosphere of the scenes is still 
clear and the context easily recognizable. 
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 See, for example, the dedicatory tablet of a magister vici found in the Campus Martius and dated to 1 CE: CIL 
VI.30975. 
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 As it has been the case for the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, the main concern of the scholars 
studying the Arcosolium has been to rely on its decoration as a primary indicator of the patrons’ 
religious affiliation. The representation is openly syncretistic, with the image of Mercury labeled 
both as the pagan deity and as a not better identified ‘angelus’.31 Cecchelli interpreted this 
conflation of elements as evidence that the tomb was commissioned by a Christian family and 
executed by an artist of classical and pagan background. However, Vincentius was explicitly 
devoted to a non-Christian deity and even if assuming that Vibia could have been a Christian, 
there are no Christian elements in the representation apart from a not very Christian looking 
angel. Conversely, the overall narrative is strongly rooted in the otherworldly beliefs 
characteristic of the polytheistic tradition, and the majority of the iconographic motifs are 
reminiscent of the long lasting vocabulary used in Roman funerary art for the depiction of the 
Underworld.  
 
5.3: The Tomb of the Nasonii 
 While the paintings of both the Hypogeum and the Arcosolium detail the trip of the 
Aurelii and Vibia into the Underworld through a selection of its most recognizable landmarks, in 
the Tomb of the Nasonii the images portraying the chthonic realm do not document the final 
travel of the deceased. Rather, they display single views of Hades juxtaposed to scenes taken 
from other mythological stories, not always related to the funerary sphere. Found in March 1674 
by workmen cutting stones at the fourth mile of the Via Flaminia near Grottarossa, the tomb is 
now in disrepair and its decoration is known almost exclusively from a series of engravings 
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 A study of the early iconography of Christian angels in relation to this monument in Kadar (2001). 
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published as early as the 1690s by Gian Pietro Bellori and Pietro Santi Bartoli.
32
 Three 
manuscripts, two at the Glasgow University Library, one made for the Cardinale Massimi and 
another for Jean Baptiste Colbert, and the third one in the Windsor Royal Library known as the 
Codex Victoria, have drawings of the tomb’s scenes in pen and pale wash with various notations 
on the original coloring, and some watercolors with ink markings. In the three manuscripts the 
drawings, that scholars attribute also to Bartoli, follow the same orientation of the tomb’s scenes, 
while the engravings in the books are reversed, suggesting that Bartoli did not draw the originals 
for the prints by using the mirror technique. The differences among the various editions are 
however more substantial: in several instances the comparison between the prints and the 
drawings of the same panel shows variations in the backgrounds, in the pose, in the number of 
characters, and in more than one instance the overall rendition of the scene is completely 
different. The traces of decoration still in situ are minimal: it is thus extremely arduous to base 
any consideration either on a single panel or on the overall tomb’s decorative program only on 
this highly uneven body of evidence. 
 The underground chamber (fig.47) of circa 9x4.50 meters with a façade toward the East 
belonged to Quintus Ambrosius Nasonius, who commissioned the monuments and its paintings 
around 150 CE for himself, his wife Nasonia Urbica, and their liberti. The tomb was remodeled at 
a later time, when new depositions destroyed part of the mosaic floor and of the lower portion of 
the paintings in the lunettes of the arcosolia. In its original plan, the chamber had three arcosolia 
along the North and the South walls and a single one by the Western back wall, with a total of 14 
burials that grew to 24 during the later reconstruction. The tomb’s vault (fig.48) was covered in 
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 For the Bartoli’s allegoric interpretation of the painted panels see Leach (   1), 69-74, while for the influence of 
Raphael and, more directly, of Poussin, see Thomas (2003). A study of the origins and later history of Bellori and 
Bartoli’ drawings, engravings, and description of the tomb in: Trapp (197 ), Pace (1979), Pace (1999), and 
Messineo (2000). A recent study of the paintings in the contest of the tomb in Andreae, Pace (2001). 
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geometric and figural scenes arranged according a tripartite division quite common in tombs’ 
ceilings of the period, with a winged Pegasus in the central tondo. The decoration of the North 
(fig.50) and South (fig.49) walls was divided in two registers: three larger scenes were inserted 
in the lunettes of the arcosolia, while five juxtaposed rectangular panels formed a frieze running 
at the height of the vault’s springs. The back wall, shaped as an apse, had a similar arrangement, 
with one large scene in the lunette and two panels above it. 
 The tomb’s visitor was thus confronted with a series of facing images that led him, 
arcosolium after arcosolium, from the entrance to the apse of the back wall, following an East-
West oriented axis. In the overall decorative scheme, single episodes of known myths (i.e.: 
Hercules and Antaeus, the Rape of Proserpina, Pegasus and the nymphs, Europa, and other 
poorly identified scenes of offering and hunting) are intercalated with scenes set in the 
Underworld. The images related to Hades do not face each other across the North and South 
wall, rather they create a fil rouge that moves from South (first arcosolium), to the North (central 
arcosolium) and back to the South (third arcosolium), to terminate at the central apse. 
 The Colbert manuscript places in the lunette of the first arcosolium to the South a scene 
with a standing Mercury looking back at Pluto and Proserpina and gesturing towards a combat 
among four soldiers that is taking place in the distance (Fig.51). In the Bartoli’s edition (fig. 49) 
the scene is completely different: a young Mercury at the center, dressed in a purple pallium with 
a crown of oak leaves and a staff, accompanies two women, one standing in red and green 
clothing, while the other, seated, is covered by a blue drapery. Facing this group, to the right, is a 
lightly sketched seated figure, possibly representing Pluto. The drawings imply very different 
interpretations of the scene. In the manuscript the scene takes place in Elysium, possibly in the 
Sedes Beatae, where we know from Virgil and other authors that the dead heroes kept training in 
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friendly duels for eternity.
33
 A landscape of hills, woods, grass, and vegetation recalls closely 
Virgil’s description of this region. In Bartoli’s engraving, the scene seems to be taking place at 
Hades’ palace, with Mercury accompanying the blessed souls to the god’s presence. However, 
the absence of any background and the lacuna at the right half of the print further complicate a 
precise identification of the context. 
 For the central arcosolium on the North Wall, Bartoli engraved (fig.52) a Hercules clad in 
purple with club and bow leading a woman towards a seated bearded man dressed in a purple 
pallium and with a blue band around his head. At the man’s side is a female figure with spear 
and golden shield. As for the previous print, the figures are set against a blank background. The 
Colbert manuscript (fig.54) shows once again a quite different scene: the bearded Hercules is 
replaced by a young man with spear and bow, while the draped female figure beside him is 
shown seated. The female figure with shield is here a man in similar pose and attributes, and the 
background is characterized by a landscape of rocks, low hills, and some vegetation. Portions of 
the original scene are still visible in situ (fig.53), showing a combination of the two versions. 
Hercules is definitely depicted as naked and with club and bow and the woman next to him is 
standing, as in Bartoli’s print. However, the figure with shield is clearly a male, as in the 
Colbert’s drawing, and there seems to be a rock where the older man is sitting. Both versions can 
be interpreted as the final episode in the story of Alcestis, when Hercules returns her to her 
husband Admetus.  
 The viewer moves forward to the last arcosolium on the South wall (fig.55) where Pluto 
in a red pallium is painted as seated on a throne and facing right, a scepter in one hand and the 
other raised to the chin. Beside him is Proserpina, in violet amictus and with gold diadem, while 
in front of them Mercury, holding a caduceus, is leading forward a woman draped in blue and a 
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 See Chapter Four, 141 (Virgil, Aeneid, VI.651-655). 
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smaller girl. The engraving’s background is blank, similarly to the detail of the lunette visible in 
Bartoli’s reconstruction of the entire South wall in the Cardinale Massimi manuscript (fig.49). In 
the manuscript, Mercury is flanked only by one woman, a change that does not affect the overall 
interpretation of the scene as the psychopompos conducing a blessed soul in front of the chthonic 
divinities. Despite the absence of any landscape or of architectural motifs the context is 
recognizable by the use of a basic iconographic vocabulary recurrent in other similar 
representations such as, for example, that of Vibia’s Bonorum Iudicio.  
 The intercalation between scene from myths and views of Hades continues also on the 
panels of the higher frieze even if with less regularity. The succession seems to go from the first, 
to the third, and to the fifth (now missing) panels on the North wall, and from one of the first two 
panels (now missing) to the third panel on the South wall. This interpretation is complicated both 
by the lack of three panels and by the difficulty in reading Bartoli’s renditions of the original 
scenes. 
 The first panel close to the back wall (fig.56) shows, in the Colbert manuscript, a 
judgment scene, with a seated male raised on a podium gesturing toward a group of four females 
standing around a tall base (for a statue?) and interacting with one another. A high hill 
characterizes the background, with a path leading from its top through a sparse forest, while a 
building with columns and a frieze of metopes flanks the podium in the foreground. In the 
Massimi manuscript (fig.50), the judge sits on a podium placed on top of a squared dado, the 
landscape in the background similarly punctuated by hills and tall trees, while in the foreground 
the basilica is replaced by a monumental gateway. The four females in the Colbert version are 
here interpreted as two females closer to the podium, one male, possibly Mercury, by the column 
or statue base, and another male to the far left. Both versions hint at Minos’ judgment of one or 
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two souls; however, in the first manuscript the scene takes place inside a forum with a basilica, a 
setting reminiscent of that in the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, while in the second version the 
judgment is carried out in an open space close to the entrance into the Acherusian Plains.  
 The third panel is usually only loosely described by the scholars studying the tomb. On 
the Massimi manuscript (fig.50) two naked men, interpreted as Mercury and Hercules because of 
their attributes, are walking toward the right in a landscape of rocks and trees. They both look 
back at a third man, seated on a rock and turned away from the viewer, who is gesturing at them. 
On the panel still in situ (fig.57) the landscape is almost completely missing, but Hercules and 
Mercury are still visible in a pose similar to that on the manuscript, striding forward toward a 
dark area to the far right that, by comparison with other similar funerary scenes in monuments in 
Rome and Ostia, can be interpreted as an entrance into a cavern, therefore one of the entrances 
into Orcus. The left portion of the scene is almost completely vanished, the third character barely 
visible. 
 On the South wall, the third panel shows the rape of Proserpina with Mercury leading the 
chariot driven by Hades (fig.49), in a quite conventional and stereotyped rendition of the scene. 
More complicated is the reading of the other panels: the first two are missing, the fourth one, of 
difficult interpretation, is a scene with animals chasing after (or following?) a man, and the fifth 
one is possibly the episode of the fight between Hercules and Antaeus, assuming that Bartoli 
understood the originals correctly and did not make any major variations trying to fit all details 
according to his interpretation.  
 Led by the images in the lunettes and in the frieze, the viewer finally reaches the apse, 
prominently displayed at the end of the room, where is another presentation scene. In the Colbert 
manuscript (fig.58) a man and a woman with laurel crowns set in a landscape of small hills and 
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shrubs are welcoming Mercury, in blue chlamys, and a woman in purple amictus entering the 
scene from the left through a gateway. The man gestures at Mercury while the female sits 
holding a spear and a kithara. In the engraving (fig.59), the general composition is similar but the 
characters are placed inside a room with two columns, and the quite monumental gateway visible 
in the drawing is reduced to a narrow archway. The scene was interpreted in the Seventeenth 
century as Ovid and the muse Erato welcoming Perilla, Ovid’s wife, accompanied in Hades by 
Mercury, and it was used as the main evidence in the attribution of the tomb to the poet and his 
family. This hypothesis has been proven incorrect, but the identification of the characters, tough 
challenged, has been mostly ignored in recent scholarship. While the presence of the laurel 
crown and of a muse makes it very tempting to associate the male figure with Virgil, considering 
the popularity of the Book Sixth of the Aeneid in the period the tomb was built, this is 
completely speculative and the presence of the attributes of both the poet and the muse rest 
solely on Bartoli’s take on the original. Indeed, considering that the gesture of the male character 
is very similar to that usually associated with Minos, it would not be difficult to read the lunette 
as a representation of a deceased, maybe even Nasonia Urbica considering the privileged 
location of the arcosolium in relation to the chamber’s plan, arriving into the Acherusian Plains. 
Accordingly, the female figure next to Minos could be possibly identified as one of the Moirai, 
the distaff and loom misunderstood by Bartoli, who replaces them with by the spear and the 
musical instrument. 
 Despite the fragmentary status of the paintings still in situ and the disparities in Bartoli’s 
drawings and prints, I believe that the distribution of the chthonic scenes was not random but 
rather it responded to a complex interplay between characters entering and others exiting specific 
regions of the Underworld. Proserpina with Pluto and Hercules with Mercury are about to enter 
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Orcus, while Hercules and Alcestis just left it. Both in the central lunette and on the frieze the 
deceased passing through a door are about to reach Minos to get judged, and at least two scenes 
take place in Elysium. In the tomb the viewer does not follow step by step, as in the case of the 
Aurelii or of Vibia, the trip of the deceased from one landmark to the next. Rather, the viewer 
himself is the one undertaking a journey that brings him, image after image and one gateway 
after the other, throughout Hades, experiencing the land of the dead through a series of 
encounters, all disconnected from one another, that are probably meant to evoke the different 
stories and personalities of the numerous individuals buried in the chamber. 
 
5.4: The Loculus of Atimetus 
 The movement through one region of Hades to the next one is also the main qualifying 
element in the visual narration of the final trip of Atimetus.
34
 The painted scenes closed a 
Loculus, 175 cm long and 30 cm high, cut around 190-210 CE into the natural bedrock of the so 
called ‘Pia  ola’ underneath the Church of S. Sebastiano along the Via Appia (fig.60). The 
Piazzola originated from the collapse of the vault of a large gallery that was originally used as a 
sandstone quarry. With the collapse, the gallery was transformed into a large open cavity of oval 
shape, located 5 meters below ground level, whose tufa walls were reused to fit three large 
hypogea and numerous loculi. The necropolis was used both by pagans and Christians from 
around 150 to 250 CE when it was completely interred to build above it the Memoria 
Apostolorum.  
 The slab commemorates Atimetus Augusti Verna (fig.61), a young slave of the imperial 
family, with an inscription and with two painted scenes at its two sides. Stefano Tortorella, the 
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 A thorough description of the slab, its context, and decoration in the recent Tortorella (2011). See also: Bisconti 
(2011b), 160-162. 
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first scholar to study the monument comprehensively, has interpreted both the inscription and the 
scenes as Christian, mostly because of the presence of a fish and an anchor framing the 
inscription.
35
 However, the epigraphic text is very generic and formulary and does not provide 
any information on the deceased’s credo, and the images of fishes and anchors are used 
throughout the Piazzola both in Christian and in pagan contexts. As for the paintings, 
Tortorella’s interpretation is based on the assumption that Atimetus was indeed a Christian and 
that therefore the images had to reflect his religious affiliation. 
 Tortorella identifies in the scene to the left the episode of Jesus entering into Jerusalem 
(fig.62). The depiction is framed to the left by a palm and a grapevine, while roughly at the 
center a stibadium with 5 figures is visible at the panel’s top. Also at the center, toward the 
bottom, a small tree, a donkey, and an anchor divide the space into two planes, the upper with the 
stibadium to be perceived as in the background, the lower one in the foreground, according to the 
usual Roman visual convention. As for the banqueting scene, the images in my possession do not 
allow me to confirm this interpretation. The donkey is tied with a rope to another donkey that is 
mounted by a male figure gesturing toward the viewer. The man is greeted by three other figures 
standing to the side of a large tree loaded with golden fruits and in front of a dark arched door. 
Behind them is a hedge, or low wall, closing the whole area off.  
 Tortorella argues that the scene to the right of the inscription converges toward the 
central epigraphy, mirroring the left panel, and that consequently it has to be read from the right 
to the left. According to him, the iconography illustrates the various stages of the human life. 
The visual narration begins with the infancy, the smaller character to the right, moves to 
maturity, the man at the center of the scene, and finally to death, the tallest man closer to the 
inscription, the scale next to the smaller figure symboli ing Atimetus’s premature demise. 
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 ICUR V, 12892: Atimetus Aug. vern(a) / Vixit annis VIII / Mensibus III / Earinus et Potens / filio 
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  After a close analysis of the images and their context I am convinced that Tortorella’s 
interpretation is unsatisfactory. First, it seems unlikely that the scenes are both converging 
toward the inscription when, as we have seen in the previous monuments, it is a widely used 
convention in Roman art of the period to construct the scene with the flow of events moving 
from the left toward the right and not vice versa. Additionally, the alleged Christian iconography 
is completely absent from the right scene and tenuous at best in the left one, the anchor at the 
center being used elsewhere in the cemetery indifferently in pagan and Christian loculi. Finally, 
the visual vocabulary used in both scenes resonates with what I have already examined in the 
previous three monuments whose religious affiliation is certainly pagan, for the tomb of Nasonii, 
and rather uncertain for the other two.  
 The flow of the events moves, in my opinion, from the left to the right, and the three 
elements comprising the Loculus, the two painted scenes and the epigraphy, are not to be 
examined individually but rather as three segments of one single story, that of Atimetus’ death 
and journey to the Afterlife. The narration begins at the left with the death of the boy and his 
arrival to the gates of Orcus. In a scene that is clearly reminiscent of the adventus of Aurelius 
Felicissimus in the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, the main character is shown as riding toward the 
gateway to Orcus where dead relatives and friends are expecting him. As we have seen in the 
previous chapter, the large tree and the monumental gate are well known topoi in the description 
of the Vestibule. The short wall in the background, partially following the outline of the 
inscription’s slab, reinforces the notions that the access to the Underworld is protected by a 
fortified entrance and that the whole region is confined by walls, two architectural details that are 
reiterated both in the written and the visual sources. The inscription, cut out on a separate slab, 
visually evokes the physical presence of the body of Atimetus, creating a link between the 
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episode of the death and that of his final rest in Hades, in a sort of chronological organization of 
the events (death, funeral and interment, and final judgment). The second scene, contrary to 
Tortorella’s hypothesis, is connected with both the inscription and the first image, and thus it 
needs to be read also from the left to the right, as the culmination of the events that the viewer 
followed through. Close to the inscription is a tall man that is possibly preceded by another one 
in front of him (Mercury and the soul of Atimetus?).
36
 He looks ahead toward a large golden 
archway on the other side of which is another man looking back at him. Behind this second man 
is another smaller golden portal on top of which is visible a two-pan balance. Beyond the arched 
entrance is a third man, smaller than the previous two, also gesturing toward the left. According 
to my reading of the Loculus, the first scene narrates the death and the beginning of the 
Atimetus’ trip into Hades and, more specifically, his arrival at the Vestibule of Orcus. The 
inscription, set apart from the rest and visually functioning as the ‘door’ to the loculus, reminds 
the viewer of the boy’s funeral and of the corporal component in death, while symbolically 
functioning as the crossing between Orcus to the left and the Plains, with the rest of the 
Underworld, to the right. In the third part of the story Atimetus passes through the various 
regions to reach Elysium, as it is suggested by the golden color of the portals. The first gate leads 
to Minos, who is raising his arm in a gesture that we have seen repeated both in the Hypogeum of 
the Aurelii and in the Tomb of the Nasonii. The scale behind him refers to his role as a judge and 
not, as argued by Tortorella, to the character that is located beyond the second portal. The second 
gate brings into Elysium, with another character expecting Atimetus to welcome him. The 
different scale of the characters would thus not refer to their age or status, as suggested by 
Tortorella, but rather accentuate, together with the progressively reduced portals, the movement 
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 Once more, the quality of the images in my possession and the poor state of preservation of the paintings do not 
allow for a clear reading of this detail. 
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into space from an area closer to the viewer to further regions, that are depicted as smaller 




 The four monuments that I have here analyzed seem to indicate that in the second to the 
fourth century CE there was a minor but consistent tradition of decorating the tombs’ walls with 
scenes illustrating various moments in the travel of the deceased to the Underworld. The realm of 
Hades is not depicted in its entirety. On the contrary, single views of the prominent landmarks, 
such as the Vestibule to Orcus, the forum of Minos, and the Sedes Beatae, are selected as most 
representative regions because easily recognizable by the viewer. Moreover, their presence 
allows for the narration to be organized chronologically from the moment of death to the arrival 
to the palace of Hades. Tartarus is not part of the picture: none of the surviving family would 
have wanted to imagine their relative as a damned, and anybody commissioning his own tomb 
would have obviously opted for the use of a self celebratory vocabulary safely placing him in 
Elysium. The landscapes and architectures visible on all examined scenes are quite stereotyped 
and consistently repeat a basic repertoire of topographic elements, mostly hills, streams, forests, 
gateways, and fortifications that are crowded by anonymous souls and very familiar divine 




Gates to Hades 
 
 The complex iconographic programs analyzed in Chapter Five constitute but a small 
percentage in the corpus of chthonic scenes visible on funerary monuments from Rome and 
Ostia. More commonly, funerary altars, urns, sarcophagi, or tombs’ painted walls were decorated 
with a single scene that portrayed the culminating moment of a myth, a set of infernal characters, 
or one distinct element of the landscape of Hades that visually functioned as pars pro toto.  
 Doors appear very frequently on funerary monuments, as their far reaching symbolism 
encompasses aspects of initiation, change, and transformation that were popular not only in the 
Roman tradition but among most ancient cultures.
1
 The inherent value of gates as means of 
transition from one place, or situation, to another makes them the signifiers of choice when 
trying to visualize rites of passage. In our study, the doorway is important for its ambivalent 
nature: while ‘closing’ places off and ‘limiting’ movement to certain areas or people, it also 
‘opens’ into specific regions or to selected characters, greatly influencing the way Romans 
perceived the outline of the chthonic realm. Indeed, the gates to Orcus located in the oikoumene 
prevented the living from entering the Underworld, but they also shut the world off to protect it 
from the spirits, effectively keeping the two worlds separated. However, these entrances were not 
sealed: they opened to initiated individuals, as I have described in Chapter Four, or in specific 
moments of the year, as during the Lemuria and the Parentalia: in crossing the thresholds, the 
souls and the living heroes were taking the first steps in their trips to and from Hades. If the 
thresholds mark the physical but also the symbolic limen between the two worlds, those 
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traversing the doors partake this liminal quality: they have abandoned the space of the living but 
they have not reached the dead yet, suspended in a timeless and indefinite limbo between the two 
worlds.  
 On Roman funerary monuments doors are depicted either as closed or partially opened 
with, in some cases, human figures or divinities shown in the act of entering or, most often, of 
exiting toward the viewer. The portals have been commonly interpreted as visual representations 
of the gates to the deceased’s tomb, and scholars have created ad hoc categories to classify the 
monuments displaying these motifs, as for the so-called “tomb-door sarcophagi”.
2
 Such 
interpretation seems quite reductive: when considering the inherent ambivalent nature of doors, I 
think that the Roman viewer was prompt to look at them either as entrances to the tomb or as 
exits from Hades. Most probably, they also signified the various gates that divided the different 
regions of the Underworld, in an intricate interplay between the space occupied by the viewer, 
the one occupied by the sculpted or painted representations, and the imaginary landscapes that 
extended beyond the thresholds. 
 
6.1: In and Out of Hades 
 The Velletri sarcophagus, dated to 150-175 CE, is a very complex example of an 
imposing monument where more than sixty human and divine figures interact with infernal 
doors.
 3
 Found in July of 1955 sixth kilometers south of Rome on the Via Ariana and now in the 
Civic Museum of Velletri, the large sarcophagus was locally made, to house the remains of 7 
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McCann (1978), 43. 
 
3
 A comprehensive study of the sarcophagus in: Catalogo dei Musei locali e delle collezioni del Lazio,VI. Museo 
Civico di Velletri. Roma 1989. A recent study in Galli (2006) with earlier bibliography. See also Lawrence (1965). 
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adults and 2 children, by combining marble from Luni, for the main body, and Pentelic marble 
for the base and the lid. 
 Moving beyond the analysis of each scene crowding the four sides,
4
 it is possible to 
recognize distinctive symbols of the Underworld that, like the six doors distributed among the 
two short sides and the main long one, contribute in creating a complex net of meanings.
5
 Four 
doors are on the upper register of what is usually interpreted as the main front of the sarcophagus 
(fig.64). Two of them, depicted as closed double doors decorated in Medusa’s heads, are placed 
as backdrops to Jupiter and Neptune, who are standing, respectively, to the left and to the right of 
the seated chthonic couple. The other two are at the ends of this register, by the sarcophagus’ 
corners: both carved with a single leaf partially opened, they frame the figures of Protesilaos, to 
the left, and Alcestis, to the right. The remaining two double doors are located on the upper 
registers of both short sides, at their center. On one side the door is partially opened: two figures 
stand by the jambs, a young man holding a wand and a patera and an older one gesturing toward 
him (fig.66). On the other side the open leaf is decorated with lion’s heads; Cerberus is exiting 
from it dragged by Hercules, who has already crossed the threshold (fig. 67). 
 The location of these doors, either at the limen between Hades and the oikoumene or deep 
inside the Underworld, creates a complex discourse between the space of the living, shared by 
the viewer, and that of the dead. For instance, on the upper register of the main front the artist 
created an interesting interaction between elements that are to be perceived as inside the 
Underworld and others that are outside it. At the center Pluto and Proserpina are sitting on their 
thrones placed inside the palace in Elysium, but the flanking Jupiter and Neptune are standing in 
their realms in the upper world, the closed doors visible at their backs being the only means of 
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 A study on the relations between the various myths present on the sarcophagus in: Petteno' (2004), 131-137. 
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 Tritsch (1943), and Haarløv(1977), 26-29. 
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connection between the two worlds. The presence of the two divine ‘superni’ is justified by the 
episodes from the myths of Alcestis and Laodamia that frame the register. Both Alcestis and 
Protesilaos, accompanied respectively by Hercules and Mercury, are about to exit from Hades to 
return, the former permanently, the latter temporarily, to their living spouses. They are depicted 
as still in Hades but in the act of stepping out to walk in the direction of Jupiter and Neptune, 
thus abandoning the space of the dead to enter the space of the oikoumene, and consequently the 
space of the viewer, symbolized by the two divinities. The alternation of triangular and circular 
pediments above each episode highlights this movement from one sphere to the other: while the 
triangles are placed above the scenes taking place in the real world, the semicircles are above the 
scenes set in Hades. In the lower register the visual narration of the rape of Persephone 
reinforces this impression of movement from one world to the next by detailing, from the left to 
the right, selected views of the myth. At the sarcophagus’ left corner, the first scene of the rape is 
set on Earth; at the center the characters are transitioning toward Orcus’ threshold, here depicted 
as a dark cave, while at the right corner the couple finally reaches the Underworld. 
 Also the upper registers of the two short sides portray a chthonic journey, the one 
undertaken by Hercules in one of his labors. This journey begins with the entrance into the 
Underworld depicted on one of the sarcophagus’ short sides and ends with the exit from Hades 
on the opposite side.
6
 As Eva Keuls suggested, the one of the two scenes (fig.66) illustrates the 
beginning of Hercules’ katabasis, with the hero depicted as a young man holding two 
implements used in the rituals performed to open the gates to Orcus. Hercules is accompanied by 
an older man who is commonly interpreted as a mystagogos but who could be better understood, 
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 A thorough study of Hercules on Roman sarcophagi and the possible meanings of the iconography of Hercules as a 
philosopher, hero, as well as his associations with Fortuna, Dionysus, the Centaurs, and the divinities of the 
Underworld, and his ability to defeat death in: Bayet (1921) and (1923). 
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in my opinion, as the magus performing the ritual.
7
 On the other short side the story is concluded 
by the exit of the hero from the Underworld, successfully dragging the captured Cerberus back 
into the world (fig.67). Scenes from the other labors frame the two episodes by developing along 
the upper register of the secondary front and creating a visual continuum between the two short 
sides. According to this reading, the entire sarcophagus becomes an allegory of the chthonic 
realm, with Hercules entering it, ideally walking throughout its entire length, as Aeneas had 
walked through the entire expanses of Hades, to finally exit from the opposite side. 
 The lower register of the secondary front has no representation of doors, but, as Bernhard 
Andreae has suggested, is it still filled with direct references to the Underworld (fig.65).
 8
 At the 
center two souls are sailing on Charon’s boat and at the register’s two ends are images of 
Tartarus (i.e.: the punishments of Sisyphus, Tantalus, and of the Danaids), rarely present on 
funerary monuments, and, at the far left, the Elysian Fields. We are thus looking at an 
abbreviated depiction of Hades: the boat evokes the river dividing Orcus from the Acherusian 
Plains, the three damned souls invoke Tartarus, while the tree Elysium. The three regions are not 
visually described by elaborate landscapes but rather by symbols (the boat, the souls, and the 
tree) that facilitate the understanding of the spatial context. The landscape is mostly absent from 
the other infernal scenes as well: only the outline of a cavern suggests that Hades’ chariot is 
about to enter Orcus, and the setting for the myths of Alcestis and Protesilaos rest solely on the 
main characters and on their interactions with the doors. The mobility characterizing the upper 
registers, with the journeys of the two mythical spouses and that of Hercules, is contrasted by 
stillness evoked in the lower ones. There, the viewer is reminded that the trips of the two souls 
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visible on the boat, on one side, and of Proserpina, on the other, are destined to end in the 
deepest regions of the Underworld where they will be eternally confined and constricted. 
 In a recent article discussing the sarcophagus’ complex repertoire of images, Marco Galli 
has warned against the tendency to undervalue the elements of the decoration that are not 
directly related to the narrated myths. Claiming that there is an inherent logic that brings together 
all the subjects represented, Galli has suggested that all the images come together to create a 
coherent weft of meanings that was understood both by the artist and by the viewer.
 9
 I believe 
that all the elements and characters referring to Hades are indeed the main components of such 
weft of meanings: the viewer is reminded of the unbendable rules that dictate the final journey 
but he is also reassured about possible alternative outcomes.  
 While the Velletri sarcophagus constitutes a unicum in the complexity of its decorative 
program, single doors are more commonly depicted on altars and funerary urns.
10
 These 
monuments have been generally interpreted indistinctively either as miniaturized copies of tombs 
or of temples because of their architectural shapes. However, I think it is possible to divide them 
in at least two different groups according to the typology of the doors decorating their fronts. As 
I will argue below, the two different types are conducive of different meanings: while some 
doors can be interpreted as entrances to the deceased’s tomb, and as such part of the viewer’s 
shared space, others are to be understood as gates placed inside Hades, in a removed location 
existing in a space not accessible to the viewer. 
 A first group of urns and altars is decorated by closed doors flanked by columns that are 
inserted in the facades of buildings characterized by courses of masonry carved on the short sides 
and by tiled roofs that often terminate in acroteria. The doors are usually double and paneled, 
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each shutter decorated with simple rings or lion heads. Inscriptions with the name of the 
deceased appear on a tabula over the door or on the urns’ lids. Notable is the absence of the 
deceased in front of the doors but, most importantly, the overall impression of a closed building 
with shut doors and solid continuous walls. These two details suggest to the viewer that he is 
standing in front of a tomb, inside of which are the physical remains of the deceased. The visitor 
looks at a tomb that effectively coexists with his temporal and physical space but from which he 
is interdicted. 
 The less ornate example of this group is the cinerary urn of the libertus Quintus Vitellius 
Aretis dated to 30 CE circa (fig.68), a compacted urn with four stylized columns framing two 
doors that decorate each of the four sides.
11
 The tiling in the roof is carefully defined while the 
background is left completely blank, thus suggesting the presence of solid walls all around the 
building that are opened only through the doors, now blocked off. The urn of Varia Amoeba 




 and the contemporary funerary altar of Publius Ciartius Actus 
(fig.70) are more monumental examples of the same type.
13
 Both display a single central door 
framed by wreaths and spiral fluted columns, with clear indications of the courses of masonry on 
the short sides. On the pediment of Varia Amoeba’s urn, a couple, probably Amoeba and her 
husband, are portrayed inside a shell, while on the short side of Actus’ altar a tripod on a podium 
evokes the rituals and sacrifices conducted by the tomb in honor of the deceased. On the cinerary 
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 Cinerary urn of Quintus Vitellius: from Rome, now at the Vatican Museum, Cortile Ottagono, inv# 959. Sinn 
(1987), 114, no. 92, plate 26a-b. Inscription: CIL VI, 29079. 
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 Cinerary urn of Varia Amoeba: from the necropolis on the Via Salaria. Modern location unknown. Sinn (1987), 
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urns of Virgilia Veneria and her colibertus Quintus Vergilius Diadumenus (fig.71),
14
  and of 
Lucius Cacius Cinnamus and Cacia Auxina (fig.72),
15
 both dated to 80-90 CE, the identification 
of the monument with a closed tomb is further highlighted by the presence of large garlands 
hanging across the center of the doors that effectively convey the image of a building that is 
inaccessible. 
 In the second group of monuments, the viewer is no longer looking at a closed tomb; 
rather, he is confronted with open or semi-open doors in front of which are standing characters. 
While the overall architecture of the buildings is quite similar to that of the first group, with a 
central door flanked by columns on the façade, gabled roofs with acroteria, and inscriptions on 
the tabulae, the iconography is markedly different. Indeed, the viewer is here gazing at an 
otherworldly scene that details the entrance of the souls in the Underworld and, more 
specifically, into Elysium. 
 The cinerary urns of Vernasia Cyclas (fig.73),
16
 commissioned in 50 CE by her husband 
Vitalis, a freedman employed by the emperor as Scriba Cubicularius, and that of Gaius Iulius 
Hermes (fig.74), dedicated by the colibertus Gaius Iulius Andronicus around 70-90 CE, are two 
clear examples of this change in appearance and meaning of the door motif.
 17
 Indeed, the 
gateway has been transformed from a double paneled door into a leafless monumental gate with 
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columns holding a triangular pediment terminating in acroteria. More notably, the wreath has 
been moved from the center of the door to the top of the building, opening the view to the scene 
below for which it functions as a framing device. Another fundamental change is visible on the 
short sides, where the uninterrupted courses of masonry are replaced by large laurels with birds 
picking red berries from the lower branches. The blocked background that characterizes the first 
group is here transformed into an open landscape that, by means of the trees and the birds, 
evokes forests and meadows. The front of Vernasia’s urn is framed by two tall torches; below the 
inscribed panel, a male and a female holding what looks like a pomegranate, possibly Vernasia 
and the husband Vitalis, join their right hands in the gesture of dextrarum iunctio. However, the 
same scene is also visible on Hermes’ urn where no woman is mentioned in the inscription, 
therefore challenging the common understanding of this gesture as related to marriage. 
 While the dextrarum iunctio on funerary monuments is often interpreted as a gesture of 
departure of the deceased spouse and as an allusion to the continued fidelity of the couple even 
after death, I think that in this context it has to be understood as the gesture of a dead soul 
welcoming to Elysium an incoming deceased. Indeed, the described urns show the two 
characters in front of open doors in the act of entering in a space that is characterized, as the 
short sides suggest, by an open landscape of idyllic nature. Moreover, the relation between the 
two characters is not necessarily defined by their handshake. Let’s consider the meaning of this 
gesture in an urn like that of Sextus Allidius Symphorus commissioned in 120-140 CE by the 
deceased for himself, his son Hymenaeus, his sister Atticilla, and his wife Hymnis (fig.75).
18
 The 
front is decorated with the standard iconography of a man and a woman standing in front of an 
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open double door decorated with lions’ heads, their hands clasp together. The door’s triangular 
pediment is supported by two cupids, and laurel garlands hang down to flank both the inscribed 
tabula and the door. Glenys Davies has argued that many funerary urns, like the one in question, 
were purchased to contain the remains of multiple individuals who were neither married nor 
related, as in the case of conliberti.
19
 However, the iconography decorating their fronts was still 
showing the stereotyped open door with only two individuals shaking hands. On the ash chest of 
Quintus Flavius Crito and Quintus Flavius Proculus, analyzed in Davies’ article, the two 
individuals shaking hands are clearly of the same sex.
20
 It is evident that in these cases the 
gesture cannot identify marriage and therefore it must have carried some other significance. 
While Davies suggests that the handshake could have expressed the relations between the 
deceased beyond the usual family ties, I think that the particular monumentality of the door, 
together with the attributes usually held by one of the two characters, and the idyllic landscape 
on the short sides, they all convey the image of one deceased welcoming an arriving relative or 
friend into Elysium. If we agree that the gate opens onto an otherworldly landscape and, 
considering the luxuriant nature evoked by the trees and birds, specifically Elysium, the scene 
must take place inside Hades. Indeed, as we have discussed in relation to the written sources, this 
region is imagined as located in the deepest recess of the Underworld and it can be reached only 
after having traversed Orcus and the Acherusian Plains. Thus, the two characters in the 
representation must be both deceased, and their gesture is not one of farewell but that of one soul 
welcoming a recent deceased into the final abodes. 
 The funerary altar of Gaius Clodius Primitivus by his parents Gaius Clodius Secundus, 
and Clodia Prima, dated to 90-110 CE (fig.76) provides another final evidence for this 
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 Here, two winged victories hold the shutters of a partially opened door decorated 
with knockers in the shape of lion's heads. Half of their bodies is visible on the front, the other 
half on the two short sides; this stretching of the figures across the urn creates a visual continuum 
suggesting that the landscapes on the short sides are part of the same space of the door on the 
front. Moreover, behind the victories are stylized palm trees complementing the landscape 
visible on the sides that is comprised of luxuriant laurel trees, birds with berries in their beaks, 
and torches. An idealized portrait of two deceased is visible in a shell placed on top of the altar 
that is shaped as a pediment. The victories are shown welcoming Primitivus and guiding him on 
the way to an idyllic landscape reminiscent of the various written descriptions of Elysium. 
Primitivus’ parents, mentioned in the same inscription, as well as Gaius Clodius Apollonius, 
whose name was later added above the tabula, were probably expecting to enter through the 
same doors, each at the time of their death, and to reunite with the deceased for all eternity. 
 The two groups of urns, respectively with closed or open doors, not only refer to two 
different contexts, the tomb and Elysium, but also address a different audience. Indeed, in the 
first group the viewer is directly involved in the scene as the tomb’s visitor, while in the second 
group the iconography addresses directly the deceased. The viewer is not part of the narration as 
the represented space is located in a removed and atemporal dimension, and while the gates are 
opened, it is not for him to cross the threshold. 
 Whereas the characters on these urns are about to enter in Hades, on other monuments, 
like the already mentioned Velletri sarcophagus, the depicted individuals, mostly mythological 
heroes, are showed as exiting from it. In a sarcophagus dated to 180 CE circa, Hercules is exiting 
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from a plain door, reachable via five steps, while dragging along Cerberus by the leash (fig.77).
22
 
The rest of the front, apart from two cupids at the two corners, is decorated with a strigil motif: 
this total absence of a landscape or of architectural elements does not prevent the viewer from 
understanding the scene and its meaning in relation to its location in space, since the door, the 
infernal dog, and the attributes of the hero function as the main contextualizing elements. 
Similarly, Mercury is about to exit from a double door with lion’s heads knockers in a 
sarcophagus from Genzano dated to 150 CE circa (fig.78).
23
 The door, framed by fluted columns 
and surmounted by a triangular pediment with acroteria, is reminiscent of those visible on the 
cinerary urns. Two figures standing at its sides, in front of a curtain, are most probably to be 
interpreted as idealized portraitures of the deceased. The mythical nature of both Mercury, the 
carrier of the souls, and of Hercules establishes a degree of distance between the monument, the 
narrated events, and the viewer. Indeed, the visitor to the tomb is forced to acknowledge that the 
characters’ escape from Hades is solely due to their special circumstances. However, the 
iconography could also function as consolatory motif for the deceased and his relatives, since 
Hercules and Mercury are opening a door that leads both in Hades and in the sarcophagus itself, 
a gateway that could be potentially used by the soul of deceased to return, at least temporarily, to 
the world of the living. 
 In other more rare instances, the deceased himself is shown as exiting from the infernal 
doors. In the tomb of Sabinus Taurius at the necropolis of Isola sacra in Ostia, also known as 
Tomb 56 and dated to around 150 CE (fig.79), a male figure placed in the tomb’s aedicula is 
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possibly shown as about to exit from a double door (fig.80).
24
 The necropolis, excavated by 
Guido Calza from 1932 to 1940 and by the Archaeological Institute of the University of Rome 
since 1973, developed from a series of isolated tombs along the road leading from Ostia to Porto 
into an extended cemetery arranged in insulae.25 It grew progressively from the end of the first 
century CE to the first two decades of the third century CE to host primarily the tombs of liberti 
and freemen of modest conditions.
26
 However, the architecture, decorations, and inscriptions are 
consistent with those of richer necropoleis in Rome, proving the existence of an identical attitude 
toward the cult of the dead, and of a similar basic cultural frame of reference about death and 
Hades that spread throughout all levels of society.
27
 
 Tomb 56 leans against one of the side walls of tomb 55 and consists of a small pilaster in 
bricks onto which stands an aedicule that mimics, in a miniaturized scale, the façades of the other 
tombs of the necropolis, with two small fluted columns in tufa holding a triangular pediment. A 
door opens in the space between the two columns: the two shutters in red and yellow bricks 
clearly projects forward, and the two hinges are visible at the two ends of the threshold. Inside 
the door, a man dressed in toga stands facing the viewer: he is framed by two curtains that are 
partially pulled to allow him to advance and reach the door’s threshold. The man’s attire and the 
lack of any specific attributes suggest that he is not to be identified as a divinity or a 
mythological hero but rather as a regular individual, most probably the deceased, in the act of 
exiting from his own tomb. 
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 Baldassarre (1987), 137. 
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 A more complex interplay of human characters entering and exiting infernal doors is 
visible in the paintings of the Cubiculum F of the Hypogeum known as of Via Dino Compagni, 
located on the Via Latina one kilometer outside the Aurelian Walls.
28
 The large underground 
complex (fig.81) was started around 310 CE and it was in use at least until 410 CE when it 
comprised 325 tombs, mostly loculi cut into the various galleries and some burials in the 
cubicula, for a total of about 400 individuals. According to the comprehensive study of William 
Tronzo, the catacomb was built in four phases, Cubiculum F belonging to phase three when 
gallery four and cubicula D to G were constructed around 350 CE. Cubiculum N (to be examined 
in Chapter Seven) was instead built during the last phase of expansion when, around 380 CE, a 
completely new wing starting with Cubiculum H, was added to the North of the preexisting 
nucleus.
29
 Since all the ancient inscriptions were destroyed by tomb robbers, there is no 
information on the identity of the deceased, and the wall paintings are the only elements that can 
shed some light on the cultural milieu of the community buried inside the funerary complex. As 
for the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, the loculi in the Piazzola under San Sebastiano, and even the 
catacomb of Praetextatus, the paintings have being mostly studied as evidence for the religious 
affiliation of the deceased.
30
 The complex iconographic program decorating the galleries and the 
cubicula of this Hypogeum shows that the elements recurrent in contemporary Christian 
iconography are here most prominent. Nonetheless, several motifs associated with the pagan 
tradition, like the winged victories, the Gorgon, and Tellus decorating the walls and the vault of 
Cubiculum E, are notable exceptions that prove the presence of a diverse community. While one 
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cannot ascertain the religious affiliation of each individual, it is at least possible to recognize the 
persistence of a traditional funerary symbolism that at this date was still perceived as acceptable 
also among the members of the fast spreading new religion. 
 Cubiculum F, a chamber with three burials (fig.82), constitutes a clear example of this 
iconographic combination: juxtaposed to episodes from the New and Old Testament, two 
puzzling scenes, painted as rectangular panels 130 cm wide and extending from the room’s floor 
to the level of the columns’ capitals, show a group of characters entering and exiting from doors. 
The panels are inserted as decorations for the walls framing the main arcosolium of the back 
wall, located in a very prominent position at the North end of the Cubiculum.
31
 Daniela Goffredo 
interprets the scene to the West as two men in tunic and pallium opening a double door and 
descending four steps to enter in Paradise (fig.83). Facing this panel, on the East wall, a man, 
seen from behind and wearing a short white and grey tunic, is about to exit from a door ajar to  
reach Paradise as well (fig.84).
32
 Goffredo does not enter into details of the representation; 
however, her reading of the scenes implies that the two images have opposite vantage points. 
Indeed, the space represented in the first panel belongs to a different temporal dimension, namely 
the viewer is looking at the characters as they enter in Paradise, visually associated to the space 
of the Cubiculum itself. Behind the characters, and behind the door, hidden to the gaze, is the 
world of the living, while in the foreground, closer to the viewer, is the otherworldly dimension 
from which he is interdicted. In the other panel the perspective is reversed: the man is about to 
leave the space of the living in the foreground and, his back to the viewer, he is proceeding 
toward the background where, beyond the door and symbolically outside the Cubiculum, is 
Paradise. Antonio Ferrua has read the two panels oppositely: on the West wall the two men are 
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hastily entering inside the Cubiculum by opening the two panels of the door and descending the 
four steps, with the draping of the door’s curtains visible in the background hiding what is 
beyond. On the East wall the man exits the Cubiculum to enter a space that is hidden from the 
viewer by similar curtains that are hanging from three loops.
33
 According to this interpretation, in 
both instances the characters share the same space of the viewer, alternately arriving and leaving 
the Cubiculum. Finally, Tronzo preferred to avoid any detailed interpretation of the represented 
space by simply remarking that the figures are either looking at or away from the viewer.
 34
 
 In order to understand the two panels one has to address the issues of where the 
characters are arriving from and where they are headed to, and which scene is to be read as 
leading ‘into’ the Cubiculum and which instead leading ‘out’ of it. Additionally, the 
interpretation of the panels affects the perspective of the viewer in relation to the two paintings, 
the Cubiculum, and the surrounding depictions. Are the three individuals moving inside or 
outside the space of the Cubiculum? Are they stepping out to reach a mystical space hidden to 
the viewer, or are they entering inside such space that is also the subject of the scenes depicted 
on the other arcosolia? The two different readings determine if the paintings show scenes whose 
space is consistent with that of the whole Cubiculum, and ultimately with that of the viewer, or 
instead if there is no direct relation between the actual space of the viewer, the surrounding 
architecture, and the supernatural space of the panels. 
 If we turn our attention to the three characters, we notice that their poses and attributes 
define them as regular individuals and not as divinities, heroes, or even Christian saints. 
Moreover, while the man at the East wall is clearly walking toward the open door, the two to the 
West are not stepping outside, as it is usually argued, but they are merely keeping the door open 
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as if waiting for someone to join them. When comparing this panel with the cinerary urns 
discussed above, it is possible to recognize similarities with the welcoming scenes in Elysium, so 
that the scene can probably be interpreted as two deceased opening the doors to Elysium, or to 
Paradise, if one wants to keep into account the Christian motifs on the other arcosolia. But whom 
are they welcoming? Considering the Roman visual convention of structuring the narration from 
the left to the right already discussed in Chapter Five, I think that also in this instance, as in the 
Loculus of Atimetus, the two panels cannot be read in isolation but as two episodes of the same 
story. The overall narration would then proceed from the left to the right following the 
chronology of the events, as in the already discussed loculus. On the panel to the left the doors to 
the Afterlife are opened in preparation of the arrival of the soul; at the center, inside the 
arcosolium, lies the body of the deceased after his death; finally, to the right the deceased’s spirit 
is about to walk through the threshold. The arcosolium, now open, must have been closed off in 
antiquity with a slab or a light wall in plaster decorated with an inscription and possibly also with 
another painted motif that could have functioned as the visual link between the two flanking 
panels. Since the chamber was meant to contain three bodies, one can also push the argument 
forward to suggest that the two men depicted on the left panel are the two deceased buried into 
the other two arcosolia, who could have died at an earlier time. While possible, this scenario is 
not confirmed by conclusive evidence. Whatever the case may be, the religious association of the 
person inhumed in the arcosolium is irrelevant to the decryption of the visual message: even if 
the chamber was owned by Christians, and thus the painted gates are to be interpreted as the 
entrances to Paradise, the scenes were still constructed on the traditional and consolidated pagan 
chthonic iconography. 
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 The monuments so far examined all show divine or human characters in the act of exiting 
or entering through Hades’ doors. On several other monuments, primarily sarcophagi, the opened 
thresholds are instead ambiguously empty, tempting the viewer to look at what lies beyond or 
even to walk through them. This is the case, for example, of two sarcophagi of the so called 
seasons type, the first one walled in the church of San Lorenzo in Panisperna and known as the 
‘tomb of St. Bridget’ (fig.85),
35
  the second at the Musei Capitolini (fig.86),
36
 both dated to 
around 250 CE. The design of the two fronts is quite similar: arcades supported by spirally fluted 
columns are interrupted in the center by a gabled top below which is a door with the left valve 
slightly ajar and with putti in the guise of the Seasons. Both doors have four panels: in the 
sarcophagus from San Lorenzo the two upper panels are decorated with apotropaic Medusa 
heads and the lower ones with lions' heads with rings in their mouths. In the sarcophagus at the 
Capitolini, the panels are filled by winged cupids busy in seasonal activities. The same issues at 
play in the interpretation of the two panels on the walls of the Cubiculum F recur here. Are these 
doors leading inside the sarcophagus, and metaphorically inside the tomb, or do they open 
directly into Hades? Is the viewer implicitly invited to step inside the threshold, or is he rather 
supposed to expect the deceased to step out from the tomb and back into the world of the living? 
Considering the supernatural quality of the cupids and their attributes as the four Seasons, I think 
that they function as visual signifiers for a space that is set beyond the oikoumene and that does 
not respond to the rules of time. Indeed, the contemporaneous presence of the four seasons on the 
same monument evokes a moment in time that repeats itself continuously, following the cycle of 
the year perpetually and uninterruptedly. However, this simultaneity also symbolizes a timeless 
moment frozen in eternity, in an atemporal dimension of which the viewer cannot be part. This 
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atemporal and concomitantly eternal space is shared by the deceased: the open doors on the 
fronts of sarcophagi can thus be interpreted as accesses into Hades, or even into Elysium 
considering the abundance in the flora represented. They are opened for the deceased buried 
inside the sarcophagus to proceed further inside the chthonic realm rather than to escape back 
into the world of the viewer. 
 
6.2: Alcestis or Laodamia? Reunions at the thresholds 
 As I have already argued in Chapter Five and in the study of the Velletri sarcophagus, 
Alcestis and Laodamia are among the mythical characters most commonly represented as 
actively interacting with infernal doors. Their stories are deeply interrelated because of their 
similarities but also of their differences. Both women are devoted wives for whom death does not 
constitute an insurmountable barrier in their affection for their companions. Both are ready for 
the ultimate sacrifice either to save the husband, Alcestis, or to reunite with him, Laodamia. Both 
are accompanied in their journeys to or from Hades by exceptional guides, Hercules for Alcestis 
and Mercury for Laodamia. In both stories the climax is the joyous reunion of the couple, for 
Alcestis in life and for Laodamia in death. Their journeys are, however, counterpoised: if the 
culminating point in Alcestis’ saga is her safe and permanent return from Hades to life and to her 
husband, Laodamia’s story ends in her suicide, the only means for the heroine to enter Hades and 
reunite with the spouse. Also, while Alcestis is granted a second chance at life because of her 
courage in front of the death, it is the courage of Protesilaos, who has sacrificed his life for the 
sake of his companions, that ensures him an eternal place among the blessed and that forces 
Laodamia to chose between a transient life of sadness or an eternity with her spouse. 
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 Evidently, both stories resonate with an audience that is coping with the loss of a loved 
one, that is hoping for a reunion in the Hereafter, and that is reading the sculpted or painted 
images as metaphors for the victory of love over death. As it is customary in Roman art, also in 
the visual depiction of these two myths the events are conflated into one single episode chosen to 
epitomize the whole narration and to highlight the aspects that are more suitable for the context, 
usually insisting on the differences between the two stories rather then on their similarities. For 
Alcestis, the reunion with her husband is the episode most commonly depicted on funerary 
monuments. She is generally shown to the left of Hercules in the act of exiting from the door of 
Orcus and about to join Admetus. The king waits for her to the right of the scene, sitting on a 
rock in an open landscape of hills and trees and flanked by a soldier, as in the tomb of the 
Nasonii (fig.52 and fig.54), or standing alone, as on the Velletri sarcophagus (fig.64). For 
Laodamia, the representations focus on the moment when the heroine, accompanied by Mercury, 
reaches the Palace of Hades in the Elysian Fields. The choice of this episode, quite marginal in 
the written versions of the myth, is probably attesting to the attempt of dispelling the common 
knowledge according to which suicides do not achieve eternal salvation, as stated by Virgil.
37
 
Usually Laodamia and Mercury enter the hall of Hades’ palace from the left, while to the right 
Pluto and Proserpina are seated on their thrones. In both stories and in their pictures the two 
guides assume a primary role and a prominent space in the scene. In talking about Hermes, Jan 
Nicholaas Bremmer has argued that the figure of the guide reminds the viewer of the 
impracticability of the route the hero is traversing. Moreover, in the myths set in the Underworld 
the presence of a guide emphasizes the physical and symbolic remoteness of the world of the 
dead: both the souls and the living hero can access it only through divine help. Finally, the guide 
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is, by definition, someone who knows the way and as such his presence in the depicted scenes 
reassures the viewer about his own fate or those of his relatives.
38
 I think that Bremmer’s 
argument can be extended also to the role of Hercules, as both he and Mercury are fundamental 
figures in the resolution of the two stories because they assure the arrival of the two heroines to 
their destinations. In the images, the predominance of these two guides in the scene is 
accompanied by the prominence of their gestures, which often coincide with the focal point of 
the composition. Their right arms are usually stretched to touch the women’s shoulders and 
guide them forward; this gesture is instrumental in visually defining their roles but also, at a 
more profound level, in comforting the viewer about his own death and reassuring him on the 
fate of the individuals buried inside the monument. 
 Despite the most common iconographic motifs used in the visual representations of the 
two myths usually address their different and opposing outcomes, in numerous instances the 
stories are confused or combined. This is the case of scenes where Alcestis is accompanied by 
Mercury or Laodamia by Hercules, or when specific events differ from the standard myth, 
possibly to fulfill the purchaser’s specific requests. These confusions are not easily explainable: 
they could result from a conscious combination of the two stories or, more simply, they could be 
the outcome of the artist’s reworking of preexisting patterns. A case in point is the arcosolium of 
Vibia (fig.46), where Alcestis is placed close to the deceased in the Bonorum Iudicio. In the 
myth, Alcestis is rescued by Hercules right after her death and before she can reach the deepest 
recesses of Hades. Thus, her presence among the blessed in Vibia’s monument has to be 
considered as post factum, an event imagined to be happening sometime after her natural death, 
when she is destined to Elysium because of the earlier deeds. As for Laodamia’s myth, on the 
Velletri sarcophagus the provisional exit of Protesilaos from the Underworld replaces the more 
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common scene of the heroine entering Hades’ palace (fig.64). The choice of this quite unusual 
motif is probably motivated by the need of inserting an episode that could mirror and also 
contrast the returns of Alcestis on the opposite end of the sarcophagus’ front, since Protesilaos’ 
escape from Hades is temporary while Alcestis’ exit is, if not permanent, at least lifelong. 
 The Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni displays one of the most common renditions of 
the myth of Alcestis. In the Cubiculum N, decorated exclusively with the adventures of Hercules, 
an intramural conversation links the various scenes on the walls with the two lunettes of the 
arcosolia that are devoted to the story of Alcestis (fig.87).
39
 In the lunette to the South, Admetus 
is dying on his bed with the family and Alcestis around him. In the arcosolium to the North, 
Hercules and Alcestis return from Hades to reunite with Admentus. The images of Hercules 
killing the Hydra and the episode of the Hesperides flank this lunette in the arcosolium (fig.88). 
The rendition of the scene is quite standard (fig.89): to the left is the dark outline of the door or 
cavern from which the two characters have just exited. At the center, a veiled Alcestis is 
accompanied by Hercules, who keeps one hand on the woman’s shoulder and with the other is 
restraining Cerberus with a leash. To the right, Admetus waits for his spouse, sitting inside what 
can be possibly identified as a pavilion or an awning. The presence of the infernal dog and the 
halo around Hercules’ head are two elements that depart from the myth but that do not detract 
from the understanding of the picture. In fact, the three headed dog contributes to the 
identification of Hercules and, more broadly, of the other characters. It is impossible to ascertain 
if the two arcosolia were commissioned by two couples linked by family ties or friendship, in 
which case the tale of Alcestis would assume an even more poignant meaning. Also, it is difficult 
to speculate on the religious affiliation of the deceased: while it is possible that the entire 
complex was used both by pagans and Christians because of the presence of motifs from both 
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religions, I think that the individuals’ devotion is in overall irrelevant in the study of the images. 
Indeed, most of the visual language was rooted into the pagan tradition but it was also utilized in 
the creation and adaptation of subjects of clear Christian origins. 
 A standard compositional example of the myth of Laodamia is instead to be found in one 
of the painted panels decorating the vault of the Tomb N, or tomb of Lucius Genucius 
Epaphroditus, Maria Deutera, and their descendants, in the necropolis of Isola Sacra at Ostia.
40
  
The tomb is part of a nucleus of burials known as the Canal Tombs that was set along the Via 
Severiana at the northern end of the Isola Sacra, close to the church of S. Hippolytus (fig.90). 
Nowadays isolated from the other larger core of funerary monuments known as the ‘One 
Hundred Tombs’, the Canal Tombs were originally part of the same necropolis. Discovered in 
January 1923 during the reclamation project of the fascist Opera Nazionale dei Combattenti, 
Tomb N was part of a larger complex (I to O, fig.91) created by Paulus Aelius Maximus around 
120-140 CE for himself, his liberti and his descendants. Aelius Maximus granted Epaphroditus 
the permission of using the subterraneal burial chamber and of passing through the common 
entrance, room I, and portico M to reach it. 
 The chamber consists of a rectangular room (6.33 x 1.71 meters) decorated in a white 
mosaic floor and painted motifs. The West, South, and East walls were cut by arcosolia and 
niches inside which sixteen cinerary urns have been found. The North wall had no arcosolia or 
niches, but two doors, one granting access to the room, and the other leading to the lower burial 
chamber of tomb O. While the walls were painted in yellow, the niches had either white stucco 
reliefs on a dark-red background, among which is a group with Dionysiac motifs, or colored 
flowers and leaves on a white background. The walls were separated from the barrel vault by a 
white stucco cornice with griffins, while on the vault, many compartments of different shapes 
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painted with vessels, garlands, birds, and geometric figures were framed by cornices of colored 
stucco. Right above the spring of the vault along the North and South walls are six rectangular 
compartments, three on each wall. Those at the center were filled in yellow and without figures. 
The other four, at the four corners of the room, had white stucco reliefs on a dark-red 
background. The one at the North-West corner was already lost at the moment of excavation, 
while that to North-East shows the myth of Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha. At the South East 
corner is a panel with the Danaids: three girls are pouring a liquid from a vessel on their 
shoulders into a large bottomless dolium. To the right sits Ocnus in the act of making a rope that 
is eaten by a donkey. At the South-West corner is the scene from the myth of Laodamia (fig.92 
and fig.93). The heroine, with a mantle covering her head, is entering through an arched door 
framed by columns and she is accompanied by a naked man with club and lion skin who is 
stretching out his right arm towards her. To the right sits an old bearded man holding a scepter 
with his left hand and gesturing towards the couple with the right arm. Behind him stands a man 
wearing a mantle. The names of all characters are painted above their heads: LAUDAMIA, 
HERCULES, PLUTON AND PROT[E]SI[LA]US (fig.94).  
 The image captures the moment when Laodamia is finally conducted to the presence of 
Hades and allowed to reunite with her husband. The elements composing the setting of the scene 
are reduced to the minimum: the prominent door to the left is reminiscent of an entrance into a 
monumental hall, while the short pedestal Hades is seated above suggests that the characters are 
standing inside a room. The labels are scarcely visible from the ground: we might wonder if they 
had been written to assist the artist in positioning each figure properly and in the right order,  
rather than functioning as written aids for the tomb’s visitor in decoding the picture. Two aspects 
of the representation are unusual: Hercules substitutes for Mercury as Laodamia’s guide and he 
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is painted in the pose more commonly associated with Alcestis’ depictions. Moreover, 
Protesilaos stands by the chthonic king instead of Proserpina. We could argue that these 
substitutions were due to a misunderstanding in the rendition of the story, at the specific request 
of Epaphroditus, assuming that he acquired the chamber when it was still bare, or even to the 
artist’s conscious toying with the assonances of the two myths. Indeed, if the viewer could not 
read the quite small labels from where he was standing, he might have easily recognized in the 
woman Alcestis, accompanied by a clearly identifiable Hercules, in the act of returning from 
Hades and about to meet Admetus flanked by one of his guard. This reading could have also 
being facilitated by the ambiguous nature of the elements of the setting that can belong both to 
an indoor or and outdoor environment, thus moving the scene from Elysium to the entrance to 
Orcus. Nonetheless, the confusion, either sought after by the artist or involuntary, does not 
detract from the main underlying meaning of the scene that works both for Laodamia and for 
Alcestis: death did not separate either of the two couples and their reunion, in Hades or in the 
world of the living, remains the ultimate result of the story.   
 The deliberate or accidental confusion between the two myths in the visual 
representations is easily explained when looking at the similarities between the stucco relief just 
examined and the paintings in a lunette of the Tomb of the Marcii, better known as Mausoleum 
Phi, constructed in 190-200 CE as part of the Vatican necropolis on a slope close to the Circus of 
Nero and oriented toward the Via Cornelia (fig.95).
41
 The mausoleum, named after the 
inscription on a sarcophagus found inside it and functioning probably as a family tomb, was built 
in bricks over a podium of travertine blocks, with six arcosolia on the back and side walls, for ten 
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inhumations, and a niche for two cinerary urns opened in the entry wall.
42
 The walls were 
painted in red and covered by numerous scenes recently returned to their original splendor thanks 
to a restoration whose results have not been published yet.
43
 The lower arcosolia are decorated 
with birds, fruit, flowers, river scenes, and a sea thiasos, while the upper ones have mythological 
scenes all revolving around meetings among mortals and deities. On the North back wall 
Dionysus encounters a sleeping Ariadne, while on the West wall to the left Hermes meets 
Aglauros and her sisters, and to the right Leda is approached by Jupiter in the guise of a swan. 
Finally, on the East wall, the meeting of Mars and Rhea Silvia on the left lunette counterpoints 
the return of Alcestis to Admetus to the right. Despite the insufficient quality of the images 
available and the poor state of the painting before the restoration, the composition is visibly 
similar to the one in the tomb of N at Ostia (fig.92). To the left, a veiled Alcestis is brought 
forward by Hercules holding a club in his left hand (fig.96). A dark area at their left could 
indicate the doorway or cavern from which they are coming. To the right sits Admetus, dressed 
in mantle and holding a scepter, with a soldier, possibly holding a shield, standing behind him. 
Both scenes show the same format of, from left to right, door - female figure standing - male 
figure holding her by the shoulder - seated man - male attendant. In the lunette from the Vatican 
the absence of labels identifying each character and the lack of any topographic or architectural 
elements defining the setting makes evident the difficulty of establishing whether the viewer is 
looking at the return of Alcestis, or at the entrance of Laodamia in the palace of Hades with Pluto 
and Protesilaos waiting for her. As in Ostia, the ambiguity is possibly consciously insisted upon 
by the artist. However, in both monuments, as in all other funerary depictions of the two myths, 
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the crossing of the threshold remains a constant for both female characters. The door constitutes 
the main feature that visualizes the dramatic passage of the two women from one status to 
another, from death to life for Alcestis, and from life to death for Laodamia. 
 The confusion or the substitution of characters from the two myths, either on the part of 
the artist or on that of the viewer, can be accidental, as in the Musoleum of the Marcii, or 
possibly voluntary, as in Tomb N. However, some funerary monuments display the two heroines 
simultaneously, and their visual association and comparison constitutes an integral part of the 
narration. In the Sarcophagus of Persephone, dated to 170-180 CE, the front is decorated with the 
rape of Persephone, one of the short sides depicts Hercules and Alcestis (fig.97 left), while the 
other Mercury and Laodamia (fig.97 right).
44
 Hercules and Alcestis, both frontal, are exiting the 
dark rocky cavern of Orcus, which is schematically rendered as a roughly chiseled arch. They are 
walking toward the front of the sarcophagus, where the scene of the rape is talking place on 
Earth: they are therefore walking away from Hades and back into the world. Conversely, 
Mercury and Laodamia are moving away from the world of the living and about to enter into the 
Underworld. In a reversed version of the previous scene, Mercury leads the way toward the back 
of the sarcophagus by pointing his caduceus in the direction of the opening that is shaped very 
similarly to the rocky archway of the other side. A veiled Laodamia follows him, turning her 
back to the viewer. Most scholars interpret this second scene as Mercury with Eurydice; 
however, I think that a closer look at both the scene and the overall context points in the 
direction of Laodamia. Firstly, Eurydice is most commonly depicted in funerary art as 
accompanied by Orpheus and not by Mercury. Secondly, the three stories on the long and short 
sides have all to do with spouses who are about to reunite with their husbands, Persephone and 
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Laodamia in the Underworld, Alcestis in the world of the living, while Eurydice’s attempt 
remains unfulfilled. Finally, the mirroring but reversed composition of the two scenes must have 
been intentionally create to instigate a discourse between the two short sides, thus drawing from 
two myths that could profoundly relate to one another and that could provide the viewer with an 
iconographic reinforcement of the message of the couple’ s reunion. 
 In another sarcophagus decorated with the Rape of Proserpina, dated to 230-240 CE, the 
artist again establishes a conversation between the two short sides, once again playing with the 
ambiguity of the subject matters.
45
 While on the right short end is visible a quite conventional 
rendition of the episode of Hercules dragging Cerberus out of Hades, on the left side a veiled 
woman accompanied by Mercury is standing in front of a bearded man seated on a chair (fig.98). 
He holds a scepter with one hand and gestures toward the woman with the other. Clearly the two 
sides are both addressing themes linked to the arrival into and the return from the Underworld. 
By comparing this sarcophagus with the previous one where the two short sides displayed 
reversed images, we can infer that the scene confronting Hercules exiting Hades should refer to a 
character entering into Hades. Pluto sits toward the back of the sarcophagus and the veiled 
woman is moving from the front, the world of the living, toward the back, the world of the dead. 
These two aspects plus the presence of Mercury hint at identifying the scene as the arrival of 
Laodamia in Elysium. However, we could also argue that the fact that Mercury is the 
psychopompos par excellence and that the female figure has no outstanding attributes that set her 
apart from any regular deceased, suggests that the image could refer to the arrival of the soul of 
the deceased buried inside the casket in Elysium. Unfortunately we have no information on the 
sex of the deceased for which the burial was commissioned, but it is not difficult to imagine that 
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any viewer could relate with an image suggesting that the soul has been rightly rewarded with a 
place among the blessed. In this instance, not only does the image play with the identification of 
the main character either as a heroine of a myth or as a mortal, but it also involves the viewer in 
the representation, since any visitor can easily identify himself or herself with the depicted soul. 
Thus, the iconography promises a positive outcome both to the living and to those already buried 
in the tomb. 
 Ambiguity is not the norm, and in several other representations the composition is more 
straightforward and guides the viewer toward a univocal interpretation of the subject. In the 
black and white mosaic covering a large area of the so called Tomba della Mietitura, the scene 
undoubtedly shows the reunion of Alcestis and Admetus. The complex, also known as Tomb F, 
was excavated in the 1980s to the South of the Via Severiana and it has been dated to 140-160 
CE.
46
 Roughly 14 meters East-West and 8 meters North-South, it was composed of two adjacent 
cells (A and B) opening onto a large closed court with a covered L-shaped portico along the 
Southern and Western walls (fig.99 and fig.100). Not much is left of the cells’ walls and their 
decoration apart from traces of an opus sectile in cell A, and of a monochrome geometric mosaic 
in cell B. The intercolumniations between the pilasters on the Southern side of the portico were 
closed off by transennae, save a narrow opening at the eastern end close to the two cells’ 
facades. Therefore, in order to access cell A and the large mosaic in front of it one had either to 
walk along the northern half of the court and then turn to the East, thus approaching the mosaic 
from its left end, or to proceed below the portico along the South wall and then take a sharp left 
by the last intercolumniation right in front of Alcestis (see the red arrows on fig.100 indicating 
the two different routes to the mosaic).  
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 The whole mosaic floor, both the portion under the portico and the large scene to the 
North, was part of a single project carried out simultaneously. The mosaic in the portico is made 
of five individual framed panels depicting, respectively, the plowing, hoeing, harvesting, the 
placing of the ears in the farmyard, and the threshing of the wheat. A sixth panel, badly damaged 
by later burials, most probably depicted the separation of the wheat from the chaff and the 
straws. As for the Alcestis mosaic in front of cell A (fig.101), at the far left a man, a doryphoros 
with cuirass decorated with winged gorgoneion and pteruges, cloak, and calcei, holds a sword 
and a shield in the left hand, a spear in the right, and walks toward the center of the composition. 
In front of him is another man, a young and beardless king Admetus, dressed in a long tunic and 
caligae, with fillets in his head and sword and spear in his hands. Coming from the opposite 
direction and walking toward the center, a bearded Hercules, with club and lion skin, greets the 
two men. Behind him, exiting from an arched doorway, Alcestis is represented as fully cloaked 
and veiled, an iconography common also in the depiction of Laodamia. The door, clearly opened 
and framed by a stylized column, has no shutters, and constitutes the only visible architectural 
element that helps the viewer in locating the scene as at the exit from Orcus. 
 In other instances the representation is recognizable even in the absence of some key 
characters. The Tomb of the Julii, or Tomb III, in the necropolis on the Via Ostiense, is 
decorated with a panel with Hercules and Alcestis.
47
 Dated to 110-120 CE, the tomb is part of a 
large necropolis built onto three levels, each progressively moving away from the street, the first 
dating to the late Republican period and the furthest and highest one to the fourth century CE 
(fig.102). Tomb III was built during the second phase of the necropolis: a rectangular 
columbarium (2.60 x 2.05 m) in bricks, its walls were covered in white and red plaster and 
painted with leaves and birds. Along the eastern wall, an external staircase gave access to the 
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roof. In the space under the stairs a very small columbarium (36 cm x 72 cm, h. cm 135) was 
built with five niches and space for 8 urns. Despite the size, it was decorated with a wide array of 
motifs, among which is a large peacock on the right wall and leaves and flowers on the back 
wall. At the center of the back wall and in between two niches is the scene, shaped as a pinax, of 
Hercules and Alcestis framed by birds on tree branches. The couple, a naked Hercules leading a 
veiled Alcestis dressed in chiton and red himation, is coming out from an arched entryway and 
he is about to exit the pinax’s double swing door that opens out toward the viewer (fig.103 and 
fig.104). While neither Admetus nor his attendant is in the picture, the viewer can still recognize 
the scene, mostly by the skin lion and club of Hercules but, primarily, by the doorway in the 
background. The couple is about to enter the space of the living; therefore the viewer is looking 
at Alcestis from the same vantage point Admetus would have had if present in the picture. Thus, 
the tomb’s visitor could have easily identified himself with the mythical king and imagine that 
the female advancing toward him was not Alcestis but the dead resting in the columbarium and 
returning to life. Additionally, the second sets of doors, a common element in painted pinakes, 
here take on an additional meaning: while the arched-gate represents the entrance to Orcus, this 
door closer to the viewer is the threshold between Hades and the world of the living that the two 
characters are about to cross to join the onlookers into their spatial plane. 
 In other instances, the addition of ancillary characters or attributes that are not present in 
the written version of the myth complicates the reading of the scene. In the Tomb of the 
Pancratii, located on the left hand side of the Via Latina across from the Tomb of the Valerii, 
Laodamia, or Alcestis, enters the scene on a chariot drawn by animals. The tomb, discovered in 
April 1858 by Lorenzo Fortunati, a minor seller of antiquities, was built around 140-160 CE on 
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two stories of which only the subterranean is still extant (fig.105).
 48
 The two subterranean 
chambers were built in different periods: the outer one, the result of a later phase of construction, 
belonged to the Pancratii, a guild of grave diggers, while for the inner one (4.28 by 5.45 meters), 
of the Antonine period, there is no information on the owners or on their possible connection 
with the Pancratii. The vault and the four lunettes on the walls of this earlier chamber are richly 
decorated in a combination of white and polychrome stucco reliefs (fig.106). The central tondo, 
white stucco on white background, has a Jupiter borne on the back of an eagle, while in each of 
the four sections of the vault, in the most conspicuous positions, are mythological reliefs. In 
white stucco over white background they depict Priam pleading with Achilles for the return of 
Hector’s body, the judgment of Paris, and an inebriated Hercules playing the lyre. The fourth one 
has been variously interpreted. The panel shows to the right an older bearded man with a laurel 
or oak crown, seated on the throne, holding a scepter with the left hand, and gesturing with the 
right one to three characters in front of him (fig.107). To his side a standing veiled woman looks 
at him. They are both placed over a small podium onto which a youthful naked figure with 
another scepter or stick is placing a foot. He is pointing backward toward a lion and a boar 
pulling a chariot driven by a woman with a short tunic. On the other side of the chariot is a 
young man, crowned with a garland, carrying a crook or a small scepter and holding the lion 
with his right hand. Eugen Petersen had interpreted this scene as an episode from the myth of 
Alcestis, who was promised by her father to be given in marriage to the man who could yoke a 
lion and a boar to a chariot. According to some versions of the legend, Apollo aided Admetus to 
accomplish the mission, and Petersen suggested that the god is here represented as the young 
man by the podium. The seated figure would then be Pelias, and the veiled woman Alcestis. 
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According to this interpretation, the woman on the chariot is Diana who, as the ruler of wild 
beasts or as Apollo’s sister, is involved in the task imposed on Admetus, while the man in the 
foreground, holding on to the lion, is Admetus himself. Whilst Petersen’s reading of the panel 
cannot be discounted a priori, the location of the scene inside a tomb but, most notably, the pose 
of the characters and the depiction of the background suggest a possible alternative reading. The 
couple to the right, raised over the short podium and with the man seated on a throne, bears 
strong resemblances in pose, attributes, and gestures with the Hades and Persephone type visible 
on several scenes illustrating the myth of Laodamia. The young man by the podium and the 
woman by the doorway can be interpreted as Laodamia arriving in the Underworld and Mercury 
extending his arm backward toward her in the customary gesture of protection and guidance. The 
woman is entering from an arched gate inserted in a wall with clearly delineated courses of 
masonry, while at the back of the couple a screen wall is closing the scene. These two details 
seem to reinforce the hypothesis that the scene is taking place inside the palace of Hades. 
However, the presence of the chariot and of the third man is unusual. The strange combination of 
the lion and the boar seems to be unique to the story of Admetus, and could hardly fit with any 
other depiction of Protesilaos. If this is the case, then the woman could be Alcestis accompanied 
by the husband and a young Hercules, a known type even if not the most common, inside the 
palace of Hades, with Hercules trying to intercede with Pluto in favor of the couple. This 
interpretation would constitute a unicum, since all other representations of the myth show the 
climactic return of the spouse on Earth, rather than the moment when Alcestis dies to save 
Admetus. If this is the case, we would be looking at a double trip: the arrival of Alcestis in Hades 
and the oncoming return of Admetus on Earth following the approval of the exchange by Hades 
himself. The chariot would then function both as the vehicle for the arrival of the wife and for 
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the departure of the husband, and the same door would be the mean through which Alcestis 
enters and, as a consequence of her choice, Admetus exits Hades. As I have argued above, the 
artist might have deliberately played on the ambiguity of the scene by creating a series of cross-
references that conflated the two myths and created a hybrid scene that epitomizes the qualities 
of both. Alternatively, he might have decided to utilize the consolidated format of the 
presentation of Laodamia to Hades and adapt it, with the addition of Admetus and the chariot, to 
create the new scene addressing the earlier episode of the myth, as suggested by Petersen. The 
lack of any label on the characters prevents from a definite answer and it is not unlikely that also 





 The representations of doors on funerary monuments from Rome and Ostia highlight the 
multifaceted meanings attributed to this symbol according to its state (i.e.: open or closed), the 
characters entering, exiting, or standing by it, and the larger context they are inserted in. When a 
viewer is confronted with a closed door, his first reaction is to investigate where the door is 
leading and why the access is interdicted. In order to answer this question, the gaze moves to the 
building or structure into which the door opens so to reassess the situation. The cinerary urns and 
altars, mostly displayed in funerary enclosures, either at the corners, or on raised bases, or inside 
niches cut into the enclosing walls, evoke in the relative, friend, or even the anonymous passerby 
the image of closed tombs, for which they in fact function as miniaturized substitutes. When 




 In both cases, the onlooker is aware that the tomb is exclusively reserved for the 
deceased, and the door itself becomes the main conveyer of such message. 
 When the door in the depiction is open, the question arises if it is open for someone to 
enter or to exit. Considering the context, the viewer is aware that the door is not open for him, 
since Elysium, in sight on the other side of the threshold, is interdicted to the living. The empty 
open door is thus open for the deceased either to exit back into the world of the living or to enter 
deeper into Hades. As I have tried to demonstrate above, funerary depictions portraying the 
deceased as escaping from Hades are not prevalent, probably because of the widespread belief 
that the souls found their way back to Earth at least during the festivals to the dead. Rather, the 
open door is an invitation, to reach Elysium or a welcoming into it, that was meant to reassure 
the tomb’s visitor, and implicitly the souls of the dead, on the positive outcome of Minos’ 
judgment. Mythical or divine characters exit through the open doors either to come back after a 
mission (Hercules) or to reclaim life (Alcestis). Their unordinary nature makes the onlooker 
aware of his inability to imitate their actions or to reproduce the same circumstances. The 
mythical and successful returns do not feed the illusion of changing the natural course of life and 
death; rather, they instigate the viewer to ponder on the flimsy limits between the two worlds and 
on the remote but nonetheless existent possibility of moving in between them. 
 The monuments decorated with scenes from the myths of Laodamia and Alcestis, in their 
similarities and differences, have illustrated the artists’ various interpretations of the two stories, 
most of which resulted in complex depictions where the two characters were deliberately 
interchanged. These images attest to the existence of two sets of codified iconographies, the first 
addressing the return of the heroine from the Underworld at the moment of the crossing of the 
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threshold, the second showing the presentation of the soul to Hades in the setting of his palace. 
The two formats are applied with minor or more substantial variations that are either due to 
compositional preferences, as the omission of secondary characters, or, most often, to the 
deliberate intention of creating ambiguous images that could be read as pertinent to one myth or 
the other. Indispensable elements are, as expected, the female figure, her divine or semi divine 
guide, and a few crucial topographic or architectonic features. Among these the door is the most 
prominent, but podia or thrones to indicate the palace, as well as rocks and vegetation to indicate 
the area outside Hades are also often present. Both the symbol of the door and that of a guide 
insist on the reading of episodes as moments of passage from one world to another, the threshold 
visible through the open shutters indicating the limen between the two. Interestingly, the reunion 
with the spouse is overall secondary, as it only constitutes the natural outcome of the crossing. 
 There is not a distinct prevalence of Alcestis over Laodamia, and both heroines find 
ample space in funerary decorations. While the climax in Alcestis’ story, the reunion, is also the 
main focus of the representations, in the case of Laodamia the suicide is not depicted: the Roman 
audience seems to be ready to overlook the stigma of suicide to embrace the conviction that the 
woman’s extreme sacrifice will be rewarded in Elysium after all. The viewer, with the exception 
of the pinax from the Via Ostiense, is excluded from the representation. One observes the scenes 
remotely, aware that the story is developing in a removed space that cannot be partaken, in a 
spatial and temporal plane that is different from that of the living. The protagonists’ mythical 
nature prevents the visitor of the tomb to self identify with the illustrated events and to create a 
direct association between his own story and what is visible on the walls of the funerary chamber 
or on the sides of the sarcophagi. The viewers are fully aware that neither the deceased nor their 
living spouses can become a new Alcestis or new Admetus, so that the scene is selected not in 
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the hope of a permanent return to life, but rather for its inherent message of love enduring death. 
As John Heath has argued, the main reason behind the huge influence of these two stories on 
Roman perception of death is not that the reader or the viewer is expected to defeat death, since 
Alcestis did survive while Laodamia embraced suicide, but rather the use of the two myths as 
exempla of safe journeys into Hades, the fear of being detained somewhere along the way being 
one of the main concerns of the Roman audience, as confirmed in most of the written sources.
50
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Landmarks of Hades 
 
 In this last chapter I will discuss the chthonic regions as they appear on funerary 
monuments, and I will highlight the recurrent features and the locations that were most 
commonly used to symbolize the inherent qualities of each region. 
 Doors and the characters that enter or exit them are the symbols that are most frequently 
chosen in representing Orcus, as their meaning underscores the liminal nature of this chthonic 
region that functions as the threshold between the world of the living and the world of the dead. 
The palace of Hades and the Sedes Beatae are the most common visual metaphors for the Elysian 
Fields: both address the hopes of the deceased and his relatives of being welcomed among the 
blessed and of spending the eternity in an atmosphere of bliss. On the monuments, the recurrence 
of a few selected landmarks prevents us from recognizing the various sub areas that are instead 
minutely described in the written sources. Moreover, the topographic or geographic elements are 
usually limited to their essentials since they function as visual reminders for the scenes’ contexts 
rather than as spatial features inserted in more detailed and structured settings.  
 The other two regions in Hades, the Acherusian Plains and Tartarus, are represented 
mainly through their residing characters rather than in their landscapes. Tartarus is by far the 
least commonly depicted: it was obviously not an auspicious choice to insert in a relative’s 
sarcophagus images suggesting that he might been spending eternity with Sisyphus or Tantalus, 
and it was certainly not a way to celebrate one’s memory among the living. In the few instances 
when Tartarus appears, as in the Velletri sarcophagus (fig.65), it is usually through its 
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inhabitants, as is also the case for the written sources analyzed in Chapter Four, and the region is 
generally inserted in a larger context that addresses the topographic nature of Hades rather 
conveying any eschatological meaning. For the Acherusian Plains (fig.34), Minos and Cerberus 
constitute its most powerful symbols as, respectively, the judge and the guardian. Images of 
Minos’ judgment are extremely uncommon, the paintings from the Hypogeum of the Aurelii 
being one exception that, however, is inserted in a larger decorative program spreading over 
three of the chamber’s walls. When, as it is most often the case in funerary art, the decoration is 
limited to a single scene, the most recurrent choice is to replace the judgment of Minos, whose 
outcome can after all be ambiguous, with the presentation of the soul to Hades’ judgment, which 
implies the a priori acceptance of the soul among the blessed. Conversely, depictions of 
Cerberus are quite ubiquitous: the infernal dog, together with Hercules and Mercury, is often 
associated with more than one region since its role as a guardian enables it to move from one 
threshold of Hades to the next. 
 
7.1: Orcus - The Vestibule 
 In Chapters Four and Six I have discussed the importance of doors in relation to both the 
written and the visual sources. The gates open into Hades and, more specifically, into Orcus, a 
region that is characterized by several doorways that dictate the trajectory of the journey of the 
deceased or of the living hero throughout the chthonic landscapes. In the monuments examined 
in previous chapters, as the discensio of Vibia (fig.44), Hercules and Mercury in the Tomb of 
Nasonii (fig.57), the doors in the sarcophagus of Velletri (fig.64 and figs.66-67), Hercules and 
Mercury on door sarcophagi (fig.77 and fig.78), and in all representations of the myth of Alcestis 
(figs.89, 97, 101, and 104), the image of the door or of the cave’s mouth does not refer to the 
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Vestibule into Orcus, but to the series of openings scattered throughout the oikoumene that allow 




 The Vestibule per se is seldom depicted. The already discussed images on the walls of 
the Hypogeum of the Aurelii constitute an exception (fig.32 and fig.33), explained by the artist’s 
intention of producing a full-fledged representation of the four regions of Hades to be used as the 
topographic backdrop for the journey of the deceased. The Vestibule is also visible on the 
loculus of Atimetus (fig.62): the large tree close to the monumental gate opening into a circuit of 
fortification walls suggests that the deceased has already passed the first threshold, abandoning 
the world of the living behind. On a donkey, the soul is about to reach the Vestibule proper, here 
depicted in topographic and architectural elements reminiscent of the Virgilian description. 
 A unique depiction of the Vestibule constituted the main focal point in the Tomb of 
Decimus Folius Mela, or Tomb 33, at the Porta Laurentina Necropolis of Ostia.
2
 The nucleus of 
tombs was excavated by Pietro Ercole Visconti in 1855-1867 and successively by Dante Vaglieri 
in 1911 and by Guido Calza in 1920-1922 and 1934-1935. These tombs formed but a small 
section of a large funerary area extending South of Ostia on the Pianabella (fig.108). Tomb 33 
was built by Mela for himself, his descendents, and his liberti around 30-40 CE by reusing most 
of the East wall of Tomb 34, or Tomb of the Caecilii. The chamber itself occupies only a third of 
the funerary enclosure, which was accessible via a small door opened at the East end of the 
North wall. The barrel vaulted room had an arched entryway to the East, a triclinium running 
along the North, West, and South walls, and a series of niches right above it. The decoration of 
this chamber was completely remodeled around 200-250 CE with a black plinth and an upper 
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decoration of green leaves and red flowers along the walls. Inside the niches, red and yellow 
flowers, pomegranates, and birds stand out on the white background, while the yellow vault is 
decorated in garlands and animals’ motifs. The long panel with Orpheus and Eurydice in the 
Underworld was painted on the South wall; detached by Visconti at the time of the discovery, it 
is now preserved at the Vatican Museum (fig.109).
3
 To the left is the open gate into the Vestibule 
in front of which are Cerberus, standing by the left jamb, and a seated man labeled as ianitor, the 
doorkeeper. At the center, Orpheus advances toward the door looking back at his wife, who is 
raising both arms at the sight of Orpheus violating Hades’ diktat. At the upper right corner, now 
quite damaged, Pluto and Proserpina sit on their thrones, while below them Ocnus is busy 
making a rope that the donkey behind him keeps eating. The spectator is looking at the story’s 
climax: life is within Eurydice’s reach, but Orpheus’s eagerness condemns her back into Hades. 
The king of the Underworld waits for her back in Elysium, the spatial organization of the scene 
relying once again on the visual convention of placing on the upper portion of the composition 
the elements that are to be perceived as further recessed in space. The door opens inward, and its 
guardians are looking ahead to protect it from unauthorized newcomers, with the confidence that 
those that have already crossed it will not be able to retrace their steps and approach the two 
guardians from the back.  
 A specific comparison has been drawn between this panel and the frieze running below 
the pediment of one of the aediculae in the tomb of Pomponius Hylas on the Via Latina, outside 
Porta Latina and near the Aurelian Walls in the former Vigna Sassi.
4
 Found by Giampietro 
Campana in 1831, the building was erected in 30 CE in concrete with facing in bricks and an 
underground chamber partially excavated in the bedrock. The columbarium had an apse on the 
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back wall inside which was an aedicule, set over a podium and framed by columns, with a 
triangular pediment prominently displaying the image of Orpheus. Other niches were cut during 
a second phase of remodeling, dated to around 70 CE, along the longer walls. Those on the left 
walls had pediments and friezes; one shows, on the pediment, Chiron instructing Achilles in 
playing the lyre, while on the now largely destroyed frieze is a row of white characters on yellow 
background (fig.110). At the left corner is Cerberus waking toward the right, while at the 
opposite end Ocnus is weaving a rope that is perpetually eaten by a donkey. To his left, a woman 
emerges from a rock, possibly one of the Danaides even if the interpretation has been often 
challenged. Maurizio Borda has suggested that the background of marshy vegetation indicates 
that the scene is taking place by the Acherusian swamps.
5
 However, it could also represent the 
bank of the Styx on the Orcus’ side, therefore showing a stylized overview of the whole region, 
beginning with Cerberus at the Vestibule and terminating with the jetty to the Plains. On the 
other hand, considering the prominent position of Orpheus in the pediment of the main central 
niche, Ghedini and Salvatori have argued that the woman is instead to be interpreted as Eurydice, 
and that clear similarities, both in format and in gestures, correlate this frieze and the panel from 
Ostia.
6
 According to this reading, the central lacuna should be reconstructed with Orpheus in 
front of his wife and walking toward a door that Cerberus, and potentially another ianitor, is 
guarding. While this new reading of the scene opens promising scenarios in the overall 
interpretation of the frieze, a similar argument can be made when comparing Pomponius’ scene 
with the panel decorating the South East corner of the already mentioned Tomb N of Isola Sacra 
(fig. 111). Here, The Danaides and Ocnus, both labeled by painted graffiti, are placed in the 
scene in a fashion similar to that of the columbarium, seemingly corroborating Borda’s 
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interpretation. Even if this second reading seems to be preferred, I cannot agree with Borda on 
the location of the scene. Indeed, both the Danaides and Ocnus are to be placed in Tartarus and 
not by the Styx or in the Acherusian Plains. Accordingly, Pomponius’ frieze should be read as an 
abbreviated depiction of the whole Underworld, from its entrance to one of its most remote 
regions. This reading opens up also new possibilities in the interpretation of the spatial 
dimension of the Orpheus and Eurydice’s scene in Ostia, by adding a spatial breadth to the 
composition that has not been properly understood yet. Indeed, the presence of Ocnus and Pluto 
symbolizes, respectively, Elysium and Tartarus, thus implying that Orpheus and Eurydice are to 
be perceived as traveling away from these remote regions and in the process of reaching the 
Vestibule, in a movement from right to left that clearly alludes to a reversed trip. The four 
regions are thus not recognizable through their landscapes or topographical settings, but in their 
most notorious inhabitants, who here stand as visual synecdoche for each region. 
 
7.2: Orcus - The Crossing 
 In the written sources Orcus is predominantly described as the passageway into Hades. 
Similarly, the funerary iconography embraces symbols, like the door, that insist on the concept 
of the soul moving away from the world of the living to reach that of the dead. In this respect, the 
river Styx, its banks, and the figure of Charon in the act of leading the souls across, constitute a 
set of features that is also often present in the funerary monuments because of their insistence on 
the liminal nature of Orcus. The scenes displaying these elements contain also other features that 
are common to the doors’ representations: the deceased, as well as the mythological figures, are 
accompanied by a guide, in this instance the ferryman Charon, who leads the way and points 
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them in the right direction along the path to their final destinations. This iconography is 
ubiquitous, on altars, mosaics, and sarcophagi. 
 On altars, the representation usually shows the complete trip across the Styx, from the 
bank in Orcus to that in the Acherusian Plains, thus visualizing the journey of the souls from the 
antechamber to Hades to Minos’s judgment. The crossing of the Styx is depicted, for example, 
on a cylindrical altar in marble found in Rome and dated to around 50 BCE (fig. 112 and fig. 
113).
7
 As customary, the narration moves from the left to the right, beginning with a veiled 
female figure on board of Charon’s boat. She is standing next to a topographic element, 
variously interpreted as a cloud or the stylized rendering of a cave’s entrance, that is repeated at 
the other end of the scene to function as framing device, comparable to theatrical wings. 
Considering that only half of Charon’s boat is visible, I think that they can be both interpreted as 
trees that, as it is also attested in the written sources, are said to give shadows to both banks of 
the swamp. As such, they stand as visual metaphors for the river’s banks and signal the passage 
from one region of Hades to the next. A bearded Charon in pileus and short tunic gestures toward 
the other bank as he looks back at the woman, most possibly in the act of instructing her, in his 
role as a guide, on what direction she should proceed on. Two male souls in toga are 
disembarking the ferry from the other end via a long gangway that leads to the opposite bank. 
There Clotho, recognizable by her spindle, and possibly Lethe, the personification of the river of 
oblivion carrying a krater and a jug from which the souls will drink, are welcoming the deceased 
and guiding them further into Hades. 
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 An abbreviated version of this scene is on the funerary altar of Lucius Passienus 
Augianus, dated to the first century CE.
8
 On the left short side is Hermes with chlamys and 
petasos, holding the caduceus in the left hand and a purse in the right. On the opposite right short 
side is a woman, possibly the soul of the deceased, wearing a chiton and a diadem: she stands 
inside a boat and holds the sail in her hands (fig.114). The absence of Charon as the ferryman is 
counterbalanced by the presence of Mercury psychopompos: as the guide of the souls par 
excellence this god reminds the viewer not only of the journey of the soul across the Styx but 
also, more broadly, across the other regions of Hades. 
 In most of the representations the scene is reduced to the minimum, the insertion of the 
topographic elements being limited to what is indispensable to the comprehension of the scene. 
This is the case for the floor mosaic found in the Tomb of Clodia Prepusa, or Tomb 86, at Isola 
Sacra.
9
 The brick tomb was built by Clodia for herself, her husband Lucius Clodius Atimetus, 
their liberti, and their heirs in 120 CE, as a subdial room with a hypogeum chamber below it 
(fig.115).
10
 The chamber at ground level, whose mosaic floor is now lost, contained cinerary urns 
in aediculae and smaller niches set in the walls. The lower chamber had three travertine 
sarcophagi, one on the back wall and the other two along the side walls, placed directly above a 
monochrome mosaic depicting a scapha, a small boat towed astern by merchant-ships and war-
ships (fig.116). Because of the mercantile nature of the colony of Ostia, this boat is found also in 
other monuments in the city as, for example, the more detailed but contemporary version of the 
vessel on a terracotta plaque inserted in the façade of Tomb 78 to illustrate the merchant Tiberius 
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Claudius Eutychus’s enterprise (fig.117).
11
 In Clodia’s mosaic, the scapha is pushed forward by 
two oars held by a male figure in the characteristic short tunic associated with Charon, with a 
female accompanying him and seating inside. The interesting and atypical use of white tesserae 
for the figures and of black ones for the sea, in a technique that reverses the standard use of white 
color for the background of monochrome mosaics, creates a dark background onto which both 
the boat and the characters stand out. As argued by Baldassarre, the color combination possibly 
addresses the otherworldly nature of an otherwise very mundane representation that insists on the 
ghostly quality of the characters to achieve an overall unearthly effect that was amplified by the 
dark atmosphere of the underground room illuminated only by two slits in the back wall. 
 On the sarcophagi, Charon and the scenes of the crossing do not take the front stage in 
the center of the long sides. Rather, they are relegated to the corners of the main fronts or to the 
short sides as ancillary representations. On the Orestes Sarcophagus, found in the Tomb of the 
Medusa, the scene is on the left short side.
12
 The tomb, discovered in January 1839 in the Vigna 
Lozano Argoli, along the Via Tiburtina Vetus, is dated to 132-134 CE because of a group of 
stamps impressed on the tiles used in the construction of the arches. The squared building, 
roughly 6 by 6 meters with the façade looking North toward the street, was composed of one 
funerary chamber in travertine slabs with four niches covered by arches (fig.118). Both on the 
niches and on the external enclosing wall are scanty traces of colored plaster and of painted 
panels. Each niche, apart from the one to the North giving access to the room, was filled by a 
sarcophagus decorated with various scenes on the front. The sarcophagus to the South displayed 
three fauns with fruit baskets and Medusa heads, from which the tomb got its name. The casket 
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 Now at the Ostia Antiquarium inv. # 14.261. A recent publication of the plaque in Chamay (2001), 79. 
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 Dimensions: H. 124 cm; L. 213 cm; W. 80 cm. Vatican Museum, Museo Gregoriano Profano, inv#799, formerly 
Lateran Museum, inv#10450. Zanker, Ewald (2004), 363-366 with earlier bibliography. A study of the Tomb of the 
Medusa in: Iezzi (1992). 
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in the niche to the East had depictions from the myth of Niobe, while that to the West was carved 
with episodes from the myth of Orestes and Pilades.
13
 On its left short side Charon welcomes the 
souls of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, who are about to board the ferry after their murder by the 
hands of Orestes (fig.119). 
 Like the scenes with Alcestis and Laodamia on the two short sides of the Persephone 
sarcophagus (fig.97), also on this casket there is a complex spatial interplay between the main 
front and the sides. Indeed, the front displays events of the myth all taking place on Earth, and as 
such it represents the space of the living. Conversely, the short side with its scene of crossing 
oriented toward the back, illustrates the moment when the two characters leave the world to 
begin their travel in the direction of the final abodes. The two souls are visually shut out from the 
world of the living, and consequently from the viewer, by a rocky curtain as well as by the pose, 
their backs toward the sarcophagus’ front. Charon, in the usual short tunic, is gesturing toward 
them as they are about to board the prow of the scapha. The detail of the boat suggests that the 
viewer has to interpret the vessel as still docked at the bank of the Styx in Orcus. After receiving 
its load, the ferry will cross the body of water, pushed along by the waves visible below the hull. 
At the other end, the scene is closed by a rocky entrance similar to the one carved on 
Persephone’s sarcophagus. The visual association of the boat, the waves, and the entrance, 
contributes in conveying the liminal quality of the crossing and of the sarcophagus itself that, as 
the container of the body, functions as the vessel through which the soul abandons life to reach 
Hades. 
                                                   
13
 This is one of the very few instances when a Nineteenth century discovery has been documented paying some 
considerations to the sarcophagi as well as to the tomb’s overall context. It would be probably worthwhile to 
reexamine the tomb’s entire decorative apparatus, to analyze possible interrelations in the iconography and 
decorative motifs decorating the tomb’s walls and the three sarcophagi’s fronts. 
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 The liminal valence of Charon and his boat is also exploited in a sarcophagus with the 
myth of Protesilaos found at the second milestone of the Via Appia Nuova and dated to 170 CE.
14
 
The story begins at the left short side, where Protesilaos bids farewell to Laodamia before 
leaving for Troy (fig.121, left). It continues on the front (fig.120), where the hero disembarks in 
Troy and is killed by Hector. Close to his body is Mercury ready to carry him in Hades. At the 
center, Laodamia bids the husband farewell after his short return among the living, while to the 
right, the woman mourns the departure of Protesilaos. At the right end, the hero is carried away 
by Mercury and he is about to board Charon’s boat. The ferryman, dressed as usual in exomis, 
extends one hand toward the dead soul as if helping him on board, and holds a pole with the 
other. As in the previous sarcophagus, Charon is depicted in front of an entrance, a visual 
expedient to signify yet again the passage from one world to the next. On the right short side, 
Sisyphus, Ixion, and Tantalus are depicted in the act of serving their eternal sentences (fig.121, 
right). Both in the front and in the short end, landscape details are limited to the suggestion of 
waves under the boat of Charon and to the ground line under the feet of the condemned, while 
the double door to the center (possibly the entrance to the tomb?), the boat, and the damned’s 
attributes are the only feature suggesting the scene’s context. The spatial relation of the various 
episodes is more complex than on the other examined monuments, and there is not a clear 
division between the front of the sarcophagus as the metaphor for the world of the living, and the 
sides as the passageway into Hades. Rather, the narrative space develops from the left to the 
right, starting off inside the house of Protesilaos, moving to the Trojan shores, to the tomb of the 
hero, and gradually shading in Orcus, to conclude with a symbolic image of the eternal house 
destined to host Protesilaos: Hades. That three damned had been chosen to represent the 
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 Dimensions: H. 69 cm; L. 214 cm; W. 84 cm. Now at the Vatican Museum, Museo Pio-Clementino, Galleria dei 
Candelabri, no.113, inv#2465. LIMC VII,557; Zanker Ewald (2004), 100, 374-376; Sichtermann, Koch (1975), 64-
65, cat. # 69. 
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Underworld has no relation with the outcome of Minos’ judgement of Protesilaos, as we know 
that the hero was assigned to Elysium. Therefore, they can either constitute a sort of memento 
mori, standing as a warning of the consequences for a dissolute and impious life or, more 
probably, they are meant to indicate one of the most removed regions in Hades, thus suggesting 
the progressive movement of the soul within the recesses of the Underworld. 
 The figure of Charon is what brings all those monuments together: in all the scenes, the 
ferryman is shown as welcoming the souls on board or in the act of pointing them on the way to 
the Acherusian Plains. Nothing in his posture or his appearance recalls the squalidus senex 
described by Seneca, and rather than rudely choosing among the souls to board and those to 
leave ashore, as Virgil portrays him, he seems to welcome and guide them all.
15
 This more 
reassuring representation better fits with the role of Charon as the souls’ guide. As a counterpart 
to Hercules or Mercury, he visually continues the journey in Hades. Indeed, while the other two 
characters are usually associated to the first leg of the trip, i.e.: the entrance through the 
thresholds of Orcus, Charon accompanies the souls along the second leg, crossing them over the 
Styx from the region of Orcus into the Acherusian Plain, the second main obstacle on the way to 
Elysium. In this sense, the welcoming gesture reassures both the deceased and his relatives, 
relieving them of one of the main concerns after death, that of being carried to the final 
destination in Hades without excessive suffering and painful delays. 
 
7.3: Cerberus: the Dog is Loose 
 Another character whose presence evokes specific locations in the Underworld is the 
infernal dog Cerberus. Often defined in the sources as ianitor, guardian, it protects the numerous 
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 Seneca, Hercules Furens, 765. 
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gateways in Hades that are located in different regions.
16
 Indeed, contrary to Charon, always 
associated to the crossing of the Styx and to the limits between Orcus and the Acherusian Plains, 
Cerberus can be found in at least three of the four infernal regions, and it is purely from the 
scene’s context that the viewer can orient himself in the complex geography of Hades. We have 
already discussed the presence of the three-headed dog at the thresholds between Hades and the 
world of the living, as it is dragged out the door by Hercules on the Velletri sarcophagus (fig.67), 
on the sarcophagus from the Verano (fig.77), and with Alcestis in one of the lunettes in the 
Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni (fig.89). The canine guardian is also standing by the door to 
the Vestibule of Orcus, as depicted in the Tomb of Folius Mela at Ostia (fig.109). 
 According to Virgil’s description, Cerberus’ cave is located in the Acherusian Plains by 
the Styx’s banks, close to the location where Charon disembarks the souls. This cave is depicted 
in the front of the sarcophagus of Caius Iunius Euhodus and his wife Metilia Acte, discovered in 
the Necropolis of Isola Sacra in 1826 and dated to 160-170 CE (fig.122).
17
 The couple is shown 
in the guise of Alcestis and Admetus, and the narration moves from the left to the right 
transitioning from the world of the living, with the episode of Admetus returning from the hunt, 
to that of the dead, with the death of the heroine, to conclude in the palace of Hades by the king’s 
throne. The focal point of this transition is Alcestis’ deathbed, which signals the moment of her 
passing. The portion of the scene set in the Underworld is again constructed on a conflated image 
of the whole realm. Indeed, to the right of Alcestis’ bed is Admetus, ideally standing at the 
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 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.400 and VIII.296: Ianitor Orci. Seneca, Epistolae, X.81.15: Ianitor Aulae; Horace, Odes, 
III.11.16: Ianitor Aulae. 
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 Dimensions: H. 54 cm; L.210 cm; W. 92 cm. Vatican Museum, Galleria Chiaramonti, inv#1195. Wood (1978) 
with earlier bibliography; Zanker, Ewald (2004), 295-297; Galli (2006), 80. The inscription on the lid (CIL XIV, 
371) reads: 
D(is) M(anibus / C(aius) IVNIVS PAL(atina) EVHODVS MAGISTER Q(uin)Q(uennalis) / COLLEGI FABR(um) 
TIGN(uariorum) OSTIS LVSTRI XXI / FECIT SIBI ET METILIAE ACTE SACERDO / TI M(agnae D(eum) M(atris) 
COLON(iae) OST(iensis) CO(n)IVG(i) SANCTISSIM(ae). 
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threshold of Hades and stretching his arm out to shake hands with Heracles. Between them is 
Cerberus staring out at the viewer from inside its cave, while in the background the three Moirai 
witness to the scene. (fig.123).
18
 Hercules is thus reaching out to Admetus from within the 
Acherusian Plains, while Alcestis is depicted as walking away from Hades’ palace after having 
received the god’s blessing for her departure under the auspices of Persephone.
19
 The scene 
abbreviates all the comprising elements (i.e.: the cave, the funerary torches, and the throne of 
Pluto) into one single image. Both the topographic elements and the divine characters (i.e.: Pluto, 
the Moirai, and Cerberus) direct the viewer in the reconstruction of the setting and in identifying 
the respective location of each spouse in relation to one another, Hercules, and the three infernal 
regions. 
 Images of Cerberus’ caves are also visible on most of the sarcophagi decorated with 
Hercules’ twelve labors, both on the fronts, as in the Genzano Sarcophagus (fig.126 and 127),
20
 
or on the short sides, as in the caskets from the Via Cassia (fig. 128),
21
 or at the Uffizi (fig.129), 
all dated to 150-180 CE. 
22
 The iconography is rather standardized: Hercules, to the right, naked 
and with a club in his left hand, drags Cerberus out of its cave by pulling on the dog’s leash that 
is tied around the central neck. The dog is depicted as exiting from the arched opening of a cave 
that is rendered by irregular chisel marks meant to convey the rocky texture. The two characters 
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 Their presence by Cerberus’ cave is also attested in the written sources: Apuleius, Metamorphoses, VI.19.1. 
 
19
 In Wood’s words, the presence of the Underworld divinities “permits greater moral commentary on the heroine’s 
actions, in that the gods of the Underworld can be shown voluntarily releasing Alcestis as a reward for her courage”. 
Wood (1979), 502. 
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 Sarcophagus from Genzano, on the Via Appia: Dimensions: H.71 cm; L. 225 cm; W. 80 cm. British Museum, 
inv#GR 1878.8-20.160 (Sculpture 2300). Proconnesian marble. Walker (1990), 22-23, no.15. 
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 Sarcophagus from the Via Cassia: Found in 1963 at the 12.5 km of the via Cassia in Avila during some 
construction work. Dimensions: L. 219 cm; W. 57 cm; H. 57 cm. Museo Nazionale Romano, inv#154592. Jacopi 
(1972), 289-290, Jongste (1992), 63-65, no. D.1. 
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 Sarcophagus in the Uffizi: From Rome. Dimensions: H. 72 cm; L. 222 cm; W. 73 cm. Uffizi, Corridoio 1, 
inv#110. Jongste (1992), 43-46, no.B.1. 
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are visible either at the left corner of the sarcophagus’ front, walking toward the right, or, in a 
similarly oriented composition, walking from the back of the sarcophagus toward the front, 
according to the already discussed visual convention of the hero moving forward toward the 
viewer in the act of leaving the world of the dead to reach that of the living. This iconography is 
often interpreted as Hercules dragging Cerberus outside the cave that is located on Earth and that 
connects Hades with the oikoumene, However, I believe it would be more appropriate to read the 
scene as Hercules and Cerberus exiting the dog’s cave located in the Acherusian Plains. While 
the artist might have consciously played on the ambiguity of the landscape to allow for both 
interpretations of the scene, I think that in the sarcophagi illustrating the series of twelve labors 
the cave is specifically meant to recall the location in the Acherusian Plains that Hercules had to 
reach in order to snatch the dog out of Hades. 
 The sarcophagus now preserved at the Walters Art Gallery most straightforwardly 
suggests the vicinity of Cerberus’s cave with one of the rivers of Orcus (fig.124).
 23
 Only the 
front, dated to 210-220 CE, is pertinent to the original casket, while the pilasters at the corners, 
the two short ends, bottom, and back are later additions. At the front’s left, Hades is portrayed in 
the act of kidnapping Persephone; at the right, the goddess is carried away on a chariot lead by 
Mercury (fig.125). Below the chariot’s horses a reclining male divinity, in a pose usually 
compared with the depictions of the river gods, is lying down close to Cerberus. According to 
my reading of the scene, the figure can be interpreted as the Acheron or the Cocytus: the scene 
would then capture the moment when Hades’ chariot, on its way back to the Elysium, crosses the 
marshes of Orcus and reaches the Acherusian Plains, one of the mandatory stops in the journey 
toward the god’s palace. Therefore, the narrative space on the sarcophagus’ front moves 
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 From the Porta Salaria. Purchased in 1965 but already known since the second half of the Eighteenth Century. 
Dimensions: H. 43 cm; L. 204 cm; W. 63 cm. Inv#23.219. Koch (1978) with earlier bibliography. 
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progressively from Sicily, to the left, into the Underworld, to the right, with the river god and the 
infernal dog signaling the moment and place of the passage. 
 Finally, on two altars of the Late Republican – Early imperial period Cerberus appears in 
Elysium as the guardian to the palace of Hades, a role that is also attested in the written 
sources.
24
 One of the two altars, now in Liverpool, shows a row of characters framed by an altar 
with a funerary torch on top (fig.130).
25
 To the right of the altar, Persephone and Hades look 
ahead; Cerberus crouches at their feet and looks toward Aeacus, who sits on a rock. The judge 
turns his head toward Mercury, who is approaching from the left and gestures back at him with 
the right hand. On the so-called Altar Rondanini, a similar composition is also framed by an altar 
(fig.131).
26
 To the right, Persephone and Hades look at each other. Next to them is Cerberus held 
at a leash by Aeacus (not visible in the attached image), who turns his head toward Mercury, 
who is entering from the far right. On both altars the scenes can be interpreted as the arrival of 
Mercury in the halls of Hades. At the entrance of the palace Mercury is confronted by the 
infernal dog and Aeacus, the judge of Elysium, both attested in the written sources. In both altars 
the setting is reduced to the essentials; thus, the reading of the scene and, most importantly, that 
of its location rely entirely on the presence of the group of divinities and on the three-headed 
dog. 
 This tradition continued mostly unchanged at least until the second half of the second 
century CE, when Cerberus appears again associated with the palace of Hades. On the short side 
of a sarcophagus with the rape of Persephone, now walled in the façade of the Casino 
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 From Rome. Dimensions: H. 72 cm.  iverpool,  ational Museum and  alleries on Merseyside. See:  r ger 
(1994), 197-198, no.19. 
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 From Rome, formerly in the Giustiniani collection, Dimensions: H. 92 cm. Palazzo Rondanini.  r ger (1   ), 
243, no.81. 
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Rospigliosi, Mercury leads a veiled female into the presence of Pluto, who is seated on a throne 
(fig.132).
27
 The woman is commonly interpreted as Persephone. However, the unmistakable 
similarities with the scenes of the presentation of Laodamia to Hades studied in Chapter Six 
suggest that the interpretation of the female character on this sarcophagus as Laodamia or as a 
regular soul welcomed in Elysium is more appropriate. The context is further emphasized by the 
gesture of Pluto, who is evidently welcoming the woman, and by that of Mercury, who is 
embracing the soul. The highly ornate throne and footrest, as well as the crouched dog looking 
up at its divine owner, complete the setting. 
 
7.4: Elysium – The Palace of Hades 
 The presence of Cerberus, Mercury, and Hercules in the palace of Hades is an essential 
element in helping the viewer to locate the scenes in Elysium, and more specifically in the 
audience hall where the chthonic couple sits to welcome the newly arrived souls. The format of 
the extant representations is quite standardized: Pluto, usually seated to the right with the wife 
next to him, gestures toward the guide and the soul that enter from the left. We have seen this 
layout repeated time and again with small variations on wall paintings (figs.42, 46, 92) and on 
sarcophagi (figs.98, 122, 132). As I have already pointed out, the main elements composing the 
setting of the scene are the thrones and the podium with the divine couple, and the door leading 
inside the hall. The reconstruction of the other furniture decorating the hall, as well as the 
location of the room in the overall plan of the palace and within the whole region of the Elysian 
Fields is entirely left to the viewer and his preexistent knowledge of the topography and 
geography of Hades. 
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 From Rome. Zanker, Ewald (2004), 370-371, no.33; Sichtermann, Koch (1975), 176. 
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 Two scenes found in the Tomb of the Caecilii, or Tomb 34, in the Porta Laurentina 
Necropolis, though of difficult interpretation, might give an additional insight into the palace’s 
surroundings (fig.108). I have already briefly talked of this columbarium of Augustan age when 
discussing the Tomb of Folius Mela.
28
 The funerary chamber, placed inside an open enclosure, 
had a triclinium, niches for urns, and an external staircase leading to the roof, with an ustrinum 
and a well in the enclosure. The chamber was reused during the last twenty years of the second 
century CE to accommodate, on top of a preexisting floor, a series of inhumations. At this phase 
the columbarium was completely redecorated: the walls were painted in a yellow and the niches 
in white, and two mythological scenes, now detached from their original context, were inserted 
on the niches’ back walls.
29
 
 One of the two panels depicts the rape of Persephone (fig.133). The god’s chariot and 
Mercury leading it in Hades, two elements that are constantly present in all other representations 
of the myth, are both missing, and also the entryway leading into Hades is not part of the 
composition. The chthonic couple stands in a meadow with two trees framing the scene and no 
entrances or exits in sight. A grated fence encloses the area, and two pomegranates are 
prominently displayed in the foreground. Considering the presence of the two fruits, clear 
symbols of the Underworld, and the enclosed nature of the meadows, I would argue that the 
scene is not representing the moment of the rape in Sicily, but rather the moment of the arrival of 
the couple in Elysium, after the two gods have descended from the chariot. The setting of the 
story in the Underworld seems to be confirmed by the second panel (fig.134). The iconography 
is usually interpreted as the theatrical staging of an unknown episode from a not better identified 
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 Both at the Vatican Museum, Museo Gregoriano Profano. ‘Proserpina’ panel:  imensions: H. 61 cm; L. 133 cm, 
inv #10790. ‘Tragedy”panel: Dimensions: H. 61 cm; L. 115 cm, inv #10787-10788. See: Floriani Squarciapino et 
alii (1958), 124-128; Donati (1998), 288-289; Baldassarre et alii (2002), 320-322. 
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Greek tragedy. Rather, I think it was meant to represent a scene of judgment: the divine couple is 
portrayed as seated on the podium in the act of welcoming the naked soul of a newly arrived 
deceased that is kneeling in front of them. To their left Aeacus looks on at the scene, gesturing to 
a female figure that is walking toward the group from the left holding a rotulus in her hand. She 
can be interpreted as one of the Moirai holding the book with the fate of the soul and presenting 
it to Hades. According to this reading, the tomb is decorated with two scenes that both illustrate 
stories related to the divine couple, in the specific their arrival to the Elysian Fields and their role 
as judges of the blessed souls, while also offering glimpses of the landscape of Elysium and of 
the hall of the king’s palace. 
 
7.5: Elysium – The Sedes Beatae 
 I will close this chapter with some considerations on the ways the final abodes of the 
blessed souls are portrayed on funerary monuments. I have already presented in Chapter Six the 
funerary urns decorated with scenes interpreted as the welcoming of a new soul at the doors of 
Elysiums (figs. 73-76), while in Chapter Five I have discussed the banqueting of the blessed in 
the tombs of the Aurelii and of Vibia (figs.37-38 and fig.45), and possibly a combat among 
heroes in the Tomb of the Nasonii (fig.51). Recognizable recurring elements characterize these 
representations: all the urns display an open gate with triangular pediment and framing fluted 
columns and, on the short sides, laurel trees, palms, and birds, elements all that allude to the 
monumentality of the architecture and the pleasantness of the landscape. In the two banqueting 
scenes, the size and decoration of the stibadium, the abundance of food, and the setting al fresco 
suggest a perfect and refined environment where eternal joy is the norm. 
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 Other details of this lush environment appear in a few other wall paintings of tombs from 
Rome. For example, the tomb of Patron, dated to 20-5 BCE, offers a complete overview of the 
Elysian landscape.
30
 Built outside the Capena Gate for the Greek physician and his family, the 
tomb was discovered 1842 by the art collector Giampietro Campana. After exploring the 
funerary chamber and removing part of the frescoes, which were later acquired by Napoleon III 
and given to the Louvre Museum, Campana completely backfilled the chamber, now inaccessible 
for further studies. According to the watercolors drawn after the excavation by the archaeologist 
Giampietro Secchi and the remaining fragments of the original decoration, there were no niches 
on the East and possibly the South walls, suggesting that the room must have been used 
exclusively by Patron and the immediate members of his family, whose portraits are most 
probably visible in the procession painted on the walls. Secchi’s watercolor of the East wall 
show that the paintings were divided into three registers (fig.135). The lower one resembled a 
plinth in the Vitruvian crustarum marmoreaum varietates style,31 and the central and larger 
register displayed a landscape of verdant trees with birds, one of which is a heron, and insects. 
The upper register developed on at least three of the chamber’s four walls with a procession of 
figures some of which were accompanied by painted Greek inscriptions with their names and 
their relationship to the deceased. 
 The preserved processional panel, originally on the East wall of the tomb, reproduces the 
same flora that is described in the written sources as part of the landscape of the Sedes Beatae 
(fig.136).
32
 At the center of the procession, a girl called Antigona accompanies Atheno, Patron's 
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 The most recent publication is: Tortorella (2009), see also Blanc (1998), 82-95, with earlier bibliography, and 
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 Vitruvius, De Architectura, VII.5.1. 
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 Dimensions: H. 0.38 m; W. 1.685 m. Louvre, Campana collection, inv#P 37. 
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wife, and Appoleia, his daughter.
33
 The group is framed by short trees that separate it from two 
young male characters to the left,
34
 and a woman and three children holding a bowl, a dish, a 
basket, and a situla to the right. The position and attributes of some characters have led most 
scholars to interpret the decoration as a depiction of a ceremony to honor Patron's Manes during 
one of the yearly visits to the tomb, or even as the procession of family and friends held on the 
day of Patron’s funeral. However, the paintings’ central register and the poem inscribed on the 
external walls of the tomb seem to suggest otherwise. Indeed in the inscription, Patron openly 
expresses the wish of resting in a shaded garden lively with birdsong, and concludes the poem 
with these final verses: ‘I, Patron, how many deeds I have done for other people so to have a 
pleasant place in Hades’.35 The central panel is effectively portraying such a garden, in a 
complex array of fauna and flora that do not belong with any earthly landscape. On the contrary, 
we are confronted with a utopian landscape of cypresses, pine trees, olive trees, and holly oaks 
that combined together create an imaginary locus amoenus, as explicitly stated by the inscription 
(τερπνὸν τόπoν. This fantastic meadow, suspended in a timeless dimension, functions 
according to the same cultural framework dictating the representations of the utopian gardens, 
the main features of which I have already discussed in Chapter Three when examining the 
paintings of the dining room of the Villa of Livia at Primaporta.
36
 The poem’s evident reference 
to the world of Elysium and the idyllic nature of the landscape in the central register suggest that 
the tomb’s decoration responded to a coherent overall program that aimed at the portrayal of 
Patron and his family as a group of souls that reunited in the Sedes Beatae among the blessed 








 Ghedini, Salvadori (1999), 89-90. 
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 See: Chapter Three, section 3.3, 75-77. 
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after their death. The family members on the upper register are not necessarily part of a 
procession, as it is usually argued: rather, they are spaced out in groups that are isolated one from 
the other by elements of landscape, mostly trees. This spatial arrangement probably reflects the 
individuals’ ties in life; the various groups encircle the chamber according to their social and 
family roles to give the ultimate impression of an extended family that occupy the communal 
space of the garden and that moves through it captured in poses and gestures reminiscent of those 
seen on the panels in the hypogeum of the Aurelii referring to the souls in Elysium (fig.37). 
 Less ambiguous in its interpretation is the painted panel from the Hypogeum of the 
Octavii, located at the ninth kilometer of the Via Triumphalis, in an area known as Casale del 
Marmo (fig.137).
37
 Excavated in 1920 by the archeologist Goffredo Bendinelli, the Hypogeum 
was built ca. 200-250 CE by digging an underground squared chamber reachable from the East 
via a long corridor, a staircase, and a short vestibule that was plastered in yellow and blue colors 
and that was decorated with red circles, a Medusa head, dolphins, and tridents. On the back and 
side walls of the chamber three arcosolia were cut in the tufa and each had the space for one 
sarcophagus.  
 The sarcophagus in the North arcosolium, inscribed with the name of Paulina, was 
sculpted with amorini busy in gymnasium activities, such as the oiling of the body, the throwing 
of the disk, and the wrestling, and one of the putti was depicted as a paidotribe (fig.138). At the 
center of the representation, a girl holding the palm of victory crowns a cupid with a wreath. 
Another girl makes a gesture of acclamatio while a boy plays the tuba. At his side, the defeated 
athlete seats ruefully on the ground. On the short sides of the sarcophagus, a discobolos and a 
running warrior hold the palm of victory. The other three sarcophagi were decorated with 
amorini, sea creatures, and other marine motifs; two of them were in the right and left arcosolia, 
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while the third one, the casket of Octavius Felix, Paulina’s father, was placed at a later date 
almost at the center of the room. 
 The motifs of amorini on the sarcophagi, especially that of Paulina, are complementary to 
the paintings visible on the chamber’s walls. Indeed, above Paulina’s arcosolium a simple panel 
with black outlines on yellow background show a young girl, possibly Paulina herself, carried to 
Elysium (fig.139).
38
 At the center of the representation, on a column, is a triple-bodied Hecate 
holding six torches; the figure of the goddess, now almost completely faded, was still visible in 
an earlier picture taken before the panel’s detachment and successive restoration (fig.140). At the 
statue’s sides, twelve children are depicted in various activities: of the boys, one holds a kalathos 
with flowers, another a vexillum, a third one, cloaked, looks on. Of the girls, one picks flowers, 
another is dressed as a Minerva with a crested Attic helm and round shield, one holds a basket of 
flowers, and yet another one is depicted as a winged psyche. Octavia Pollina enters the garden in 
the guise of a Persephone taken by a Hades-cupid on a chariot that is driven by doves and led by 
a gesturing Mercury. The scene is framed by lightly sketched hills, and the Elysian Fields, 
constituting the topographic setting for the children’s games, are depicted as a garden full of 
multicolored roses. 
 At the time of the tomb’s discovery a smaller painted panel, framed on the two sides by 
plants of roses, was visible on the eastern wall. Shortly after the excavation of the chamber the 
panel fell off the wall and broke into pieces and its whereabouts are, as far as I am aware, 
unknown (fig.141). The subject of its painted scene is similar to the one on the larger panel: 
groups of children, possibly cupids, play on the grass at the two sides of a column partially 
                                                   
38
 Dimensions: L. 290 cm; H. 130 cm. Fraser argued that the painting was inspired either by the Nekya of 
Polygnotus or a reproduction of it. I don’t see any evidence for that as for his argument that this is scene “ reek in 
its conception and execution, but shows, as is natural, several Roman elements in the portrayal of  details”: Fraser 
(1923), 58. 
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covered by a tree and holding a vessel on its top. To the left of the column is a winged boy with a 
basket of flower on his back, while another couple weaves garlands. To the right, by the tree, a 
seated girl looks at two boys one astride the other, whereas a nearby couple is busy in 
conversation. 
 When observing the decoration on Paulina’s sarcophagus, on the paintings in the main 
arcosolium, and on the smaller panel on the right wall, one realizes that, similarly to the Tomb of 
Patronus, the whole chamber was decorated in an array of motifs that taken together responded 
to an overarching theme. This theme recurred both in the paintings and in the sculpted 
sarcophagus, and it was reiterated in the different media through a series of scenes that were 
related in content, composition, and style. If in the Tomb of Patron the underlying motif was the 
reunion of the family in Elysium, in the case of the Tomb of Paulina, the main theme insists on 
the concept of the otherworldly life as an eternal condition of enjoyment and bliss. Indeed, the 
whole chamber reproduces the Elysian landscapes as the perfect backdrop for the joyous 
activities of Paulina and her companions. Virgil, in a passage already studied in Chapter Four, 
writes at length about the souls living in the Sedes Beatae and their occupations.39 One groups 
trains as if in a gymnasium, another sings and dances, a third one trains in the art of war, and a 
fourth one celebrates in a perpetual and ideal symposium. In Paulina’s tomb the theme of the 
playing and of the gymnasium are fully explored: when the girl’s father entered inside the 
funerary chamber after commissioning the decoration he certainly found comfort in the hope that 
the young daughter could had reached a place of perfect happiness in Elysium where she might 
have spent eternity busy in the same activities that were painted on the walls. 
                                                   
39
 Virgil, Aeneid, VI.642-660. See: Chapter Four, section 4.4, 141-142. 
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 A similar atmosphere of joyfulness and relaxation is visible on the walls of a 
Columbarium on the Via Portuense built in 140-150 CE two kilometers off the Porta Portese.
40
 
The tomb was found in 1951 as part of a large necropolis that comprised burials cut directly in 
the tufa, others built in bricks, simple ground graves, and incinerations in amphorae. Later 
transported to the Museo Nazionale Romano, the chamber originally contained 26 cinerary urns 
distributed in the niches cut along the North and East walls (fig.142).
 41
 Shortly after the tomb’s 
completion, possibly around 170-180 CE, all the niches were filled in, and portions of the painted 
socle and of the floor were destroyed to leave space for inhumations.  
 The paintings of the original phase of construction that decorated both the North and 
South wall were preserved also during the second phase. On the South wall the decoration was 
divided into two registers that were set above a yellow plinth of green plants (fig.144). The upper 
register displayed two facing rams, a shield, and a krater, while the lower one showed, under two 
garlands, twelve adults subdivided into three groups. The group to the right, composed of two 
men and a woman, plays ball; at the center two men and two women play hide and seek,
42
 while 
the group to the left is comprised of three men and two women, some standing and other sitting 
or lying on the ground, who are busy conversing or possibly playing some other game. To the far 
left, an oversized child leans over a walker and advances toward the center of the scene.  
 Right above the tomb’s entrance is another small painted landscape: a boat with a 
quadrangular sail and one sailor, possibly Charon, travels toward a rocky shore where two 
figures, probably the souls of two deceased, are waiting to embark (fig.145). This scene finds a 
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 The tomb’s paintings were published shortly after the excavation by Felletti-Maj (1953), while the architecture of 
the tomb and of the other four monumental burials investigated concomitantly were published later on, in Felletti-
Maj (1957), esp. 348-353. The paintings have been recently reexamined by Baldassarre et alii (2002), 313-316. 
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close comparison in the lunette of the arcosolium of the Vinai, in the Catacomb of Vibia. The 
boat in this image is usually interpreted as a symbolic vessel carrying the soul of the buried 
deceased in the Afterlife (fig.146).
43
 On the Columbarium’s same wall, to the left, another small 
vignette, showing a couple reclined on a sigma bed, is visible next to the boat’s scene (fig.143). 
 As in the case of the tombs of Patron and of Paulina, it is through the combined reading 
of all the elements of the chamber’s iconography that the viewer understands and decrypts the 
underlying conceptual theme. In the Columbarium of Via Portuense the visitor enters the tomb 
from an opening above which is the panel of Charon’s boat: the door into the tomb and the 
crossing over the Styx are clearly counterpoised to insist on the association of the entrance into 
the tomb and the entrance into Hades. Moreover, the viewer’s journey inside the chamber ends in 
front of the panel set in the Sedes Beatae that corresponds with the final stage in the journey of 
the blessed souls. Thus, the paintings evoke in the viewer the positive outcome of the final 
journey into Hades through the visualization of selected landscapes, in an association between 
the physical experience of the visit to the tomb and the symbolic experience of the Underworld. 
Thus, the painted panels reassure the living on their otherworldly fate and on that of his relatives 







                                                   
43
 Dimensions: L. 90 cm. Maestri (1995), 380-382. See also Ferrua (1971), 50-51. 
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 The monuments analyzed in this chapter have shed some light on the conventions in use 
in the depiction of infernal landscapes. In the majority of the funerary paintings, mosaics, or 
sarcophagi, brevitas seems to be the indispensable and unavoidable criterion that sets the pace 
for the narration and for the visual arrangement of all topographic details. This abbreviation in 
the definition of the landscapes and their natural and architectural entities relies in the decryption 
of the images on the viewers’ part. Indeed, it is through his preexisting knowledge of the myths 
narrated and of their settings that he can understand the images and their meanings. More 
pointedly, in the landscapes of Hades full-fledged representations constitute an exception, 
whereas the use of stylized elements and reduced sceneries is the norm. Therefore, a limited set 
of characters and of topographic features constitutes the primary visual reference to outline 
specific areas of the Underworld. Thus, an image of Pluto seated on the throne is immediately 
understood by the viewer as taking place inside the palace in Elysium, while the presence of 
Charon in the representations always hints at the crossing on the Styx from the bank on Orcus to 
that on the Acherusian plains. Similarly, doors and gates always represents the entrance in Orcus 
or the access into Elysium, while scenes characterized by an abundant use of vegetation and trees 
are inevitably set in the Sedes Beatae. Finally, the elements that define the setting or the 
background of the chthonic scenes are not inserted in the images to respond to the viewer’s 
curiosity on the geographical nature of Hades. Rather, they function as props to the narration of 
the depicted stories, which usually present the successful returns of mythical characters from the 
Underworld, divinities exiting from Hades, or deceased travelling through Orcus to reach their 






 Wilbur Zelinsky, in a captivating article on an American conception of the Afterlife 
based on the analysis of the names of the cemeteries, concluded that the most recurrent names 
refer to plant life or to the local terrain.
1
 Paradise, in imagination, is a quietly voluptuous locale 
of woodlands and grasslands whose plant cover and surface configuration are the epitome of the 
ideal beauty. Americans, like the Romans before them, have no detailed map of the afterworld. 
However, the recurrence of familiar place-names encourages them to envisage an otherworldly 
landscape that, in Zelinsky’s view, takes the form of an elliptical tract of rolling hills surrounded 
at some distance by water and high mountains, stretching far laterally yet quite narrow along a 
vertical axis. The palette is fairly monochromatic: a ubiquitous green characterizes a land of 
trees, flowering shrubs, and grassy lawns in perpetual spring, in contrast with the deep blue of a 
cloudless, sunny sky and of the numerous brooks and fountains. The overall impression is that of 
a rural, empty place of silent tranquility, where nothing happens to disturb the serene enjoyment 
of the view and the experience of a reposeful recollection. 
 The information collected in my dissertation suggests that the Roman perception of the 
terrain of the Afterlife differs little from the modern American view. In fact, the ancient written 
sources insist on the bucolic nature of a landscape that is comprised mainly of rivers, valleys, 
meadows, and woods, transformed only into burnt and barren lands in the region of Tartarus. The 
laments of the condemned souls and the anxious chattering of the spirits awaiting at the crossing 
                                                   
1
 Zelinsky 1976, pp. 182-183, p.191. His statistics show that almost eighty percent of the names of American 
cemeteries refers to vegetation, topography, and hydrology. 
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constitute the only strident sounds in an environment otherwise shrouded in silence, or filled by 
soft chanting of birds, the murmuring of brooks, and the soft music entertaining the souls that are 
engaged in eternal banquets. The funerary monuments have confirmed these scenarios: the 
tombs’ complex iconographic programs emphasize the idyllic nature of the otherworldly 
landscapes visually rendered through the association of such basic elements, as meadows and 
streams, recurring in most of the extant paintings.  
 While my dissertation did not directly address the ways Romans faced their fear of 
Pluto’s realm, it has instead shown that both the texts and the monuments, dealing with death and 
the Hereafter, were drawn upon a common mental image of the topography of Hades. That view 
was conventional, with precise topographical references, natural features, and architectural 
structures that in their shapes and arrangements mirrored actual landscapes, thus making of the 
Afterlife a sort of prolongation of the earthly life.
2
 Moreover, my inquiry has demonstrated that 
the Underworld’s imaginary landscape and its features – e.g. boundaries, gates, hills, woods, 
streams, and communities – were projections dependent on the experience of actual terrain 
known to the Romans. Therefore, the study of the chthonic topography not only contributes to a 
better understanding of the religious and cultural beliefs in the Afterlife but, more broadly, it 
sheds light on the ways Romans perceived their actual surroundings and how they described and 
depicted space according to a set of deeply ingrained conventions. 
 The rarity of very detailed representations of the infernal landscape or the absence of 
chthonic maps should not be surprising: the patron and his familia had a clear picture of the 
Underworld in their minds and did not need reminders. What they were looking for was a set of 
instructions on how to reach their final postmortem destination. Consequently, the literary and 
artistic depictions of the journey toward Elysium and its obstacles, boundaries, crossings, and 
                                                   
2
 Cumont (1922), 72. 
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entryways reflected an almost obsessive repetition of the main landmarks that were instrumental 
in directing the souls from the entrance to Hades, through the various lower regions, to their final 
abodes. These landmarks are described or visualized as gates, crossing points, and utopian 
gardens; each site is understood by the reader or the viewer not as an isolated location detached 
from the overall imaginary map of Hades, but in relation to its placement in the specific chthonic 
region it occupies and along the infernal path that links them all. When the Roman viewer was 
confronted with these topographic elements, recognizable as landmarks because of their 




 This dissertation has also made clear that Romans did not place the generic landscapes of 
Hades on funerary monuments for their esthetic value; they selected symbolic natural and 
architectural elements in order to define specific places of orientation and landmarks, and to 
guide the viewer in the unfolding of the narrative of the journey to the Underworld. In fact, it is 
through the recognition of architectural details, such as a gate or an indoor podium, that a Roman 
audience could distinguish the images pertinent to the myth of Laodamia from those of Alcestis’. 
The context and its topographical setting were the main elements that elicited from the viewer a 
response either to the heroine’s successful return from the world of the dead or to the welcoming 
of the soul among the blessed. Thus, the eschatological values of the characters and of their 
actions depended upon the topographical background: the viewer recognized the main visible 
chthonic landmarks, drew on his conventional mental image of Hades, shared with Roman 
society at large, and then he was able to call on the supplemental knowledge that could bring him 
to a more complete and profound understanding of the scene presented. 
                                                   
3
 For an analysis of these issues in modern theories of wayfinding, see: Blades (1991), 141. 
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 These interests establish the need for a more detailed and thorough approach to the study 
of the Roman beliefs in the Underworld from the perspective of its imaginary topographical 
elements. In this dissertation, the information gathered from the texts and the monuments has 
confirmed that the careful examination of each natural and architectural element of Hades and 
their collective assemblage into a coherent chthonic landscape can address the meaning of points 
of passage and images so far poorly understood or even disregarded. In approaching the written 
sources, my analysis has asserted the importance of an original Roman contribution to the 
topographical articulation of Hades, while lessening the alleged direct derivation of this imagery 
from the Greek tradition. From an art historical prospective, issues of the depiction of space on 
the front panels of sarcophagi as well as the interpretation of the complex interactions between 
the iconography of the fronts and that of the short sides could be clarified from the correct 
placing of the scenes represented in relation to the geography of Hades, e.g.: the Underworld’s 
entrance, Charon’s crossing, or the palace of Hades, in regard to the sarcophagi displaying the 
rape of Proserpina or the Alcestis myth. 
 Undoubtedly other results could be achieved by extending, the range of the texts and of 
the artistic examples that deal with the topography of Hades and its representations beyond 
Rome and Ostia. However, contrary to the general tendency to group indiscriminately together 
works of art from different regions and time periods, I believe that the collection of evidence 
defined by source, location and date is preferable. Indeed, the method followed in this study has 
demonstrated that by analyzing sources and monuments belonging to a homogeneous context 
one can achieve meaningful conclusions both about the specific beliefs of a certain society in the 
Afterlife and on the geographic and topographic conceptions behind the configuration of such 
chthonic landscapes. 
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 Building upon the groundwork here presented, one could expand this repertory to include 
other provinces of the Empire affected by strong Romanization. This would allow scholars to 
follow the impact of metropolitan Roman beliefs in Hades on the preexisting autochthonous 
creeds and their subsequent influence in the decoration of locally produced monuments. For 
some provinces the study of the local funerary art of the Roman period can be further enriched 
by the collection of ancient texts which document the indigenous traditions and beliefs before the 
Roman conquest.  
 In Roman Egypt, where there already exists an extensive scholarship on religious issues, 
the pharaonic conception of the Afterlife, and the impact of Romanization, can be combined with 
the study of the employment of Roman chthonic landscapes in the indigenous art. This 
multifaceted approach could suggest new lines of interpretation for monuments such as the 
complex scene, dating to first century CE, painted on a loculus slab in the Chatby necropolis of 
Alexandria (fig. 147).
4
 In the scene there are clearly noticeable elements that are reminiscent of 
the pharaonic tradition of the journey to the Underworld and that are also outlined in the sources 
and on numerous infernal maps painted on papyri and on tombs’ walls. However, these local 
elements are combined with original motifs, as Charon’s Boat or Ixion on the wheel, that are 
attributable to the consolidation of new beliefs affecting also the geographical and topographical 
imagery of the Afterlife.
 5
 Other Roman provinces offer similar examples of religious and artistic 
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 Daszewski (1988), 441-442, and Rodziewicz (1992), 330. 
 
5
 I will quote here only two of the most recent studies, both listing all the earlier pertinent bibliography. John 
Taylor’s chapter, inserted in a broader study on the journey in the Afterlife according to the Book of the Dead, 
specifically focuses on the elements of the chthonic landscape of the pharaonic period that are evincible from the 
texts and that have clear visual counterparts on the monuments, in an approach to the problem quite similar to that 
used in this dissertation: Taylor (2010). On the front of the written sources, the study of Mark Smith on later 
Ptolemaic and Roman manuscripts details the journey to the Afterlife. Notably, the demotic versions of Manuscript 
P. Rhind 1, written for Menthesouphis cavalry officer, and Manuscript P. Harkness, written for Tanaweruow 
possibly a priestess, attest to the persistence of traditional pharaonic religious beliefs side by side with the 
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commingling; the lack or paucity of written sources predating the Roman arrival though, makes 
it more difficult to establish whether conquering Roman culture imposed its vision on the 
Hereafter or rather it filled a local cultural and/or visual gap. A case in point is the Hypogeum, 
also known as Tomb 1, excavated in the village of Jansour in Libya and dating to the first 
century CE (fig. 148 and fig.149).
6
 A more thorough study of the painted cycle and of landmarks 
there represented - the boat carrying the soul and its guide, the presentation of the soul in an 
abbreviated Elysium - would better establish those aspects of the scene that reflect a Roman 
influence and models. Moreover, an analysis of the tomb’s iconography in comparison with 
other contemporary public and private monuments would also contribute to the current debate on 
the effects of the Roman conquest, highlighting the elements that differentiate the Roman 
presence from the earlier Greek domination.
7
 
 Finally, the conclusions reached in this dissertation could be extended to the mutual 
influences of Christians and pagans in their visions of the Afterlife. Indeed, the connections 
between the early Christian perception of the inhabited world and Paradise, and the Roman 
traditional imagery of the Underworld are too close to be coincidental. Despite the general 
tendency to study the two religions and their visual expressions in isolation, for at least three 
centuries (second-fourth centuries CE) reciprocal influences, developments, and changes in the 
topographic nature of the Afterlife and its location in relation to the known world served to shape 
Christian and non-Christian views of the Hereafter. In the specific, Christians started questioning 
the concept of Paradise and of the Garden of Eden from very early on in their history. The debate 
                                                                                                                                                                    




 Griffith (2008). 
 
7
 On the argument that the Romans implemented in Libya a ‘secondary system of conquest’ meant to build directly 
upon Alexander’s achievements without major innovations see Thompson (1982). 
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on the location of Paradise, based on Genesis II.8-14, divided the fathers of the church between 
those reading the passage as an allegory, and others that considered it as a literal description of a 
place on earth and therefore stressed in their works the importance of its geographical aspects. 
While it is true that Paradise and Hades do not coincide, they both symbolized other worlds 
whose imaginary topographic configurations deeply affected the perception of the continuation 
of the souls’ existence after death. As such, they responded to similar philosophical and religious 
questions and they both were constructed by drawing upon the same geographical knowledge. 
The earliest texts clearly attest to the mediation between philosophic and geographic notions 
deriving from Greek and Roman authors and elements specific to the Bible and the Gospels.
8
 A 
ninth century map of the oikoumene and Paradise accompanying the Christian Topography, 
written in the sixth century CE by Cosmas Indicopleustes, attests to this mixture (fig.150). The 
elements visible on the map and the ideas behind it originated as early as the late second century 
CE, when several Christian authors suggested that Paradise was located to the East, beyond the 
impassible Ocean, and it was hidden and inaccessible to men.
9
 In the later map, Ocean still 
surrounds and frames the oikoumene, and Paradise is depicted as an idyllic garden of trees to the 
Far East. Four rivers originate in Paradise, flow below the Ocean, and resurface in different 
                                                   
8
 On the early debate on the nature of Paradise in the Church see: Scafi (2006), 36-41. On the early Christian 
literature on Hell see: Elliott (1986), chapter 2. 
 
9
 See, for example, Ad Autolycum by Theophilus of Antioch (II.24). And that Paradise is earth, and is planted on the 
earth, the Scripture states, saying: "And the Lord God planted Paradise in Eden eastwards, and placed man there; 
and out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food." By the 
expressions, therefore, "out of the ground," and "eastwards," the holy writing clearly teaches us that Paradise is 
under this heaven, under which the east and the earth are. And the Hebrew word Eden signifies "delight." And it 
was signified that a river flowed out of Eden to water Paradise, and after that divides into four heads; of which the 
two called Pison and Gihon water the eastern parts, especially Gihon, which encompasses the whole land of 
Ethiopia, and which, they say, reappears in Egypt under the name of Nile. And the other two rivers are manifestly 
recognisable by us--those called Tigris and Euphrates--for these borders on our own regions.  
Translation R.M. Grant, Oxford 1970. 
Cosma’s illumination is preserved in a manuscript now at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (Vat.Gr.699). An 
edition of the illumination in: Cosmas Indicopleustes, Topographie Chrétienne, W. Wolska-Conus ed., Sources 
Chrétiennes, Paris 1968, 1970, 1973, respectively pages 141, 159, 197. 
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locations on Earth, creating a connection between the world of the living and that of the dead 
identical to the presence and function of the infernal rivers, Acheron, Styx, and Eridanus.
10
 
 While this process is generally understood and accepted by scholars dealing with the 
early Christian texts, it is mostly ignored in the interpretation of Roman funerary art. This is true 
both for monuments that are traditionally considered as Christian but whose iconography has 
turn out to be far more complex, witness the studies of the Hypogeum of the Aurelii, as well as 
for those than have been always and uncritically approached as pagan.
11
 In an excessive attempt 
to compartmentalize tombs’ iconography according to religious discriminants, scholars have 
been studying funerary monuments solely as expressions of the patrons’ creeds. This has resulted 
in the often arbitrary separation in the study of tombs that are contemporary and sometime even 
contiguous, as if they belonged to different societies and traditions, without any consideration for 
the possibilities of interactive assimilation and imitation. On the contrary, I believe that as the 
preexistent and mostly pagan view of the Universe affected the early debates in the Christian 
church, conversely the first formulations of a Christian Afterlife must have influenced the pagan 
vision of the nature and location of the Underworld, and that the mutual interactions find a visual 
confirmation in the painted scenes. It is thus time to reconsider our preconceived notions about 
the relations between funerary art and religious beliefs as direct, immutable, and invariable, and 
approach the monuments anew, keeping in mind that the topographic context of the decorative 
images of the Underworld is more relevant to an understanding of the narrative reconstruction of 
the religious framework behind it than what we have become accustomed to thinking. 
                                                   
10
 Vat.Gr.699, fol. 40v. A detailed study of Hellenistic and Roman influences on Cosma’s vision of Earth in 
Komonko (2008), 145 ff. it is often argued that the number four for the rivers of Paradise reflects the biblical 
teaching, Dilke (1987), 261-263; however it is impossible not to recognize that four are also the main rivers 
mentioned in the Roman Hades: Acheron, Styx, Phlegethon, and Lethe. 
 
11
 See Chapter Five, section 5.1, 153-162. 
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Fig. 1- John Bunyan. Pilgrim Progress. London 1850 
 
 
Fig. 2- John Bunyan. Pilgrim Progress. New York 1844 
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Fig. 3- Ovid. Metamorphoses, Book IV. Frankfurt 1581. Engraving by Virgil Solis 
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Fig. 5- Plan of Virgil’s Underworld and Elysium 
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Fig. 6- Map of the Underworld showing the descents of Odysseus and Aeneas 
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Fig. 10- Denarius of Octavian 
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Fig. 11- Denarius of Divus Vespasian 
 
Fig. 12- Denarius of Domitian 
 
 


















































































Fig. 22- Map of the Underworld. Detail of Tartarus 
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 Fig. 26- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, overview of the North-West corner of Cubiculum A  
 
 
































































        
 
 
Fig. 33 (left)- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, West wall, adventus scene 
 
Fig. 34 (right)- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, North wall, detail of the paintings 
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Fig. 35- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, North wall, forum 
 
 
Fig. 36- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, North wall, entrance into the gardens 
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Fig. 37- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, East wall, banquet scene 
 
 
Fig. 38- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, East wall, banquet scene 
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Fig. 39- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, East wall, detail of the paintings 
 
 
Fig. 40- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, East wall, upper panel, left scene 
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Fig. 41- Hypogeum of the Aurelii, Cubiculum A, East wall, detail of the paintings 
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Fig. 43- Vibia Catacomb, plan 
 
 





Fig. 45- Arcosolium of Vibia, inductio scene 
 
 
Fig. 46 Arcosolium of Vibia, judgment scene 
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Fig. 47- Tomb of the Nasonii, plan and elevation 
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Fig. 48- Tomb of the Nasonii, reconstruction of the decorative program 
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Fig. 49- Tomb of the Nasonii, South wall, overview of the decorative program 
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Fig. 57- Tomb of the Nasonii, North wall, third panel 
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Fig. 58- Tomb of the Nasonii, East wall, arcosolium 
 
 
















Fig. 63- Piazzola of S. Sebastiano, Loculus of Atimetus, detail of right scene 
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Fig. 64 (right) and Fig.65 (left)- Velletri Sarcophagus, main front and secondary front 
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Fig. 66- Velletri Sarcophagus, short side 
 
 
Fig. 67- Velletri Sarcophagus, short side 
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Fig. 68- Cinerary Urn of Quintus Vitellius 
 
 
Fig. 69- Cinerary Urn of Varia Amoeba 
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Fig. 70- Funerary Altar of Paulus Ciartius Actus 
 
 






Fig. 72- Cinerary Urn of Lucius Cacius Cinnamus and Cacia Auxina 
 
 
Fig. 73- Cinerary Urn of Vernasia Cyclas 
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Fig. 74- Cinerary Urn of Caius Iulius Hermes 
 
 


























          
 
Fig. 77 (left)- Sarcophagus of Hercules and Cerberus 
Fig. 78 (right)- Hermes Sarcophagus 
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Fig. 79- Ostia, Isola Sacra Necropolis, overview tombs 51, 55, 56, 54, 75, and 67 
 
 
Fig. 80- Ostia, Isola Sacra Necropolis, tomb 56, aedicula 
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Fig. 81- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Plan 
 
 
Fig. 82- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Plan of Cubiculum F 
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Fig. 83- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Cubiculum F, West panel 
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Fig. 84- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Cubiculum F, East panel 
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Fig. 85 (left)- Erotes Sarcophagus                              Fig. 86 (right)- Seasons Sarcophagus 
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Fig. 87- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Plan of Cubiculum N 
 
 
Fig. 88- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Cubiculum N, North wall, view of the arcosolium 
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Fig. 89- Hypogeum of Via Dino Compagni, Cubiculum N, North wall, detail of Hercules and Alcestis 
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Fig. 90- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Canal Tombs, aerial view 
 
 
Fig. 91- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Canal Tombs, Plan of Regio I with Tomb N 
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Fig. 92- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Canal Tombs, Tomb N, panel with Hercules and Laodamia 
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Fig. 94- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Canal Tombs, Tomb N, tracing of the panel 
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Fig. 95- Vatican Necropolis, Plan and Section 
 
 
Fig. 96- Vatican Necropolis. Mausoleum Phi, West wall, detail of arcosolium 
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Fig. 97- Sarcophagus of the rape of Persephone, details of the two short sides 
 
 
Fig. 98- Sarcophagus of the rape of Persephone 
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Fig. 99- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Tomb F, aerial view 
 
Fig. 100- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Tomb F, plan 
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Fig. 105- Necropolis of the Via Latina, Tomb of the Pancratii, plan and section 
 
 
Fig. 106- Tomb of the Pancratii, detail of the wall and vault stucco decoration 
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Fig. 113- Funerary Altar in a drawing from the Dal Pozzo-Albani Drawing Book 
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Fig. 114- Funerary Altar of Lucius Passienus Augianus 
 
 
Fig. 115- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Tomb of Clodia Prepusa (Tomb 86), interior 
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Fig. 116- Tomb of Clodia Prepusa, mosaic of the lower chamber 
 
 
Fig. 117- Ostia, Isola Sacra, Tomb of T. Claudius Eutychus (Tomb 78), Terracotta panel 
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Fig. 118- Via Tiburtina Vetus, Tomb of the Medusa, plan and elevation 
 
 
Fig. 119- Tomb of the Medusa, Orestes Sarcophagus, short side  
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Fig. 120- Protesilaos Sarcophagus, front 
 
 
Fig. 121- Protesilaos Sarcophagus, short sides 
 
 
Fig. 122- Sarcophagus of Caius Iunius Euhodus, front 
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Fig. 123- Sarcophagus of Caius Iunius Euhodus, detail of Cerberus’ cave 
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Fig. 124- Sarcophagus of the Rape of Persephone, front 
 
 
Fig. 125- Sarcophagus of the Rape of Persephone, detail of Hades’ chariot 
 
 
Fig. 126- Sarcophagus with the labors of Hercules, front 
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Fig. 127- Sarcophagus with the labors of Hercules, detail of Hercules and Cerberus 
 
 










Fig. 129- Sarcophagus with the labors of Hercules, short side 
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Fig. 130 (left)- Altar 

















Fig. 133- Ostia, Porta Laurentina Necropolis, Tomb of the Caecilii, detail of the Rape of Persephone 
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Fig. 138- Hypogeum of the Octavii, Sarcophagus of Paulina, front 
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Fig. 139- Hypogeum of the Octavii, North arcosolium, detail of the decoration 
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Fig. 140- Hypogeum of the Octavii, North arcosolium, detail of the decoration in situ 
 
 
Fig. 141- Hypogeum of the Octavii, East wall, detail of a panel 
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Fig. 142- Via Portuense, Tomb C, plan 
 
 













Fig. 146- Vibia Catacomb, Arcosolium dei Vinai, scene of sailing 
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